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Since the first publication of theHuangdi Sijing in 1974, a critical literary study of 
it has been required to stand in the middle ground between the word by word 
commentaries of the editors and the generalisations of the historians of philosophy. A 
literary study puts the emphasis on the primacy of the text itself and aims to show its 
philosophy in relation to its literary format. Part One of the thesis isolates units within the 
text by concentrating on the use of binary terminology. By noting passages that use 
different binary terms, one can identify varying strands of compositioa These are each 
placed in relation to their literary context in so far as it is known from works of the same 
period. Part Two looks at the process of redaction of each of the four canons and their 
social context. It shows how disparate essays could be gathered under one cover to serve 
a common end. The method is that in common use in Biblical studies. A conclusion 
reviews the notions of "school" and "httang-lao" that are current in contemporary 
discussions of Chinese thought.
My edition of the text cannot pretend to be definitive but it does aspire to set a 
standard of scholarship by presenting the opinions of all editions known to me in a way 
that allows for future modifications, if necessary, by supplying a standard form of 
reference for any passage, free from the vagaries of modem pagination and with a full 
apparatus. The standards of editing the text are also those current in critical editions of the 
Bible.
If I have been able to present the Chinese text in a standard way, then perhaps this 
work may furnish greater scholars with material to enable them to give to Chinese 
philosophy the place it deserves in the commonwealth of human wisdom
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Preface
Preface: Purpose and Project
Since the first publication ofthe Huangdi Sijing in 1974, a critical literary study of 
it has been required to stand in the middle ground between the word by word 
commentaries of the editors and the generalisations of the historians of philosophy. A 
literary study puts the emphasis on the primacy of the text itself and aims to show the 
philosophical ideas it contains in relation to its literary format. The reader who does not 
know the work in question should be encouraged to look to the text and appreciate the 
context in which ideas are conveyed.
Part One of the thesis isolates units within the text by concentrating on the use of 
binary terminology. By noting passages that use different binary terms, one can identify 
varying strands of composition. These are each placed in relation to their literary context 
in sojhfa f^cis known from works of the same period. Part Two looks at the process of 
redaction of each of the four canons and their social context. It shows how disparate 
essays could be gathered under one cover to serve a common end. The method is that in 
common use in Biblical studies. A conclusion reviews the notions of "school*1 and 
"huang-lao" that are current in contemporary discussions of Chinese thought.
My edition of the text proper cannot pretend to be definitive but it does aspire to 
set a standard of scholarship by presenting the opinions of all editions known to me in a 
way that allows for future modifications, if necessary, by supplying a standard form of 
reference for any passage, free from the vagaries of modern pagination, and with a full 
apparatus.
Neither in my edition of the text nor in my literary discussion of it do I pretend to 
have said the last word. If I have been able to present the Chinese text in a standard way, 
then perhaps this work may furnish greater scholars with material to enable them to give to 
Chinese philosophy the place it deserves in the commonwealth of human wisdom.
Citations
Technical terminology and chapter titles will not be translated but quoted 
according to modern standard Chinese pronunciation. Obviously this is anachronistic but 
it does help in identification. In referring to divisions of Chinese books I shall follow 
normal English practice in distinguishing "books" and "chapters". "Chapters" are
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divisions of a "book" and are numbered consecutively from "one". Thus the four parts of 
the Huangdi Sijing: Jingfa, Shiliu Jing, Cheng and Dao Yuan will be termed books. The 
divis ions of the first two books will be termed" chapters". The aphorisms of Cheng will be 
identified by the number of my edition.
Something similar applies to other works. Thus the Guo Yu will be treated as one 
"book" with 21 chapters; the Guanzi as one "book" with 86 chapters1. Manuscript 
divisions smaller than a chapter, such as the zhang iff of the Lunyu, will be termed 
"paragraphs" and smaller still "verses". Parts chosen for study and without a clear identity 
in any manuscript will be called "sections".
The current habit of writing in acronyms will be avoided if possible, except in the 
critical apparatus of the edition, as it is unsightly and makes consultation of a work 
exceedingly difficult. References are given by chapter and page number of the editions 
used. Wherever possible standard concordances are used and when these do not exist 
then mainland Chinese editions are preferred since these are cheaper and more readily 
available than any others. Hopefully the chapter numbers will be of use to those who do 
not possess the editions I have used.
Statistics
An attempt has been made to count all the characters used in the text of the four 
canons. Let the reader be patient; the count may be imperfect but can be used as a rough 
guide until the time comes when more accurate computing is possible.
1 Chinese terms which express concepts not contained in English may justly be transliterated. Chinese terms which 
express concepts such as "volume", "tome", "part", "chapter” are quite evident to an English speaker and thus should 
be translated unless confusion would be caused thereby. Owing to inconsistencies in Chinese usage, my use of 
"chapter" may correspond to the Chinese terms zhang, pian or Jttan. The following representative list should be 
some guide for the Sinologist. It gives the number o f  chapters in each work in brackets. (The Da Dai Liji is 
exceptional in starting at chapter 39 rather than chapter 1.)
"Chapter" translates z h a n g ^  \ Dao De Jing (3 \)
"Chapter" translates pian ^ : Lutt Yu (20), Zhuangzi (33), Guanzi (86), Mozi (71), Xttttzi (32), Shizi (13), Sunzi 
(13), Wuzi (6), Sima Fa (5), Liu Tao (60), Sima Fa (Yinqueshan) (5), Weiliaozi (24), Shangjunshu (26), Hanfeizi 
(55), Lun Hetig (84), Da D ai Liji (39-81), Heguanzi (19), Guiguzi (12),Lyi(49), Chunqiu Fanlu (82), Huangdi 
NeijitigSuwen (81), Yizhoushu (70);
"Chapter" translates juatt ^ : Sunzi (13), Shanhaijing (18), Wenzi (12), Huainanzi (21), Guayu (21), Shiji (130), 
Honshu (100), Zhushu Jinian (12 ),Shuo Yuan (20). [Notice that for Sunzi Juan and piati coincide)
Some works are traditionally set out in another form with numbered sub-divisions o f juan. For these works I do not 
use the word "chapter": Mengzi (l),Lushi Chunqiu (26), Zhattgtio Ce (33), Zuo Zhuan (12). Here juan is translated 
as "book". The numbered "books" may be subdivided into "years" (Zuo Zhuan), upper and lower (Mengzi) or pian 
(Lushi Chunqiu).
Thus whenever a footnote gives a number after the mention o f a work that number refers to the divisions given above. 
For example Zhuangzi23 is the 23rdpian of Zhuangzi', Wenzi 1 is the 7th juan o f Wenzi. This is standard practice in 
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Preface: Titles of the Books and Chapters of the Four Canons
Chinese Names Transliterated Names English Translation
H r # ®  M Huangdi Sijing The Four Canons of the
Yellow Emperor
m m I Jingfa I. The Constant Law
1.1 M m 1.1 Daofa 1.1 The Way and the Law
1.2 1.2 Guo Ci 1.2 The Order of the State
i.3 n  i e 1.3 Jun Zheng 1.3 Princely Government
1.4 ^ f i ­ 1.4 Da Fen 1.4 The Great Distinction
t s 1.5 Si Du 1.5 Four Standards
1.6 1.6 Lun 1.6 Discussion
i.7 1.7 Wang Lun 1.7 Discussion of Collapse
1.8 1.8 Lun Yue 1.8 Resume of Discussions
1.9 1.9 Ming Li 1.9 Name and Pattern
II +  7n M II Shiliu Jing II Sixteen Canons
h  i & P II. 1 Li... II. 1 Establishing...
n .2 ® II. 2 Guan II.2 Observation
H.3 3l IE II.3 Wu Zheng II.3 Five Norms
II. 4 II.4 Guo Tong H.4 Guo Tong
n.5 IE S I II. 5 Zheng Luan n.5 Righting Confusion
n.6 II. 6 Xing Zheng H.6 Inter-Clan Conflict
n.7 fig H i p II.7 CixiongJie n.7 Hen & Cock Tallies
II-8 II. 8 BingRong H.8 Law of Arms
n.9 I fc m II. 9 Cheng Fa H.9 Formation of the Law
11.10 11.10 San Jin II. 10 Three Taboos
n . n ; £ & 11.11 Ben Fa H. 11 Principle of Military
11.12 [x2] 11.12 n .12
n . i3 ^ f v p II. 13 Xing Shou 11,13 Defence of Conduct
II. 14 J® i t 11.14 Shun Dao II. 14 Going with the Way
n .is  [x?] 11.15 n.15
m f f t ID Cheng m  Collected Sayings
i v i t M IV Dao Yuan IV The Origin of the Way
Chapter One: Introduction 
Chapter One: Introduction: A Literary Study of the Huangdi Sijing
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1.1 Huangdi Sijing: manuscript and text
The advance of Chinese archaeology in the present century has resulted in many 
textual finds of great value. It is to be hoped that more discoveries will continue to be 
made. With respect to a newly-discovered text, the first task of scholarship is to establish 
an edition ofthe text. The second step is to begin a literary analysis aimed at presenting the 
nature and significance of the work. A third step is to use the work as material for 
reconstructing our understanding of the past. The initial work is the the proper work of 
the philologist. It is carried out here in the appendix. The body of the thesis concentrates 
on the literary approach whilst leaving some suggestions for the third step in the final 
chapter.
The basis for the present study is the silk manuscript codex, LaoziB ^  -J* Zj 
found in tomb number three at Mawangdui J§  , Changsha -U fP , Hunan Province 
$8 f t  ^ T h e  tomb was closed in 168 B.C. and was not opened until December 19732. 
Attention will be focused on the four texts which precede the text of the Laozi in this 
manuscript codex and for which this codex is our only evidence. It is generally assumed 
that these four texts belong together and it has been suggested that they should be 
identified with an unknown work listed in the Daoist section of the Hanshu ^  
bibliography. The entry in this list reads, "Huandi Sijing, in four pian" . Though nothing 
more is known of this Huangdi Sijing, the identification is plausible4. The degree of
1 Du Weiming, Journal o f  Asian Studies (39) 1979. pp. 95-8 gives a description o f all the finds and thedateofburial. 
Locwe.M., T'oungPao (63) 1977 pp. 115-121 gives a complete description ofthe manuscript finds.
Ran Yunhua, T'oungPao (63)1977 gives a summary ofthe silk manuscripts.
2 Tomb three is generally thought to be that o f the son o f Li Cang ^ lj Marquis of Dai t i d i e d  186 B.C.), who died 
in 168 B.C. aged about thirty. The son's name was Li Xi ^ lj and it seems most probable that he was the occupant 
ofthe tomb next to his father, in tomb 2, and mother, in tomb 1. For papers on this topic see A bstract ofTheses ofthe 
International Symposium on Mawangdui Han tombs, Changsha, 1992, 45-8. A challenge to the commonly 
accepted view is brought by Zhou Yimou ^  —- §jf£. Zhou says that since Li Xi died in 165 B.C. the tomb cannot be 
his. Instead Zhou contends that Li Xi had a younger brother, whose name is supposedly given by a map in the tomb as 
LiDe?$2 Both the existence and name o f this brother are highly dubious. In remarks not included in the Abstract, 
Liu Xiao Lu that a minor emendation (changing a date from Wrndi year 15 to year 12) is required to 
place the date o f Li Xi's death in 16 8 B.C., thus giving credence to the common view contra Zhou.
3 Hanshu 30 Yiwenzhi $  p. 1730 ; t  K  M  $
4 Arguments in favour o f accepting the title Huangdi Sijing are advanced by YuMingguang in his 1989 edition ofthe
text, pp. 4-12, also in an essay, "HuangdiSijing" Shttmingjichengshu NiandaiKao. and again in the introduction to 
his 1993 edition, pp. 5-8. Some authors prefer the title Huang-Lao SilkBook or some variant thereof. For instance, 
Li Xueqin prefers, as a temporary measure, Huangdi Shu ft^, The Yellow Emperofs Book ( "Cheng" Pian yu
"Zhou Zhu", p. 242). Such a title may be suitable for the manuscript discovered at Mawangdui but it cannot be the 
title ofthe text as such for it involves reference to the material, silk, ofthe manuscript or is also only a specific title in so 
far as no other Huang~Lao Silk Book is discovered. The extant manuscript supplies titles for most o f  the chapters o f
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plausibility is disputed and can never be proved absolutely without a new discovery. 
Despite this uncertainty it is preferable to adopt a clear and unambiguous title for the text 
independently of the codex title and Huangdi Sijing serves this purpose welL
In an appendix to the present thesis a critical edition has been provided with a 
technical preface discussing principles of editing and highlighting a few special problems. 
In the body of the thesis itself, references to the text of the Huangdi Sijing are to this 
edition. Discussion of editiorial problems is confined to the critical apparatus appended to 
the edition, though if considered relevant may be mentioned also in the body ofthe thesis. 
The thesis is thus free to devote itself to literary criticism and stylistic study of this group of 
texts.
1.2 A Brief Description ofthe Huangdi Sijing
It is perhaps not coincidence alone which placed thsLaozi and the Huangdi Sijing 
on the same codex. The Huangdi Sijing is a Daoist work and touches on military matters 
and metaphysical issues as the Laozi also does. It is, however, considerably longer than 
Laozi, This feature and an ongoing scholarly debate about its unity make it inappropriate 
at this stage to discuss the work as a whole. Our introduction will focus rather on the four 
constituent books.
The first book, Jingfa, contains ninetssays, the longest being nearly 800 characters 
in length, the shortest just under 300 characters5. The manuscript is in good condition and 
the characters clearly written. While there are echoes of known works in vocabulary and 
expression, Jingfa is a work of immense value and is largely responsible for a revolution in 
the way modern scholarship has treated Daoism, A Daoist work, it treats ofthe Law and 
government, embracing features that were traditionally assigned to separate 
compartments: Legalism, Daoism, Mohism. Its opening line, "The Way births the Law"6
the four canons and for each o f the canons but not for an overall title. This means that it is impossible to know with 
certainty what, if any, the title o f the whole was. In these circumstances the title Huangdi Sijing is at least a 
satisfactory solution for a worthy title. Qiu Xigui (1980 & 1993) denies the unity ofthe four books and therefore 
refers to them only by the name o f the codex Mawangdui Boshu "Laozi" y i bett juan qian gu yishu bingfei 
"Huangdi Sijing". Qiu bases his arguments against Huangdi Sijing on the basis of its form and content, showing 
that it differs from Laozi. However, though we know the title existed we have no proof as to what its exact 
relationship toLaozi might have been. Qiu cannot prove that the four texts ofMawangdui are not the Huangdi Sijing 
any more than Yu can prove that they are. At teas fYu recognises that the title of the manuscript cannot have been that 
ofthe Mawangdui codex.
5 Chinese characters and English translations o f the titles of books and chapters are found on page 10. Colometric 
information is provided atthe end ofthe technical preface.
6 la 1-3 if f  I use "birth" as a transitive verb to translate sheng. For this usage, see the London Underground
13
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is perhaps the most memorable in the entire Huangdi Sijing.
The second book, Shiliu Jing, comprises fifteen parts as it now stands7. These are 
generally shorter than those of Jingfa: the longest reaching nearly 650 characters; the 
shortest-barring the fifteenth, the length of which is disputed, 175 characters. They are 
more diverse than the chapters of Jingfa, though perhaps the commonest recurring note is 
the context in which each one is set: a dialogue between the Yellow Emperor and his 
ministers. In particular two chapters recount the battle of the Yellow Emperor and Chi 
You in graphic detail not recorded elsewhere. These accounts are said to include the 
earliest references to football in the world .
The title of the third book, Cheng, means a "collection of sayings" . In all one can 
identify some fifty sayings with a final conclusion listing items under yin or yang. 
Unfortunately, one and a half columns of the manuscript preceding this conclusion are so 
badly damaged that they cannot be read1 °. S ome of the sayings in the collection are known 
from other sources but most are new to science.
The fourth and final book, Dao Yuan, is a essay of just over 450 characters 
describing the origin of things. It is indebted to Laozi and represents a simpler version of 
what is written under the same or a similar title in the first chapters of Wenzi and
Huainanzi respectively11. The manuscript is in good condition with only three graphs that
12cannot be repaired with certainty either by the epigrapher or the editor .
1.3 Principles of Criticism
T ill now most studies of the Huangdi Sijing have been devoted to determining the 
date of its authorship, its pattern of thought and its influence in the political sphere. 
Phrases found in the Huangdi Sijing are compared with ones from better-known texts and 
on this basis the work is placed in its intellectual context. Much ofthe work accomplished 
is of lasting value and serves as material for the present study. Lacking, however, is any
advert for Chatham Naval Dockyard, where "ships are birthed".
7 Disputes concerning the title o f the book, the number of its chapters and the overall length o f the book are considered 
in the technical preface.
8 Yu Mingguang 1989, p. 298 note 36; Yu Mingguang 1993, p. 123 note 13 (Jtffcliography: List A)
9 SeeLiXueqin, "Cheng "Pian yu  "ZitouZhu", Professor Li rejects another possible reading ofthe same character as 
"weigiiingup", p. 242.
10 162b-163a. This is the most serious damage sustained to this manuscript. One argument in the dispute over the 
length ofShiliu Jing can involve postulating damage to the manuscript used by the copyist.
11 Chapter One of Wenzi is D ao Yuan jjjl, of Huainanzi, Yuan Dao  jH.
12 172b 1-2& 173b 30 The apparatus indicates this by a large blank square "p".
Chapter One: Introduction
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consistent methodology with the result that contradictory conclusions are arrived at with 
no means available for assessing their relative merits. One writer may study the "parallel 
passages" in the Huangdi Sijing and decide that the work is related to the Jixia 
Academy of mid to late Warring States Q i ^ 13, Another looks at the rhymes and argues in 
favour of Chu14 whereas a third may look at the thought and advocate the early Han court
ISas the milieu to which it belongs . Without any principles governing the research there is 
no way these approaches can be scientifically defined and compared.
In literary studies of this kind it helps to keep the range of method as broad as 
possible so as to arrive at as balanced a conclusion as the text permits. Moreover, one 
must leave room for new information arising from new finds, better understanding of 
ancient Chinese grammar and new methods of criticism. To adopt an approach rooted 
entirely in some modem Western philosophy, such as structuralism, may indeed help us to 
understand the text better but it would leave unanswered questions of dating, unity of 
composition and the like, which cannot be ignored.
In the West the science of literary criticism has developed around the Bible and it 
would be foolish to ignore the principles operative in Biblical criticism. In both cases 
interest falls on ancient texts that form part of a tradition and have influenced socio­
political movements. Of course, it may be objected that the purpose of Biblical criticism is 
to discover the word of God and not merely to unravel the meaning of the text. In looking 
to the Huangdi Sijing one is not concerned with this theological dimension. However, the 
objection may be misstated. If the search for the divine element in the Bible is construed as
13 Xu Kangsheng, Wenshizhe 1979 no. 3 thinks that/wg/a, Cheng and Dao Yuan are pre-Jixia and that Shiliu Jing is 
post-Jixia. His argument is based on comparison with certain chapters of the Guanzi and uses an anachronistic 
nineteenth century German theory aboutthc way thought develops.
Huang Zhao, Guanzi Xuekan 1989 no. 2 sets out to show that the "Huattg-Lao Silk Book" is the work of an author 
fromQi.
14 Long Huij Kaogu Xuehao 1975 no. 2 pp. 23-32; Huang Zhao, Guanzi Xuekan 1989 no. 2 argues against the Chu 
origin by suggesting that the owner o f the manuscript teamt the text by heart in its Qi version but then copied it down 
in Chu dialect when he went home.
15 Na Wei, Handai Daojta de Zhengzhi Sixiang, p. 21 Na Wei claims that the author of the "Silk Book" must have 
known about problems over the loyalty of kings not ofthe ruling Liu $$ family in the early Han. Na Wei's argument 
depends on proving that advice given in the Huangdi Sijing is particularly apt for the early Han period. One could 
equally well argue that it is particularly apt for the early Warring States period, some centuries previous. Chinese 
rulers had constant problems with relatives ofthe monarch.
KangLi.Ljj/n' Yanjiu 1975 no. 3 favours an early Han date for the Shiliu Jing because it uses the term Oian Shau 
popularised under the Qin and because it mentions football but most o f  all because it has a thick coat of 
Hucmg-Lao paint to it. In response let it be noted that theLitf/ii Chunqiu is apre-Qin work which frequently uses the 
term Qian Shou\ just because the Han played football does not mean the pre-Han peoples could not and the third 




a narrow bias towards talk of God alone, of religion in its most restricted sense then clearly 
this bias would make Biblical criticism too partial to be a suitable model for non-Biblical 
pursuits. If, on the other hand, theology is understood as being open to the whole of 
reality and not favouring one aspect then Biblical criticism will always be subject to the 
criterion of compatibility with the whole. A reading that emphasises "divine truth" in the 
face of scientific realities is bound to be questionable from the point of view of a theology 
that understands science as a proper and God-given human endeavour. Similarly a 
reading which judges literary value purely on terms of Newtonian truth or falsehood is to 
be treated with suspicion. The Bible, like the Huangdi Sijing, contains poetry, myth, 
exhortation, observation and proverbs and thus both require a broad range of disciplines if 
their true value is to be appreciated.
Works on Biblical criticism abound but perhaps the simplest and yet most 
comprehesive on methods of proceedure is the recent document issued by the Vatican's 
Pontifical Biblical Commission entitled The Interpretation o f the Bible in the Church16 
Desirous of giving each approach to the Biblical text its due weight, this document gives a 
brief account of the history of Biblical criticism and an assessment of the methods 
employed. Leaving aside matters which relate purely to Biblical and ecclesiastical issues,
17we can gather the schools of Biblical criticism into four groups . In first place come the 
historical-critical methods whose purpose is to establish the best text in its historical
IBcontext . Secondly come various synchronic studies of the text, looking at the pattern of
19elements within a given work . Thirdly are questions of the reception ofthe text in a given
20epoch or in the present time and fourthly there is the study of the text in its subsequent
21literary context . Each of these points demands attention.
The historical-critical method demands first of all that the best text be selected 
with respect to all possible witnesses. In the case of the Huangdi Sijing there is only one
16 Libre ria Editrice Vaticana, Rome 1993
17 The four groups are my own. The document structures its exposition according to the historical evolution o f the 
theories o f  criticism: (A) Historical-critical; (B) New methods of literary analysis; (C) Approaches based on tradition; 
(D) Approaches that use the human sciences; (E) Contextual approaches; (F) Fundamentalist interpretation. It then 
goes on to discuss hermeneutical questions.
18 This group corresponds to letter (A) in the Vatican document.
19 This group corresponds to letter (B) o f the Vatican document, which lists three subdivisions: rhetorical analysis; 
narrative analysis and semiotic analysis.
20 This group corresponds to letters (C) to (E) of the Vatican document.
21 This issue is raised in the section on hermeneutical questions and in the following section on interpretation in the 
Biblical "tradition in the Vatican document.
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complete manuscript witness but there are passages which are clearly dependent on 
sources that have been handed down in other manuscripts. If so then these other 
manuscripts serve as witnesses in determining the final text. Wherever helpful in 
establishing the text these witnesses are given in the footnotes to the present edition.
In Biblical studies the historical-critical method was launched by the exploration
22of sources. It was found that the Pentateuch used different names for God: the Lord , 
Elohim. These could be shown to belong to different traditions. Two further sources, the 
Deuteronomist and the Priestly, were also discerned. The Priestly source was used by the 
editor to provide the framework for the whole. This type of source criticism will form the 
basis for our own examination of th^ Huangdi Sijing.
Having discovered different sources, Biblical critics turned to the question of the 
origin and social context of these sources. In particular it was considered relevant to 
determine the literary genre of differing passages and their setting in the life of the 
community which produced them, their Sitz im Leben3 In part two of the present thesis 
the genre of the parts of the Huangdi Sijing will be considered. To simply look at the 
origin of specific passages and not to consider them as bound in the final text would be to 
reduce the text to a mere collection of disparate parts. Genre criticism and its offshoots 
must be balanced by redaction criticism, the study ofthe process of editing ofthe various 
units that have beeen discerned by analysis. Roth's work on the redaction of the Hsin Shu 
x ia ik  chapter ofthe Guanzi is evidence that redaction criticism can be fruitfully
employed on Chinese texts* . By it one comes to understand the process of editing and the 
contribution ofthe editor.
The synchronic studies of texts take the text as a finished whole and subject it to 
examination with a view to revealing the way in which different elements in it are 
combined and balanced. Such a study may involve semiotic or psychological analysis that 
is not concerned perse with the circumstances under which the text was produced. Until 
the first stage, the historical-critical, is accomplished the second step would be too 
presumptious and the time is not yet ripe for it to be done on the Huangdi Sijing.
22 The Hebrew name is written with the consonants YHWH but, out of respect, is vocalised as adonoh the Lord.
23 A similartask is undertaken with regard to the Dao De Jing i f f  ^  IE byLaFargue, In his Tao andMeihod he shows 
how Warring States shih (scholars) gathered together and edited Laozi's proverbs. For a consideration o f LaFargue's 
hermeneutical theory see my review of his work in SO AS Bulletin, 1995 forthcoming.
24 Roth, The Uses o f  Transcendence, 1994
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Nonetheless it deserves a mention for many Chinese scholars have begun with a naive 
form of this criticism. By naive is meant the failure to consider the diachronic critical 
questions raised in the first stage. In practice the method is naive also in that it is not 
conducted according to the rigour of a scientific study. Indeed one finds articles 
presenting Huang-Lao Thought which treat the text as one entity from which quotations 
may be drawn at random to illustrate the "author's" metaphysical thought, political
25thought, social thought or their ilk .
The third level of inquiry is also one that will not be taken up in the present study. 
It involves examining the way in which the text has been interpreted in historical-social 
contexts that post-date the actual formation of the text. This sort of study can draw new 
meaning from old texts, can show what ideas worked in practice and what their historical 
fete was. Were the Huangdi Sijing to be approached from this perspective then the 
obvious domain of inquiry would be the influence o f Huang-Lao ideas on the early Han. 
This type of study has been conducted and is still being followed26. It remains valuable for 
the Huangdi Sijing, Yet it should be kept in mind that the text is not the same as its later 
political use. It is particularly dangerous when the later political use is used to determine 
the text. It is not infrequent in Chinese literary criticism to meet the argument that such 
and such a thought is from some given period because people could not have thought it
27earlier , The impossibility lies with the critic not the text. Or rather the issue must be 
decided on literary grounds and not by appeal to some supposed model of historical 
development. The argument applies particularly to pleas for late dating. Thus there is no 
evidence in the Huangdi Sijing for any reference to the Five Agents' theory (wu xing lun 
]E Ira)- One may suppose that either it was written in a context which did not call for 
reference to the Five Agents or that it was written before the theory became popular. 
Either way the issue can be decided by reference to known and datable sources. What 
some critics do is to assert that some given idea, such as gan-ying jj§jfs, popular in the
25 This attitude is widespread. Two examples may be cited: Rand, C., The Role o f  Military Thought pp. 211-218 and 
Huang Zhao, GttanziXuekan 1989no.4.pp. 81-84,16. (The bizarre pagination ofChinese works is in fact normal.)
26 By Mark Csikszentmihalyi, for instance, at Stanford University, California, USA. Private communication 1993. 
Also Cheng Wu, Hanchu Huanglao Sixiang and Wu Guang, Huattglao zhi Xue Tottgltm, 129-32
27 Na Wei is particularly vunerable to this criticism. See earlier note.
28 In the Shiliu Jing: Guan there is a passage (85a-b) in which it is said that if the ruler carries out the wrong policy for 
the season this will affect the harvest and climate. This is the theory of gan-ying. It is current in the Huainanzi, see 
chapter six Law MingXun 5J  ^  HJIJ. That the Huainanzi has the theory merely shows that it was current in the early 
Han it does not prove that it could have only been thought in the early Han.
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29early Han, could only be thought of in the early Han . Now this is the irresponsible use of 
the influence of a text. It may be that the very text such a critic assigns to the early Han is 
the one that first proclaimed an idea developed in the early Han, in which case the text in 
question would not be early Han. For this reason later influence of the text cannot be used 
to reconstruct the original meaning of the text.
Fourthly one could consider the use made by other later texts of the work under 
consideration. This may prove valuable in a conservative culture for showing up the 
original meaning, but it must be used with caution. Wang Bi's (3E 38) recension ofLaozi 
has been accepted in China as a masterly study of the original Laozi. It is, however, also a 
reinterpretation of Laozi that depends on later currents of thought. In the present study 
texts which are later or may be later will only be used with great caution. From them one 
can see how ideas presented in the Huangdi Sijing were developed and perhaps 
reintegrated into new patterns of thought. This is of some value to the intial stage of 
historical criticism since it may serve to point out the inchoate nature of the thought ofthe 
Huangdi Sijing but it should be used to make concrete statements about the text and not 
value judgements as to which system of thought is better. Since there are few texts that are 
definitely earlier than the Huangdi Sijing the later texts can be used as some guide to the 
dating of our text, by providing examples of later development and so obliging us to adopt 
an earlier date for the Huangdi Sijing.
Once the text has been established on the basis of the manuscript the first task is to 
begin the work of source criticism. This task will occupy the first part of the present study. 
In the introduction criteria will be given for identifying features that enable one to 
determine distinct sources. It would be pretentious to assume that in this one study all 
possible sources can be thoroughly investigated but it is within the scope of our endeavour 
to determine certain sources and then discuss to what extent they are present in the 
Huangdi Sijing. Even this modest goal should be a major step forward in our 
understanding the text.
The importance ofthe task is highlighted by the comparative neglect ofthe topic in 
previous studies. In these one can distinguish two tendencies: the first involves 
establishing certain parts of the text as normative for the whole; the second comprises a
29 Kang Li's comments on football Ml into this category. See earlier note.
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study of key Daoist terms and uses this information to assess the text. Peerenboom's and 
Ran Yunhua's approaches are illustrative of the first approach. Peerenboom treats the
30Jingfa as one source and as normative for the philosophy of the Huangdi Sijing . The 
other three books are simply rifled for quotations to support his views without any attempt 
to analyse sources. Ran takes the Dao Yuan as normative31. The grounds for this choice 
are as arbitrary as Peerenboom's. Ran is attracted by the expose of the Dao; Peerenboom 
by that of the Dao and the Law. In this they also betray a susceptibility for the second 
approach, the choice of Daoist terms. Du Weiming, for instance, isolates Dao jU, the 
Law (Fa ^ ) ,  Pattern (Li jj|§), Penetrating insight (Guan | | | )  and Balancing (Cheng Iff.)
32as terms which define the philosophy of the Huangdi Sijing . However praiseworthy 
studies of these concepts are they are chosen on criteria external to the text and hence 
cannot shed a balanced light on the text itself.
30 Peerenboom, Law and Morality
31 Ran Y unhua, T'onngPao 1977, Vol. 63 pp, 65-84 discusses each of the tour books from the point o f view of Daoism 
with a clear preference for the fourth concerned with the "cosmology o f Daoism". (p. 75)
32 Du Weiming, Journal o f  Asian Studies (39) 1979, pp. 95-111
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PART ONE: A Study of Binary Pairs
The Biblical source-critics were able to draw attention to names of God. For both 
the Jahwist and the Elohist God was of the utmost importance but each chose a different 
name to talk about him. It is my belief that, in a similar way, some parts of the Huangdi 
Sijing share common concerns but express these in a different choice of key terms. The 
nature of those concerns was voiced in a thesis by Rand written shortly after the 
Mawangdui discovery . Rand was interested in the civil and military aspects of 
government, which he summed up in the terms of wen civil, and wu military. He 
quotes extensively from the Huangdi Sijing on this topic. His choice is apropos. 
However, he seems not to take full cognizance of the feet that the Chinese terms wen and 
wu are only found in parts of the Jingfa and are wholly absent from other parts of the 
Huangdi Sijing. It was noticing this feature that prompted the present research.
Binary terminology is a feature of much early Chinese philosophy. Indeed it is 
perhaps also a feature of the Chinese language. The Huangdi Sijing is no exception to the
34rule. Mansvelt Beck lists some fifty contrasting pairs . His list includes pairs such as up 
and down (shang-xia J i  ~ f)  as well as philosophically important terms such as wen-wu. 
The use of ordinary contrasts such as "up and down" may tell us something about the 
Chinese language but is not of much help in discerning specific source material. For the 
purposes of source criticism our interest must focus on terms used explicitly by the writers 
to express a particular point of view. Only then can we have some degree of certainty that 
the passages singled out do represent the thought of their author-editor.
In the Jingf a many terms are introduced by a formula such as, "this is said to be" (ci 
wei l i t  | |f ,  cizhiwei ]|fc iff, shi wei fjf), "is called" (wei zhi "called" (yue
0  ). One may suppose that the terms highlighted in this way were consciously chosen by
33 Rand, The Role o f  Military Thought was presented at Harvard in May 1977, only three years after the publication of 
the Mawangdui manuscript.
34 Mansvelt Beck's list o f "Pairs o f contrary concepts" lists variant graphs and reversed order pairs separately. This 
separation is unnecessary. With some modification the list reads as follows:
ci -xiong jiH H , cun-wang t ,  de-rtue de-shi ^  di-xiong dong-jing §jfj
gang-rou $ }  U |, gao-xia jfj “f , gui-shen $1, hanshu ^  han-re ^  hei-baiJ || fa jm i-m ing  $ j ,
huo-fu $$ $1, ji-xiong ^  VQjing-zuo Jun-chen ^  kun-di mei-e ming-shi ^
nan-bei j^ j j^tl, nan-nu nei-wai fkj ni-shun ^  1^, pin-fu ^  pin-mu ifcfc, qing-zhong  ^  I l f
qu-yu "J", qu-zhi {$J jtf, shang-fa ^  fp],shang-xia J t  shao-duo ff? J&,sheng-sha sheng-shi
%  xhi-fei ^  si-sheng tian-di wei-fei j^| wen-wu JC 3^, xin-gti xing-de JPJ
xing-huai £1  $ % l , x u - s h i S i ^ ,ym -ya n g  , zao-shi , zheng-qi IE zhong-shi $§,
z i - f u z u o - y o u  ^  fj^zha-wei (See Bibliography,ListB)
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the author-editor and do not belong to the sub-conscious level of discourse. From an 
examination of all uses of the above-mentioned formulae in Jingfa one finds that wei zhi is 
used twice before wen-wu ^  and twice before ni-shunjjfr jl@35. Ci wei is used before 
"five w'"36; ci zhi wei is used before shun1; yue is twice used before w38. Without 
pretending that all the uses introduced by these formulae are similar in meaning, it is 
nonetheless worthwhile considering the commonest of them all, the pairs wen-wu and 
ni-shun.
39In Shiliu Jing the style is different and definition by the above formulae rarer . 
The fifteen pieces that are found in the manuscript are seemingly quite diverse. Ni-shun 
occur but there are no uses of wen-wu. In Guan and in Xing Zheng prominence is given to 
two sets of pairs: xing-de JflJ ^  and nue-de j | |  |§ .  In CixiongJie the main topic is the 
contrast between ci and xiong $|£. Finally a pair of a different kind is found in the 
contrast of the Y ello w Emperor and Chi YoujU in Wu Zheng and Zheng Luan. These 
four sets of pairs, xing-de, nue-de, ci-xiong and the Yellow Emperor and Chi You are all 
specific to the Shiliu Jing.
Cheng ends with a list of binary terms arranged under the parametres o f yin-yang 
p§» ]H§. Graham says that this is "the earliest comprehensive list of which we know"40. 
Yin-yang are also found 'mJingfa, Shiliu Jing and Dao Yuan. Hence with all the pairs now 
mentioned it should be possible both to isolate definite discourse-units whilst also 
covering, to some extent, the whole of th oHuangdi Sijing.
The order of presentation will be that of occurence ofthe pairs, followed by the 
Yellow Emperor and Chi You. Thus chapter two is devoted to ci-xiong with reference 
also topin-mu £fc; chapter three to xing-de with reference also to de-nue; chapter four 
to wen-wu; chapter five to yin-yang, chapter six to ni-shun and chapter seven to the 
Yello w Emperor and Chi You.
35 19a21-3,37a28-30: w e izh iw e n M Z J C  19a 32-4,37b 3-6,44b 15-7: wei zhi mt
35b22-4,36a 10-12,51b29-31: wei zhi ni i§ ^ H H ;5 1 b  10-12: wei zhi shun Hf (uncertain-sec apparatus)
36 13b 27- 14a 2 : ci wei wu ni ]fh Hf 3 l  M
37 56a 10-13 : ci zhi wei shun ^
38 2a 25-26 : yue ni 0  ^ ; 68a 19-21 : vtie ni cheng 0  ^  (J$£, cheng to become)
39 Yue occurs 88 times in the four canons according to the following distribution: 51:35:2:0, hence overwhelmingly in 
the first, Jingfa. Wei occurs 73 times in the four canons according to the following distribution: 51:17:3:2, hence 
even more overwhelmingly in Jingfa. The most striking styllistic variation between the first two books is found with 
respecttoy/ and ze |lj . Yi occurs 66 times in Jingfa (1.32%) and 108 times in Shiliu Jing (2.59%); Ze 103 times 
in Jingfa (2,06%), 33 times in ShiiiuJing(0.79%). In both cases the difference is 1.27%, which is highly significant 
in stylli stic terms. This fact gives an impetus to our study ofthe relationships between the books.
40 Graham, Yin-Yatig p. 27
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The first pair we shall examine is that which dominates the seventh chapter of 
Shiliu Jing: ci tfijl and xiong Of all the pairs to be examined this is perhaps the easiest
to consider. The title ofthe chapter in question is CixiongJie lHf£ $jl tjj. It occupies four 
and a half columns of the manuscript (112a-116b) and the pair ci and xiong are discussed 
throughout the section. Moreover the pair are not used together in any other sections of 
the Huangdi Sijing. Hence we have a clearly defined unit from which we can deduce the 
meaning of the two terms within the Huangdi Sijing. The investigation will first discuss 
the state of the text itself then expound its literary structure before discussing the use of 
the two terms within the whole manuscript and within similar literature.
2.1 The State ofthe Text (112a-116b)
This portion of the text is in reasonably good shape. The most obvious flaws are 
damage to 114a, 115a and 116a. Along with other more lightly damaged pieces this 
results in a loss of thirty characters. Details of how each lacuna is treated are included in 
the critical aparatus. It is, however, worth illustrating a few basic principles of reading 
lacunae.
Firstly, the whole chapter is so well constructed that twenty eight of these lacunae 
can be repaired by supplying the missing characters from parallel passages in the same 
chapter. Of these twenty-eight, one does raise an issue of principle, namely 116a 11. Paul 
Thompson suggested to me that 115a 24-25 should be amended to read the "cock mode" 
(xiongjie if! ffjf) rather than the "unlucky mode" (xiongjie |X| U ). If this is so then 116a 
11 would be the opposite, namely the "hen mode" (ci jie ) rather than the" lucky mode" (ji 
jie  yqf 0 ) .  The suggestion is attractive but cannot be proved. It relies on positing 
homophonic confusion between the words for "cock" and "unlucky"1. This type of 
amendment can only proceed by assuming non-creative consistency. By non-creative 
consistency one means that an expression used in one place must be repeated in the same 
form in another place. The principle is laudable but it does rule out the author's employing
1 The pronunciation ofthe two characters was not exactly the same in ancient Chinese, Xiong (unlucky) is in rhyme 
group 23 Dong (p. 271) and .wowg 1$* (cock) in rhyme group 21 zh en g^ ^ fr  (p. 262). The rhyme group s are 
setoutinChenFuhuaandHc Jiuying, Gnynw Tongxiao, Beijing 1987 to which work the page numbers cited refer.
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forms which differ even to a slight degree from ones habitually employed. Thus just 
because we encounter the "cock tally" does not mean that a phrase such as the "unlucky 
tally" is impossible.
While twenty-eight of the thirty lacunae can be accounted for, two still remain. 
These two are 112a 33 and 112b 1 where Chang and Feng propose borrowing from DL14 
Shun Dao. The latter chapter contains a four character phrase portraying the weak and 
humble as wan shi gongjian  ^ S ® ^ ||^ (1 3 8 a ll-1 4 ) .  In 112a/b we have.../.. .gongjian 
P  P S  ^ ;th e  last two characters of each passage are deemed to be the same2, hence it 
is not unreasonable to posit borrowing the first two also. This type of borrowing can only 
be justified when it is clear from other studies that the two chapters in question share 
common material. With the unity of the Shiliu Jing still a matter of dispute it is not 
necessarily legitimate to use information contained in one chapter to amend another 
chapter. In the present case one would want to know if it is legitimate to equate the "hen 
mode", ci jie , of CixiongJie with the "yielding mode", rou jie  fff, of Shun Dao, since
# 3
both phrases occur m association with the four character phrase under discussion .
There are four characters in CixiongJie the reading of which is disputed and in one 
case the matter has not yet been resolved4. This one case is that of 112a 25. The 
manuscript writes xian The context suggests a sense of pride and haughtiness but the 
choice of xian remains unexplained. WW3 suggests han whilst YMG1 suggests xian 
Hf5. The former means cruel and might fit the context, but it is hard to see how the two 
characters, han and xian, could be confused. The YMG1 reading is derived by 
homophony and explained as meaning showing off. In conversation Professor Li Xueqin 
suggested that the character xian is more possibly to be related in form to hai 
While the graphic problem may be a major one it does not detract from the overall 
intelligibility of the chapter.
The process of copying was done reasonably well, only one character, a de
2 Quotations are given according to my edition. Examination of the apparatus will show that there are even greater 
variations between the two passages. I38a 14writes//aw jpf; 112b3writes_ya/ijj$f. In editing both have been read as 
jian jfc.
3 I S S a S ^ S r e a d s ^ I E t f ,  U S f l f & j g ,
"He was peaceful, calm, correct, still, first fixing the yielding mode. Little, humble, reverential, frugal, deferential, 
stressi ng yielding, ever behind and not in front."
112a 33-112b7 reads. . . "....reverential, frugal,this is called the hen mode."
4 Three ofthese four are 112b 12 ,19and 116a 15. The apparatus presents previous editors' readings.
5 For a reading o f the sigla, WW3 and YMG1, refer to the list o f sigla proceeding my edition o f the text.
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being erased in 113a 7 and two characters, ao j§j[ (112a 26) and xiong ^  (113a 12) being 
added later.
2.2 Key Terms
The terms ci and xiong occur nine times each in this one chapter and are always 
associated with the termjie. This may be translated as meaning "paradigm of behaviour" 
or it may also reflect the concrete sense of tally, in which two halves of a wooden tally 
matched each other. Whilst the former rendering may be more suitable in 112 where the 
characterisitcs of the ci are portrayed as humble and respectful and those of xiong as 
haughty and proud, there is no doubt that in this chapter the two are always used as a pair 
and so we might prefer a definition which takes the middle ground between a highly 
abstract and a highly concrete definition. Perhaps we can call them two modes of 
behaviour. The terms themselves both employ the zhui f t  radical, pertaining to short­
tailed birds, hence we may translate as cock and hen modes. It is by examining the cock 
and hen modes that the ruler is able to apply the auspicious and inauspicious days in the 
calendar to the accumulation of good fortune, fu  as opposed to misfortune, huo 
The cock and hen modes are guides through sets of paired terms: auspicious, j i  j if , and 
inauspicious, xiong [Xj, good fortune and misfortune, virtue de ^  and disaster yang 
Each pair exists in its own set, thus auspicious and inauspicious belong to the constancy, 
chang ofthe calendar; cock and hen to modes, jie , of behaviour; good fortune and 
misfortune to the direction, xiang fnj, of what is bestowed on human beings and virtue and 
d I saster to what is accumulated,^' by the ruler. The chapter sets out these terms in a
clearly discemable pattern. This pattern catches the eye in my edition and is brought out 
by underlining in the following rendering6.
The majestic Lord penetrated to the constancy of auspicious and inauspicious,
So as to distinguish the hen and cock modes,
And separate the direction of disaster and blessing. 
Being proud and haughty is called the cock mode;
 respectful and frugal is called the hen mode.
6 Every translation is merely an attempt to re-present a text in another language. The rendering here is purely to help in
seeing the pattern ofthe whole.
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•j ^
Now , the cock mode is the follower of what is full;
the hen mode is the follower of what is humble.
Now, when the cock mode is used for gaining, then it does not bring blessing;
when the hen mode is used for dying, then surely there will be rewards.
Now, using the cock mode to often gain is called accumulating disaster,
Evil and worry arrive in large measureand one is near to perishing;
Using the hen mode to often die, is called accumulating virtue,
Prudence and measure are not wasted, a great salary will soon come.
Whenever there are disasters and difficulties, going ahead is always inauspicious,
going behind is always auspicious.
If going ahead does not result in inauspiciousness,
this is always and only because of the presence of the hen mode.
If going behind does not result in auspiciousness,
this is always and only because ofthe presence of the cock mode.
If going ahead does not lead to inauspiciousness 
And going behind does not lead to inauspiciousness,
this is always and only because of the presence of the hen mode;
If going ahead does not lead to auspiciousness 
And going behind does not lead to auspiciousness,
this is always and only because of the presence of the cock mode.
Whoever likes to use the cock mode, is called one who prevents growth;
If he be a great man then he shall be destroyed;
If he be a little man then he shall die.
In defending he will not be calm; in prosecuting affairs he will not succeed;
In asking he shall not gain; in warfare he shall not win.
He himself will not have long life and his descendents shall not proliferate.
This is called the inauspicious mode; this is called scattering virtue.
Whoever likes to use the hen mode, is called one who acquires income.
7 The initial p a r t i c l e i s  a demonstrative to stress the opening of a new paragraph. I transpose it as "now" to show 
the same pattern on thepageasin theChineseoriginal.
8 The term shi translated as "affairs" refers to major State affairs (affaires d'Etat). Traditionally these are major
sacrifices and warfare. Inthesetextstheissueisgenerallywarfare. See my chapter five note 3.
9 According to Thompson this and its corresponding passage on the next page might read "cock" and "hen"; others read 
"inauspicious" and "auspicious".
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If he be rich then he will flourish; if he be poor then he will be fed.
In defending he will be calm; in prosecuting affairs he will succeed;
In asking he will gain; in warfare he will win.
He himself will have long life; his descendents will proliferate,
This is called the „„9 mode; this is called s ending down virtue.
Thus the one who accumulates virtue flourishes;
The one who accumulates disaster dies.
Observe what one accumulates then one will know the direction of disaster and blessing.
2.3 Structure ofCixiongJie
From this chapter we may extract the skelton of the structure:
Definition of terms used:
112a a (ji "pf auspicious) b (.xiong [X| inauspicious) c (chang ^  constancy)
a l (ci hen) bl (xiong1t& cock) c l  (fie mode)
b2 (huo disaster) a2 (fu blessing) c2 (xiang fnj direction)
Amplification:
112a/b bl defined; a l  defined




b l leads to not a 2; a l leads to 'V  (shang j f  rewards)
bl leads to b3 (yang disaster); al leads to a3 (de ^  virtue)
Assessing results in times of difficulty:
114a/b
113b/4a If one takes the lead (xian 5fe)(yj then this leads to b;
If one follows behind (hou $i)[z] then this leads to a ;
Ify does not lead to b, it is because of al;
Ifz  does not lead to a, it is because of b l ;
Jfy not leading to b& z not leading to it is because of a l ; 
Ify not leading to a& z  not leading to a, it is because of bl.
Final consequences:
114b/ 5a The consequences of bl, making it b and not a3
115a/6a The consequences of al, making it a and bringing a3
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Thus by accumulating (ji a 3 one flourishes
Whilst by c3 with b3 one perishes.
Conclusion:
116a/b Hence one must look at c3 to knowthe c2 ofa2 and b2.
Since this is an exposition of the logical structure of the passage it is necessarily 
rather dry, but it shows how carefully the argument is set out. The pattern shows some 
slight variations in that b2 (misfortune) is introduced before a2 (blessing) and that the 
conduct leading to b (inauspiciousness) is expounded before that leading to a 
(auspiciousness) in 113b/4a and again the consequences of bl (cock mode) are drawn 
before those of al (hen mode) in 114b/5a.. These may be seen simply as literary 
arrangements of the argument, whereby the negative (b) aspects can be presented before 
the positive (n) aspects. The only exception to the strict pattern is where in 113a, al (hen 
mode) is shown as leading to "x" rather than not~b2 (misfortune), that is instead of "not 
misfortune" (bit huo yf\ |J |)  we find "will bring reward" (Jiangyou shang JJ[), This
can be read as wishing to state the positive results in positive terms and is hardly 
surprising.
The overall message of the whole is to paint a sharp disparity between the two 
sides. What is associated with the cock mode results in disaster and is to be avoided; what 
is associated with the hen mode brings good fortune and is to be espoused. There is no 
sense in which the two together are accepted as having value. The two modes may be 
characterised as antagonistic rather than complementary.
It may be helpful to see if a similar antagonism is to be found in other passages in the 
Huangdi Sijing or in other related works.
2.4 Other Uses of Ci, Xiong and Jie in the Huangdi Sijing
The character ci occurs in only one other place in the Huangdi Sijing, namely at 
the end of Cheng, (166b 31), where it is associated with the Earth and withy/'/? ]§|. Ally/// 
things are said to imitate the earth, whose virtue, de is peaceful, calm, correct and 
quiet, establishing first the soft or yielding (rou |g )  mode (jie), good at giving and not 
competing: "This is the measure of Earth and the hen mode"10. In contrast with Cixiong
10 Cheng 166b 26- 167a 2: lffc jfe  £  $  M  Z  W  f fe .
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Jie this passage develops a metaphysics of Yin-Yang terminology and relates to the Earth, 
but the portrayal of the hen mode itself is congruent with CixiongJie. It is worth noting 
that it appears here with virtually the same meaning as the "yielding mode". In the Zhou Yi 
the complement of "soft" is "hard" {gang pjlj). This latter pair, though absent in Cixiong 
Jie, is present in the Huangdi Sijing and will be discussed anon.
The character xiong is used in three other places. In Jun Zheng it occurs in the 
phrase, "haojiepiao xiong" ]§§ (22a 12-15) meaning arrogant and cocksure. In
the other two occurences it is combined with jie  as in Cixiong Jie. The first of these 
instances talks about punishing using the cock mode as bringing one into peril and death, 
xingyu xiong jie, weiyu shvang t  (134b 25- 135a 2); whilst the
second in Shun Dao presents a contrast between the cock mode and the weak {ruo jp}) 
mode:
"Keep to the weak mode and affirm it,
Await the exhaustion of the cock mode and accommodate to it"11.
These uses are all consistent with those in Cixiong Jie underlining the inacceptability of 
the cock mode. It is, however, worth noting that only in CixiongJie are the cock and hen 
modes compared directly. In Shun Dao the weak mode {ruo jie) is the opposite of the 
cock mode and in Cheng the reference was to the yielding mode {rou jie). In examining 
other texts we will be looking for passages which use all three terms "hen, weak, yielding" 
to see if they were considered to have the same meaning. Before carrying out this 
examination attention should be drawn to another similar pair: pin and mu.
2.5 The pair Pm ffij andAfa$t
The terms ci and xiong are often translated as female and male respectively, but 
here the translation has kept closer to the original radical zhui pertaining to birds. This 
is in part to distinguish this pair from the pair pin mu which describe the sexes of 
animals, strictly speaking of oxen. That this distinction was alive in the period in which the 
manuscript was composed can be shown by quoting instances of usage that are clearly 
prior and posterior to any possible date of the Huangdi Sijing. In the Shi Jing there 
is a reference to four stallions {mu £h)12; and in the Han work Huainanzi pin and mu are
11 139a 1 5 - 2 8 : ^ H f f T M M Z ,
12 Shi Jiitg, p. 38 poem 177, verse 1, also p. 34 poem 162, verse 1
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still used of horses in a conversation between Duke Mu U  of Qin and Bo Le ^ 13. 
The same passage is found in Liezi JlHP with an inversion of the sexes of the horses in
V 14question .
The avian sense of ci and xiong is found clearly in a question in Zhuangzi 
"If all were hens and none cocks, where then would eggs come from?15,1 
From birds the terms can be applied to other winged creatures:
"When the male insect calls in the upper wind, the female replies in the lower wind 
The kinds are separated into female and male and the wind transforms.16"
Thus it is clear that the two sets of terms could retain their distinction within the animal 
kingdom throughout the Warring States and Early Han periods.
Ci and xiong are used in the Shanhaijing of domestic fowl and pheasants only. 
Thus a hen is ciji HUM" and a cock xiongji m m "  s. A hen pheasant is cizhi m m '  \  Pin 
and mu are used of pigs and goats only. Thus we find female pigs, pintan f t  and 
goats, pinyang f t  ^ 2I, and male goats, muyang i ^ 22 There is perhaps also a male or
female mountain. The text reads mushan ill but in the Er Ya Commentary i t  i t  g u t
is pinshan f t  li| and the ZangJingBen writes zhuangshan {ft ll]23.
Nonetheless the distinction between gender words for flying creatures and gender 
words for mammals was not absolute as is clear from chapter 5 of Zhuangzi, where ci and 
xiong are used to refer to men and women:
"Though his knowledge does not go beyond the four quarters,
Yet women and men gather and come before him"24.
13 Huainanzi 12 Dao YingXun ^  gUJ p. 395. It is true that material contained in the Huainanzi is often pre-Han but 
the use of the story shows that the use ofmu with respect to horses was still appreciated in the Han dynasty.
14 Liezi 8 Shuo Fu .211: The substance o f the story is that Duke Mu o f Qin asks Bo Le to look for a good 
horse. Three months later Bo Le finds his horse. He returns to reportto the duke who asks him what sort of horse it is. 
Bo Le says it is a chestnut mare. When it is brought it is seen to be a black stallion. The duke berates BoLe for giving a 
false description. Bo Le sighs and says that he judges the inner nature of the horse and not its externals, such as colour 
and gender. In Huainanzi Bo Le reports the horse as being a chestnut stallion whereas it is in fact a black mare.
15 Zhuangzi 7 Yingdiwang Ugl'iff 2 0 / 7 / 1 ?
16 Zhuangzi 14Tian Yun5c® 40 /14 /79 :
JBlflS.
17 Shanhaijingjuan 5 Zhongshanjing 4 1 ill r® P- 1360a
18 11 occurences e.gShanhaijingjuan 5 Zhongshanjing 4 1 ill $5 P- 1360b
19 3 occurences e.g. Shanhaijing juan  3 Beishanjing jjfc ill p. 1349c
20 Shanhaijing juan 5 Zhongshanjing 4 1 il l $55 p. 1368 b
21 Shanhaijing juan  5 Zhongshanjing 4 1 Ul M  p. 1360 a
22 Shanhaijing juan 5 Zhongshanjing 4* ill M  p- 1358 b
23 Shanhaijing juan 5 Zhongshanjmg 4* ill p. 1359 b See commentaries ad loc.
24 Zimangzi 5 Dechongfu ^  14/5/34: ^  'E  d} M  1^“ ^  'ilf.
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We even find xiong being used of animals, as in chapter 17 of Huainanzi where it is 
applied to foxes, hu $l£25. If the distinction begins to be unclear in the real world one 
wonders how significant it is in the metaphysical realm. That is, if animals could be spoken 
of with vocabulary appropriate to birds, then perhaps the distinction betweenpin-rnu and 
ci-xiong disappeared in philosophical circles as well.
Pin and mu are found in a philosophical sense in our manuscript, in Guan and 
Cheng. Turning to the first of these passages we note that the two terms are complements 
associated with other pairs such as hard {gang fflj ) and soft {rou JJJ);
"... female and male; Female and male demand each other.
It is mixed, hard and soft. Hard and soft are formed together,
Female and male are then formed,
Below it gathers and becomes the Earth; above it rises and becomes Heaven"26. 
This passage is a cosmogenesis in which the female and male generate Heaven-Earth. 
Something similar is found in Cheng no. 26:
27” The Way of Heaven-Earth has left and right, female and male" .
There is no question here of preferring one half of the pair to the other. P in-mu, hard-soft, 
left-right are complementary rather than antagonistic pairs. This was not the case with ci 
and xiong in Cixiong Jie. Hard and soft occur in other passages in the Huangdi Sijing but
always in the complementary sense. In Daofa the pair is fo und in a sequence of such pairs:
28"darkness-brightness, life-death, soft-hard” . InSan Jinthe complementarity is stressed: 
"Hard alone does not suffice for use; soft alone does not suffice to be relied on"29. 
In Xing Zheng the pair are related to yin-yang°. Chen Guying discuss these examples and
• • * 31relates them to another pair; the still earth and the moving heaven . In Guo Tong it is said 
that "Heaven moves and earth is still". Chen relates this to a phrase in the Xi Ci Zhuan, 
where the moving Heaven and still earth are related to hard and soft:
25 Huainanzi 17 Shuolin fjjlj p. 568 0  ,£} 'F  d l , $11 >F —  i$: • Sun and moon do not come out 
together, foxes are not both male.
26 G u a n S 3 b l . 2 S : U U  f t # ,
27 C /r e » g n o .2 6 1 5 2 a l5 -2 6 :^ i& 2 .it ,
28 Daofa 1 * 2 - 1  ^ .
29 San Jin 125b 5-12:
30 Xing Zheng U l a l - 4 : $ | j c N  j | |  "Hard-yielding, yin-yang”
31 Chen Guying, Boshu "Xi Ci" he Boshu "Huangdi Sijing”, pp. 174-6. Chen traces the origin o f hard-soft back to the 
Shi Jmg and the Hong Fan chapter of tile Shang Shu jqj See note 33 below for further discussion ofthis
article.
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"Movement and stillness have constancy; hard and soft are settled"3*1.
Certainly here in Shiliu Jing and Cheng pin-mu and ci-xiong are not mutually 
interchangeable33.
Speculating on the distinction between hen-cock and male-female, one wonders if 
the clue might not lie in the bright plumage of the male bird. Domestic fowl and pheasants 
display a remarkable distinction in plumage between the sexes, whereas pigs and goats 
and humans do not. Could it be that the bright plumage of the cock made it a symbol of 
showiness and pride in contrast to the dull hen, thus leading to the philosophical 
emergence of hen and cock as an antagonistic pair. Later the emphasis is put on the sexual 
difference alone and a semi-scientific classification is made in terms of Yin-Yang 
categories then the question of plumage is overlooked and hen and cock become equal to 
female and male, albeit still within a different category of creatures.
Another possibility is that hen-cock are reserved for practical conduct but that 
pin-mu express the harmony of the metaphysical level. This would help explain why cock 
and hen are used with jie, mode of behaviour, with its practical bent. Even if this 
hypothesis be correct it is still compatible with the above observation explaining the 
different origins of the terms. It also must be bom in mind that the division into practical 
and metaphysical did not hold into the Han as we can see in the Wenzi.
For it seems that by the time of the Wenzi j td P , a time which is disputed, the pairs 
could be combined to form binomials in which any distinction between ci and pin, as a 
complementary pair,and xiong and mu, as an antagonistic pair, is no longer considered 
significant. Hence we read, "The masculine (xiongmu) is famed... and the feminine (cipin)
34is nameless" . The same binomials occur in the third chapter of Wenzi:
"The sage grasps the feminine, expells profligacy and pride, does not dare to 
practice the qi of boldness; he grasps the feminine and thus can establish his masculine"35.
32 X iC iZ J m a n A l & M & ± p .3 9 : W j $ ^ j$  a Chen believes that the A7 Ci ZJtuan was written
after the HuangenSijing, which itself was proceeded by the work ofFan Li jjfe and HasDaoDeJing.
33 Professor Chen seems to be unaware of this. He confuses the two sets of pairs in his discussion: fill
.."The so-called 'female-male
mutually demanding each other, the mixing o f hard and soft1 is to say that hen and cock demand each other as 
complements; hard and soft mingle with each other as complements." (p. 175) This confusion is probably unwitting, 
the result o f modem speech equating/?/??-?«« with ci-xiong.
34 Wenzi 1 Dao Yuan 31 H  p. 832a :i& lj± ^  % . . .  $  f t  $ $  %  #
M B S # * ! # .
Finally also in Wenzi 10 ShangRen p. 867b: HP A t « "thus the female is established."
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It would be interesting from an historical point of view to see ho w far back we can trace 
these binomials. As information is scanty we may content ourselves with seeing to what 
extent the respective pairs, pin-mu and ci-xiong, were seen as philosophically equivalent 
and thus able to be combined.
2.6 The Use of Ci-xiong and Pin-mu in other Works
Our interest will focus on works which can claim some affinity with the Huangdi 
Sijing as it is there that one will find philosophical uses of the pairs in question. Four works 
merit attention: Laozi, Zhuangzi, Guanzi and Huainanzi. Ci is used twice in the Laozi 
(Ch. 10 and 28); xiong once (Ch. 28);pin four times (Ch. 6 and 61) and mu once (Ch. 61). 
Notice that the two sets of pairs never occur together in the same chapter. In chapter 10 ci 
occurs in the context of a set of rhetorical questions about breath control and meditation 
technique. It is associated with making one's breath soft like a child's, being able to open 
and close the gates of Heaven and giving birth to but not owning . Chapter 28 contrasts 
knowing xiong whilst holding on to ci and thus becoming the ravine of under-Heaven37.
Pin in Chapter 6 is described as xuan the deep colour of the sky, and is 
associated with ravines and withHeaven:
"The valley spirit does not die, it is called the deepd*** female.
38The gate of the deep t&ryt, female is called the root of Heaven-Earth .
In chapter 61 the female (pin) is associated with what goes down and it conquers the male 
by silence, by its passivity
39 ,A great State is like the lower reaches of a river,
It is the female of under-Heaven;
It is the intersection of under-Heaven.
The female ever overcomes the male by stillness.
Because she is still so appropriately she is below.40"
36 D a o X > ^ 1 0 : ; f  ^  PI ®  . ■ £  M
T f .
37 D ao DeJing
38 Dao DeJing 6
39 To distinguish the English words "state" (of affairs) and "state" (country), the latter is always written with an initial 
capital letter.
40 This translation is based largely on the Mawangdui texts. In comparison with the Wang Bi text there is inversion of 
the second andthird lines and a longer final line:
DaoDeJing6l (WcmgBied.):^
etS t& T .
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That both the words for hen and for female are associated with the valley is proof of some 
convergence in sense but no version ofLaozi has been found in which pin replaces ci or mu 
replaces xiong. Thus while we cannot conclude that there is no relationship between the 
two sets of terms in their philosophical use, we also have no proof that they were 
interchangeable.
Ran Yunhua-^f||fij! believes that the Huangdi Sijing and the Laozi are 
consistent in their preference for the female:
"The former (thq Lao-tzu) concludes that 'the female always overcomes the male 
by tranquility', and the latter (the Silk Manuscripts) regards the 'male tally* as unfortunate 
and the 'female tally' as fortunate. As far as preference of 'females' is concerned, the 
Lao-tzu and the Silk Manuscripts are also in congruence"41.
On the basis of the texts we have examined so far we can only say that the use of 
'hen' in both Cixiong Jie and the Laozi is consistent without wishing to argue further in 
that we do not yet know if CixiongJie is representative of the whole of the Huangdi Sijing 
as Ran seems to assume. We have looked at some of the concrete uses of cock and hen in 
Zhuangzi. The indices lack all reference to pin and mu in that work but cock and hen do 
occur in a philosophical sense. In a late chapter of the corpus ci and xiong have become 
associated with Yin and Yang in an exposition of cosmology:
" Yin and Fang mutually illuminate, mutually harm, mutually order;
The four seasons mutually succeed, mutually birth, mutually slay;
Desiring,disliking; expelling, achieving, then flattery arises,
Cock, hen, separating, gathering, then they are constantly there"42.
This passage is interesting in that in Guan it is pin-mu which are associated with the 
process of cosmogenesis rather than cock and hen as here. Moreover, the link with 
Yin-Yang in Xing Zheng is with hard and soft, a pair associated with pin-mu rather than 
ci-xiong in our text.
In chapter 42 of Guanzi terminology relevant to our inquiry occurs:
DaoDeJing6l(MawattgduiAB\iompoii\teyjz,$$$f~Y$fi$li
41 Ran Yunhua, Human Nature and its cosmic roots, p. 228
Please note that Chinese names are always translitereated according to standard mainland romanisation.
42 Zhwmgz, 25 Ze tm ,g  fl) ®  72/25/70: g  | #  f t  M  ^  ?&, H l f $ f t f t f t / £ f t ® ,
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"Centred and still, not retaining anything; With abundance of virtue and so not 
asking for anything; shaping by the womanly colour. In his resting, peaceful in yielding, 
joyful in silence, promoting virtue and not competing, so as to await disturbances of 
under-Heaven to emerge. Thus the worthy is peaceful and tranquil, correct and silent, 
fixing first the yielding mode, acting on not-daring, and standing on not-able, keeping the 
weak mode and affirming it. Thus he does not go against the times of heaven, does not 
confuse the people's effort: grasping the season to foster men, putting virtue first and 
punishments last, flowing along with Heaven, appraising man in acting"43.
The expression "shaping by the womanly colour", xingyu nu se is
taken to be the same as "shaping by the womanly mode", xingyu nujie Jfl) and
so in these few lines we are faced with three similar expressions: "womanly colour or 
mode", "yielding mode" and "weak mode" (nu se (jie), roujie and ruo jie  Help,
It looks as if the Guanzi text is later than the Huangdi Sijing and one in 
which the various similar terminologies have merged to be simply styllistic variants. If 
indeed the process of convergence had begun in the time of the Huangdi Sijing then 
Chang and Feng would be right to amend 112a33-I12b I referring to the hen mode with 
material describing the yielding mode inl3 8a 11-12. The only point we can make here is 
that it should not be assumed that because a later text indiscriminately equates variant 
forms these forms have always been considered similar. Proof is required.
The fourth major text to be studied is the Huainanzi. In chapter one the hen mode 
is spoken of in terms rather similar to the tenour of CixiongJie:
"Hence the sage keeps to the pure Way and embraces the hen mode;
Adapting to movement and responding to change;
Constantly behind and not in front;
Yielding and weak so as to be silent; calm and restful so as to be fixed.
When encountering great obstacles he does not try to compete with them.44,1
43 G H flH Z j4 2 S /» ^ p .l5 0 c :^ p /f i@ ,
m m m x ,
44 Huainanzi I Yuan Dao p. 27
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Gao You ] i | f ' s  note on ci (hen) in this passage is "yielding and weak" Jft *(&, thus 
using the terminology of the third line above and perhaps drawing on a tradition that might 
have combined the three terms for this mode. The fact that the note was necessary at all 
seems to suggest that the expression hen mode was not immediately comprehensible. In 
Wenzi the text is similar and any variations between the two do not affect the argument 
exposed here45.
The terms pin-mu occur twice in chapter four. In a section Major heads 
topographical influences it is said, "Hills govern maleness, valleys govern femaleness''46 
Here this pair is associated with de and xing JffJ for it is said that mountains result from
accumulating de and river valleys from accumulating xing47. It is worth noting that Guan, 
in which pin-mu are found, also employs the pair de-xing, which we will discuss in our 
next chapter. Further on in the same chapter ofthq Huainanzi, in a passage Major entitles 
taxonomy the pair of male and female are related to Yin and Yang:
"Extreme yin produces females, extreme yang produces males"48.
This association of pin-mu with Yin-Yang is also found in Guan and underlines the 
complementarity of the pair. The character pin is found again at the end of chapter four 
describing soil which is explained by Zhuang Kuiji jpf as referring to the North: "The 
female earth is the northern earth"49. Major translates as "passive earth"50.
The use of mu in chapter five to speak of sacrificial animals need not detain us here, 
nor need its use in chapter 17 where it refers to the mortise of a door51.
In Chapter Six there is an association of ci and xiong with the Yellow Emperor, a 
matter which is pertinent to a consideration of CixiongJie:
"When the Yellow Emperor ruled under-Heaven... he governed the qi of Yin and 
Yang, measured the extent of the four seasons, corrected the numbering of rule and
46 Huainanzi 4 D i Xmg  HB] p. 140 : ^  f t ,  ^
See also Major, J.S, Heaven and Earth in Early Han Thought, p. 167
47 Huainanzi4 D iX in g p. 139 : il l ^  S f  H ,  Jlf ^  HI IPJ*
48 Huainanzi 4 D iXing  p. 144 : |j§ ^  ^  iYLWi $fco ; Major, J.S., Heaven and Earth, p. 179
49 Zhuang Kuiji's note is cited in Huainanzi p. 158 : fflj T  , :jK J f  tfr, .
50 Major. J.S., Heaven and Earth, p. 213
51 Huainanzi 5 Shi Ze HlJ H^] p. 161; Major, J.S., Heaven and Earth, p. 225;
Huainanzi 17 Shtio Lin ]|RJ p. 570
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calendar, distinguished man and woman, differentiated hen and cock, clarified upper and 
lower"52.
Here, unlike in CixiongJie, hen and cock are linked to Yin and Yang but the common point 
is that CixiongJie opens with the Yellow Emperor studying the order of the universe. Yu 
Mingguang ^  50 A  reads the passage in question, 112a 5-8, as the Yellow Emperor 
studying the calendar, just as inthe Huainanzi:
"The Yellow Lord penetrated the calendar... "53.
The term tun here translated as "penetrating" is interpreted according to a similar 
expression in the later Lun Heng, where, in Chapter 39, it is said that Zhou Changsheng 
iK -R Si was a disciple of Zou Yan HP® and wrote a book in ten pian j§§ entitled 
"Penetrating the Calendar" This book recounted everything that happened from
the time of the Y ellow Emperor until that of the Han dynasty and so earned its title in the 
sense that it penetrated to the earliest matters and reached out to the last55. The problem 
with applying this interpretation to 112a 5-8 is that it leaves the following phrase, "the 
constancy of auspicious and inauspicious" (112a 9-12) ungovemed by any verb. Thus it 
seems more plausible to read "dongli ® " as a compound verb," penetrated". What we 
find in Cixiong Jie is, however, not unrelated to the calendar for it is an attempt to 
expound the principles of history. Yin and Yang, though, are not invoked in CixiongJie. 
It may be that by the time of the Huainanzi cock and hen were being used in the Yin-Yang 
context and thus converged with pin and mu thereby permitting the establishment of the 
binomials cipin and xiongmu that we find in Wenzi.
Certainly in the Shuoyuan the distinction ofpin-mu for animals and ci-xiong
for birds is dominated by Yin-Yang divisions reminiscent of the last passage of Cheng 
(164b 6-167a 2)56. However, that passage does not list ci-xiong in the Yin- Yang system as 
here in the Shito Yuan:
"Among birds, the cock is Yang and the hen is Yin;
52 Huainanzi 6 Lan Ming  ^  ^  |JI] pp. 205-6:
JBdH:*. ®±T,
53 CixiongJie 112a 5-8: f f l g r f t l g .  . .
54 Lun Heng 39 Chao Qi ^  p. 137:
Till. Changsheng's talent was not such that he was limited to pen-pushing secreterial work, he 
composed "Penetrating the Calendar", which began with the YellowEmperorand reached down to the Han dynasty,
55 _t, pS) T" Hi (reference, see previous note)
56 This section o f Cheng is discussed in the first part o f my chapter five below (5.1).
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57Among beasts, the male is Yang and the female Yin" .
The Yi Zhou Shu also refers to both pin-mu and ci-xiong in a yin-yang context:
" Yin overcomingyang is called change, and Heaven does not promote it:
58Hen overcoming cock is called confusion, and man does not do it" .
"Who can accord the naming of yin and yang;
59Who can mingle the uniting of pin and m uT  .
The application of yin-yang to both pairs was then certainly carried out in these later 
works. From this we may conclude that the yin-yang section of Cheng, with its otherwise 
inexplicable omissions of both pin-mu and ci-xiong, is not an attempt to summarise the 
pairs encountered throughout the Huangdi Sijing. We may also suppose that CixiongJie 
and Cheng do not necessarily share a common origin. This leads us to examine the status 
of the CixiongJie chapter within the whole Huangdi Sijing.
2.7 The language of CixiongJie in the Huangdi Sijing
We have seen that the use of cock and hen is largely confined to CixiongJie in the 
whole text. Further examination reveals that this is not the only pecularity of the chapter. 
Even without having conducted a complete statistical examination one can nonetheless 
note some curious features. Most striking of all is the absence of the word for Heaven 
Tian This character appears in every chapter of the manuscript except in II. 11 and 
11.15. The former passage is about military affairs and only occupies two and a half 
columns oftext (126b-129b). It does, though, use the term Dao jj|f four times. The latter 
passage is very brief indeed, only occupying one and a half columns (141a-142a). Thus 
the absence of Tian ^  in these passages may be understood as due to their brevity. 
CixiongJie is, however, four and a half columns long (112a-116b).
Other common terms that are missing are Dao jJJ, shun jlK and ni ij#. Dao is 
found in every chapter but 1.2,7; II. 1,4,7 and 13. Its absence is not then so remarkable yet 
still deserves a mention. Ni is commonest in Jingfa, occuring in all but 1.3. In Shi Hu Jing it
57 Shuo Yuan 18 Bian fVu $$  %% 18.10/153/7: f t ,
58 Y i Z h o u S I , u 6 6 Y m Z l m J i e m . U M 6 6 / 4 2 l l : m B ^ W f M Z & .
59 n  Zhou Shu 67 Zhou Zlw Jie M U M  67/42/29: g  B  2  t i l  St ffi 2  ?
f t  t t  2  £ -16, St £ 2  ?
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is found in every chapter but 11.1,4,7,9,12 and 15. Shun is found in all but I.2,7,9; 
II. 1,3,4,7,8,9,10,11,13 and 15. Taken together this means that one or other ofthe two is 
found in every chapter but H. 1,4,7,9 and 15. Neither appears in IV and both are rare in 
Cheng (one occurence of ni [ 162a] and two of shun [ 155b]). The absence ofpin and mu 
has already received attention. To this one could add the absence ofjw  and yang and of 
wen and w  Jj^, a pair which is found only in certain parts of Jingfa. The argument 
from silence cannot wholy convince but taken all in all it would seem that CixiongJie does 
stand out as a literary piece which forms a distinct unit60
There are two features which do link the chapter to other parts ofthe Shiliu Jing, 
though neither is conclusive. The Shiliu Jing refers several times to the Yellow Emperor 
and in CixiongJie it is surely he who is designated by the title the Majestic Lord M  Jp . 
The normal appelation elsewhere is "yellow emperor" (II. 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,9  and 14). In II. 1 he is 
called the "yellow ancestor" huang zong i |r  Thus even though we suppose the title of 
CixiongJie to refer to the same personage it is nonetheless distinctive. The second feature 
has already been mentioned, namely the use of the "yielding mode" and "weak mode" and 
"womanly mode" in Shun Dao6\ Shun Dao also shows the same concern for keeping 
behind rather than in front. Yet the context in Shun Dao is quite different. The Yellow 
Emperor is named as such and is shown as in dialogue with Li Mo, as in several chapters of 
the Shiliu Jing62. Yin-yang and Heaven are all mentioned. If one were to posit any 
relationship between Shun Dao and CixiongJie then perhaps the most plausible candidate 
would be that Shun Dao integrates the ideas of Cixiong Jie into a wider perspective. 
Certainly it is not possible to substantiate a relationship in the other direction, from Shun
60 CixiongJie comprises 7% of theShiliuJing but certain common characters are much more common than 7%:
(% ofthe number o f occurences o f  a graph in CixiongJie to total number of its occurences in Shiliu Jing.):
Bei 50%; Yi]^44% \Fan  f t  43%; S/ri 34%; Heng^E 33%; Ze glj30%; Ye &  14% ;Fw ^ 13%
Some are considerably lower than the norm: Zhi J i  4%; Qi ^  3%; You 2%
It is rare thatFw ^  (not) is commoner than Zhi J i  (of) in Warring States philosophical works, though it is the case for 
Chengsmd here for CixiongJie. JnShitiuJingthe ratio ofHw to Zhi is 85:100; in CixiongJie it is217:100. Absolute 
values are Hr/13 instances; Zhi 6 instances. Terms such as ci and xiong are largely proper to CixiongJie but so too is 
cun ^  to exist. Cun isfound'm Jingfa (9 instances) and Cheng{6 instances) but in H/ri/ri/Jmgis found only here in 
CixiongJie (4 instances) and in the anomolous fifteenth chapter ( I instance). These statistics reinforce the specific
identity afCixiongJie,
61 138a 7-8 tjjj ; 138b 17-18 #  ; 139a 16-17 H  ffr
62 Guan and Cheng Fa. Li Mo also appears in dialogue with Gao Yang in Xing Zheng and with Taishan zhiJi in 
Zheng Luan.
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Dao to CixiongJie.
From this one study, we may suppose that the chapters of Shiliu Jing have been 
gathered together from separate essays to create an anthology rather than a systematic 
exposition. By examining the use of other key pairs it should be possible to show whether 
this literary style is also reflected on the philosophical level. Already we have seen that 
cock and hen in CixiongJie are not used in the same way as pin and mu in Guan. This may 
just be because Cixiong Jie is an anomalous chapter within the whole work, or it may 
reflect a pattern in which different chapters or discourse units come from different 
philosophical backgrounds.
Conclusions
1. CixiongJie is a self-contained unit with a clear logical structure;
2. The hen and cock modes are an antagonistic pair; pin and mu s. complementary pair;
3. The terms "hen, weak, yielding" are perhaps interchangeable;
4. Pin and mu are regularly associated with soft-hard,yin-yang',
5. From being an antagonistic pair, cock and hen become a complementary pair and in post 
Huangdi Sijing times are integrated with pin and mu.
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The second pair that we shall discuss is the pair, xing-de jffj ;j§ . Whereas ci-xiong 
was confined to Cixiong Jie, xing-de is a dominant pair in two chapters of Shiliu Jing: 
Guan and Xing Zheng. These two chapters have already drawn our attention for their 
treatment ofpin-mu, in Guan, and "hard-soft" in both. When we turn to xing-de we find 
an even closer relationship between the two. A cursory glance reveals that both carry the 
same line, "Whatever principles of suppression there are, are in xing and de*1. Detailed 
study will perhaps uncover further links.
Before proceeding further a note is in order regarding the translation of the terms. 
The matter has been discussed in a paper by John Major who suggests "recision" and 
"accretion" . He notes that the popular rendering "punishments and rewards" is 
appropriate when it is a question of actions performed by the ruler but he argues that 
another translation should be sought when it is a matter of attributes of the cosmos. His 
choice lights on two latinised terms. The terms have not gained widespread acceptance. 
Various reasons for this can be advanced. They are not immediately intelligible and they 
irtfroiuce a distracting contrast between a passive idea, "accretion", and an active one, 
"recision" . Until a better suggestion is reached it is perhaps easiest to stick to the 
transliterations: xing and de when the pair "refers to a cosmological principle, a phase of 
the annual cycle in response to which the ruler bestows rewards or executes punishment"4.
A second step prior to a study of the pair is to isolate the paired use of the two 
characters from their frequent and independent use throughout the first three books of the 
Huangdi Sijing. Neither character is found in the fourth book, Dao Yuan.
3.1 Distribution of the character de
Jingfa: Jun Zheng 6 14b, 15 b, 16a, 18a, 21 b (x2)
DaFen 3 28b, 30a, 33a
Lun 1 54b
1 Gnan 86a 13-20; Xing Zheng 108b 1-8 : , &  JPJ ^  o
2 Major, J.S., The Meaning o f  MHsing-ie"\ See following two notes, which refer to this essay:
3 Major admits to having discussed the latin root o f "recision" with a Professor Bradley. Bears o f lesser brain perhaps 
lack such good fortune, p. 286, note 17
4 Major, J.S, The Meaningof "Hsing-le ", p. 291
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WangLun 2 58b, 64a
Shiliu Jing: Guan 8 81b, 85a, 85b (x3), 86a (x2), 87b
Guo Tong 2 96b, 97a
Xing Zheng 10 107a, 108b(x3), 109a(x5), 111b
CixiongJie 4 113b, 115a, 116a(x2)
Shun Dao 2 138b(x2)
Cheng: no. 19 2 150a(x2)
final section 1 166b
Thus de is found forty-one times in all, twelve in Jingfa, twenty-six in the Shiliu Jing and 
three in Cheng. It is paired with several different complementary or opposite characters: 
xing., nue j |f  ,ya n g ^,yu a n  ren JJ, and gong 5fj.
The first two uses in Jun Zheng are related to the ruler's behaviour and may be 
relevant to the xing-de contrast as will be shown later5. The third instance refers to the 
ruler's being a person of virtue who will love the people6. In the fourth case people who are 
rewarded in a just regime are not de, overly grateful, just as those who are punished in the 
same regime are not resentful (yuan)1. Further on, the mother's giving and the 
munificence of Heaven and Earth are both termed de .
Da Fen contrasts the de of wen with the ren of wujSf. The former means 
gentle giving, the latter is the sharp blade of the punishing sword. The stress is on the pair 
wen-wu which will be discussed in our next chapter. Da Fen also uses de in combination 
with the adjective xuan the dusky colour of the sky10. The phrase thus produced is 
very much a Daoist one. Both Da Fen and Lun use de in combination with ming , 
brightness, a phrase made famous by the Da Xue 1.
In Wang Lun de is used in the expression "rebellious virtue" (ni de yF which
5 Jun Zheng 14b 14-18 In the second year use their d e  ^  jfj ^  , 15a 2 9 -1 5b 4 If in the second year one
uses their de then the people will have strength H
6 JrnZheng 16*26-31-.
7 Jim Zheng 18a 4-13 The one receiving rewards is not overly grateful and the one being punished for a crime is not
tfssentful, this is being a p p r o p r ^ ^ J t ^ ^ ,  'H 'lko
8 Jun Zheng 2 1 b 11 -20 Without the virtue of a mother one cannot obtain the full strength o f the people. ^
21 b 21 -31 When the conduct of father and mother are present, then this is the virtue of 
Heaven-Earth. .
9 Da Fen 30a 20- 30b 4 The virtue of wen extending to the lightest and smallest things, the edge o f wu to ..., this is
the root of reigning. . . , 3 E 2 .2 t = & .
10 D a Feti 33a 21-27 The one who rules under-heaven has the dusky virtue.
11 Da Xue p. 1 : The Way o f  great learning is to make bright one’s bright virtue.
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will be discussed in our chapter six. De is also contrasted with gong, effort. It is not
enough to exert oneself and do much; showing de is the only guarantee that one's efforts
12will not be destroyed .
In Guan seven of the uses of de are paired with xing and one with nue. In Guo 
Tong de is paired with nue whilst in Xing Zheng all cases of de are paired with xing. These 
are the instances that will be discussed in the present chapter. A further use in Guo Tong
13associates the earth with de .
The contrast of de and yang in Cixiong Jie is related to the opposition of ci and 
xiong as shown in my previous chapter14. Whilst in Shun Dao de is related to non­
competition and the yielding mode15. One use in Cheng is also along the same lines16. The 
only other passage in Cheng to mention de is the nineteenth aphorism which talks of de in 
contrast with// force17.
Xing is used even more than de. In early Han times when the manuscript was 
copied there was not the distinction of radicals between xing Jfff), punishment, xing 
form, and xing §!J, modeL In the following survey we will exclude all those cases in which
xing can be read with anything other than the dao JJ radical in modern Chinese. We will
. 1 8also exclude cases in which it is the verb "to imitate" . This leaves us with forty-four uses 
to consider: sixteen in Jingfa, twenty-six in Shiliu Jing and two in Cheng.
3.2 Distribution ofthe character xing jfj]
Jingfa' Jun Zheng 6 15a, 15b, 16b, 18b, 20b (x2)
Si Du 1 40a
WangLun 6 58b (x2), 59b, 60a, 62b, 65a
Lun Yue 3 66a, 68a, 68b
Shiliu Jing: Guan 10 85a, 85b (x3), 86a (x2), 87b, 88a, 88b, 90a
12 WangLun 58b U - 17 One whose virtue is scant whilst his achievements be great, will be overthrown. ffij Tfr
13 Guo Tong 96b 27- 97a 8 The earth nourishes de  by stillness and Heaven corrects names by movement.
14 CixiongJie 113b 2-3 accumulating virtue 113a 19-20 accumulating disaster also 116a 16 and 18.
15 Shun Dao  138b ■ 15-31 In shaping according to the womanly mode what is mastered is the weak...correct virtue, 
liking virtue and not competing. . . . 1E $ S ,
16 Cheng 166b 11-17 The virtue of earth is peaceful, calm, correct and still, ^  ^  TF »
17 Cheng no. 19 Hewhohasnotyetattainedthepoleoftheseasonsconcealshimselfin virtuous conduct (privately),
Once he has attained the pole, he makes his virtue go far.
150*20-341#®*$. BU SH S.
18 Bing Ron g  116b 6-13 If the army does not imitate Heaven, the army cannot be moved. FfBfro
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Wu Zheng 1 95a
ZhengLuan 3 106b
Xing Zheng 10 108b (x2), 109a (x6), 111 b, X12a
BingRong 2 116b, 117b
XingShou 1 134b
Shun Dao 1 138b
no. 16 1 149b
no. 48 1 161a
As with de so here too with xing Guan and Xing Zheng stand out as having the largest 
number of instances.
In Jun Zheng xing is used in two combinations, one with zheng jE  and one with fa  
In]. The former refers to the policy of the ruler in the fifth year of a seven-year cycle and
. 1 9means criminal law . It seems to be in contrast to the policy of the second year which 
employed de. Thus here we have a contrast of xing and de though it is not very explicit and 
is confined to the ruler's actions. It is not a suitable candidate for what Major terms 
"accretion" and "recision". The same sense of criminal law is borne by the use ofxing with 
fa , which refers to obedience to the laws promulgated .
In Si Du and WangLun there is reference to a crime called da xing JJtJ, causing
due punishment to be neglected, and in Bing Rang we learn that this is something the sage
22does not do". The same expression, with the addition of Heaven, occurs in Guan . In
23other passages also Heaven itself may punish . The punishments may also be carried out 
by the ruler"4, who must ensure that they do not fall on the guiltless25. In contrast the forty- 
eighth aphorism of Cheng advocates abolishing all use of xing:
" Of those who rule a country well, the highest is without punishments"26.
19 Jun Zheng 15a 2-7; 15b 23-27 3£ ^  (M ) & IE •
20 Jun Zheng 18b 17-18; 20b 3-4 TFJ S3
21 Si Du 40a 11-12; WangLun 58b 29-30; 65a 6-7; Bing Rang 117b 9-10 jiH JPJ- See my note on 40a 11.
22 Guan 90a 6-9 He does not cause the punishments o f Heaven to be disregarded. T ' iH  9C Ifil *
23 WangLun 59b 22-31 Heaven will not fulfill its destiny, rather it will redouble its punishments. ^  T ' ^  ^
M  * Lun Yue 68a 28-9 X . JffJ; Cheng no. 16 (149b 11-18) Heaven has its punishment circling round,
when it comes round one receives the disaster (heaven sends.).
24 Wu Zheng 95a 11-19 For the one who turns against justice and goes counter to the seasons, his punishment will 
be like that o f Chi You. ^  ^  jftj ^  'jfc „ ; Zheng Luan 106b 16-20 Do not contravene my
constant punishments. ^  ^  IflJ «
25 lFbngLH«60a33-60bl;62b 15-17Punishingthosewhohavecommitted nocrime. This is condemned.
26 Cheng 161 a 28-35 : & ± m m .  That ideal rule should dispense with law and rely on moral
persuasion alone was a widely held belief. As we shall see the Yellow Emperor was used to argue that while this 
might be an ideal in a perfect world it was unrealistic in the real world. Confucius argued in its favour. He claimed
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In Lun Yue xing is associated with the season for executing justice and is 
associated with wu, a term discussed in the next chapter of this thesis” . There are two 
cases related to the "modes"(jie 0 )  in the Shiliu Jing. In one xing are not to be practised 
according to the cock mode; in the other, they are to be done according to the womanly 
mode”8.
If one compares the distribution of xing with that of de, it emerges that the two 
could only occur in contrast in five chapters: Jun Zheng, WangLun, Guan, Xing Zheng 
and Shun Dao, The first of these five has just been discussed with the observation that it 
does not constitute a contrast of Major’s "accretion" and "recision". In WangLun the two 
terms are not directly contrasted at all. In Shun Dao de may be used in contrast to xing but 
damage to the relevant passage makes it hard to be certain of this. Thus it would seem that 
the most profit can be gained from a study ofthe use of xing-de in Guan and Xing Zheng. 
Moreover, we will also be looking for evidence of a relationship between these two 
chapters to see if they form a unit.
3.3 The use of xing-de in Guan
The structure of Guan may be set out as follows:
29(1) The Yello w Emperor commands Li Mo to observe the world;
(2) Li Mo wants to grasp the standard of flowing against (ni) and flowing with (shun), de 
an dnue;
(3) The Yellow Emperor expounds cosmological origins in terms of yin-yang. It is in this 
context that *mgand de are first mentioned.
(4) A eulogy of the sage who has no craft.
This brief pattern raises some immediate questions. It must be asked to what extent 
xing-de is associated with yin-yang and also how far the second section with its use of 
de-nue is related to the third with its use of xing-de. With these questions in mind we shall 
look first of all at the xing-de passages30.
that rule by zheng, making correct, and xing, punishments, was inferior to rule by de. virtue, and li. rites. (Lun Yu 2
> T eiZ h en g-.& Z & .® .. R f c f f l i l S S I : .  i t i f c t f c .
Lead them by correction, level them by punishments, the people will fear but have no shame. Lead them with virtue, 
level them with rites, they will haveshameand become good.)
27 Lun Yue 66a 12-15 In one season executing and killing. —‘ jPJ » This is the season o f wu
28 XmgShou 134b 25-28 ffi) .  ; Shun Dao 138b 15-18 jfij „
29 Li Mo 5^ 5 HI is known as Li Mu ^  ^  in the Shiji. Shiji 1 Wudi Benji 35l irS? $£* p. 6
30 Guan 84b 33- 86b 2: a o p n a n i # ,  m K t t t .
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31"This... when^w is at its maximum , then one can move onto promoted;
 the people is achievement, is that by which you feed them.
When yang begins to contract then you can sharpening,
Whenjw doubles, night lengthens;
Qi overshadows the earth to make her pregnant,
This is that by which they can continue their family line.
Without trammel or restraint, rectify them with xing and de:
In Spring and Summer carry out de; in Autumn and Winter carry outing.
Let de be first; let xing be last, so as to foster life.
When clans arose and had been established, enemies brought conflict into being.
If not overcome there would be no stability.
Whatever principles of suppression there are, are in xing and de.
Xing and de are clear and brilliant, as the sun and moon face each other 
Thereby illuminating their opposition.
And filling out with no empty holes."
* * 32The passage is interrupted by an insertion and continues ,
"By according with the seasons so as to foster the people's work 
Putting de first and xing last, one flows along with Heaven."
We may consider this text in four parts. There is an initial contrast in which de is the policy 
adopted by the ruler at the height of yin and xing the policy begun when yang starts its 
decline. Together they lead to food for the people and continuance of the family line. The 
process of an opposite beginning at the peak of its contrary is familiar to us from the 
popular black and white yin-yang diagram: . From general principles the contrast is then
interpreted in seasonal terms. The year is divided into two with Spring and Summer first 
and Autumn-Winter last. The seasons are explicitly mentioned by name. A third section
is iE £  & .
I f M t ,  J i m Z U .nnmm,  i i a i i .
Guan 87b 16- 29 : ^  #  B* &  #  B
31 The contrast is betweenyi'ng and stt, being at a peak and being in decline. Here the manuscript writes j]£ and Iff. In 
86b (see note above) is written ^  and in 88a 5 sit is written dm  $$. These graphic variants do not affect the 
basic contrast, derived from the phases ofthe moon.
32 86b 2- 87a 6 This section, not translated here, is discussed in my chapter on yin-yang. Please note I have also 
not included 87a 7-87b 15 in the above translation either as it does not use the terms de or xing.
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hits on the problem of conflict and shows that xing-de come to reply to the presence of 
conflict among human clans.
The final few lines from 87b summarise the xing-de policy by putting it in the 
context of Heaven. The ruler's actions are to be in harmony with the patterns of the 
seasons.
While the plea may be for de to come before xing, both are required, both to 
conform to the seasons of the year and to deal with the presence of conflict among men. 
Thus we may call xing-de a complementary rather than an antagonistic pair.
3.4 The use ofXing-De in Xing Zheng
The title ofXing Zheng is precisely that of clan conflict. Like Guan the chapter is a 
dialogue involving Li Mo, but now his interlocuteur is the Yellow Emperor's grandson, 
Gao Yang jiff Li Mo traces conflict back to the very appearance of men. The same 
words about the need for xing-de reappear but the passage continues with a further
33exposition of how the two require each other .
Once Heaven and Earth were formed, the black-haired peoples were born.
When clans arose and had been established, enemies brought conflict into being.
If not overcome there would be no stability.
Whatever principles of suppression there are, are in xing and de.
Xing and de are clear and brilliant, as the sun and moon face each other 
Thereby illuminating their opposition.
When this mutual lacing is not directly opposed,
One can see the disasters it brings all around.
Heaven's de is clear and brilliant but without xing it cannot function.
Magnificent is the xing of Heaven but without de it will surely be overturned.
Xing and de foster each other;
Going counter to and with the flow, thus they achieve completeness.
33 Xing Zheng 108a 15- 109b 12: S  , fife # £ 3 * .
K M z n ,  u r n  m m *
m m & m ,  ^ f i i ,  
m m u M ,  m m & m .  m m # # .*
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Xing is dark and de bright; xing is yin and deyang;
Xing is hidden and de manifest.
Take that which is bright as the law and follow the Way which is hidden.
In this passage there is no mention of the seasons. The problem of conflict is the starting 
point for the subsequent exposition ofxingmdde. The exposition relies on drawing out a 
comparison with the sun and moon so as to stress that neither partner in the pair is 
complete without the other. The distinction is made very explicitly in terms of yin-yang. 
The final line is interesting in that it introduces another contrast between the Way which is 
hidden and the Law (fa) which is manifest. This leads to the association of xing as the 
hidden with the Way and de as the manifest with the Law. One might expect xing to have 
been associated with the law, especially since the two can form a compound noun as in
34Bing Rong , but here in Xing Zheng the logic of the metaphor leads to a different pairing 
up. This tells us that the opposition of yin-yang is not based on an inherent quality of the 
things considered. What matters is the point of view one adopts. From the point of view 
of the people xing is a legal punishment and hence associated with Law, whereas from the 
point of view of brightness, de is the greater light and is thus associated with the Law as the 
visible manifestation ofthe mysterious Way.
Following the text cited above xing-de only recur once inXmg zheng\
"If one goes beyond the pole and exceeds what is balanced,
Alters the old and transforms the constant,
35Then there is no de and in applying xing it will be inappropriate" .
The language of going beyond the pole refers to continuing in the same policy, xing for 
instance, when the moment requires the introduction of its contrary, de. The pattern of 
reversal is what is here refered to as the constant and the old.
With this we conclude our survey of xing-de in the Huangdi Sijing. The next step 
in our investigation is to place the pair in its intellectual and historical context. This task 
will be done by considering the literature according to its genre and period. Thus we shall 
look initially at historical works dealing with the Spring and Autumn period, even if these
34 Bing Rong 116b 21-22: xingfa JfiJ However, the two characters could also be read, "if one's model or standard is 
not that ofthe human, then one's army will not be successful." ff!) . A , JS; Rf o The point is o f  minor 
interest in the argument above, which is concerned with how to interpret Gnan and not with false expectations raised 
bya sentence in Bing Rong.
35 , U S B ! ] * * .
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were written up at a later date. After glancing at Confucius, we shall look at the historical 
works gathered around the conflict between the kingdoms ofWuand Yue in the early fifth 
century. Of the Warring States philosophers, Hanfei, Zhuang Zhou, Guan Zhong and Lu 
Buwei all deserve attention. Finally we shall look at the Han work, Huainanzi, using 
Major's study of accretion and recision in that work as a guide.
3.5 The Use of xing-de in historical works dealing withthe Spring-Autumn period
Two works merit attention under this heading: the Zuo Zhuan and the Shiji. When 
quoting them we should bear in mind that the dates to which texts are ascribed are not 
necessarily their dates of composition but nonetheless the material contained in the 
historical books tends to be conservative by nature and hence may preserve something of 
its original context. At the very least the historical books show what it was thought 
plausible to ascribe to former men at the time ofthe editing ofthe works.
In 653 B.C., GuanZhong ^  {ff1 is depicted as saying,
"At the meeting ofthe feudal lords, regarding de, xing, rites and justice,
There is not a State which does not record them"36.
Here we meet the pair de-xing along with rites and justice, a very Confucian context. Half 
a century later, in 597 B.C., Shi Hui i  commander of the first army of Jin 
describes Chu as the kind of State in which its "de, xing, administration, undertaking 
affairs, statutes and rites" were such that it "could not be opposed"37. Xing is further 
described as punishing revolt,,/a pan /fj<- Jj-R and de as yielding obedience to authority: rou 
fa  5? HR Seventeen years later, 584 B.C., an old worthy of Shen ^3, Shu Shi ^  
gives a simple definition of the pair:
39"De is to bestow munificence; Xing is to rectify evil" .
The pair also occur in the petition of Cao ^  to Jin 111 the same year whilst in the 
following year we are told that if de and xing are not established then debauchery and 
hostility will arrive together40.
Whilst not using the precise terms, xing-de, there is a contrast between
36 Z u o Z h u a n 9 * I X ifa m :% 3 & fc Z '& .  ^  H ,
37 ZtioZhuan 196 fXuan'm. 12/3:
38 Z u oZ h u a n l9 6 /X u a n & 1 2 n :fa % i, M M ,
39 Z u o Z k « a n 2 A O /a 'en g f& l6 n :feM M M *  M M J E W .
40  Zuo Zhuan244/ Cheng 16/Fu Aft 3 : ffii U G S  fjc <» Your Lordship docs not reject de-xing and
so is lord o f  princes; Zuo Zhuan 249/ Cheng 17/13 j& o o (translated in textabove).
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shang-xing Jf(J, related to the four seasons, which is relevant to our inquiry. The 
comment is attributed to Shengzi -p :
"Those who of old governed the people,
Encouraged people to seek rewards (shang)
And to stand in awe of punishments (xing),
Showing compassion to the people without tiring,
Rewarding in Spring and Summer, punishing in Autumn and Winter1'41.
These passages do not date from the time to which they are attributed but may well 
go back to the Confucian era. The same is probably not the case for a story in the Shiji 
which could as well be Han. Despite this uncertainty of dating it nonetheless gives us a 
good description ofxing-de. Duke Yuan of Song, referred to as "king", ^  jq  3 :, reigned 
532- 517 B.C., found a turtle and Wei Ping Hf 3^ explains why it is the jewel under 
Heaven:
"It makes clear yin-yang and determines xing-de.
It fortells profit and loss, inspects disaster and blessing”42.
The king remarks,
"Disaster and blessing are common, xwgand de a pair;
The sage inspects the matter so as to know auspicious and inauspicious"43.
Whilst the Zuo Zhuan stories listed xing and de among other princples of government and 
in the order de, xing, here the order is xing-de and the context is prognostication along 
lines familiar to us from CixiongJie. The association of xing-de with sun and moon is 
brought out in lines attributed, somewhat implausibly, to Confucius:
"The sun is de and is prince over under-Heaven 
And is insulted by the three-legged bird;
The moon is xing and the minister on the left,
And is eaten by the toad"44.
41 Zuo Zhuan 3\2/X iang$$26/F u  0ft 6:
n z f s & g ,  s&jtrosjfii.
42 Shiji 128 Gui CeLiezhnan
43 S/.vil28GU(& ite i« < m ffi^ 5 lJ # :p .3 2 3 3 :» * * M .  M A & Z .
44 ® » ( p .3 2 3 T : 8 & I S f f i» ; j £ 5 S = T .  m f t B & Z M , ,
The myth ofthe three-legged bird in the sun and the toad in the moon figures on the two funerary banners from 
Mawangdui. A  pencil drawing o f  one o f them by Sandra Smith-Garces appears on p. 50 o f  Major, Heaven and 
Earth. In this picture only two legs o f  the bird are visible, but Claude Larre suggests that the number three is 
depicted by the beak, tail and legs all reaching the circumference o f  the sun.
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From these historical sources we can see some features in common with Guan and Xing 
Zheng but significant differences of context: that of rites and government in the Zuo 
Zhuan and of prognostication and myth in the Shiji.
3.6 The Use ofxing-de in Confucian Literature
The terms xing and de do occur in the Analects and their use there may help in 
making more precise the commonly understood significance of the terms in educated 
discourse. Their most famous occurrence is in Confucius’ remark,
"Lead them by administrative measures, give them uniformity by xing,
Then the people will seek to avoid punishments and yet be without shame;
Lead them by de and give them uniformity by rites,
Then they will have a sense of shame and moreover improve"45.
Here there is an antithesis between adminstrative measures cum xing and de cum rites. 
Confucius is not only interested in outward obedience but in drawing the person to have a 
moral sense, "a sense of shame", from which right actions will proceed. De is very much 
the superior element in the contrast of xing-de. The next occurrence of the pair puts xing 
in a more favourable light:
"The gentleman thinks o fde; the mean man thinks of his plot of earth.
The gentleman thinks ofxing; the mean man thinks of grace and favour"46 
The contrast in this saying is between the gentleman attentive to the greater principles and 
the mean man interested in purely material things. In this respect xing and de both have 
honour as worthy of the gentleman's attention. So from these two brief sayings we can see 
that Confucius favours de as opposed to xing yet also respects both as of greater value 
than mere material objects.
Whilst discussing Confucian literature, it would be worth drawing attention to a 
contrast in the Zhou Yu between two sage kings:
" Yao was able to apply laws impartially so as to give an example to the people...
47Yu was able to use de to improve on Gun's works" .
45 L m ru 2 ir* iZ k m g & & ;p .4 :
46 Lmt Yu4LiRen 15 : I t ! , -/js’ ;
47 GuoYuAZhoti 166 : l lj iB  (siS) ffii ££ Ui'SI M . . .
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Now Yu is not mentionned in the Analects, though Yao is. Mencius, however, does praise 
Yu. Certainly the praise here is given to Yu over Yao. Yu is credited with being able to 
lead by moral suasion, de, whilst Yao is but able to use laws, xingfa jffjj well48.
3.7 The use of xing-de in Wu-Y ue Literature
The Taiping Yulan records a saying from the Fanzi Jiran ^  fff* ;
"De takes its symbol from Spring and Summer;
49Xing takes its symbo I from Autumn and Winter" .
This passage is very close to Guan 85b. From the same milieu, namely the court of Yue j3§§ 
is the saying attributed to JiN i^}*^, or JiRanfff*^, in the YueJue Shu°:
"There isyin-yang, the myriad things, each with its warp and woof,
Sun, moon, constellations, xing-de transform into auspicious and inauspicious: 
Flowing with them brings de; flowing against brings disaster,
Therefore the sage can make their xing bright and abide in their path,
Folio wtheirtfe and avoid their opposition.
Whoever undertakes the hundred affairs must flow with Heaven-Earth,
And the four seasons and forma threesome withyin-yang"51.
The association of xing-de with auspicious and inauspicious recalls Wei Ping's discourse 
on the turtle. New to this citation from Ji Ran is the opposition of flowing with and flowing 
against, a contrast that we will consider in chapter six of the thesis.
In the Yue Jue Shu Fan Li is attributed one saying that contrasts xing and de: 
"If in Spring it is cold and not-life-giving,
The king's de does not spread;
If in Summer it is wintry and things do not grow,
Then the subordinates will not obey their lord's command;
If in Autumn it is warm and flowers return to bud,
48  Zhuangzi (ch. 12 Tiandi ^  H3i Graham. Chuang-tzu p. 175) downgrades Yu by saying that he used laws whereas 
Yao did not. Zhuangzi also criticises the Mohists for following Yu’s example (Ch. 33 T i a n x i a T* Graham, 
Chuang-tzu, p. 276). Authors used the sage kings to make doctrinal points.
49 Taiping Yuian V o l l ?p. 105b : ^  M  ;
50 The identity o f  Ji Ran is discussed in chapter eight o f  the thesis
51 Yue Jue Shu 5 YueJue Ji Ni Neijing IS  f f  fSSp-19/5-8
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Then the punishments of the hundred officials will not be executed;
If in Winter it is warm and wet and one opens the storehouses,
52Rewards will be without effect" .
Whilst in Guan the seasons of Spring and Summer were treated together, here they are 
detailed separately. The same goes for Autumn and Winter.
3.8 Use of xing-de in Warring States philosophical works
In Hanfeizi xing and de appear completely devoid of the yin-yang background. 
After asking what the handles, by which a ruler manages his realm, are, Han Fei replies, 
"The two handles are xing-de.
Slaying and executing are called xing;
Granting honours and rewards is called de.
The lord of men himselfuses hisvmgand de"53.
In the Weiliaozi the divorce fxomyin-yang terminology is made explicit:
"The Yellow Emperor's xing-de: xing was for attacking, de was for defending...
It was not any so-called Heavenly bodies, seasons and days, yin-yang,
Facing towards or turning away.
What the Yellow Emperor did was solely human affairs"54.
Whilst here in the Weiliaozi there is a practical demythologising; in other texts there is 
development towards a theory of resonance, gan-ying Mi ML that comes to a peak in 
Huainanzi and the Chunqiu Fanlu.
In chapter thirty of Zhuangzi we encounter the division into yin-yang, xing-de and 
Spring-Summer, Autumn-Winter:
"The sword of the Son of Heaven... is constructed according to the five agents, 
assessed by its xing-de, drawn by means ofyin-yang, held in spring and summer, wielded
52 YueJue Shu 16 YueJue Wai Zh nan Shen Zhong ^  4 1 P- 48/20-21
53 Hanfeizi 7 ErBing    p .:
54 Weiliaozi l.Tian Guan fx. (Zhou Baiyi i|f§, WujingQishu |  , Harbin: Heilongjiang Renmin,
1982.)p .207:|t#ffll* , VS&,QZ,  . . .^ F r S S A It .  SfH I& ISs
Sawyer, The Seven Military Classics, p. 465 note 4, says that many commentators take the reference to "Heavenly 
Offices'' W ) as referring to a book o f that name. Here Itranslate as "heavenly bodies".
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in autumn and winter. "55.
Graham includes the passage in the "Yangist miscellany". Set at the court of King Wen of 
Zhao ~jC 3E, 299- 266 B.C., it is of late Warring States or even early Han date. In 
contrast with the Huangdi Sijing it mentions the "five agents", wu xing f f .  Nowhere 
in the Huangdi Sijing do we ever find a reference to the five agents,
Guanzi provides further evidence of texts that must postdate the Hnangdi Sijing. 
In talking about xing-de, chapter 42 of Guanzi includes reference to wen and wu, a pair 
found in Jingfa but not in Shiiiu Jing and never in association with xing-de56 The passage 
runs,
"Promoting de and not competing, so as to wait for disturbances under-Heaven... 
Putting de first and xing last, flowing along with Heaven and conforming to man... 
If one practices wen for three years, then justice and de will be valued;
57If one practices wu for three years then one can do without weapons and force" . 
After the first line quoted above comes the passage on the weak mode translated in our 
previous chapter. Texts like this raise the question as to whether later authors gathered 
together disparate ideas in the Huangdi Sijing and edited them into one piece.
In chapter 40 of Guanzi the analysis of xing-de is carried into a detailed 
presentation of each season:
" Yin-yang are the main thread of Heaven-Earth;
The four seasons are the main woof ofyin-yang;
Xing-de are the unity of the four seasons.
When xing-de combine with the seasons then blessing is born;
When they do not match, then disaster is born...
De begins in spring and grows in summer;
Xing begins in autumn and spreads in winter.
I f xing-de are not lost, then the four seasons are as one.
If xing-de depart from their course, then the seasons go in reverse"58.
55 Zhuangzi 30 ShuoJian $ $  85/30/17: Graham, A.C., Chuang-Tzu, p. 246; Major. J.S., The Meaning o f Using-te,
p . 2 8 2 : 9 c ^ ^ ^ l .  - . m m * .
56 Although in Da Fen one does find wen-de wen's virtue, this is in contrast to wu-ren ^  j ] ,  wu's edge. One 
cannot see in this the technical sense o fde which Major translates as "accretion".




Notice how the four seasons are each given separate attention. The course of xing is thus 
followed through from autumn to winter, whereas in the Shiliu Jing there is no attempt to 
distinguish between autumn and winter. This suggests that the Guanzi passage is later.
A definition of xing-de in the Guanzi is found in the short chapter 43. The pair are 
two members in a series of five policies. The other three are zheng 
administration/rectifying,^, law, and dao, the Way. Xing is first in the list:
M Having decreed the five punishments,
Using each on its appropriate crime,
Such that the criminal has no resentment 
And the good man is not afraid,
This is called "punishment" (xing);...
If one uses punishments to judge cases, then one will not harm the people's life...
If one practices punishments then one's people will whole-heartedly respect them 
...Meting out the punishment fit for the crime is called "punishment"59.
From this one can see that the termxmg refers to concrete punishments and that it plays no 
cosmic role. Zhao Shouzheng explains this point by saying that formerly there were two 
forms of the character which we now write 7PJ. One form was restricted to the 
punishments of the penal code; the other meant "punishment" in general. The former was 
written and is what is at issue in this section of Guanzi60
De is also described without the cosmic context:
"Loving the people, birthing them, fostering them, accomplishing them,
Profiting the people and not gaining for self,
Then all under-heaven will love you,
This is called "Virtue" (de)...
. . .
59 Guanzi43 Zheng TF p. 151 a-b and Zhao Shouzheng, Vol. 2, pp. 83-4
A * n .  h i .  . . . m u m z .
Zhao identifies the five xing as tatooing, mo cutting o ff  the nose, yi ||Jj, cutting o ff  the feet,y&i lja}; castration,
gong ‘gf, and capital punishment, da bi )$ .  lit the Guo Yu 4  Lit Yu shang^  p. 162 five xing are given as 
(1) using troops, (2) using axe and halberd (martial law), (3) using knife (to cut o ff  the nose) and saw (to cu toff the 
feet), (4) using awl (to cut o ff kneecaps) and needle (to brand) and (5) whipping
The explanations o f  these
punishments, given above in brackets, are those supplied by Wei Zhao in his notes ad loc.
60 Zhao Shouzheng, Guanzi Tongjie Vol. 2, p. 84 note 1
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Virtue is for fostering them...
Fostering implies transforming their evil; this must begin from oneself...
If one practises virtue one's people will be at peace and calm,...
Loving the people without grasping for self, this is called "virtue"61.
It is well-known that the Guanzi contains pieces of varying background62. The text just 
quoted is in marked contrast to the use of xing-de in the Shi Hu Jing. However, the use in 
Jun Zheng is closer to what we find in chapter 43 of Guanzi. In Jun Zheng the virtuous 
ruler is one who loves and encourages his people, while in using punishments he does not 
pardon criminals condemned to death, that is, he allows the law to hold63.
The Lushi Chunqiu is a likewise a collection of various points of view, gathered 
just before the unification of China in 221 B. C. Xing-de are encountered in the context of
"When>w«g qi begins to emerge... promote de and expellr/'/ig"64 
It should be noted that the expressionjw*g qi does not occur in theHuangdi Sijing. Guan 
speaks of yin-yang and also mentions qi but the disyllablic yang or yin-qi is not
,65encountered .
The Hegttanzi has only two references to xing-de. One fits them clearly into the 
cosmic context when it is said,
66"The moon is xing and the sun de" .
The context gives no further information and we must assume that the expression is 
familiar to its hearers. A fuller version of the same idea has been presented above in our 
discussion of the Shiji. The second reference is only a passing mention. In a list 
comprising various cosmic features such as eight winds, four seasons and three lights,
61 Gitanzi 43 Zhetig TF p. 151 a-b:
9 .Z ,  # 2 .  $ 2 ,  0 « .  . . . . .
. .  . stm, b is.
62 Rickett, Guanzi Vol. 1, p. 3, quotes Gustav Haloun as saying that the Guanzi is an "amorphous and vast repository o f  
ancient literature."
63 Jun Zheng On the virtuous ruler 16a 2 6 - 3 JC>) ftL o 
On the use o f  punishments: 16b 26- 17a 2 : IE  ^5 ,
64 Lushi Chunqiu 6.2 Yin Lu ^  p. 325 : g§  ^  ^  ^  ^  0
65 In the HuangdiSijingqi is found as part ofabinom ewith the earth (84a, 88a, 88b), blood (93a) and clouds (170b) or 
alone(85a, 136b). One ofthe main pitfalls inherent in reading Chinese philosophy is anachronism. Modem Chinese 
may happily say yin qi but the phrase as such is not necessarily that used in the past. A  popular translation o f  the A or
iw byZhaoFeng^tfOfc uses the expressions_y/n qi andyangqi, though the original text speaks only ofyangor 
o fyin or o f  qi. While it may be true thatyiM-yang are understood in terms o f  qi one must nevertheless not let modem 
phraseology intrude on the past. Zhao's translation appears in Wang Ning 3E (cd.) Pingxibeti Baihua Fayan, 
Xinyu,Shetijianyftijft'#. ^  i f  , § f  I f  > ^ B e ijin g G u a n g b o X u e y u a n d fc ^ C  1993,p. 86
66 Heguanzi 3 Ye Xing Pt. 1 p. 4 b : ^  : f f  ||E  „
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there is the phrase, "usq xing-de to manage (the people)"67.
Thus from these philosophical texts we can see that xing-de were not always 
placed in a cosmic context. However, where they were in a cosmic context they were 
associated withyang qi an dyin qi. Moreover, the specific role of each of the four seasons 
with respect to the pair was developed. In all this we see a development along the lines set 
forth in Guan and Xing Zheng. On the other hand in the Hanfeizi and Weiliaozi there is a 
definite move to break free from the cosmic context and turn to practical politics alone. 
This is not simply the same as the non-cosmic use of xing-de. For the latter is placed in a 
moral context whilst in Weiliaozi we see a reaction against the cosmic background into 
pure legalism.
3.9 Use ofxing-de in Han Literature
The prime texts that will concern us here are the Huainanzi and Chunqiu Fanlu. 
Here the trend towards the cosmic context is fully developed. The expressions yang qi 
and yin qi are now standard and the four seasons are spelled out in detail.
"Whenyin qi is at its maximum, thenyang qi begins to grow;
So it is said that the winter solstice produces de.
Whenyangqi is at its maximum, thenyi'w qi begins to grow;
So it is said that the summer solstice produces jring"58.
Gao You's commentary on the two terms which concern us here is that "de is the 
beginning of giving life" and"xing is the beginning of dealing death"69. The link between 
the policies and the seasons is seen as independent of human intervention.
More realistically, perhaps, Dong Zhongshu f lt f t  (179-104 B.C.) outlines 
how it is the ruler who accords his policies to the seasons:
"Thus he uses honour to match warmth and to correspond with spring;
He uses the conferring of rewards to match heat and to correspond with summer 
He uses penalties to match clearness and to correspond with autumn;
67 Heguanzi 10 Tat Hong $ |  Pt. 2 p. 23a: Ifij H i • Some editions have shott for mu Wu Shigong 
explains mu (literally "to shepherd") asytt $JJ, to control.
68 Huainanzi 3 Tian Wen ^  ^  f^i] p. 97 :
& m m .  w m w .  m & m ,
See Major's translation, Heaven and Earth, p. 84
69 See Huainanzi 3 Tian Wen P- 97 ad loc.: , flf? ^  ffy - . . jffj ,
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70He uses*mgto match coldness and correspond with winter" .
Here we see the full-blown theory of resonance that was a mark of early Han times. Major 
notes, in this context, that the Yue Ling ^  ^  enjoined the giving of rewards, de, in spring 
and summer and the carrying out of punishments, xing, in autumn and winter. He also
71asserts that this was normal practice in the Warring States' period . This may be the case 
but there is no doubt that the language in which the policies is expressed shows a clear 
development throughout the texts we have surveyed and that the full theory is only 
present in Han literature. Perhaps, we may say that the Han pro duced a cosmic ideo logy in 
terms of yang qi andym qi for ancient Chinese practices. In the Shiliu Jing we see one of 
the earliest steps in the formation of that ideology.
3.10 The Context of thq xing-de Passages in Gum &n&XmgZheng
The purpose of the survey we have just completed was to discover the intellectual 
context that was most appropriate to the use of xing-de in the Shiliu Jing. The Ztto Zhuan 
provided evidence of the use of the terms as two among others to speak of a ruler's policy 
and also evidence of the distinction of policies in the two halves of the year. The Warring 
States philosophical texts and later Han works showed how, in one direction, the cosmic 
sense of the ruler's policy developed into an ideology and how the four seasons could be 
differentiated according to the movements of qi. The use of the pair in the Shiliu Jing 
must be somewhere between these two sources. Whereas there is a distinction between 
the seasons the xing-de material was introduced in response to the problem of conflict. It 
arises as a response to a problem in the universe and in this sense is not like the Han 
cosmology, which is designed to harmonise the ruler's policy with an ever-recurring cycle 
of the seasons.
In terms of similarity of language, the Wu-Yue texts come the closest to our 
material. As we look in more detail at the Wu-Yue connection, we will touch on the 
question of de nue j | |  and their relation to xing-de.
The most important thinker in this environment is Fan Li. Though the book that
70 ChunqiuFanlu 55 SiShizhiFu [31 ^  Mil p. 797c:
s m jf c s is m S i# .
71 Major. The Meaning o f Hstng-te, p. 283, note 10 supports this view by appealing to McKnight, B., The Quality 




bore his name is not preserved, it is generally thought that chapter 21 of the Guo Yu, the 
Yue Yu xia, preserves much of his thought. The context is that of the conflict between the 
two kingdoms. The king of Yue, Gou Jian fa] Jj§§ (r. 497-465) had had his life spared by 
King Fu Chai jfe ^  (r. 496-473) of Wu. Although defeated Gou Jian lives on. Naturally 
he wishes to revive his kingdom but he still has doubts about this on two counts. Firstly he 
fears that it is impossible; secondly he has moral doubts as to how far he should go. Fan Li 
provides an answer to both problems. Yue's revival is certain as it fits into the cosmic 
pattern of cyclical rise and fell, therefore the king can wait patiently until Wu will fall into 
his lap. Once Wu is reduced Fan Li is merciless, allowing no opportunity for Fu Chai to 
escape. The victor should utterly extinguish his rival partly because Heaven decreees thus 
and partly, one supposes, to stop his revival. Fan Li's words to the cornered Fu Chai are 
clear,
"Formerly Heaven Above sent down disaster on Yue, putting Yue in the power of 
Wu, yet Wu did not accept (Heaven's judgement); now matters are reversed so that we can 
make up for this disaster. Shall our king dare not listen to the decree of Heaven but listen 
to the order of you, O King"72.
Fan Li's speech is directed to a particular historical circumstance. When he quotes
• 73the saying that, "the Lord Above does not act, he keeps to the reversal of the seasons" , 
Fan Li is thinking of the patient waiting that King Gou Jian must exercise. The same 
phrase occurs in Guan ascribed not to the Lord Above but to the sage. From a saying 
applied to a particular historical context it has become a universal principle of sagely rule: 
"The sage has no craft, he keeps to the reversal of the seasons"74.
In Guan the passage continues, pointing out howthe sage waits forHeaven and for man:
75" The sage is correct so as to wait for Heaven, calm so as to await man" .
What is meant by this is only clear from looking at Fan Li's advice in the Yue Yu. Waiting
72 Guo Th 21 Yue Yu xia p. 657:
73 Guo Yu 21 Yue Yu xia ~F p. 648 : 2JC Jii ^  • The fourth character, kao is read by
Wei Zhao as meaning cheng to initiate action. In the light o f Guan one wonders if  the original might not have 
been qiao J5- Chen Fuhua and He Jiuying list both kao and qiao in exactly the same rhyme group with the same 
initial and same rhyming vowel. Confusion between the two is thus very possible. Chen & He, Guvun Tottgxiao. p. 
146
74 Guan 89b 10-17 : H? A  T ' ^5 , ^
Virtually the same phrase is found in the Shiji with bian change, replacingyiw JjL, reversal..
Shijt 130 Taishigong Zi Xu A  ^  p. 3292 ^  o
75 Guan 89b 26- 90a 5 : A  IE A  , f  l i l l A .
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for Heaven is waiting for the Heaven-sent diasasters which show that Wu is ripe for 
collapse; waiting for man is waiting for resentment among the populace against their 
ruler's vices.
3.11
If xing-de point to Fan Li; de-nue are even more surely from him. The pair is 
exceedingly rare in early Chinese literature. Nue is uniformly condemned. It normally 
applies to oppression of an inferior by a superior and thus is associated with tyranny, bao 
jj |.  To use it in a positive sense is virtually unknown outside the Yue Yu x ia 6. Mencius 
contrasts nue administration with ren administration and in the course of his exposition 
quotes Confucius on de. Clearly he favours ren administration.
Fan Li does, however, use de-nue as a complementary pair parallel to dying and 
being bom;
"The application of de and nue, adapts so as to keep the constant 
Taking and giving life adapt to the pattern ofHeaven-Earth"17.
Here the evil of nue is taken up into the pattern ofHeaven-Earth and thus has its place. It is 
no longer seen as reprehnsible. Further on Fan Li also justifies his carrying out action 
which the ambassador of Wu describes as nue. Quoting a saying, the ambassador says that
78the one who helps Heaven in bringing down nue will be unlucky . Fan Li simply says that 
he is not interested in fine words and proceeds to destroy Wu. Fan Li's justification was 
given earlier, namely that Heaven has put Wu into the hands of Yue and Yue must not 
refuse Heaven's gift. He does have a precedent in a story preserved in the Zuo Zhuan and 
associated with the same proverb. To fail to help Heaven execute its punishments would 
be to aid and abet the criminal.
Taken together with the saying on de-nue one can see that Fan Li presents nue as a 
complement to de. In Guan one can see that the pair de-nue corresponds to the pairs 
ni-shun,jing-zuo (j§§? f^ ) and xian-hou ^ ) -  Of these three pairs, ni-shun will be
76 There are two reasons which make it impossible to ever affirm anything with complete certainty in early Chinese 
thought; firstly, not every known work has a complete concordance readily available either in electronic or printed 
media, secondly, many works have been lost and may never be recovered.
77 G u o y « 2 lT M Y « * ia V. 6 4 6 : 1 & l & 2 : f t ,  H  .
78 G u o Y u 2 1 Y u e ru x ia p .6 S 7 : i^ ^ J ^ m M t
The saying is also found in Zuo Zhuan 341/zhao 2/3 zuo ^  in which a criminal asks his accuser not to abet 
Heaven in dealing him the death that will surely come to all. The accuser points out that to not aid Heaven would be to 
aid the criminal and hence wrong. Some time after the criminal commits suicide.
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considered in a later chapter of the thesis. Jing-zuo refers to the times when peasants must 
be left in peace to till the land and when they can be moved to form armies; xian-hou is 
before and after. The four complementary pairs are all used in Li Mo's question but not in
79the Yellow Emperor's reply .
The only other occurence of de-nue that we have discovered in the Shiliu Jing is in 
Guo Tong. Here too the pair is in parallel to jing-zuo:
" Stillness and activity mutually foster each other;
De-nue mutually form each other.
80If there be names for both, by matching together they are formed" .
This saying shows the interdependence of the pair. Indeed, the whole of Guo Tong 
expounds the complementarity of ideas. The dominant pairs being Heaven-Earth. In the 
sentence preceding the above quotation earth is associated with stillness and heaven with 
activity, earth with de and, though not stated, presumably heaven with nue. In other 
words de is the nourishing female presence of earth and nue the heaven-sent punishments. 
This interpretation fits in with the use ofthe saying about Heaven-sent punishments by the 
ambassador of Wu and points to a distinction between xing-de and de-nue. The former 
pair can be applied equally well to the cosmos as a whole and to the policy of the ruler in 
harmony with the cosmos. De-nue, on the other hand, is a cosmic distinction between the 
actions of Heaven and those of earth. In Li Mo's question in Guan de-nue occur in a 
passage that deals with the formation of Heaven-Earth rather than with the ruler's 
activities as later in the chapter.
This use of de-nue in both Guan and Guo Tong suggests that the two chapters 
might have much in common. However, whereas Guan develops a theory of government 
based on the movement of yin-yang. Guo Tong is concerned only with establishing the 
importance of maintaining distinctions, thus Guo Tong himself becomes a poor beggar to 
demonstrate what poverty really is and thus how it must differ from riches and honour.
79 The text is damaged both in Li Mo's question and in the Yellow Emperor's reply. In the question eight lacunae are 
present. It is most probable that these lacunae comprise two ofthe three pairs: de-nue Jing-zuo and xian-hou. WW2 
believes it is the pairs de-nue and jing-zuo that are missing. CF thinks it is de-nue and xian-hou. CGY reorders the 
text to include all three. These approaches are all very probable, though without other evidence it is hard to choose. 
COY’S may be the most plausible, based as it is on the rhyme scheme.
In the Yellow Emperor's reply there is a section with 13 lacunae (83a 4-16). Here it is much harder to repair the text 
and the supposition that there should be a reference to de-nue here is on shakier ground. Since the following sentence 
talks of brightness (rnirtg my note ad loc. suggests supplying "sun and moonH rather than de-nue. See 83a 15-16 
note.
80 Guo Tong 97a 9- 24 t S U I M .
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The language of Guo Tong is more straightforward than that of Guan. Where Guan talks 
of female-male, hard-soft as abstract principles, Guo Tong speaks of the distinction 
between men and women, darkness and brightness.
We have already seen that Guan zndXing Zheng are very close in inspiration. Guo 
Tong, however, lacks the sense of conflict which is central to Xing Zheng. There is no
reference to enemies and the Y ello w Emperor is the sole ruler of the entire world,
81"I alone, but one man, hold together all under-heaven" .
Thus despite the de-nue phrase suggesting that Guo Tong might fit in the same unit as 
Guan and Xing Zheng, one is obliged to be more cautious. The simple use of some 
common language is not sufficient to determine the relationship of two sections of text. 
True, where the phrase is rare, evidence speaks in its favour. This is the case with de-nue.
Conclusion
Study of xing-de has shown the unity of composition of Guan and Xing Zheng. 
Moreover the background of these chapters is almost certainly the thought of Fan Li. 
Whether this thought dominates the rest of the Shiliu Jing is a question that is clearly 
worth pursuing. Another important point to consider is the implications of the study of 
de-nue for determining the relationship between chapters. So far we have seen that 
CixiongJie is anamolous, though possibly with some links to Shun Dao, whilst Guan and 
Xing Zheng are intimately related. Guo Tong shares some common vocabulary with Guan 
but its tenour is quite distinct. One issue seems quite clear: the order of the chapters in the 
Shiliu Jing is of no philosophical or literary significance. Still to be explored is how, if at 
all, they are related. This topic will be considered in chapter eight ofthis thesis.
Meanwhile, we shall continue to explore other pairs to see in which direction they 
lead. The next chapter will treat wen-mi, a pair which functions in a similar way to xing-de 
in both its cosmic and practical roles. Unlike xing-de it is confined to thsJingfa and never 
appears in any of the other books of ths Huangdi Sijing.
81 Guo Tong 95b 4-11 ^  ‘ A . ,
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As just observed in the last chapter, the pair wen-wtt occur in the Jingfa and
play a similar role to that played by xing-de in Guan and Xing Zheng, that is they refer to 
the policies of the ruler as being in accordance with the seasons of the year. They pose 
similar problems of translation: English does not have words that apply equally well to the 
cosmos and to the ruler's actions and, secondly, English does not provide an adequate pair 
of contrasting terms. Attempts at translation have been made and will be discussed first. 
Then, as before, we shall look at the use of the pair in th cHuangdi Sijing before moving on 
to other literature which will help us to situtuate the context of their use in the Huangdi 
Sijing.
The term wen has a broad range of meanings in Chinese. Its origins may lie in the 
idea of patterning or ornamentation. As the pattern on a pot wen came to stand for all that 
culture brought to human life, as Confucius put it the gentleman is one in whom wen and 
basic qualities are in equal balance. An excess in wen produces the insincere scholar; an 
excess in the other direction produces a boor1. The scope of wen may, then, be compared 
to that of the term "arts" in British academic discourse. Wu, on the other hand, includes all 
activities of punishing, most significant of which is war. War is the punishment of an 
unjust State just as execution is the punishment of unjust persons within the State. The 
inclusion of domestic justice and international war in the one concept is not something that 
is familiar to the speaker ofEnglish.
Legge appealed to a Greco-Latin background in his translation of the terms. He
writes "tarn Marte quam Mercurio", referring to Mars, the god of war, and Mercury, the
")
messenger of the gods'. In this way he tried to stress the unity of the two terms, wen and 
wu. His translation falls short in conveying the meaning of the individual terms. Wu 
includes internal justice as much as war; whilst wen is not simply communications. Other 
authors partly follow Legge. Lewis and Rickett translate wu as martial or martiality and 
wen as civil; Duyvendak as civil and military3. Sawyer translates as "culture" and
1 LmYu6YongYeiiip.24-j*0  s M M X m m . X B M M X .  X ^ m & *  itii& m ? .
The character bin $  translated above as "in equal balance" can also be written with the graph bin ^  composed of  
wen and wu juxtaposed.
2 Legge, J., The Chinese Classics Vol. IV, The She King, p. 283
3 Lewis, M.E., Sanctioned Violence in Early China, p. 216; Rickett, W.A., Guanzi Vol. 1, p. 362; Duyvendak, 
J.J.L., The Book o f  Lord Shang, p. 261
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"military"4. Mansvelt Beck produces a neat contrast with "art of peace" and "art of war"5. 
From these attempts it can be seen that wu is almost always confined to war and wen is then 
generally translated in contrast with it as some derivative of "civilian" or "peace". Leo S. 
Chang and Feng Yu try to be more comprehensive by including long explanations after 
trans literating the terms:
"wen (governing by enculturation of civic administration)...^ (governing by 
coercive administration)6."
This is rather clumsy English.
Given the problems of finding adequate vocabulary in modern English it is perhaps 
less misleading to transliterate the Chinese and ask the reader to remember that wu 
comprises internal and external justice, and wen comprises all that helps a nation to 
flourish7.
4.1 Use of wew-ww intheJingfa
Wen occurs ten times; wu eleven. That they are consciously juxtaposed as a pair is 
clear from their distribution. As withxing-de so here these uses can be set out in a table:
Chapter 
Jun Zheng 









5 3 7a (2), 3 8a, 44b (2)
1 65b
It is obvious from this table that wen-wu are only used as a pair in thsJingf 'a\ the one does 
not occur without the other. In examining literature outside the Huangdi Sijing, we can 






3 7b (2), 38a, 44b(3) 
65b
4.1 (a) Wen-wu in Jun Zheng
In discussing xing-de we noted that Jun Zheng contrasted policies of de and of
4 Sawyer, R.D., The Seven Military Classics, p. 206
5 MansveltBeck, B.J.,Ric/rteHoer Wet etc. (unpublished), The original Dutch is "Vredcskunst" and "Oorlogskunst".
6 in Yu Mingguang, Huangdi Sijing Jinzhu Jinyi, p. 226
7 Rand gives a good definition: Rand, C.C., Chinese Military Thought, p. 173 note 2 : "wen is defined as those non­
violent actions (including ethical suasion, moral example, and intentional yielding) taken to sustain cultural stability, 




xing to be used in the second and fifth years of a cycle. However, we also noted that 
neither term was particularly dominant. In fact the cycle is of seven years; the first three of 
which outline a policy of encouragement, following the people's customs and removing 
taxes. The second three emphasize using commands and orders to bring the people to
obedience such that in the seventh year the ruler has a disciplined army with which to
8 *launch a military attack on an enemy country . The division into three and three can only 
be surmised from the sense of the passage. It is not specifically stated nor is explicitly 
expressed in any given terminology. It is only later that the terminology of wen-wu is 
introduced and then it is applied to the seasons within the year and not to a cycle of seven 
years:
"Heaven has its seasons of slaying and giving life;
The State has its policies of killing and fostering life.
Accomodating to the life-giving season of Heaven to foster life is called wen; 
Accomodating to the slaying-time of Heaven to deal death is called wu.
When wen and wu are running together then all under-heaven will follow"9.
The correspondance between the cosmos and the ruler’s policies is evident. Notice, 
though, that there is no specific naming of the seasons as spring or summer. The emphasis 
is on bringing the people to obedieiceto the ruler. The chapter ends,
"If one can attract outstanding heros under-heaven,
Then one's preparations for defending and warding off are complete.
If one thoroughly understands howto practise the way of wen-wu,
Then all under-heaven will submit.
If orders and commands accord with the people's heart,
Then the people will obey commands.
If one favours impartially and without self-seeking,
Then the people will love their superior"10.
The structure of this last quotation is that of four conditional sentences. There are four 
things the ruler must do and four consequences. The consequences all involve obedience
8 Jun Zheng 14b 9- 16a 19
9 H  W  5E £  £  I t .  H  ^  Z  4 - t f c  U  # 4 ,  £ * £
X ,  Hi®.




to the ruler. The conditions oblige the ruler to treat the people impartially and well. 
Understanding wen-wu is one of these conditions. Given the structure of the passage we 
may assume that the four conditions are interrelated. Thus the other three can be used to 
expand the milieu within which understanding wen-wu is situated. Now, of particular 
philosophical inter^Tis the last condition with its distinctively Mohist terminology. The 
phrase "favouring impartially" (jian ai fjj? is certainly a Mohist expression11. In the 
extant chapters of the Mozi there is, however, only one passage in which "impartial 
favouring" and "non-self-seeking" are found in the same phrase,
"The expanse of King Wen's impartial favouring of under-heaven,
Was like the sun and moon's impartial shining on under-heaven being without self- 
seeking"12
The association with King Wen leads Mozi onto talk ofthe policies of Kings Wen and Wu
13as "promoting the worthy and punishing the rebellious" . There is no cosmic connection 
here but the dual policy, on the one hand encouraging, on the other hand punishing, is not 
irrelevant to our discussion. Moreover, two avenues for further study have been opened 
out: the relation of wen-wu to Mohist philosophy and the relation of King Wen and Wu to 
the philosophical-cosmological use of wen-wu14.
4.1 (b) Vseofwen-wu'mDaFen
Da Fen opens by setting out the distinction between a series of six ni or 'goings 
against the current* and six shun or 'goings with the current'. After this exposition there 
comes a passage on the art of reigning in which the ruler is said to form a threesome with 
heaven and earth. Under his rule there is harmony and proper obedience. It is here that 
reference is made to wen and wu:
"The virtue of wen extending to the lightest and smallest things;
11 Despite its fame as the title of chapters 14-16 o f Alozi, the expression jian ai is rare in the Mozi. More commonlyjian 
and ai are used as independent verbs and not combined in one dissyllabic phrase. The terminology is nonetheless 
distinctively Mohist. Chen Guying (note Jun Zheng ad loc) claims that the use o f jianai in Jun Zheng is different 
from that in Mozi. Despite this one can only imagine that the phrase jian ai would gain currency after its propagation 
by Mozi.
12 Mozi 16 Jian Ai xia *st 26/16/51-2 :
13 Mozi 16 Jian A i xia 27/16/62
14 The kings’ names are posthumous names or shi and were granted because the kings exemplified the virtues 
embodied in those titles. Hence they are clearly of significance to our study. On the other hand this does not mean that 
every reference to the two kings necessarily contains the type of correlative cosmology displayed by iheJingfa's use of 
wen-wu. It is the latter which is o f prime interest here.
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The edge of wu to..., this is the art of reigning"15.
The second part ofthis quotation is missing two characters and so we cannot be sure ofthe 
original contrast intended. What is clear, though, is that both wen and ww are to be taken 
together as a pair.
4.1 (c) Use wen-wu in Si Du
This chapter provides rather more material for reflection on wen-wu. The passage 
from which the title, four standards, derives touches on wen-wu. There are four 
unfortunate states of affairs: rebellion (w), confusion {hian going against the flow 
(»/) and tyranny (bao |j$)16 The result of these situations is then spelled out: there will be 
a loss of the basic principle; jobs will be done badly; the season will be missed and the
17people's support lost . In a further development of these nefarious consequences there is
• .  18 invasion, famine and hatred of the ruler .
A remark on the circular course of the Way leads in naturally to the opposite state
of affairs: stillness being correct (zheng JE), wen and wu. These in turn lead to
peace {an ), order (zhi fpf), enlightenment {rning 59) and strength (qiang jfH), from
which come "obtaining the principle", "winning over the people", "winning over heaven"
and "ensuring that all hold the ruler in awe". The relative order of these sets of
consequences is interesting in that the second set of the positive consequences contrast
with the first set of the negative consequences and the second set of the negative
consequences to the first set of positive consequences. In other words, the structure is
chiastic. The whole passage ends by describing the state of harmony brought about by
good rule.
Specific definitions ofboth andivw are included:
"Movement and stillness forming a threesome with heaven-earth is called wen"19. 
"Punishing... at the appropriate time is called wu"".
15 DaFen  30a 2 0 -30b 4 ; £  , 2$  3J . - . ,
16 Both the first and third are described by the same Chinese character, ni In the first instance it refers to a minister 
usurping the throne and so may be translated by the concrete ‘'rebellion"; in the second instance it refers to a 
misplacement ofthe seasons of movement (military activity) and stillness (working on the farm) and thus should be 
translated more generally. The meaning o f hi will bediscussed in chapter six of my thesis.
17 The loss of principle refers to the loss of the basic principle (ben and may refer to agriculture being in disorder. 
However, given thatit results from rebellion it is more probably the basic moral principles o f organised rule.
18 Si Du 35b 18- 36b 19 The Chinese text will be found attached to the table below.
19 Si’£>w 37a22-30
20 Si Du 37a 31- 37b The WW2 suggestion that 37b 1 should read jin  prohibitions, is
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Here the gentle wen and coercive wu are set out side by side. However, by looking at the 
structure ofthe literary context, it may be possible to enrich these definitions.
For which purpose it will be helpful to set the text out in a table, distinguishing the 
four levels according to the sphere to which they seem to apply.
Table of Si Du 35b 18- 38a 33
A: Four unfortunate states of affairs



























people won over 
heaven won over 
ruler's awe holds sway22
The structure of this section establishes patterns of relationships by which one can 
come to understand the meaning of individual elements. Wen is, then, what leads to 
enlightenment and gaining heaven's cooperation. Enlightenment and winning over 
heaven are to be understood as the opposites of famine and missing the season in table 'A'. 
Thus winning over heaven means cooperating with the seasons such that they are 
favourable to growth, and enlightenment is not a mystical state but the flourishing of a
attractive.
The Chinese text (SiDu 35b 18- 36b 19) is reordered in accordance with the above table:
Sphere of life Situation First consequence Second consequence
At court AABSP
Among ministers A « f l ! ] «
War/agriculture AABUt#
The ruler's status b m a a AAS!J«
Si Du 37a 7- 38a 3 (reordered as above)
At court
Among ministers set* 2. IE iEim
War/agriculture x m m WHimA
The ruler's status ® ®  & s&BOiStr
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country as opposed to its wallowing in famine. Wu implies strength and that the ruler 
maintains his sway (we/); in contrast to tyranny in which the people hate the ruler, who 
thus loses all support. In this sense wen and wu are both positive elements.
Considered as members of a pair, wen and wu are contrasted in that the former is in 
the sphere of agriculture and the latter in the sphere of maintaining the ruler's prestige and 
hold over his kingdom. Wen would also relate to the first element of list B, stillness and 
peace, whilst wu relates to the second element, being correct and bringing order. 
However, one can also consider the pair as a unit, in contrast to the first two spheres of 
life: at court and among ministers. From this angle, one can see that wen-wu is not 
restricted to the sphere of the palace but reaches out to embrace the whole life of the State. 
Hence we may arrive at the following definitions:
Wen is the proper coordination of agricultural policy with the changes of the 
seasons and produces harmony between State and the cosmos. It is associated with peace 
and is a safeguard against rebellion and loss of direction. Improper use ofthe same policy 
results in famine;
Wu is the proper use of the ruler's position to ensure his strong standing in the 
State. It is associated with ordering and correction and is a safeguard against confusion, 
poor government and invasion. Improper use of the same force leads to tyranny and 
hatred between ruler and ruled.
Both together suppose peaceful and correct relationships between the ruler and 
his ministers and harmony at court. Where this is not possible then wen-wu cannot be 
employed.
The whole section concludes by referring to wen-wu as a pair:
"Forming a threesome with heaven-earth,
Uniting with the people's heart,
Wen-wu stand together,
This is named 'being one with the abovs'ishanx tons K [p))"23.
Wen-wu are the two policies or principles which enable there to be harmony within the 
universe, between heaven-earth and the ruler, and within the State, between ruler and 
subjects. Of interest, too, is the final phrase, 'being one with the above'. This again is the
23 S/D«38a4-20#^ffc, 1frZB “± p r  ■
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Mohist "conforming to the above", which Graham glosses as "centralisation of all 
authority"24.
Graham distinguishes three sects of Mohists: purist, compromising and 
reactionary. The niceties of these distinctions need not detain us here. Suffice it to say that 
with regard to "conforming upwards" the purist argues that the lower should conform to 
the higher echelons of society but the ultimate reference is heaven, hence if the emperor is 
bad the people can appeal to heaven and rebel. For the compromiser the emperor should 
reform his government whilst for the reactionary the possibility of their being a bad
25emperor does not occur . In this light the Si Du passage may fall into one of the first two 
categories. Rebellion is looked on as always wrong but the possibility of the ruler being a 
tyrant is discussed and this tyranny will lead to his losing the people. Further examination 
of the relationship between Si Du an dMozi is undertaken in chapter nine ofthis thesis.
The next point of contact between Si Du and Mozi is to be found in line 42b, in 
which a list of eight measurements is common to a similar list in chapter four of Mozi. A 
few lines further on wen-wu are again touched on:
"Relying on heaven's time to attack what heaven would destroy is called wu\
After the blade of wu has passed then let wen follow behind,
Then one will be succesful.
The one who uses two wen and one wu rules"26.
Here the focus is on wu as cooperation with the punishing arm of heavea The balance 
with wen is maintained by asserting that after punishing one must build up through wen. 
Lastly, it is said that wen should be in greater proportion than wu. The exact meaning of 
"two wen and o n e W  is clarified by a comnparison with a similar phrase in the Guanzi: 
"The one who uses one>>m and two yang will be hegemon;
The one who only uses yang will rule as king;
The one who employs one>w*grandtwo.y/« will decline;
07
The one who only usesjyvn will perish"~.
Of these four possibilities in the Guanzi only the first is found in Si Du though with the
24 Graham, A.C., Disputers o f  the Tao, p. 494
25 Graham, A.C., Disputers o f  the Tao, p. 51 -2
26 s<£>»4*9-45»ih ^ « '.  BRamwAGSjt#, aM rjgsju. j g - j t
—
27 Guanzi 12S)m l’o>ijg  g  p. 108a flj
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consequence being the same as the consequence of the second possibility in Guanzi. The 
change to yin-yang rather than wen-wu perhaps gives greater flexibility in presenting 
options. Another text that may be relevant to explaining this passage is that it refers to one 
of the trigrams, consisting of two unbroken lines (two yang) and one unbroken line (one 
yin). The trigram in question is Li This trigram corresponds to the hexagram of the 
same name. In the commentary on the Li hexagram in the Zhou Yi there is one line which 
may be relevant to tho Si Du passage onww:
"The king uses his excursions to rectify States"".
What is described here is precisely what wu involves, though the Zhou Yi line does not 
mention cooperation between royal and heavenly punishments.
4.1 (d) Use of wen-wu inLun Yue
Whilst the last quotation from Si Du above started from the point of view of wu, 
the opening lines of Lun Yue begin with we/?:
"To begin with wen and end withww is the Way of heaven-earth;
The four seasons being in sequence is the pattern of heaven-earth;
Sun, moon and constellations having regular periods is the thread of heaven-earth; 
In three seasons there being completion and achievement;
And in one season execution and slaying, isthe Way of heaven-earth"29.
The last half of each of the above four clauses is similar: the Way, pattern, thread of 
heaven-earth. The terms used ail refer to constant norms of the cosmic order. The first 
half of the clauses mentions cosmic phenomena such as seasons, sun and moon and the 
constellations. Wen-wu are included among these cosmic phenomena. S ince both the first 
and fourth lines describe the Way of heaven-earth, one may assume that the three seasons 
and the one season ofthe fourth line correspond to the first line's wen and wu. The division 
of three to one gives the priority to wen, the season of building up.
Moving from heavenly affairs to the human realm the contrast of wen-wu governs 
the activities ofthe seasons:
28 Zhou Yi 30 Li Xiang Commentary, p. 20 ; 3E lB SE . IE ^  tfe •
29 Lun Yue 65b 4- 66a 20
Hi&r i f cS i r .
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"One for establishing, one for disposing of, one for giving life, one for slaying:
30The four seasons alternate in regulating, coming to an end they begin again" .
The "one" in the first line ofthis quotation seems to refer only to wen or wu and not to each 
of the four seasons by name. The structure of the sentence is repetitive rather than 
analytic. Thus the time for establishing is that of giving birth and both are wen, which, 
according to 66a 8-11 comprises three of the four seasons of the year; whilst the time for 
disposing of and slaying is wu which is presumably the season of winter. However, we 
should note that the seasons are never called by name in the wen-wu context of Jingfa, 
This is in marked contrast to the xing-de passages in the Shiliu Jing.
With this we conclude our review of the use ofwen-wu inthe Huangdi Sijing. The 
pair is treated consistently throughout Jingfa and always quite differently to the use of 
xing-de in the Shiliu Jing. However much both pairs describe the policies of the ruler that 
must fit the cosmic order their linguistic context is quite distinctive and points to another 
origin. Whereas xing-de took us to Fan Li, wen-wu seem to be leading to Mozi. To see if 
this is the case requires us to undertake a similar survey of relevant literature.
4.2 Use of wen-wu in early Chinese thought
The use of wen-wu in the Jingfa is the guiding principle for examining other texts. 
Our interest does not lie in a complete survey of all uses of the characters wen and wu in 
Chinese philosophy. Within the restrictions of relevancy to the Jingfa the inquiry will 
cover five areas:
1. The basic moral sense of wen-wu, especially as illustrated by the Kings Wen and 
Wu.
2. Wen and wu as terms of military discourse;
3. Wen and wu in political philosophy;
4. Wen and wu as related to the seasons ofthe year;
5. Other uses.
The third and fourth areas are of particular importance but it is useful to look at a broader 
understanding of wen-wu first, area one, and at their use as a pair in the military texts.
30 L w i7w 66b2-17
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4.2 (a) The basic sense of wen-wu
We have already discussed the meaning ofthe terms in the opening to this chapter. 
Here we are now concerned with their use in early Chinese literature. The commonest use 
is in relation to the early Zhou kings, mentioned* by Mozi as we saw above. As 
posthumous titles wen and wu were ascribed according to the virtues that the kings 
displayed. In the Yizhoushu there is one chapter dedicated to a study of posthumous titles 
and this gives us a definition of wen and wu:
"Threading through heaven and earth is called 'wen';
The Way and virtue, expansive and generous is called W«';
Learning to be assiduous, liking to ask questions is called 'wen';
Mercy and compassion, loving the people is called 'wen';
Caring for the people, cherishing rites is called 'wen';
Granting to the people noble rank is called W/*'"31.
This text is clearly designed for the ruler and in that is common to the wen-wu passages in 
the Jingfa. Wen is given cosmic status but the emphasis is on the ruler's care for his 
people. This was part of the theme of Jun Zheng, though there the message was conveyed 
in Mohist terms rather than the Confucian vocabulary ofthe Yizhoushu.
The epithet wu is similarly defined:
"Hard and strong, true and principled is called W ;
Regal sway, strong, shrewd, virtuous is called W ;
Conquering, pacifying disasters and chaos is called 'wu';
Punishing the people, gaining their submission is called Vw';
32Great of will, many so as to accomplish all is called \w'" .
Again there is no link with the seasons but the basic association of wu with what is strong, 
mighty and victorious is clear. It is worth noting on the side that the distinction of hard and 
soft associated with xing-de is not operative here. Wen was not described as "soft" or 
"weak" though wu is portrayed as "hard". This is a fiirther indication ofthe distinct 
backgrounds o fw n-wu and xing-de terminology.
31 Yizhoushu 54 Shifa 28/54/2-3
^ K S S R B S i  S R S f f i B S ; ,
32 Yizhoushu 54 Shifa |B  f t  28/54/3^
l a x i B S i  j g j g M L B a ,
x i i S B S .
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Alongside the above definitions in the Yizhoushu one must mention two famous 
passages in the Zuo Zhuan. The first sets out the meaning of wen and the second that of wu.
33It is not necessary to set out the whole text here . The definition of wen comes in a speech 
put on the lips of Cheng Zhuan of Jin §  and assigned to the year 514 B.C. It is a
34commentary on a poem found in the Shi Jing . Though the speech lists nine virtues in all it
35is clear that these are summed up in the last line as wen . Of note here is that the definition 
given in this last line of Cheng's speech is the same as the opening line of the Yizhoushu's 
definition of wen. F urther it should be noted that the fourth line of Cheng's list contains the 
expression "without claiming for self' (wu si ^ ) ,  which is one of the marks o fw »  in 
Jun Zheng and ofthe Mohist" impartial favouring".
Turning to m  we find the best definition of it in the speech put on the lips of the 
Viscount of Chu after his defeat of the Jin army at Bi ^ (5 in 597 B. C.. The viscount
analyses the Chinese character, wu, into its constituent parts: "stopping" and "a halberd" 
(zhi and ge respectively)36. The speech is based on poems from the Shi Jing
37recounting the virtues ofKing Wu :
"The term wu means forbidding tyranny, withholding weapons, keeping the great 
(mission given by Heaven), affirming merit, pacifying the people, uniting the masses, it is
38rich in wealth (of meaning)"
33 Zuo Zhuan 427/Zhao fig 28/2 ZuoFu ilin es9-l1
"A heart that can decide what is right is called 'discerning'; virtue being correct and response harmonious is called 
'silently working'; lighting up the four directions is called 'illuminating'; earnestly carrying out without self-seeking is 
called 'discriminating1; instructing without wearying is called 'excelling'; rewarding, honouring, punishing and having 
regal sway is called 'ruling'; compassion, harmony and universal submission is called 'being submisive'; choosing the 
good and following it is called 'being united'; threading through heaven-earth is called W n\
*11161110* . ISlEJfifllBSI. M K S f B W .  » J 6 « $ .B S i ,  
J tM H iS B S -. SifRffiKBJB, S # S ® ± . B ] * ,  ® »3c«L B 3c.
34 Shi Jing241 Huang Yi JH ^  verse 4,61/241/4
35 A similar defintion is found in the Guo Yu. Wei Zhao comments that wen is the collective name o f  all virtue.
Guo Yu 3 Zhou Yu xia )jD P-P- 96-8 The speech is given by Duke Qing ^
"Respectis wen's reverence; loyalty is wen's outward form; trust is wen's confidence;
Ren, humanity, is wen rs lovc;yr, justice, is wen'sordering; wisdom is wen rs chariot;
Courage is wen rs general; instruction is wen fs preaching; filial piety is wen rs root;
Compassion is wen's mercy, yielding is wen's material. Threading through without going astray is wen's symbol,"
X  Wl, X Z ^ i k - ,  X Z M & t  g ,  X Z ^ i k t
M , X Z M & t  X Z ^ & i
£ .  X Z i & t i L ,  m ,  X Z t t if c , X Z & U L o
36 Zuo zhuan 199/Xuan M  12/3 Zuo £ :  X  X  " j t "  " X "  &  f t  •
37 e.g. Shi Jing 273 Shi Mai ^  and 294 Huan ^
38 Zuo Zhuan 199/Xuan J t  12/3 Zuo
f t  f t*  f i t * .  fSjft.
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The viscount recites these virtues of wu in criticism of his own actions which have led to 
the death of many in two States and his gaining the support of the feudal lords by cowing 
them into submission. Restraint is thus an essential part ofthe virtue ofww.
The element of restraint is still contained inthe^ing/a's use ofwu but it is regulated 
more by respect for the change of the season than for reasons of conscience such as afflict 
the Viscount of Chu. The point is made even more expicit in Huainanzi's comparison of 
the policies of Kings Wen and Wu:
"King Wu put wu first and wen later,
39Not because his intention differed but so as to accomodate to the times" .
Morality is governed by the cosmos rather than by the conscience. In this respect the 
early, or Confucian, portrayals of wen and wu examined above are not as close to the 
Jingfa as this one sentence from the Huainanzi.
4.2 (b) Use of wen-wu in military discourse
Inthe-SVmz/ it is said, "Command them with wen and level them with wu,
This is called'certain to capture'"40.
As it stands this is rather enigmatic. Cao Cao WHS' s commentary notes that wen is ren, 
Confucian-style humanity, and wu is fa, law41. The Tang scholar Li Quan ^  noted that 
wen was indeed ren but wu was regal sway and punishing42. The commentaries clearly 
depend on the Confucian moral perspective to compose their gloss and do not analyse the 
use ofthe terms within Sunzi itself.
Sunzi's phrase is used again in the Wenzi and the Huainanzi'*. Both associate wen 
with yi, justice, rather than ren4. Wu is associated with regal sway as in Li Quan's 
commentary. It should be borne in mind that the characters ren andy/' ij§ are absent
39 M M ,  tS J U ttf t - fe .
40 Sunzi 9 Jin Bian %  ^  A9a p. 19/15 4*  X  M  X  , M. M  o
4 1 Cao Cao (155- 220 A.D.); Sunzi 9 Jiu Bian Tb InL -Er Shi Er Zi (ed.) p. 455b
A M .
42 Sunzi 9 Jin Bian X  ^  , Er Shi Er Zi (ed.)    - J* p. 455b
2 £ £ E J .  X t l B * ,  f t M o
43 Wenzi 11 Shattg Yi _L i§§ p. 871 a, as in theSim*/;
Notice that Huainanzi begins the phrase with he to unite, rather than ling^t, to command, as in Sunzi and Wenzi. 
More importantly, the context shows Huainanzi is talking about the whole people and not just the army as in Sunzi.
44 The Yizhoushu docs, however, associate ren with wen and "courage" with wu.
"If ren is discarded, then wen schemes will not suffice (to replace it);
If courage is discarded, then wu schemes will not suffice (to replace it)."
YMoushu 68 JFa Vi ®  f t  ®  43/20 C  *  111 A  *  JS . H  *  II S t S t  ^  & .
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from theJingfa. In other words the Jingf'a does not draw on these key Confiician terms in 
order to explain what it means by wen-wu.
Remaining with military texts, we turn first to the Wuzi, a work attributed to Wu 
Qi ^  ®  (c. 440- 361 B.C.). Wu Qi says that the ruler of the Cheng Sang TpC | j |  clan 
neglected military affairs and so lost his State, whilst the ruler of the You Hu j j |  clan 
concentrated on war alone and so lost his State. In contrast the enlightened ruler will 
neglect neither wen nor wu:
"The enlightened ruler seeing this will surely practise wen virtue within 
And rule outwith by military preparations"45.
Wen and wu are not distinguished according to moral criterion but according to sphere of 
action: wen is for internal matters and wu for external affairs46. Interestingly the opening 
section of Si Du which we ahalysed in terms of wen-wu is followed by a section 
distinguishing policies for within and without expressed in terms ofni-shun1.
The Weiliaozi develops the contrast of internal and external by a metaphor:
"The army takes wu as its trunk and wen as its seed48;
49Wu as the outside and wen as the inside" .
The passage continues by saying that wen is the means to discern benefit and harm and to 
discriminate between security and danger. Wu is the means to oppose a powerful enemy 
and to forcefully attack and defend.
Returning to Sunzi, we read that the two are held together by the general of the
army:
"Only the one who unites both wen and wm is the general of the army"50.
While thus uniting both wen and wu, the general was expected to typify traits of both areas. 
He must have the courage to fight with his soldiers, thus being a man of wu, but must also
45 r « a i c i p . 36/ 8- 9: §8
46 The Yizhoushu also makes this distinction, e.g. Yizhoushu 68 Wu Ji 44/9
Tor whoever affirms a State and rules a people, internal affairs are wot and harmonious, external affairs ate wu 
and y i  (justice)^. A i i t R .
47 Si Du 38b I - 39a 27. This section is discussed later under tiishun  in chapter six o f this thesis.
48 The translation, "trunk" and "seed" is accepted by many, including Sawyer, R.D., The Seven Military Classics and 
Zhou Baiyi Wujitig Qishu M  -fc ff^ p. 261. Sawyer, p. 479 note 170 says that some commentators
suggest that the terms mean "pillars" and "foundations". Chen Jikang and Wu Jianhua ,Baihua
Wujing Qishu ,Beijing:ZhongguoQingnian, 1992, p. 133, render as shou d u a n ^ - ^ ,  means,
m&mudi @ ($ ,end .
49 Weiliaozi 23 Bing Ling shang f  B23 p.33/20-21
50 Wuzi 4 Ltm Jiang jSJ $ f  C4 p. 40/30
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show compassion. Whether true or not, Wu Qi is said to have worn the same clothes as his 
troops and to have once sucked the pus out of the blister of one of his soldiers51. The 
general must then incarnate wen-wu in himself.
A different kind of distinction between wen and wu is found in the Liu Tao. The 
dating of this work is uncertain. It is attributed to Tai Gong pfc the military advisor of 
Kings Wen and Wu but is certainly much later. The first and second scrolls (Juan) of the 
work are entitled Wen Tao and Wu Tao respectively. The former advocates effective
52government which does not harm the people and is conducted according to law . The 
latter, Wu Tao, comprises only five chapters, two of which bear the character wen in their
53titles . The second of these is concerned with twelve measures for undermining an enemy 
without actually fighting and is entitled Wen Fa fjj, attacking by wen. The measures 
include instructions on howto suborn the ministers of the enemy ruler and how to lead him 
astray by distracting him with music and concubines.
The most famous case of such tactics in Chinese history is surely the dispatch of Xi 
Shi jUSi to King Fu Chai of Wu54 The Wu-Yue Chtmqiu recounts the tale as a plot 
hatched by King Gou Jian of Yue in consultation with his minister, Wen Zhong jC  ®L and 
carried out through the diplomacy of Fan Li. Xi Shi and her companion, Zheng Dan Jffi 
are accepted by Fu Chai, who duly neglects State affairs and so is unable to resist the 
military advance of Yue55. Thus, the diplomatic attack is the propaedutic for a military 
attack. In the words oftheZIw Tao, speaking of the twelve measures of Wen Fa:
"When the twelve items are all employed, then this becomes a military matter"56. 
The advantage of using the twelve wen measures first is that they enable a weak State to 
get the better of a more powerful enemy. Such is the reasoning of the Liu Tao and such is
51 Shiji 65 Snnzi Wu QiUezhuan TSfarF ^  p. 2166 "As a general, Qi dressed and ate together with the
lowest of his troops...There was once a soldier in the army who had a blister, Qi sucked it himself."
52 Sawyer provides a useful summary o f the first part: Moral, effective government is the basis for survival and the 
foundation forwarfare. Thestate must thrive economically while limiting expendi hires, foster appropriate values and 
behavior among the populace, implement rewards and punishments, employ the worthy, and refrain from disturbing 
or harming the people. (Sawyer, R.D., The Seven Military Classics, p. 38)
53 Chapter 14 Wen Qi JC HSC and chapter 15 Wen Fa JC. f i t
54 The story is not found in the GuoYu 21 Yue Yuxia and its origins are unclear. XiShiwasfamedasabeautifulIadyas
shown by Zhuangzi 2 Qi Wu $5  p. 17b but the elaboration o f the romance between Fu Chai and Xi Shi is leftto 
later literature, for which see Mayers, W.F., The Chinese Reader's Manual, Pt. I tt 139 & 571: "Fan Li caused the 
peerless beauty Xi Shi to be introduced into the seraglio o f the prince of Wu, who, abandoning himself to dissolute 
enjoyment, allowed ruin to steal upon his armies unawares. "(# 139)
55 Wu-Yue Chunqiu 9 Gou Jian Yinmou Waizhtian ''uj ^  ^  p. 40/6-19
56 LiuTao 15 W e n F a j C i % p . 3 2 8 - l - l Z W f f i t 7 3 $ $ ^ , ,
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also the case with Yue. When Yue planned its attack on Wu, Yue was a State recovering 
from near total destruction under Wu. Wu was acting as hegemon, assembling all the
57States under its sway. Y ue could only rely on wen forms of attack first .
The same contrast between wen as diplomatic forms of attack and wu as military 
means is found in the Guanzi. Chu plans to use wen to overcome Qi and wu to overcome 
S ong and Zheng. As the minister of Qi, Guan Zhong §  ftj? advises that Qi should use wen 
to persuade Chu not to attack Song and Zheng. Hence the Duke of Qi meets his 
counterpart of Chu at Shaoling and uses wen, that is persuades him to allow Zheng to 
rebuild its shattered walls and to permit Song's rivers to flow east naturally. Having thus 
won the favour of Song and Zheng Qi is in a position to use wu to attack Chu if necessary. 
The key phrases are in GuanZhong's speech:
" [Chu] wants to use wen to conquer Qi and wu to take Song and Zheng...
If Chu permits then we (Qi) shall persuade them (Chu) with wen;
58Only if Chu does not permit then shall we enforce it with wun .
While the contrast of wen-wu is similar to that in the Liu Tao the emphasis is different. In 
Liu Tao wen are simply s inister policies. In the Guanzi wen are open diplomatic exchanges 
though, at least in the mind of Chu, they still serve as a form of aggressioa
That both wen and wu can be used for winning others over is clear from an incident 
in the Lushi Chunqiu. Zhao had defeated Qi in the year 405 B.C. with the result being that 
Qi had lost two thousand chariots and thirty thousand men59. Having thus crushed his 
opponent by wu, the ruler of Zhao, on the advice of Ning Yue !|S j|f§, resorts to wen to 
further oppress them. His tactic is to offer the corpses of the dead to Qi. Should the ruler 
of Qi refuse, the people of Qi will feel resentment against their ruler; should he accept then 
his State will be crippled by the expense of the massive funerals required. The Lushi 
Chunqiu comments:
"Ning Yue can be said to knowhowto use wen and wu.
Using wu is to win by force; using wen is to win by virtue (de).
57 This is how the struggle is presented by the Wu-Yue Chunqiu but the Guo Yu: Yue Yu xia explain s the victory of Yue 
in terms o f the punishment o f heaven descending at the right time. In this matter the theory of the Liu Tao fits the 
fVu-Ytte Chunqiu version; whereas the theory ofthe HuangdiSijing is more consonant with the Guo Yu account.
58 Guanzi2 2 B a X i n g . . .
59 The Bamboo Annals Tjf ^  and the Shiji disagree on the date of this battle. The former puts it in the 17th year o f King 
Wei Lie ^  3* (409 B.C.); the latter in his 21st year (405 B.C.). Following Chen Qiyou ^  if f  ^  I opt for the 
latter date. See Chen Qiyou, Lushi Ch uttqiu Xiaoshi, p. 921 note 12.
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60If one wins with both what enemy will not submit ?" .
On this note our survey of military texts will end. We note that wen-wu are in frequent use, 
that they are matters of realpolitik rather than of morality and that they are not associated 
with the seasons of the year.
4.2 (c) Use of wen-wu in politico-philosophical literature
Under this rather vague heading the various uses of wen-wu in Warring States and 
Han political philosophy will be considered. The emphasis of the research will be placed 
on the emergence of the terms as technical philosophical terms and their relationship to 
similar terms. A good introduction is provided by a passage from the Zuo Zhuan which 
does not even mention wen or w :
"If-he [the ruler of Jin] is double-faced then seize him; if he obeys then let him go. 
What virtue could be more generous than this?"61.
In the Guanzi the same phrase is repeated but with the addition of the philosophical terms 
wen and wm:
"When they [the feudal lords] are double-faced and then one punishes them,
This is wu;
When they obey and then one leaves them alone, this is wen.
Wen and wu both fully used, this is virtue"62.
Rickett dates this part of the Guanzi to somewhere from the beginning of the third to the 
middle of the second century B.C.63. For our purposes it is worth noting that here wen-wu 
are used as technical terms to describe situations that could be described without them. 
This technical use of the pair is of particular relevance to the Jingfa.
What the technical use could imply is stated in the Shangjtmshu:
"Whatever is of rewarding is wen\ whatever is of punishing is wu-,
Wen andww are the essentials of the law"64.
Wen and wu are aspects of the law, that is they are subordinated to a key principle in Shang
60 Lushi Chunqiu IS.SBu GuangW*
x & m m .
6 1 Zuo Zhuan 15 p. 110 S K f f i S t i .
62 G.wn*23B»r,m®»p.l27b-Wtt;£, ®H&.
Following Wang Niansun BE y  (1744-1832) the first character, er, two, is an emendation from ■—*yi, one.
See Zhao Shouzhengj§| y ?  IE, Guanzi Tottgfie Vol. 1, p. 346 note 10
63 Rickett, W.A., Guanzi, p. 356
64 S h a n g h m sh u U X iu D ej^ ^ p . 1 8 I i n e l 7 : o
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Yang's Jjfe philosophy. A quite different kind of subordination to a key theme is found 
in the Lushi Chunqiu. In a chapter dealing with the dangers of chaos, it is said that King 
Wu worked to abolish weapons:
"King Wu gained them (the people) by wu and maintained them by wen,
Reversing halberds and relaxing bows 
So that under-heaven should not use troops"65.
Here wn is seen as a temporary measure that can be discarded once peace is achieved. 
More normally such idealism is declared impractical:
"The one who does not practise wen and wu perishes. Of old Xi Xia was ren by 
nature and abolished weapons, not repairing the city walls. The military men had no place. 
He was generous and loved to reward. When his wealth was depleted such that he had not
the wherewithal to reward, Tang attacked him. The city walls did not defend him and the
66military men were unusable, thus Xi Xia perished" .
The very fact that the presence of wu was a matter of debate, requiring justification, shows 
that the complementarity of wen-wu was not as evident as that of yin-yang. It is 
unthinkable that yang can be spoken of without yin. The same is not so with wen-wu.
Besides the desire to dispense with wu altogether, the pair displays another feature 
testifying to its instability: in many cases other terms can be substituted for one or other of 
the pair and the same distinction is still intended. The following chart gives a range of 
possible alternatives:
Alternatives to wen Alternatives to wu
ren yong J§
de ^  shi ^




To prove that these alternatives are indeed true synonyms requires us to find passages in 
which the synonyms occur. The Huangdi Sijing provides no material for wen is always
65 Lushi Chunqiu 23.6 YuanLuan ^  p. 1577
© . s i w J t ,  H s e t - t .
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and only used with wu. The closest one comes to true synonymity is when in Si Du wei (the 
ruler's sway) is associated with wu61. This association is found in even clearer form in 
Guanzi:
"Where the lord stays (offers sacrifice) are four places:
The first is wen; the second wu\ the third regal sway {wei); the fourth virtue (de) "68. 
The chiastic pattern of this sentence makes it clear that wen and de are synonyms as are wu 
and wei. This is indeed one of the commonest patterns of synonymity. It is expressed in 
the Honshu by forming binomials:
Wen's virtue is the tool of emperors and kings;
69Wu's regal sway is the aide of wen’s virtue" .
Further on in the same text the pair de-wei is contrasted one with the other:
"If what virtue (de) extends to is broad,
Then what regal sway (wei) keeps in order is vast"70 
Linking these two quotations from theHanshu is a sentence which is of particular interest 
for the present research. The contrast is between wen and wu:
"Thus if what wen adds on is plentiful,
71Then what wu will be able to overawe is broad" .
The meaning of this saying is, put simply, the more you give someone, the more you can 
get out of them. In political terms the idea is that if the king is generous to his subjects then 
he can also rely on them when he wants to fight. One is reminded of the pattern of seven 
years opening Jim Zheng.
The importance of the passage for our purposes lies more in that it is found in other 
books though in different terminology. In Wenzi we read,
"Thus if what wen adds on is plentiful,
Then what authority (quan) will be able to overawe is broad"7”.
Here quan, authority, stands where wu did in the Honshu. Huainanzi shows even more 
variation:
"Thus if what wen adds on is paltry,
67 See the table of Si Du 35b 18- 38a 33 above and the ensuing discussion (4,1 (c)).
68 a m n z i4 S R e n F < ,# fe p .  1 5 2 b £ J p f ® # K i  — 0  £  , - 0 ® ,  H 0 * ,  ®  0  @  .
69 Ha„slm23Xi„gF<,Zhim$slUP-1091 j t f S # ,
71 /fo ™ /,« 2 3 3 fm g F o Z /„ 'flM ;fep .l0 9 1  i f t S T ^ 0 f  q g 'S  , | | ) a f t Z  0T* S f ±  •
72 Wenzi 9 Xia De ~p" p. 866a K # *  .
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Then what force (shi) will be able to overawe is tiny"73.
The meaning is the same but the image is reversed and shi, force, stands where wu did in 
the Hanshu. These variations show that shi and quan are acceptable synonyms of wu. 
Nonetheless they do not completely oust wu for wen-wu is a natural pair in Chinese 
philosophy and is surely understood as fundamental even when a synonym for one of the 
pair is employed.
The use of synonyms can lead to convergence of sets of pairs. In Guan we 
encountered the phrase, "first de then xing". This type of phrase is found in the Lushi 
Chunqiu; "first de then wu" and "first de then li (strength)". Can we assume that xing, wu 
and li are all synonyms ? The answer is either that in certain contexts they could be 
synonymous or that they became synonymous in certain contexts. In one case there is 
reasonable evidence that the move to synonimity happened after the Huangdi Sijing. This 
case involves wen-wu and ci-xiong. The former pair appear as a complementary pair in the 
Jingfa; the latter as an antagonistic pair in CixiongJie. However, in Huainanzi the two 
pairs are collaterally equivalent:
" Wen and wu succeed each other respectively in being ci and xiong.
And should be used at the appropriate time.
In this generation persons acting mu'?/ fashion denywen affairs;
Persons acting in wen fashion denywu affairs.
Wen and wu thus alternately deny each other
And not knowing the due time is the usage of this generation"74.
Just as it emerged that Han authors could correlate ci-xiong withpin-mu so here again a 
Han text has correlated ci-xiong with wen-wu. Now it has already been shown that pin-mu 
are associated with, yin-yang and it may be wondered if there are any early texts in which 
wen-wu are explicitly correlated withyin-yang. The answer is positive. In a passage ofthe 
Zhuangzi which Graham assigns to "the late third or second century B.C."75, the Yellow 
Emperor is talking about music:
" Wen and wu aligned in order: one clear note, one dull, yin-yang in harmony"76.
73 Huainanzi 15 Binglue ^  Sfr f l l  p. 500 111! , l!) Z  0 f  M # 4 '  °
74 Huainanzi 13 Fan Lun p-439
iW X tk ,
75 Graham, A.C., Chuang-izut p. 158
76 Zhuangzi 14 Tian Y tm d i  I p .  46b
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It is interesting that this correlation takes place under the auspices of the Y ellowEmperor. 
We have seen that he was associated with xing-de, yin-yang terminology in Guan but 
since he is absent from Jingfa there is no way of telling how he relates to the Jingfa's use of 
wen-wu.
From these examples it should be obvious that wen-wu were used in a technical 
sense and that they could be correlated with other terms. It is quite striking that only 
wei-de are thus correlated in the Jingfa. Moreover, the clearest cases of correlation are in 
late Warring States or Han texts. The conclusion seems inescapable that the Jingfa must 
be earlier than the Han dynasty. Looking at how wen-wu is used with the seasons may 
confirm or question this conclusion.
4.2 (d) Use of wen-wu with the seasons
Wen-wu as a pair are applied to the two halves of the year as in the following 
possibly Han period text fromtheHanfeizi:
"Thus the myriad things must have growth and decay;
The myriad affairs must have relaxing and stretching;
The country must have wm  andirw;
77The government must have rewards and punishment1' .
The passage comes from a speech in which Duke Zhoujnj is contrasting the effects of 
winter with those of spring and summer. There is a clear demarcation between the two 
parts of the year.
The year may be further analysed into the four seasons, as in the following Han
78text in the Guanzi ;
"Spring brings sprouting on the left; autumn brings slaying on the right;
Summer brings growth in front; winter brings storing behind;
Sprouting and growing are wen affairs; gathering and storing ar ewu affairs.
Thus wen affairs are dealt with on the left and wu affairs on the right"79 
The four partite scheme is a natural development out of the division of the year into two
77 Hanfeizi 20 Jie L a o f f t & t t  33
78 Rickett, W.A., Guanzi, p, 136 says that the Ban Fa Jie is "certainly Han or later."
79 Guanzi 66 B a n F a J ie f^ ^ f^  p. 171b
f t * * * ,  g * * « r .
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but with its detailed descriptions it is later than the simple, "Heaven has seasons of slaying 
and giving life" of the Jingfa.
The use of wen-wu as a scheme for analysing the four seasons of the year does not 
seem to have had great success. Probably it could not have withstood competition from 
the more popular yin-yang scheme. The latter pervades the Chunqiu Fanlu and phrases 
such as "first x, then y n in which wen figured as one of the pairs in some of the works
examined in our previous section, appear with" love" and" sternness" rather than wen and
80
WU .
In short, though the use of wen-wu to apply to the two halves of the year is a 
distinguishing feature of the Jingfa's use of the terms, it is not widely spread among known 
philosophical texts. Furthermore, it has not developed into the four-part analysis known 
in Han times.
4.2 (e) Other uses of wen-wu
There are a few other uses of wen and wu which deserve a mention here for the 
sake of completeness. Legge, in a note on the Chtmqiu refers to dancers as either wen or
wu. The former carried a flute and a pheasant's feather; the latter carried an axe and a
81shield . As well as for dancers so too for officials the terms could be used. The sixteenth 
chapter of Guanzi reads,
"Civic officials can be thrice pardonned82, military officials not even once"83.
A more curious reference is supplied in a note on the Guanzi by Zhao Shouzheng. He 
comments that wen signifies the drum and is beaten as the signal to advance and wu 
signifies the cymbals beaten to signal retreat84. The passage in question is,
"Tens and Fives are used as rank and file;
85Rewards and punishments as drum and cymbals" .
In the next example the meaning of the terms is standard but the usage deserves a mention 
for its rarity. It comes fromthe Guoyu:Jinyu\
"A chariot sounds like thunder, this is wu.
80 Chunqiu Fanlu 43 Yang zun Yin bei {^ § 4§L ^  J|L p. 794b o
81 Legge, The Chinese Classics, Vol. Vp. 302 note on paragraph 4
82 you  means that faults are overlooked and the persons concerned arc even helped.
83 G H a n z r - ie F - a F n ^ ^ p .l lS a ^ C ^ r H ft ,  —  •
84 Zhao Shouzheng, Guanzi Tongjie, Vol. 2 p. 182 note 4
85 Guanzi 53 Jin Zang$g$&  p. 160c #  {ft ^  f t
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All gather in obedience, this is wen.
When Wen and Wu are both present this is the maximum benefit'* *6.
This passage is actually a commentary on the trigrams of the Book o f Changes. Thus the 
thunder is the Zhen jpg trigram and the one to which all gather is the Kun or earth 
trigram. The thunder stands as the beginning of all motion whilst the earth marks the 
resting point of all motion, thus in so far as a circle may be said to have a beginning and an 
end they are. Hence it is saying that wen and wu together embrace all things.
More instances of the terms can be found but our aim is not to provide a complete
8?survey of all uses .
Conclusion
We have seen that wen-wu have a moral sense in Confucian literature but in 
military literature the tone is on realpolitik. Then we may translate as diplomacy and 
military force respectively. The terms could be used to describe each of the four seasons 
or for a pattern of six years and these uses make the absence of such a role in the Jingfa 
quite striking. Likewise, either of the pair can be paired with other similar opposites and 
combined with xing/de, yin/yang and ci/xiong language though again this is not done in 
the Jingfa.
Equally striking is the lack of integration of the language of the Jingfa and 
Shiliujing. Wen and wu are Jingfa terms; ci/xiong and xing/de belong to the Shiliujing. It 
is not helpful to be sloppy and suppose that since all mean much the same thing they are all 
the same. No, some editor-author chose to usewen/wu deliberately as philosophical terms 
to help talk about government. Who that person was and why he chose this terminology 
must remain a matter of our concern. The most promising lead is given by the Mohist 
terminology that we have noted. The topic will be taken up again when we look at the 
redaction of the Jingfa.
At the same time we must look into any terminology which carries the polarity 
through both the Jingfa and the Shiliujing to ask if there is a bedrock of metaphor or
86 Guoyu 10 Jin Yu4 -f f  plf p. 363 w j s .  a * ,  f c f f i * .  j t a * .  m z s . H L *
87 ShuoYuan 1 J u n D ao j^ j^ p . 1/14 hasagoodexamplewhichexpressesthebalance well:
as g u s t , m e * ® .  £ a « ? .
"Ifthere is wen and not wu then there is no authority over the people; if there is wu and not wen then the people cower 
and do not love (their superior). Wen-wu go together then awesome authority and virtue are brought into being."
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thought which underlies the different choice of philosophical terminology. For this 
purpose we will turn first to Yin and Yang and then to Ni and Shun. The first of these pairs 
occurs in each of the four books of the Huangdi Sijing; the second in the first three books 
alone.
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Chapter Five: Yin and Yang \
The terms yin and yang deserve attention for a number of reasons:
(1) They are frequent 'm the Huangdi Sijing;
(2) They are used to classify a long list of items in Cheng-,
(3) As shown in our chapter three, they are related to xing-de-,
(4) In other works they occur in contexts where the Jingfa uses wen and wu.
Unlike any of the other pairs discussed so far they occur in all four books of the Huangdi 
Sijing. Studying their use may help us to understand the relations betweeen xing-de and 
wen-wu and hence between Shiliu Jing and Jingfa.
It is not necessary to study uses of the two characters that do not imply a paired 
contrast, for example their use in proper names1. The table of distribution of the use of the 






3 12b, 13a, 13b
SiDu 4 4 40b, 41a (3)
Guan 7 9 82b (3), 85a, 1
Guo Tong 2 2 96b, 97a
Xing Zheng 4 4 109a, I l i a
11.12 1 1 132a
ShunDao 1 1 137b
Cheng no. 39 1 1 157a
Last section24 24 164a-166b
Dao Yuan 2 2 168b, 170a
86b (2), 88a (yin), 88b (yang), 89a {yang) (2)
Once set out in this way, what is most striking is the relative rarity of the terms and their 
concentration in a few sections. Apart from the last part of Cheng the concentration is
The characteryang  occurs in the name of the yellow Emperor's grandson, Gao Yang:
Zheng Luan 99b 21 -26 "Gao Yang. Howarewetodealwithit?"
ZhengLtian 101 b22-31 m m s .  "I have made war sixty times and Gao Yang has not
yet lost." (The last character o f this line has given rise to some dispute. WW3 reads as "not yet adult"; CGY
reads j z j u ,  as "notyetwon"; YMGreads ^ s h e n g , as "notyetwon".)
XingZkeng 106b27- 107a4 "Gao Yang asked Li Mo."
The characteryhi is used in the phrase "secret plotting"ym mo: ZhengLuan 99b 7-8 ^  "secret plotting" (x2),
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5.1 The C/igwg List
The last section of Cheng is a passage referred to by Angus Graham as "the earliest 
list of which we know" of binary oppositions-. The passage may be set out in two columns 
for theyin-yang elements:
"Any classifying should us eyin an dyang to make clear the great meaning:
Yang Ym
1 Heaven Earth
2 Spring ^  Autumn
3 Summer J |  Winter ^
4 Day j j |  Night
5 Great States ^ 1 8  Little States /J\ ||§
7 There being an affair There not being an affair
8 Stretching Contracting jgj
9 Ruler Ministers §§
10 Above Ju  Below ~ f
11 Man Woman
12 Father ;J£ Child
13 Elder Brother JrJ, Younger Brother
14 Older Younger
15 Noble #  Base $g
16 Arriving socially H  Remaining poor
17 Marrying a wife, fathering a child 3c  S  " f  Mourning the dead f t  f t
18 Managing others \  f t  Being managed by others $jjJ ,A .f t
19 Attacker f t  Defender
20 Comja<vn4ers ^  Conscripts
21 Speech f t  Silence ]§£
22 Giving Receiving
2 Graham, A.C., Yin-Yang and the Nature o f  Correlative Thinking, p. 27
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Allyawgs imitate Heaven; Heaven honours what is correct.
Going beyond the correct is called "contradicting"
.... inspect and then reverse.
Allows imitate Earth. Earth's virtue is peaceful, calm, correct stillness.
Once its tally of gentleness has been fixed,
It is good at giving and does not compete.
This is the rule ofEarth and is the hen mode"3.
It should be noted that xing-de do not appear in this list, nor do pin-mu, hard-soft, which 
are associated with yin-yang in Guan and Xing Zheng. The list, then, appears to be a 
distinct unit within the Huangdi Sijing. One possible link to earlier material is the 
reference to the hen mode in the final conclusion of the yin section, though we noted that 
in CixiongJie there was no mention ofyin-yang. Unfortunately the final conclusion of the 
yang section is damaged and is missing four characters (166a 35- 166b 2).
The closest list to this that is known from other works is one that is found in 
chapter one of the Guiguzi. Since this latter text is not commonly quoted I will give the 
whole passage here and affix notes to it in a subsequent footnote:
"The one who opens is open, is speech, is yang;
The one who closes is shut, is silence, is yin.
Tin andyang are their harmony, ending and beginning their meaning.
Thus in saying that long life, peacefiiljoy, riches, honour, feme, favour, 
Possessions, pride, pleasure areyang, one is naming them "beginnings".
Thus in saying that death, worries, poverty, disgrace, dismissal, loss, failure, 
Misfortune, the sword, punishment are yin, one is naming them " endings"
All the references to categories of things which imita teyang
3 The complete Chinese text is to be found in my edition. For convenience, Ihere copy out the opening and closing lines
and comment on the translation o f  some ofthe terms in the list.
C to g lS 4 b 6 -1 4
Cheng 166a23- 167a2 ^ # I E ,  i f i iE S :  gg. . . S 7 5 & .
Number 7 in the list refers to the presence or absence o f a matter of State importance, probably war or major 
con^ction. S«Z,i>'6riieii»g,J34'P-9‘tnoteon.Jli iJiS;>cJfnote:;)s;l)ts .
"Great affairs: like earthworks and forced labour, uniting the princes, raising troops."
Number 19 may also be translated as "guest" and "host" as Graham does. Mansvelt Beck and Chen Guying both 
translate as I do. For the reading "attacker" see GuoYu 21 Yue Yu.xia M  fipfT* P- £>41 jlfj
* "If the seasons o f heaven do not initiate, then one does not act as an attacker." On page 642 note 13 Wei Zhao ^  
Bg notes: « "The attacker is the ’guest'."
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Are called "beginnings"
What one is saying is yang is good for beginning these matters.
All references to categories of things which imitate yin are called "endings", 
What one is saying is thatym is bad for ending plans.
The way of opening and closing can be verified from yin and yang.
Thus when speaking of yang one relies on the lofty and high;
When speaking o f yin one relies on the humble and small;
From the point of view of the low seeking the small;
Fromthe point ofview ofthe above seeking the great.
From this it is said, "there is no place from where they may not leave,
No place which they may not enter, no place where this is not possible.
One may speak of one person, a household, a State, all under Heaven.
So small there is no inside; so great there is no outside.
Gain and loss, departure and arrival, turning one's back on & turning back to, 
All take^/w and^wgto manage their affairs.
Yang moves and progresses;^ stops and stores;
Yang moves and exits;>7'w follows and enters;
Yang circles round, ending and beginning,
Yin comes to a peak and goes back to yang.
What wdhyang moves, de is born with it;
What withyw is still, xing is formed with it.
Fromyattg seekingym, embrace with de;
Fromym joining to yang, proceed by using force.
Yin-yang'?, calling for each other is through opening and shutting.
This is the Way of Heaven-Earth, and of yin-yang and it speaks the law for man. 
It precedes the myriad affairs
And is said to be the gate and portal ofthe circular and the square"4.
4 Guig ' "• " ' ”  4tb ** ~ tftfc .
. 0 < m > ;
%
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Changes to the text are indicated in a footnote5. The context of this passage is more fully 
developed than in the aphorisms of Cheng. There is only one expression that is common 
to both:"speech-silence" (yan/rno ]lf/]§£) and several where the term employed for the 
yang concepts is close to that used in Cheng: older, long life chang - | |  (no. 14), noble gui 
jH (no. 15). The Guiguzi list has different key paradigms, namely "beginning" and 
"ending" rather than "heaven" and "earth". Furthermore, the Guiguzi develops yin and 
yang with respect to xing-de. Development of the theme of reversal, touched on in the 
damaged conclusion to the yang section of Cheng, is also noticeable.
Despite these similarities it is evident that the Guiguzi text is more developed. Its 
language is less ancient, employing two characters in conjunction rather than the mono 
characters of the Cheng passage. Thus instead of gui jit, noble,we have fugui j=t, 
riches. It is undisputable that the Guiguzi text is more recent. Moreover, just as we found 
wen-wu combined with cock and hen in Han texts, so too here we see how terms which are 
disparate in the Huangdi Sijing, the Chengs list of yin-yang pairs and the distinction of 
xing-de, are combined in the list in Guiguzi. True xing-de are related to yin-yang in 
Guan-Xing Zheng but this does not affect Cheng, showing the lack of overall systematic 
consistency between all four books. Graham's observation about the early dating of the 
Cheng list seems to be confirmed.
iHc h  5E C  '  S . f t '  i t J f S '  r ?  HP
w a r m ,  b  . . .
t B  <4&> . M f e t & K * ,
vmnwtz 
» n M r # ® u s ; ,  w t i w # ® * / ] ' ,
am stA .  s m s s s t ,  srwiSH. ami&AT.
£ « '  f s s .  t u r n  M g * .
M B ? ? ,  ItJtBjS, » » B i f i .  m n m ,  
» « & & .  F i-S R M  
« » » # .  
lit e l f?# .  
l it®*®. s u m * , -  
t e r n s ® ,  M W * * .
lifcAjfi®®;*:®. BSt'A±*fe&.Muswzft. &mwjfznp.
a Theoriginal reads^  stm. Amended by Chen Puqingto $ | juan.
b Chen’s edition writes ffixing(fatm ) but it should clearly be JfiJ wig(punishment) in contrast with ^  de. 
c Chen,p.29note 13, translates as written and docs not amend to yue as has been privately suggested to 
me. IfollowChen.
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Apart from the Cheng list the uses of yin-yang in the Huangdi Sijing may be 
classified into four groups.
5.2 (a) First Use: Cosmic Origins
The first is that whereinym and yang are mentioned as at the origins of the ordered 
cosmos. Such usage is to be found in the following passages:
"The YellowEmperor said,
"Amassing together....... forming one mass;
There was no darkness nor brightness, no yin nor yang;
Since yin and yang were not yet fixed, I could not name them.
Now for the first time I divided them into two, parting into yin-yang,
Separating into the seasons,.. ."6.
Darkness and brightness appear in the same line as yin-yang also in a speech by Guo Tong: 
"Heaven has a constant pole and Earth has a constant norm,
Joining... constant,
•7
Because ofthis there is darkness and brightness, yin and yang" .
Further on Guo Tong speaks ofthe relationship ofyin-yangto allthings:
" Yin and yang contain all things,
♦ • 3Which transform and change and come to life" .
In Shun Dao it is the YellowEmperor who is speaking to Li Mo about people long ago:
" The Yellow Emperor asked Li Mo saying,
When Da Ting ruled under-heaven:
They did not distinguishy/«-ya«g;
They did not count days and months;
Nor did they record the four seasons" .
6 Guan 82a 29- 83a 3
m m . . . a - b .
7 Guo Tong 96a25-96bl2
8 Gw> Tong 97a 25-32 |Bf HAS f t ,  4 t M J 5 £ .
9 Shun Dao 137a 19- 137b 10
H i £ W i ; a E i :
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Finally, in Dao Yuan the same cosmic forces are described. The Way (Dao) is able to exist 
in purey/n or pureyang:
"Remaining in yin it (the Way) does not rot away;
Remaining in yang it is not burnt up"10.
After continuing on the role of the Way, the cosmic panoply is mentioned:
"Heaven and Earth,yin andyang, four seasons, sun and moon,
Stars and constellations, clouds and qi”11.
These passages have much in common with each other. Yin and yang are preceded by 
” darkness" and "brightness" 59 in Guan and Guo Tong and also in Dao Yuan, where 
this distinction is the first of all too. The mention ofyin an dyang is followed by the seasons 
in Guan and Dao Yuan. In Shun Dao the sun and moon occur before the mention of the 
seasons, but in Dao Yuan they occur afterwards-- this does not seem to be a significant 
distinction. Certainly the passages in Dao Yuan are more developed than those in the 
Shiliujing but it may be that the theme of Dao Yuan is precisely the origin of the way and 
thus the origins merit more attention, or it may be that the texts are from different periods.
In Guan and Guo Tong the context is not that ofthe origin of the dao but rather the 
question of forms, xing, and names, ming. Names have to be matched with things and 
until the thing has attained a definite shape it cannot have a name.
5.2 (b) Second Use: Seasonal Use
A second use of yin-yang is with respect to the seasons. The dominant theme here 
is the cyclical pattern of yin-yang. According to this pattern the opposite begins at the 
peak of its contrary as shown in the familiar diagram: ©. However, in the Jingfa this 
scheme is categorically denied:
"To slay at the peak ofyang; to give life at the peak of yin,
This is called ’Going counter to the decrees of yin-yang 
When yang is at its peak, to slay outside;
Whenjw is at its peak, to give life inside;
Not only is this to go counter to yin-yang,
10 D ao Yuan 168b 32- 169a 3 &  ^ ^ 1 $  ,
11 Dao Yuan 170a37-170b9 ^ I t H  ®  0  £  , I I I ^ ,
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PBut it is also to be contrary to their positions1' .
It is only in the Shiliu Jingthat we find the more familiar pattern:
This... when is at its maximum,
Then one can move on to promote de;
... the people is achievement, is that by which you feed them;
Whenjwig begins to contract then you can sharpen xing;
Wheny/w doubles, night lengthens;
Qi overshadows the earth to make her pregnant,
13This is that by which they can continue their family line1 .
The contrast of the two times in the year is expressed by the "winning" o r" contraction" of 
yin-yang. The characters employed areying jjE and su but in other contexts we find 
ying JU and chu%f|. How significant the graphic variants are is hard to tell; the meaning is 
not altered The first ofthe two refers to "winning", "expanding", "flourishing". The 
graph ying JK is used for this in WangLun, though the graph U  is also found in the
same column of the Mawangdui text (59). Guan uses ying JgJ in the passage above (85a) 
and again in 88a. CixiongJie writes ying with the graph nie ?H, a further example of its 
anomolus status. Neither su nor chu appear in the Jingfa but in Guan 85a su is used 
and in Guan 88a-b chu is written. Hence there is variation in the use of the graphs 
employed within Guan itself. With this in mind we shall turn to the Guan 88a-b text to see 
if it is in harmony with the text just quoted from 85a-b.:
"If in full times one carries out policies of contraction,
Then the yin season will take its turn again,
Earth qi will contract again,
Then in correcting names, if you sharpen xing,
Hibernating insects will not come out;
Snow and frost will return to cold clarity,
Sprouting crops will also wither,
These disasters will arise.
12 Si Du 40b 2 1 -41a 24
M u m .
13 Guan 84b 33- 85b 4
m
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One who does thus, in all cases, affairs will not come to completion.
If, when the season is contracting,
One yet carries out policies of expansion,
The yang mode will return 
Earth qi will not be gathered in.
Then in correcting names, if you relax xing,
Hibernating insects will chirp on,
And grasses and sedges will flower once more,
When you fmishjwig and then again have yang,
14One who does this, in all cases, his affairs will not work" .
In contrast to the quotation from column 85, this part of Guan is much more detailed, 
spelling out the consequences of going counter to the season. There is not, though, any 
disparity between the two passages. What is new in the second quotation is that the ruler's 
inappropriate actions influence the natural world, causing disorder in agriculture and the 
patterns of the insects and crops. In the Han dynasty this theory was known as the "theory 
of resonances" (gan-ying ^  jjH).
The theory is also found in Xing Zheng. Xing and de are first defined in terms of 
yin-yang:
"Xing is dark and de bright; xing is yin and deyang"15.
Next, in the terminology of stillness, jing  j§§?, and activity, zuo fj^, the policies of the two 
parts ofthe year are denoted. If the ruler carries out the appropriate policies then he shall 
enjoy the favour of heaven and earth. If not, then he shall suffer:
"If stillness and activity are done at their proper time,
Heaven and Earth will cooperate with one.
If stillness and activity miss their proper times,
Heaven and Earth will take from one.
The Way of Heaven-Earth:
Cold and hot, dry and damp cannot stand together;
14 Guan 87b 30- 89a 24
x m m m m n .  i e m m o u * .
m & n w i ,
n m m m m m ,  i e ^ m j ,
a w x i ,
15 Xing Zhettg 109a 23-32 :
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Hard and soft, yin and yang certainly cannot both run by the same route;
The two foster each other.
Times bring each other to accomplishment"16.
Thus this passage shows the same concern with conforming to the appropriate times and 
seasons.
There is one more text that we might place here, though since it is damaged it is 
hard to situate it. This is a section from II. 12 describing the way the ruler rules:
"Thus the king does not rule the State by luck,
Ruling a State must be done by the primordial Way;
Above, he knows Heaven's seasons;
Below, he knows Earth's benefits;
In the centre he knows human affairs.
He is good atyin-yang,.."17.
Such are the passages of the Huangdi Sijing that can be grouped under this heading. In 
considering them it must first be asked if they are all mutually compatible in terms of 
vocabulary and meaning and secondly, what the background to the different sections is.
That the quotations from Guan andJfimg Zheng come from the same stable is fairly 
obvious. Both chapters use the yin-yang background as the foundation of their xing-de 
thought. The presence of yin permits the ruler to use xing and the presence of yang 
permits him to use de.
More uncertain is the relationship between Si Du and the Guan-Xing Zheng unit. 
The Si Du never uses xing-de and prefers to use the termji  ®  "at the peak of' as well as 
the verb sheng "to be full" rather than the verb ying, "to be full like the moon". Moreover, 
it warns the ruler against practising a policy at the height of its contrary. Presumably he 
must wait until the contrary is in decline. In the two Shiliu Jing chapters it seems he need 
not wait for the decline to begin. Whether our interpretation of Si Du is correct can only be
16 Xing Zheng 110b 1 - 1 la  14
x m m Z o
i k x m z m ,  mmmm,  .
m m *  fe B .
17 H.12 131b31-132a27
T&1W J, + & A S .
. •
Notice that qian daoft\$ i j f  is translated the "primordial Way" as in IheLiji: ZhongYong fj|f p. 10 
° The Way is primordially established and thus it is never exhausted.
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ascertained by looking more closely at the vocabulary associated with the yin-yang 
quotation from the same chapter.
There is a distinct network of terms used to describe the pattern of reversal in Si 
Du. By looking at these and their use we can perhaps see if they form a cluster which is 
unique to the Jingfa and is distinct from the terminology of reversal present in Guan and 
Xing Zheng. The cluster in question is well-illustrated by a few phrases that follow on 
from the mention oiyin-yang\
"The one who acts appropriately {dang)...
Having reached the peak (//), he turns back (fan).
Fullness (sheng) and decline (shuai):
18This is the Way {dao) of heaven-earth, the pattern {li) of the human world" .
The terms on which we shall concentrate have been transliterated.
Dang 'iH' (acting appropriately)
Dang is found chiefly in the Jingfa but it is also found in the Shiliu Jing, notably in
Guan and Xing Zheng, and in Cheng9. It is frequently paired with j i  in the expression
20"going beyond the pole and exceeding what is appropriate"". This phrase is found twice 
in Guo Ci, once in ZhengLuan and once in Xing Zheng. The former is a chapter of Jingfa 
and the latter two of Shiliu Jing. Dang forms a binomial with" heaven" in Guo Ci and in Si 
Du . The former of these two instances of "heaven's dang" is clearly correlated with the 
expression "heaven's pole":
"Thus only the sage can go to the limit of heaven's pole, can use heaven's dang"22.
In other words this use with "heaven" is the same as that in the phrase "going beyond the 
pole and exceeding what is appropriate".
is s/z)«4ib 13-31 m m & ,  m m M .  a m z m m l , A z m & .
19 Distribution o f  dang in the Huangdi Sijing:
Jingfa 1.1 (4b); 1 2 (9bx3 ,10a , 1 lb , 14b); 1.3 (18a); L 5 (37a x 2 ,37b, 39a, 40a, 4 lb); I.6(51a,57b); 1.7(59b,60b  
x 2 ,6 4 b , 65a);
Shiliu Jing H.1 (79a); H 2 (86a); H.5(106a); IL6 (1 0 8 b x 2 ,1 11 b x2); H.8 (117b, 118b); EL 11 (127b); H. 13(l35a); 
Chengno. 16 (149a, 149b)
20 GuoCi 10a29-32,14b 3-6; Zheng Luan 105b30-106a 3; Xing Zheng 11 lb2-5
Notice that I follow Chen Guying in reading the third character in the phrase as $ i y i  rather than A  shi. However, 
this reading need not be pressed too far since shi also makes good sense, "loosing" instead o f  "exceeding".
21 Guo Ci l i b  18-19; Si Du  39a 17-18
22 a loa n b 8 . i 9 i f t i t g A i g « 3 c a ,  JSJBS'ir.
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Ji is used, then, in common with dang. Like dang it is more common in the Jingfa 
but it is also found in the other three books of the Huangdi Sijing. The difference of
->3
distribution is not only a factor ofthe different lengths ofthe books . It is, moreover, only 
associated v/ithyin-yang in Si Du.
u r n
While dao is a frequent term in the Huangdi Sijing, li is not. Li, pattern, occurs 29 
times in the Jingfa, twice in the Shiliu Jing and three times in Cheng"4. Without 
attempting to analyse all these occurences we can at least note the presence in Si Du of six 
instances of dang, five of ji and five of li. Guan and Xing Zheng together use dang five 
times, j i  four times and li never. That such an important philosophical term as li, pattern, 
could just be forgotten is implausible. Rather one must suppose that while there are some 
common elements in the thought and vocabulary of Guan-XingZheng and Si Du, there is 
nonetheless a distinct philosophical background at work in each. For this reason it is 
plausible to maintain that the instructions for appropriate behaviour at the peak of 
yin-yang in Si Du and Guan-Xing Zheng is fully in accordance with the distinctive 
vocabulary ofthe two units.
The question which must then come to mind is whether the Si Du unit is earlier or 
later than the Guan-Xing Zheng unit. The question goes beyond the scope of our present 
reflection but one can at least note certain works which are closer to one or other of the 
two units.
The origin of the terminology of reversal is to be found in the mists of early 
Chinese philosophy. It comes to expression in both Laozi and the Zhou Yi. The dates of 
both these works are disputed. Huang Junliang J|f ^  believes that Laozi relied on the
23 Distribution oi'ji in the Huangdi Sijing:
Jingfa 1 .1 (6a); I .2(9b , 10a, 10b, lib, 14b); I .5 (4 0 b x 2 ,4 1 a x 2 ,4 1 b ); 1.6 (49a ,5 0 b ,5 2 a ,5 2 b x 2); I .7 (60ax2); 
Shiliu JingU. 2 (81a, 86a); U. 4  (99a); n. 5 (100a, 106a); IT. 6 (108b, 111b); n.7(ll3b); n .8 (1 1 9 a ); H 9 (1 2 3 a ,  
124a); Cheng no. 19(150a x 2); no. 30 (154a); Dao Yuan 171a, 172a
Thecolometric evidence gives a proportion of5:4forthe first two books. Ji is in the proportion 18:11,which is nearer 
to 6:4, hence showing that j i  is indeed more common in Jingfa as opposed to Shiliu Jing. The other two books are 
rather short for accurate statistical work.
24 Distribution o f  li in the Huangdi Sijing.
Jingfa 1.4 (28a); I.5(39b ,40a,41b ,42a,45a); 1.6 ( 5 lbx4 ,53a ,55b ,56a); 1.7 (57b ,59b ,61 b x 2); I.8 (66b ,67ax  
2 ,69b); 1.9 (74b, 75a x 2 ,75b x 2 ,7 6 b , 77b);
Shiliujing 11.9(122b); H. 15 (141 b)
Cheng no. 13 (147b),n o .42 (159ax2)
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*25early strands of the Zhou Yi . He enumerates six themes which he believes Laozi to have 
obtained from the Zhou Yi. The theme of "things at a peak must return" is the sixth in his 
study. Under this heading he notes that the commentary to the bo jtfj hexagram is "the 
weak changes to the hard" and the commentary to the guai £  hexagram reads "the hard 
cuts back the weak"26. Hard and soft refer to the lines of the hexagrams. As one changes 
to the other so the hexagram itself becomes a new hexagram. In Xing Zheng and 
elsewhere in the Huangdi Sijing, hard and soft are associated with yin-yang and so it is 
easy to see how the interplay of the lines could be read as the interplay ofyin-yang or vice- 
versa.
If the pattern of reversal comes from the Zhou Yi, its expression in terms ofji, the 
peak, comes from Laozi. Chapter 58 of th eLaozi reads,
"Disaster is what blessing leans on,
Blessing is what disaster is concealed in 
Who knows its peak(/7)?"27.
It is from this source that the language of Si Du finds its source. The current continues in
other works. In a chapter of the Guanzi dated by Rickett to the middle of the third century
28at the earliest (post 250B.C.) , it is said,
"The number of the Way is to arrive and then turn back, 
to fill up and then decline"29.
The term j i  is used in the same context in the Heguanzi, a work dated to the Qin-Han 
interregnum (c.206 B.C.)30;
"Things coming to the peak and then returning:
31The name for this is 'flowing round in a circle'" .
Finally in the Han text, the. Huainanzi, it is said,
"The Way of heaven-earth is to come to the peak and then return,
25 Huang Junliang, "Laozi" sixiang suyuan
26 Zhou Yi 23 Bo Jj£lJ p. 15 : l i l ; Zhou Yi 43 Guai
28 Rickett, W.A., Guanzi Vol. I, p. 241
29 Guanzi 15 Z hongL ing'M ^  P- H 1 c i t  M  HO & ,  £§H 03pt.
30 The most thorough study o f  the dating o f  the Heguanzi is that undertaken by Carine Defoort in her unpublished 
thesis: Ho-Kttan-Tzu, Doctoral Dissertation, Catholic University o f  Leuven, 1993. Graham tries to establish precise 
dates for various chapters but this is not wholly accepted by others, notably Li Xueqin, who largely agrees with 
Defoorfs dating.
31 Heguanzi5 H u a n L i u Vol. 1 p. 1 5 H 0 & ,  ^ 0 ,  St Sf c .
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To fill out and then fade away" ,
The terminology of coming to a peak, filling out and declining is exactly what is found in Si 
Du, rather than what is present in Guan-Xing Zheng. The terminology of the latter 
chapters was mirrored in the Guo Yu: Yue Yu xia as was noted in our study of xing-de. 
Hence while we may not be in a position to argue time of authorship, we can posit different 
intellectual backgrounds for thoyin-yang passages of Si Du and Guan-Xing Zheng.
5.2(c) ThirdUse: Sincerity
One of the distinctive features of Si Du is the association of yin and yang with 
inside and outside. The same set of characters appears in Cheng:
If one displays (yang) affection and harbours (yin) hate
This is said to be to putting one's love outside and holding hate inside:
Even be there no confusion within yet will there be enemies attacking outside.
If one's love is indeed love and one's hate indeed hate,
33Then confusion will not attain one and external enemies will withdraw” .
Here though the contrast has nothing to do with the seasons or with any philosophical 
distinction. It is simply a matter of asking the ruler to be sincere.
5.2(d) FourthUse: Three and Five ni
The fourth use o fyin and yang occurs in two related but rather baffling passages in 
Guo Ci and Guan. The latter runs,
"When using the people, do not be inflexible34,
35In all affairs do not let yang be too yang ;
In exploiting36the earth do not let yin be too yin',
For the one who lets yin be too yin, Earth will be infertile;
For the one who letsyang be too yang, steals glory;
32 Huainanzi 20 Tai Zu ^  p. 674 9 c  MU 1 5 ., MU $ 1  •
33 ChengHo. 39:15 7 a 2 0 -157b23
m & & M .
u m a j f i .  m m * * .
34 This translation is based on the similar passage in the Yue Yu xia. Guo Yu 2 1 Yue Yu xia I f f  ~Y P- 654 note 12 
explains that in using troopsone does notalways follow the same course o f  action.
35 "Proliferate" means "going to excess". This is what the two phrases seem to mean.
36 Emending li (strength) to li $ j  (profit by) since both sound alike and so could be confused.
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37The one who is inflexible runs up against armies" .
Although this passage is joined to what precedes and follows it by "therefore" (shi git ^  
jjjfc) it is very hard to see the logic of the link. Since much of the same vocabulary 
reappears in Guo Ci in a more extended passage we shall consider the two sections 
together.
(1) Do not let yang bettfoya«g;
(2) Do not letyin be too yin;
(3) Do not exhaust the soil;
(4) Do not be inflexible;
(5) Do not form factions.
(1') From those who let yang be too yang,
Heaven takes their official status;
(21) Forthose who let yin betoojw,
The soil and earth are barren;
(3') For those who exhaust the soil,
Heaven will add to their plight with warfare;
(4') For those who are inflexible,
Their people will be scattered in the four quadrants;
(5) Those who form factions,
Will attack each other from within.
(1") If you let yang be too yang you will suffer hardship;
(2") If you let yin betoojw  you will go hungry;
(3") If you exhaust the soil you will lose the earth;
(4") If you are inflexible you will lose the people;
(5") If you form factions there will be confusion.
38These are called the five goings against the current" .
37 G » o n 8 6 b 6 - 8 7 a 6 : f f i g # A # i
38 Guo Ci 12b 16- 14a 2 In my edition the text is set out in the order in which it is written. Below  it will be set out 
in columns:
t ’. » « # .  A * * * .
2'. 2” .
3’. ± i t # f 3". ± K
4 .aM 4 * . 4'. m z m j r .  4 - . A # t * g .
5”. i t S I J # E .
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The most obvious distinction between these two passages is that in Guan there are three 
prohibitions and in Guo Ci there are five. The five are given the special title "going against 
the current" whereas the three receive no special title. The source of the three in Guan is 
without any doubt the Guo Yu: Yue Yu xia.
The most plausible explanation of the five prohibitions of Guo Ci is that they have 






In other words the the third and fith are new to the Guo Ci and the order of the others is 
somewhat altered. Furthermore, the consequences of the first prohibition in Guan are 
similar to those of the third in Guo Ci. Most significantly the set of prohibitions is given a 
collective name in Guo Ci, "the five goings against the current", whereas in Guan there is 
no such name. This suggests that the Guo Ci set is later than the Guan set.
The Guan set does have an earlier pedigree in the Yue Yu xia. Fan Li is talking 
about how to use the army. When the army is far ahead of the enemy it can use yang but 
not excessively; when the enemy are close then the army should affect weakness and use 
yin though not to excess. This is a policy of caution and deception, wearing down the 
enemy without trying to engage him in close battle. Thus Fan Li says that in using the army 
there is no absolute rule of action. Circumstances must dictate tactics:
" Thus the one who can use troops well,
Accomodates to the norm of Heaven and Earth 
And goes along with it:
Behind then usingyw; before then usingyawg;
Close then using weak; far then using hard;
Behind there is no yin going to excess; before no yang going to excess;
In using the masses there is no constancy"39.
39 Guo Yu 21 Yue Yu xia p. 653
nzaktt .
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The editor of Guan has adapted these lines, changing them from indicative statements (wu 
|B£) to imperatives (wu f j )  and adding the consequences for foiling to obey them. 
Moreover the setting has been changed. In Guan the three prohibitions are introduced by 
"therefore" (fit shi gtt ^  ^  jjQ and the passage following them is again introduced by 
"therefore" (shi gu ^  jj$0, The preceding passage is about the use of xing-de with the 
seasons and the following passage is about how the ruler will help his country to flourish 
so that the five grains ripen. The setting is then not military.
In Guo Ci the additional two prohibitions further extend the scope of the set. One 
new prohibition (no. 3) is related to the earth, which fits in with the context in Guan, and a 
second (no. 5) is related to the court. Hence there is a clear history of increasing scope 
from the military application of the Yue Yu xia to the agricultural dimension of Guan and 
finally to embrace the ruler's own court in Guo Ci.
It should, however, be noted that the five prohibitions fit rather awkwardly with 
the rest of Guo Ci. Guo Ci is concerned with the punishing of a State that has earned 
Heaven's reprove. The one who attacks such a State and exploits its resources for himself 
will fell. The true sage will completely destroy the enemy State and thus accomplish the 
work of Heaven. This program is not evidently related to the five goings against the 
current. However, at the end of the five goings against the current the editor integrates the 
five into the principles that have governed the first half of the chapter. In particular the 
phrase "going beyond the pole and exceeding what is appropriate" reappears40. Hence it 
seems that the five have been deliberately edited into their context in Guo Ci.
The upshot of this long discussion is that these passages illustrating what we 
termed the "fourth use" ofyin-yang point to an earlier dating for Guan as opposed to Guo 
Ci. Our observations on li 3  suggest that Si Du is later than Guan and Xing Zheng. If it 
can be shown that Guo Ci and Si Du, both chapters of Jingfa, belong to one editor and that 
that editor has been at work throughout the Jingfa, then we might be able to make 
conclusions about the relationship of Jingfa to ShiliuJing. This is an issue which will be 
treated in the second part of this thesis. Before concluding our study ofyin-yang some 
mention should be made of the famed "yin-yangwtt xing" (pj§? |§§ ^T) theory, since the
ftaijjs&i, & m m m .
^  It is these three last phrases that find their way into Guan.
40 Guo Ci 10a 29-32; 14b 3>6
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presence or absence of this in the Huangdi Sijing may be relevant to questions o f dating.
5.3 Yin-yang wu xing
The phrase, yin-yang wu xing, is well-known from Han dynasty texts and the 
association between yin-yang and the five agents or five elements, wu xing, so familiar 
that we have a tendency to assume that it was always so. In fact yin-yang exist quite 
independently of any ww theory until late Warring States' China and vice-versa,
Kanaya Osamu ^  ^  Yp has shown that the separation of the four seasons
41according to a theory of qi preceded the use ofyin-yang applied to the seasons . Kanaya 
judges this period to be around 300 B.C. and to be represented by the Chu Silk Manuscript 
and chapter eight, You Guan , of Guanzi42 Rickett believes that this date is too early 
and that one may only claim a "pre- latter half of the third century B.C." date for You
43Guan . Be that as it may, the two works present the four seasons and name them 
individually:
"Only... four months, then increasing and decreasing do not attain their balance;
44Spring, summer, autumn, winter...have... constant" .
You Guan consists of a calendar and an essay each of independent origin and then 
rearranged into a chart. The rearrangement is Han but the two components are late 
Warring States. The calendar alone mentions the seasons by name and, though it does not 
mention the five agents by name, Rickett believes that it must be based on five agents 
concepts and correlates. The calendar gives detailed descriptions of what to do in each 
season. This is all developed far beyond what is found in Guan or Si Du. Moreover there 
is no trace of any five agent thought patterns in the Huangdi Sijing. Rickett cites two 
calendars that predated the influence ofthe five agents: theX/a xiao zheng j |[  /J\ of the 
Da Dai Liji and the Shi xun jie  EEj 0I| of the Yizhoitshu45. The authenticity of the
41 Kanaya Osamu (Yu Shihua f b  tr.) Yin-yang waxing shuo de chuangli
42 Kanaya believes that You Guan is an early example o f the association between vw-vwig- and mixing theories. In You 
Guan the fifth agent, the virtue o f earth, is awkwardly placed in the middle ofthe year with no period assigned to it. 
By the end o f the Waning States period, the Lushi Chunqiu is able to fit the five agents with the four seasons and , 
finally, in the Chunqiu Fanlu 61 zhishui wuxingpian 3 l  and Guanzi 41 Wuxingpian TT the 
year is divided into five parts.
43 Rickett, W  Guanzi Vol. I, pp. 166-9.
Rickett dates the calendar o f You Gttan to the latter half of the second century B.C. and hence later than the Lushi 
Chunqiu. He does believe, however, that those parts o f the calendar which mention periods oftwelve days are earlier.
44 Changsha Zidanku Zhanguo Chu Boshu Yanjiu p. 50
#fx2]raj3. in a  a * # * # .
45 Rickett, W.A., Guanzi Vol. I, pp. 158-9
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second of these two is contested but the first is from the early Warring States period. Both 
it and the Shi xun Jie are concerned with agriculture alone. The introduction of politics is 
only attested in the Lushi Chunqiu. Now the material in Guan is concerned with both 
agriculture and politics but not with the five agents of the Lushi Chunqiu, hence it may 
represent a stage between the pure agricultural calendars and the politico-agricultural 
wuxing calendars. While more detailed study of this topic could be done, for our present 
purposes we need only note that in a context where wuxing theory would be apt it is not 
encountered in the Huangdi Sijing.
Kanaya traces the origin of yin-yang to the contrast of hard and soft. This latter 
pair is associated with female-male in Guan and Xing Zheng and hence with xing-de and 
yin-yang. In what we identified as the "first use" of yin-yang we saw that the pair was 
frequently used in connection with darkness and brightness. This association is attested in 
the Zuo Zhuan. The tenth book of the Zuo Zhuan lists six qi as "yin-yang, wind-rain and
46darkness-brightness" . The reference occurs in the advice of a doctor who goes on to say 
that the separation of the six produces the four seasons and their order the five agents. 
While this passage is set in the year 541 B.C. the date of its composition is not known with 
certainty. What is of interest is that it is put on the lips of a doctor, for the association of 
the five agents with medicine and with the Yellow Emperor is well-attested by the finds at 
Mawangdui. Indeed, the very frequency of the association makes its absence in the 
Huangdi Sijing all the more striking.
Conclusions
The findings of this chapter may be summarised as follows:
1. The list o f yin-yang elements in Cheng is earlier than a similar list in the Guiguzi and 
does not include the pair xing-de which is associated v/ithyin-yang in Guan-Xing Zheng.
2. The use of yin-yang in Guan-Xing Zheng suggests an association with the thought of 
Fan LI
3. Guo Ci builds on Guan and is subsequent to it.
4. The use of li in Si Du and elsewhere in the Jingfa suggests that Jingfa is later in date
Da Dai Liji 47 Xia xiao zheng /J\ IE pp. 24-47 
Yi Zhou Shu 52 Shi xun jie  |J|] pp. 25-27 
46 Zuo Zfman 10 Z h aoG on gfiftfe  Year 1 #8 s g§ x j | i \  f#J0
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than most of the Shiliu Jing.
5. There is no evidence of wuxing theory in the Huangdi Sijing. This is striking in that 
wuxing theory is associated with early medical theory, associated with the Yellow 
Emperor as well, and with the policies appropriate for the seasons and with yin-yang. It 
seems probable that the Huangdi Sijing predates the propagation of wuxing theory in 
these contexts.
These conclusions suggest that more work is needed to determine the relationship 
ofJingfa and Shiliu Jing and the unity of each book in itself. The next pair to attract our 
attention is one that is found in Jingfa, Shiliu Jing and Cheng and with a frequency that 
exceeds any of the pairs so far considered. The pair in question is ni-shun, going against or 
with the current.
Chapter Six: N i and Shun
Chapter Six: Ni jjfr and Shun JI|jf
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Of all the pairs so far discussed, ni and shun are the most common in the Huangdi 
Sijing. In Jingfa they are singled out for definition more than once. Some of these 
instances involve lists of a number of elements described as so many ni or shun as the case 
may be. There are other uses ofthe pair that are not highlighted and that are simply part of 
the embedded metaphor of ordinary language. There are also cases in which the 
characters are used without any specific cosmological opposition in mind. The 
proceedure followed here will be to first identify each use ofthe characters in their context 
and then to suggest some classification of these uses.
Before undertaking this work it may be appropriate to comment on the translation 
oftheterms. In the Chunqiu ni means "to meet'1 inthesenseof'goingoutto meet"1. This 
use may be illustrated by an example drawn from the Guo Yu. Duke Huan ifg goes out in 
person to meet the returning GuanZhong ^  frf1'.
Duke Huan went in person to meet (ni) him in the suburbs .
These uses show that ni can be used when two persons are moving towards each other. It 
is not simply a passive waiting for the arrival of Guan Zhong. Likewise, we must suppose 
that shun is not a passive, being carried along by, but active going along with. More 
usually in our texts ni has a pejorative sense and this is brought out in a little vignette found 
in both the Lushi Chunqiu and the Huainanzi:
a t * .
"If one lets Wu Huo5 exert all his strength to pull an ox's tail, the tail will break,
His strength be exhausted and the ox cannot move, this is ni."
Shun is defined by the same scene:
1 Legge, The Chinese Classics. Vol. 5, p. 922 notes in his index, n i: to meet. Generally used o f officers going to meet a 
bride for their ruler or for the king: I. ii. 5; ft iii. 5; viii, 6; IE xxiv. 3; V. xx5.3; VU. i.2; VUI.xiv. 3; EX. xv.2. To meet 
one's own bride: E  xxvii. 5; VI. iv. 2. Togo to meeta coffin: VIE ix. 1
In Mongolian the verb T  0 C 0  X means "to go to meet someone who is coming", "to receive" but also "to block", 
especially of a military attack. Sec Mettg-Han Cidian ^  p|$ IRE, Huhhot: Nei Menggu Renmin, 1976, p. 1063
and Hangin, G., A M odem Mongolian-English Dictionary, Indiana University, 1986, p. 505
3 Lushi Chunqiu 1.3 Zhong Ji J|T £2 P- 34; Huainanzi 9 Zhu Shu ^  )^IJ p. 305
4 The text writes dan 38frvhich Gao You reads as dan meaningym j|r exert one's effort but the form ofthe character 
leads commentators to read it as lijin f j  See Chen Qlyou,Lushi Chunqiu Xiaoshiy pp. 39-40 note 23.
5 Wu Huo was a strongman of King Wu JE^  of Qin, who could lift 1,000jun  (30,000 catties); See Ames, R., The 
Art o f  Rulership, p. 246, note 103
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t t E R S T ? i w (, ie t&
"If you let a five foot tall lad pull its nose-ring then the ox follows one's wish,
This is shun"9.
What this story shows is the folly of going against what is natural No matter how strong 
one is one will never succeed. Whereas by going along with what is natural one needs very 
little effort to attain one's goal10. The image of water present in the shape of the character 
shun is then present even in these uses. One advances along the river by rowing with the 
current rather than by rowing against it.
Modem motorway parlance provides the word "contraflow", which could suggest 
"proflow" as its contrary. The business world knows of "pro-active" and from this one 
could form "contra-active". Neither "proflow" nor "contra-active" is a particularly 
felicitous term and while "contraflow" would suit ni well and "pro-active" translates shun 
correctly, it will perhaps be better to fall back on transcription as with the other pairs.
Having said this we can now turn to the usage of the characters in the Huangdi 
Styng, looking first of all at those chapters where both characters are altogether absent. 
Neither appears in Dao Yuan, and in Cheng only two proverbs contain them. InShiliujing 
they are not found in II. 1,4, 7, 9 and 15. Since most of these chapters are very short we 
cannot draw too many conclusions from this absence. The absence in II. 7 CixiongJie 
should come as no surprise given the anomolous nature of that chapter.
For convenience each instance of ni or shun will be lettered by the Greek alphabet.
6.1 Use ofM and Shun in the Jingfa
1.1 Daofa
In Daofa there is a set of definitions, the third of which is ni: 
a  "There are obstacles to affairs called »/, called "not weighing up",
6 This means Ihe ox's nose-ring. For this and the following two notes, see Chen Qiyou, p. 40, note 24
7 Read zi, to do as one pleases, as $£  cotig, to follow.
8 Text adds an extraneous \J  after
9 This is the version in the Lushi Chunqiu. In the Huainanzi, the story ^  ^  s
Now, if  Wu Huo or Jie Fan led an ox from behind by the tail, the tail would break and it would not follow, this is ni; 
But if one took atwig o f  mulberry and pierced the ox's nose, even a five footyouth could lead it and roam round within 
the four seas, this \sshun. SeeAmes,p. 197 for another translation.
10 Notice the sense o f "natural" here. It does not mean "free from human work". In this latter sense the tail is more 
natural than a man-made nose-ring. What is natural, then,  is what man can do in combination with the ox, a question 
o f cooperation.
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Called "not knowing what use it has"11.
In his unpublished notes on the Huangdi Sijing Graham explains ni here as "going against
12the flow of the living and generative process" . He is not too sure of the meaning of the 
rest but we may suppose that the obstructions impeding the course of affaires d ’etat are 
what is termed ni and that these arise from lack of weighing up a course of action or from 
not knowing how to use a particular person, situation or policy. Within the context we see 
how both the "affairs" and the obstructions come from the same dark source. While on the 
surface they are in opposition in their origins they are one. Thus we read,
13p "Whether ni or skun, dying or birthing, things give themselves a name" .
As things emerge out of the abyss they create their own form and name no matter whether 
they be opposite to one another or not. Indeed the theme of Daofa is the emergence of 
contraries from the one Way thus requiring the ruler to be sufficiently enlightened to grasp
14the distinction at its root . Ni and shun are simply an illustration of two such contraries.
1.2 Guo Ci
In Guo Ci the annexation of a State followed by the restoration of its capital is said 
to be an instance of (y)"recklessly heading counter current (ni)'1 and bringing one’s State 
to peril and ultimate destruction15. It is attractive, but impossible to substantiate, that the 
writer of these lines had in mind the policy of King Fu Chai of Wu, who, having conquored 
Yue, allowed it to regain strength and so brought about his own downfall. However it is, 
the conclusion is that the sage alone can truly grasp the pole of Heaven and act 
appropriately to undertake the work of Heaven.
5 The second half of Guo Ci lists five "counterflows", which were discussed in the
preceding chapter. We noted (Chapter 5.4 (d)) that they expand on three items in the 
Shiliujing known also from the Yue Yu xia. They are now graced with the title ni.
11 D aoFa  2a22-34 0  ^  &  f f  &  M  *
12 Graham, A.C., Peerettboom Notes Part 1, p. 1
13 DaoFa 8a 14-21 i g j g ,
14 D aofa6a3-15
"He seeks it back in the formless and thus knows whence misfortune and fortune are birthed."
15 Guo Ci I l a 5 - l l b 7  "When annexing the State o f others: if  one restores its capital and city walls, lays out its palace 
and temple, listens to its bell and drum, profits by its wealth, weds its sons and daughters, this is called....By thus 
wildly going counter to the flow, one's State will be brought to peril, destroyed and ended."
The last phrases read The expression is rather odd.
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1.3 Jun Zheng
e Ni does not occur in this chapter and shun only in a non-technical sense of 
"conformity":
"The one who follows custom accords with the people's heart"16
1. 4 DaFen
The main theme of this chapter is the contrast between six ni and six shun. These 
decide the rise and fall of a State, thus it is the ruler's job to understand their distinction and
17so to foster life and reward or alternatively to punish and send out military expeditions . 
The duality of the conclusion, one attitude to promote life and one to bring punishment, 
reminds us of the contrasts between xing and de, wen and wu. Ni and shun are the 
principles by which the ruler moves from insight to practical action.
The list itself is, however, not without its problems. There are clearly six shun but 
the list of ni is more problematic. The ni are mentioned in order, then repeated and 
elaborated. In the initial list there are six but in the elaboration there are seven items:
e n[
1. Son as father
2. Minister as ruler
3. Faction of ministers
4. Ruler loses position; ministers do not
5. Ruler and ministers all lose positions
6. Usurpation by a concubine
Ni elaborated 
la. Eldest son usurps 
2a. Chief minister as ruler 
3a. Rebellion led by minister 
4a. As no. 4 
5a. As no. 5
5b. Ruler a tyrant; ministers confused
6a. Shared authority19
Are we to suppose that what I have numbered 5b "Ruler a tyrant; ministers confused"
§  E  fSL is missing from the first list or is it an addition to the second list ? In favour of the
former hypothesis is that since only four characters are at issue it would be easy to
16 Jun Zheng 16a 20-25 : ^  J!@ ^
17 D0 F ^ 2 8 a 2 2 - 2 8 b l 8 ^ ^ i 7 N M P # t : M I ^ ^ : ^ m o U f M ,  Wt
fj£o "The six shun and six ni... determine the separation between rise and fall. The lord above grasps the great 
distinction soastobirthorslay,soasto reward or punish, so as to send expeditions necessarilly." The grammar ofthe 
last three characters is awkward. Mansvelt Beck links to what follows, If the lord...then there will be great peace" and 
translates the recalcitrant passage as "and thereby making strife inevitable".
18 Chen Guying places 4 and 5 of my list as one. See CGY note ad loc,
19 For Chinese text, see lines 23*. 24- 27a 19
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overlook them; whereas if we suppose them to be an addition in the elaboration section 
then it is a matter of addjjng in 24 characters in all" :
± H E $ L ,
f f M t .  (26b2-25)
"The ruler being a tyrant and the ministers confused it is called "Great Waste": 
Externally there is war; internally there is war.
Whether the State be great or small,
Its possessor will be overwhelmed and come to an end."
In favour of the second hypothesis is that there are only six shun and that the six ni of the 
first exposition all relate to inner-court challenges to the ruler's authority, whereas 5b is a 
more general situation involving the whole State and in which the ruler is at fault. This 
seems to me to be more probable. A later copyist may well have known of some similar 
passages elsewhere and added in the extra item21.
C, Thesixs/ur/z are
1. Ruler does not lose position
• • 222. Ministers lose post and so do not constitute an alternative power base .
3. Ruler is munificent; ministers loyal
4. Ruler rules; ministers minister
5. Ruler manages the legal system; ministers respect Pattern
« * 036. Ruler...; ministers are like spokes about him"
Apart from the first two, which are related to numbers four and five of the ni, there is no
24correlation between these six and the six ni . Partly for this reason, and with some textual 
support, it is proposed that the title of 1.4 is Da Fen, the Great Distinction25 rather than Liu 
Fen the Six Distinctions26.
20 Chen Guying says nine characters are missing. See apparatus ad loc.
21 Chen Guying thinks there are only six but that 4 and 5 are one and hence he can include 5b as 5. Wang Hansheng, 
Xuan Yuan Huangdi, pp. 129-30, counts seven ni and fails to explain the discrepancy.
22 Chen Guying includes my no. 2 with no, 1 and puts in 27b 27-31 as the fourth, ahead o f 27b 23-26. Such a re­
ordering ofthe text requires explanation, not included in his draft manuscript
23 For Chinese text see lines 27b 2 6 -28a 21
24 Li Xueqin proposes a possible correlation. See my technical preface for discusssion on this topic. Li Xueqin, 
MawangduiBoshu "Jingfa:DaFen"jiQita,p.277
25 See my technical preface for further discussion o f this title.
26 Graham’s comment on the title is revealing. Graham, A.C.,PeerenboomNoles.Psxt 1, p. 9: "Thefen  of this chapter 
bothersme,cantthinkofagoodEnglishword. Can'tyetevenputmyfingeronjustwhatitmeans."
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I. 5 Si Du
In the Si Du chapter, ni and shun are encountered but under the umbrella of wen 
and wu. In the opening paragraph of the chapter there are two cases of ni. The first is 
simply "rebellion":
27rj "Ruler and minister exchanging posts is called rebellion (ni) "
The second case is more concerned with cosmic matters:
0 "Movement and stillness out oftime is called 'counterflow1"".
The former, rebellion, leads to the loss of the root the raison d'etre of the State; the 
latter, counterflow, to the loss ofthe blessings ofHeaven on the soil.
Following the introductory passage on wen and wu, there is a passage which 
develops four situations contrasted in terms of going against the current or with it in 
internal or external affairs:
t 1. In internal affairs governing byshun;ni used for external affairs:
Results are achieved but with loses.
2. In internal affairs governing by «/; shun used for external affairs:
Results are achieved but the State will die.
3. In internal and external affairs alike following ni: this is called 'Double Calamity' 
One's person is in danger of being killed;
The State is in danger, destroyed and lost.
4. In external and internal affairs alike following shun:
This is called 'acting appropriately to Heaven'
* « 29Results are achieved and not frittered away; later one will not meet calamity. " 
The passage is very abstract in content but the message is clear: only shun leads to success. 
Clearly shun is an active rather than a passive going along with the Way of Heaven30. 
Further on in the text there is a section in which jw  and>wzg are being applied to external 
and internal with the added mention of slaying and birthing. Though the the term ni occurs 
in this latter discussion it is no longer the highest category of thought but simply a verb, to 
go against31(ic). Between these two sections is a passage on according with Heaven:
27 Si Du 35b 18-24 ^  [S  Jsr fl£ t i l  ^  Notice that the word for "ruler" here isjun  ^ ; whereas in L4 it was z /jh ^ .
28 S /D «3 6a6 -12  ^  flS £  *
29 The Chinese text is on lines 38b 1 -39a 27
30 Mansvelt Beck translates shun as " Volgzaamheid", which is listed in the dictionary as "docility". This seems too 
passive to me.
31 (40b 29- 4 la 6) "This is called going contrary to the decrees forym and yang."
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X " - ..Shun is movement; the correct is the root of affairs.
To grasp the Way and respect Pattern*
It is necessary to begin from the root and take shun as its warp and woof;
To make punishments fit the crime, it is necessary to centre on Heaven's Pattern.
If one turns one's back on agreements, then one will be at a loss;
If one overuses punishments, then one will suffer loss.
Turning one's back on///' and uniting to appropriate action,
32One acts or there are affairs .
33Even if there be no success there will at least be no calamity" .
In this passage shun is associated with correctness, respect for agreements and the proper 
use of punishments; ni with the opposite. The stream within which one is either shun, with 
the current, or ni, against the current is that of the Way, the Pattern or what is appropriate 
to Heaven. This is terminology with which we are already acquainted. What is new here 
compared with the wen-wu or yin-yang passages is that honouring or disregarding 
agreements is mentioned.
The chapter then discusses yin-yang and returns to the Way of Heaven and the 
Pattern of being human. This discussion leads to a logical distinction:
\x "Ni and shun have the same Way but different Patterns"34.
That is to say on the level of the Heavenly Way the two elements are one, but in actual 
practice in the human sphere they are different. Each has its own Pattern. Pattern 
expresses the individuation and Way the unity out of which they emerge and to which they 
adhere. The ruler is called on to discern howthe differences arise,
• 35jx "Knowing in depth ni and shun, this is called 'the Thread of the Way'" .
The "thread" (j&jl/O is another term rooted in the Way and belonging to the same sphere of 
discourse. The passage ends with three sayings unrelated to our present topic.
The chapter then moves to a new note with a list of eight measurements. These 
establish a sense of order in the spheres of Heaven, Earth and Man. In this context we
32 Chang & Feng translate as "If he has affaire (to manage)" (p. 17-8) Mansvdt Beck translates with
asterisks, indicating uncertainty, as "Turning one's back on ni and uniting oneself to shun is as if...". It is possible 
that ^  is here a conjunction as in Shiji 128 Gui Ce Liezhuan
• In- divininglif there is to be selling and buying o f ministers, concubines, oxen and horses."
33 Si Du 39b 6- 40a 30 The opening phrase o f this passage (39a28-39b 5) is damaged and thus unclear in meaning.
34 5fjD «41b32-42a3 j S D H i s i a i B S a .
35 Si Du 42a 4-11
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return to ni and shun :
v "Beautiful and ugly have names; ni and shun have form; n a t u r e  and 
cLvCJ-j-fce ' '  have substance. Kings and dukes grasp ... and so bring what is under 
Heaven to correctness"36.
There is a clear progression from name to form to substance. Ni and shun are 
philosophical categories that help in this progression. The context of name-form 
discourse and the perception of the ruler is worth noting too.
1.6 Lun
Lun is another chapter in which ni and shun figure frequently. The opening 
section is about how the lord of men can govern by respecting Heaven as heaven and Earth 
as earth, which leads on to:
h, "If one does not go along (shun) with the sequence of the four seasons, then the 
people will complain. If one does not fix the positions of external and internal, nor 
respond to the transformations in movement or stillness, then affairs will fail within and
37undertakings will fail without" .
This advice is said to embrace the eight norms (ba zheng TH), which are the four 
seasons, external and internal, movement (that is moving the army to war) and stillness 
(that is leaving the people on their farms). If one respects these eight then success is 
assured,
% "If one does go along (shun) with the sequence ofthe four seasons,
... the people do not... complain.
If one fixes the positions of external and internal
And responds to the transformations in movement and stilllness,
Then affairs will succeed within and undertakings will succeed without"38.
The ultimate consequence is that one will be united to Heaven and Earth.
The chapter is full of numbered lists. There are eight norms, seven laws, six 
handles and three names. Ni and shun reqjur in connection with the seven laws:
36 SU*,44a24-44b8:$tJB#£, W A W . &&3c"FIE .  The
missing character is presumably some word like the Way but we cannot be sure.
37 L »n47a5-35 * |g<S>t« 2 ®  ,
38 Lun 47b 21 - 4 8 a i 8 j i w » £ a .  . . . w a * . . .  m .  i
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o " That by which each of the seven laws matching its name is called a thing;
That by which each ofthe things is united to the Way is called Pattern;
That in which Pattern is present is called...
When a thing is not united to the Way, this is called 'losing Pattern1;
When 'losing Pattern' is present, this is called 'Counterflow1 (ni)39;
Counterflow and Pro-activity (shun) each decree themselves,
Thus it is possible to know perdurance and decline, rise and fall''40.
The self-decretal of shun and ni is similar to the self-naming of names spoken of at the end
41ofthe chapter . The enlightened ruler has the insight to
42n " Grasp the six handles to command what is under Heaven;
43Understand the three names in order to.. .the myriad affairs;
Inspect counterflow and pro-activity in order to observe 
The Pattern of the peril and death of hegemons and kings;
Know the wherefore of empty-full, movement-stillness;
Arrive at the mutual responding of name and reality;
Exert oneself to know truthfulness and insincerity and not go astray"44.
This vision of the reality of the world is ordered according to the prinicples of counterflow 
and pro-activity and only once this has been grasped can the "way of kings and dukes be 
accomplished"45.
39 Mansvelt Beck translates this ni by "Weerspannigheid", recalcitrance.
40 Lun 51a 26- 52a 8 The passage is too long to quote here, see my edition ad he.
41 Lun 57a 1 2 - 2 3 ^ § J E f h i ,  "Things correct themselves; names name
themselves; affairs fix themselves." Makeham, J., Name and Actuality, pp. 85-8, refers to this theory as a correlative
theory of naming, though he quotes this passage o fLun on p. 73 n. 41 when discussing the meaning ofming (name),
42 The six handles (//« bing 7 \  $J) are concerned with ruling. They are
1. Observing the dying and birthing of States;
2. Sorting out and knowing the wherefore o f perdurance and decline, rise and fall;
3. Moving an army so as to deplete the strong and restore the weak;
4. Turning so as not to lose file distinction between yea and nay,
5. Altering so as to punish what will die off and foster what will live;
6. Transforming so as to make one's virtue bright and eradicate obstructions. (Lun 54a 3-54b 13)
43 The three names (san ming) are related to order in the State:
1. The first is called 'correct1: names are in place and [the State] is secure;
2. The second is called'incorrect1: names are discarded and there is disorder,
3. The third is called ‘the strong lord destroys and there is no name.'(Z,H« 54b22-55a 13)
Asimilar set occurs in Gmohzi 12*S7iu Ta/r p. 108a: jE  fi!i
The name in this passage refers back to five names, three relating to government o f men and two to the management 
o f affairs. Thus here ming %  should be translated as "terminology". "When terminology is correct, then the State is 
secure; when terminology is incorrect then there is disorder, if  there is no terminology then there is death." See 
Rickett, Guanzi, Vol. I, p. 223
44 Lun 52b 29- 53b 8 See my edition for the Chinese text.
45 Lun 53b 9-15 «  *  ®  I  £  j t  J* •
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After listing the six handles and the three names, the chapter then gives another 
use of ni and shun. First we are told what it is to go against the Way: 
p "When movement and stillness are at inappropriate times;
Sowing and planting lose the suitability of the Earth:
46This is to go against (ni) the Way of Heaven-Earth” ,
Going against Pattern is related to huamn affairs:
p "When a minister does not love his lord; an inferior does not love his superior;
The hundred clans do not love their affairs; then this is go against Pattern within"47. 
When the ruler sees this situation obtaining in another State he is licensed to attack it: 
p "Where counterflow is is called a dying State: a dying State, attack it"48.
The opposite situation demands a contrary response:
p "Where with-the-current is is called a living State: a living State, foster it"49.
The ruler must discern the veins of the universe and see the pattern of ni and shun: 
p " Counterflow and with-the-flow have their Pattern,
.A/afeure- . and'&t£r/fce> ' are bound together"50
In this whole passage the distinction of Way and Pattern has been applied to 
Heaven and its affairs, matching the season, and Man and his affairs, loyalty to the 
superior. In the former case we see ni as going against the Way, a rather metaphysical 
concept, and in the latter as rebellion, a more mundane affair. Naturally, a sharp division 
between the metaphysical and the mundane is not implied, thus both can be called ni.
Secondly we should note that ni and shun are connected with the truthfulness of 
persons and with the logical question of naming. Where there is insincerity there is 
incorrect naming and this is ni. On this note the chapter ends.
I. 7 Wang Lun
In contrast to the preceding chapter this one never uses shun and employs ni only 
as an adjective in subordination to a noun. This absence is curious since the chapter, like 
its predecessor, has numbered lists and discusses internal court affairs. The expressions
46 Lun 55a 23- 55b 5
47 £ .«  55b6-26 T ¥ ® i j t ± .
48 Lun 55b 27- 56a 8 ®  Z S f  M Z K M  . K B S t t Z .
49 Lun 56a 14-25
50 Lun 56a 26- 34
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b'here ni occurs are, however, worth citing since they occur elsewhere in the Huangdi 
Sijing.
In 59b we hear of "rebellious conduct" (nijie fff) and the same is mentioned in
I. 8 Lun Yue (68a), II. 13 Xing Shou (135a) and II. 14 Shun Dao, In order these passages 
are as follows,
59b(cr) "Rebellious conduct not succeeding is called ’gaining Heaven’;
If indeed rebellious conduct succeeds,
Heaven will not grant one one’s full span of life
51But rather redouble its punishment" .
68a(T) "When rebellious conduct begins to sprout, prudently do not first correct it.
It will, rather, arrive by itself at its own punishment"52.
5313 5a(u)" When rebellious conduct shows its omen ,
Who will overcome and prevent it"54?
140a((j))"He does not arrogate to himself to initiate affairs
But waits for rebellious conduct to come to an end’’55.
Each of these passages has a common theme and vocabulary. In the second and third 
rebellious conduct is likened to the emergence of a blade of grass sprouting. The wise 
ruler will allow it to grow up and then it will be punished in due course by Heaven. The 
ruler must not anticipate such punishment by immediate and drastic action but waits for it 
to come in due time. The first ofthe three quotations is also a counsel of reassurance: even 
though at present it seems that the rebel might succeed, in practice he will fail because 
Heaven will punish him. The phrase is known from the Yue Yu xia where it is applied to the 
wicked deeds of King Fu Chai of Wu. The King of Yue is told to wait before he attacks his 
rival:
"If rebellious conduct’s omen emerges
And Heaven-Earth have not yet formed their sign,
Yet one goes first to punish it, one’s affair will not thereby come to succeed.
On the contrary one will receive Heaven’s punishment.
51 ^ L W 5 9 b lO -3 1 :* £ $ f ;F $ ,
52 68a 3 0 -68b 8: J§L B  J|g 3$  Jfil ,
53 Wei Zhao ^  (204-273 A.D.) explains m engt$  aszhao omen. Guo Yu 21 Yue Yu xia ~F P-650note3
H . sftifc.
54 Xing Shou 135*22-30: .
55 Shun Dao 140a 19-28 :
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You, O King, should wait for it"56.
The omen Fan Li is talking about is the killing of the worthy minister Shen Xu ^  4=f in 484 
B.C. for just criticism of King Fu Chai. However, this is simply one indication that King 
Fu Chai is bad, going against (ni) the Way, Yue must still wait for a sign from Heaven, 
such as famine, sent to punish Wu.
The only other use of ni in Wang Lun is in the expression ni de which is the
second of the three evils f lj :
"The first is called 'liking harmful weapons';
X The second is called 'promoting rebellious virtue';
57The third is called 'yielding to the heart's desires'" .
The first of these three uses an expression known to us from the Yue Yu xia and from the
»58 * *Weiliaozi . In the former, Fan Li explains the meaning of both rebellious virtue and liking 
harmful weapons:
"Courage is the rebellious virtue; weapons are harmful instruments;
Combat is the last resort of affairs;
Secretly plotting rebellious virtue, liking to use harmful instruments,
Begins by attacking others but others end up bringing it against one"59.
From this we see that courage is the rebellious virtue, because, presumably, it is courage 
that inspires the rebel. There is a temporal progression in Fan Li’s speech: courage leads to 
liking weapons which leads to conflict. In the Wang Lun list it is a matter of logical 
progression: liking weapons is because one is courageous and one is courageous because 
one follows one's heart's desires. Thus the Wang Lun list traces war back to its origins in 
the heart. Fan Li's passage simply observes the course of a rebellion. It is not 
unreasonable to assume that the Fan Lian order is primary, in time, and that of Wang Lun 
secondary.
A third version is found in Weiliaozi:
"Weapons are harmless instruments; combat is the rebellious virtue;
Affairs must have a root, thus the king punishes tyranny and confusion
56 M 9 t U Z % E .
57 IVangLun64a 16-30: —  0  JX| .  —  0  f a  ilii * .r i  0  3 $  .
58 Laozi 31 uses a similar expression saying that weapons are un-fortunate instruments ^  Z  ^
59 G u q y H 2 1 Y u e Y u x i a p . 6 t o & m % ,  g |  , ^ Z ^ f a *
m m m m . A z m $ - & .
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Whilst rooting himself in ren and justice"60.
This version is dependent on the Yue Yu xia but has been adapted to a Confucian context, 
with ren and justice (yi).
I. 8 Lun Yue
The Lun Yue chapter opens with the contrast between wen and wu, but the 
language of ni and shun is omnipresent. Having set out the seasons of wen and wu, the 
chapter explains,
\p "As for the Pattern ofhuman affairs,
One holds on to going against (ni) or with (shun) it.
Should one's achievement surpass Heaven, then there is death formed.
Should one's achievement not reach up to Heaven, retreat and be without name. 
Should one's achievement match up to Heaven,
One's name will be fully accomplished.
This is the Pattern ofhuman affairs"61.
Going for or against are the principles governing the success of one's enterprises. One 
must aim at the proper balance, neither attempting to out-do Heaven nor to fall short. The 
consequences of the principles are in stark contrast:
"If one goes with the flow then one lives, Pattern is then accomplished;
If one goes against the flow then one dies, one is lost and without name" .
What goes on among men is the result of a turning against the Way of Heaven:
\}/ "If one turns one's back on the Way of Heaven, the State is without a ruler.
In a State without a ruler, going against and going with oppose each other"63.
The result of this is that the State is lost. After this warning the chapter goes on to develop 
the theory that Heaven will punish the wicked:
\|/ "If one sins against Heaven;
Then one loses the land and changes the ruler (i.e. is occupied by an invader);
If one does not follow Heaven's constancy;
60 WeiUaozi23BingLing sh a n g ^ ^ ± .B 2 3 /1 7 -E :
61 66b 1 8 -67a 23 A ^ Z M ^ ,
A l l i e s  XW- ZMt i L.
62 Lu n  Yue  67a 24- 67b 1 3 1 ! ) $ ,  M M R ,  # c l ! l & | £ o
63 Lu n  Yue 67b 2-17 f & X Z & ,  &  £  Z  M  ,
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If one does not spare the people's strength;
64Then in all one's undertakings there is no achievement ;
If one fosters death and punishes life, this is called, 'going against achievement'.
If there is not a disaster meted out by others,
There will certainly be a punishment from Heaven"65.
It is in this context that mention is made of rebellious conduct, as we noted when 
discussing WangLun.
The chapter concludes by advising the ruler to see how matters arise. The 
principles ofgoing-against and with-the-floware referred to, 
co "Inspect their form and name; when form and name are already fixed;
Going-against and going-with have their place; dying and birthing are separated; 
Maintaining, losing, flourishing, declining have their place.
Only then does one form a threesome with the constant Way of Heaven and Earth 
And then one decides the place of disaster, blessing, dying, birthing,
Maintaining, losing, flourishing and declining"66.
As in previous passages we can see a connection here between the ruler's insight, the 
principles of going-against and going-with and the self-defining of name and form. The 
principles are deduced from what is given by name and form and then used to apply to 
concrete situations in order to decide what is happening in the rise and fall of States. The 
ruler who can do this is said to " have the Way"67
1.9 Ming Li
In Ming Li interest is first focused on the nature of the ruler's clarity of vision. 
Rebellion emerges from the dark and hidden:
A "None can see intuitively, thus counterflow is formed;
Things do not come to life, thus counterflow is shaped"68,
64 Mansvelt Beck translates to mean, "one will go round in circles and get nowhere"
65 6 7 b 2 6 -6 8 a 2 1 .& ;g ;* # i* c , t r t t M S .  ji? ®  AS ?!j .
Graham (Peerenboom Notes Part Ip. 13) admits to not understanding the first two characters o f this quotation 
^ff. I have translated by "if.
66 Ltut f«e68b 19-69b2 & & W L & Z 8 H 6 M .  » « E S ,
67 Lint Yue 69b 32- 70a 1
68 M>.gi/71b24-72a 8 3 | t g i i ® .  i f t f f i E ® .
Graham explains this type o f knowledge as first-hand knowledge as opposed to knowledge acquired by hearing
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The termw reappears at the end ofthe chapter:
B "Those who rebel (ni) and expand upward without knowing where to stop
Will perish"®.
This is what was termed earlier as trying to go beyond Heaven. The final two lines of the 
chapter refer to zhong ni Jfi ^  and Hang ni ®  jJi. The first of these could be read as a 
very serious counterflow or perhaps also as a double (reading 1]T as chong) counterflow. 
The second may mean a couple of counterflows, e.g. two rebellions in the one State, or it 
may mean rebellions in two States or it may mean that one State is affected by attack from 
without and rebellion within. The last harks back to the analysis of counterflow in internal 
and external affairs outlined in Si Du. Thus one translation is,
" Grave rebellion... if one puts into practice fidelity to this way,
The State will be in danger, there will be disaster;
A couple of rebellions (one internal and one external), mingle
70And together bring calamity, the whole State is in danger and perishes" .
With this Jingfa comes to an end and our inquiry must continue in the following book, 
Shiliujing,
6.2 UseofiW and Shun in the Shiliujing
Shun is used only occasionally in the Shiliujing. In Guan the ordered use of xing
71and de is described as "flowing along (shun) with Heaven" (F). In Xing Zheng the one
72who flows along (shun) with Heaven prospers (A). In II. 12 it is a question of flowing 
along (shun) with the people73^ )  and in Shun Dao it is the Way itself with which one must 
flow along, as the title shows74(Z). The acme of flowing along (shun)ls is to use as little 
force as possible and yet to gain feme (Z).
As a verb ni is associated with seasons in Guan: "Do not go counter to the seasons
(Peerenboom Notes Part I p. 2). Counterflow has it origins deep in the primeval chaos and would require in tuition to 
b© seen
70 Ming 77a 31- 77b 22 ; 1§! [x2j . £ & & & ,
71 Guan 87b 23- 29 : M R * . .  First de last xing, flowing along with Heaven.
72 Xing Zheng 107b 28- 108a 1 : jjj|| | |  The one who flows along with Heaven prospers
73 n. 12 129b 14...25 : H? A . —1015^ ^  © The sagc...flows along with the people...
74 Shun Dao 141a 3-4 ;jfj[ Following the Way
75 Shun Dao  140b 32- 141a 2 jl|g £  M  ik  •
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of Heaven"76(H) and likewise in Wu Zheng1(®), Zheng Luan*(X) and Shun Dao19(K). In
the last it is Heaven which will run counter to the seasons one has chosen. Related
» 80 81 expressions are "going against Heaven" (A), "going against the Way of Heaven" (M),
82"going against the pole of Heaven" (N). Ni is also verbal in the prohibitions "Do not go
83 84counter (ni) to the soil" and "do not go counter to the soil's effort" (E).
. © 85We have had occasion to mention the rebellious conduct of Xing Shou and Shun Dao . A 
similar expression is "rebellious troops" (ni bing -gfi in Wu Zheng6(O). Here it refers
to the uprising led by Chi You jjJ In Zheng Luan the same uprising is referred to in
87these words: "the rebellious affair then begins" (II).
88In Ben Fa there is also a reference to the formation of counterflow (2). This is 
close to what we have seen in the Jingfa though the context is very specific, applying to 
fighting for vengeance sake.
The use of ni and shun as a pair occurs only in Guan, Zheng Luan and Xing Zheng. 
That Guan and Xing Zheng have common vocabulary has been demonstrated already; that 
the use of ni and shun is common comes as no surprise. Li Mo presents the chaos time as 
one in which "ni and shun had no fixed standard, just as de and nue have no fixed shape,
• * 89stillness and activity have no fixed time, before and after have no fixed name" (T). The 
wording is similar to what we have seen in the Jingfa but the pair de and nue, for instance, 
are peculiar to the Shiliujing. In Xing Zheng ni and shun are applied to de andjr/«g:
Y "Xing and de foster each other; ni and shun are then formed.90"
In Zheng Luan Ji of Tai Shan ill H?91 contrasts the regular order of Heaven
76 G f« w 8 7 a 2 l-2 4 :# jg fr A B $
77 Wu Zheng 95a 11-14 : R  *H jjfr Reversing justice (y0 and going counter to the seasons.
78 Zheng Luan 105b 22-25 as in the preceding note.
79 Shun Dao  140a 33-36 Heaven goes counter to his seasons.
80 Xing Zheng 108a 2- 5 : jE  A  ^  " t  » The one who goes counter to Heaven perishes.
81 X ingZhm g  108a6-9 : K ^jE  A i E  o Do not go counter to the Way o f Heaven.
82 Bing Rang 119a 3- 6 : 7 c  Z  $ 8  •
83 Satt Jin 125a 10- 12 : #  *E ±  „
84 San Jin 125a 13-16 : fjj ±  .
85 See under the discussion o f Wang Lun above.
86 Wu Zheng92a 1-4 : LI # i E ^  » so as to wait for the rebellious troops.
87 Zheng Luan 102b 19- 23 : jE  ipf 75 $& © his rebellious affair then begins.
88 Ben Fa 129a 1 5 - 1 8 : ^ f ^ j E ^ 0 One is beginning to be going against.
89 Guan 81b 11-26 :
90 XingZbeng 109a 15*22:
91 Chen Guying notes that Ji o f Tai Shan is either the Yellow Emperor’s teacher or the Yellow Emperor himself. Chen 
believes the latter is the case. Certainly tins ascription makes the reference ofthe proper adjective "his" qijf*  at 104a 
15 clearer. However, most commentators adopt the former approach and take the referent ofthis "his" as assumed by 
the context to be the Yellow Emperor. I follow the majority. Chen does not produce any other reference where the
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with the petty disorder of Chi Y ou:
92<£> "Heaven's course runs without disorder; ni and shun have their order. "
Here it would seem that ni and shun are as much part of the whole as yin an dyang, rather 
than that shun is always to be prefered.
6.3 Use of Ni and Shun in Cheng
Shun appears in one aphorism and ni in another. The following quotation is from 
the 35th aphorism: "If elder and younger brother live together, they cannot get along
93(shun) together" (X). The passage continues with a further refence to shun in the same 
regard but the exact meaning is hard to decipher, perhaps it means "according to": "why 
do they not come to teach each other, according to the tenderness of younger and elder
94brother. " Neither of these cases is of much interest to our research here. The cases of ni 
are more interesting:
*¥ "If in the cold season you alone behave as if it were the hot season;
If in the cold season you alone behave as if it were the cold season,
Y our life is in danger, because you are going against the flow (ni)95"
This saying well illustrates the point of ni, doing something against what common sense 
dictates.
6.4 Questions raised by this Survey
Before we undertake a systematic study of the material in this chapter, we should 
take stock of the questions that must orient our investigation. We are concerned with 
understanding the connections in the philosophical thought between different discourse 
units or chapters within the Huangdi Sijing. Initially we may have to frame our questions 
with regard to the level of each of the four books and then of each chapter but we must also 
be prepared to look at discourse units defined by content alone.
Yellow Emperor is given the title "Ji ofTai Shan". See CGY noteon Zheng Luan # 1; See my Chapter 7 note 34.
92 ZltettgLuan 102b7- 14: , iEXK'Hf Hi o Note the reading o f l  02b 8 as fTA7>jgand of 102b 10 as
bei. 102b 10 \s&hapax legomenon and 102b 8 may perhaps be read correctly as fft) xing though this seems not to 
be the case here.
93 0 / ^ 0 0 . 3 5  1 5 5 6 - 9 : ^ 3 1 $ ^ ,  ^ t g $ ) * ® o
94 Cheng no. 35 155b 26- 156a 1
95 C/,Eng4 S 1 6 1 b 3 2 - 1 6 2 a l 6 : * e i i » # .  My translation
was based on the advice o f Professor Li Xueqin. I notice also that Graham gives the same translation in his 
unpublished notes (Peerenboom Notes Part H p. 17).
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1. Can we distinguish philosophical uses of ni and shun from vernacular uses ?
2. Are these philosophical uses predominant in both Jingfa and Shiliujing or at least in 
certain chapters of each?
3. How do ni and shun relate to the other pairs discussed previously?
4. In any given discourse unit where another pair is operative which one takes 
precedence?
5. How do ni and shun help in positioning the Huangdi Sijing with respect to other early 
philosophical works?
6. Are there any numbered lists of ni and shun in other works?
To tackle these questions, the diachronic study of the text just undertaken will be 
reorganised in a synchronic form. That is, the occurrence of ni and shun will be 
reexamined according to categories of usage. In establishing the categories the aim must 
be to focus attention on those matters highlighted by the text itself and distinguish these 
uses from cases in which ni and shun are merely terms of ordinary speech. In this way we 
hope to see if there is a ni-shun philosophy in the Huangdi Sijing and if so are how far it 
permeates. The method is the same as was observed withxing-de and the other pairs. The 
task is more demanding owing to the greater prevelance of ni-shun compared with 
previous pairs.
6.5 Classification of uses of ni and shun
Four categories of usage will be established. The first is of vernacular occurences 
of no particular philosophical weight, the second of unstressed philosophical uses, the 
third of numbered lists and the fourth of stressed philosophical uses. The first category is 
included for the sake of completeness and will not be studied any further.
Category One: Vernacular Usage
1.3 I6sishun &
I. 5 35b ni as rebellion rj
1.5 41 a ni as "to go against" k
I. 7 59b rebellious conduct a
1.7 64a rebellious virtue %
I. 8 68a rebellious conduct t
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I. 9 76b rebellion B
II.3 92a rebellious troops O
II. 5 102b rebellious affair II
II. 6108a going against Heaven, the Way of Heaven A, M
II. 8119a going against the pole ofHeaven N
II. 10125a going against the soil E
IE. 11129a going against, meaning rebellion E
II. 12129b shun, going along with E
II. 13 135a rebellious conduct o
H. 14140-1 shun, going along with the Way & ni as rebellious conduct Z, (}>
III no. 3 5 155a shun as get along with and as according to X
III no. 49161 -2 contrary behaviour in the seasons V
Category Two: Unstressed Philosophical Uses
I .18a With dying/birthing, thing/name p
1.2 11 b refers to the restoration of an annexed S tate y
I. 5 36a included under the umbrella of wen and wu 0
I. 5 44 ni-shun with name-form v
I .9 71 -2 ni in primeval chaos time A
II. 2 81 With nue-de, stillness and activity T
n. 2 87b Withxrwg-de V
II. 5 102b With the course ofHeaven d>
II. 5 105b Going counter to the seasons I
II. 6 109a With xing-de Y
Of some interest here is whether we can use the pair to see any links between 
xing-de, nue-de and wen-wu. This might help us to see how Guan and Xing Zheng relate 
to the./ing/b.
Category Three: Numbered Lists 
I. 1 2a Ni is the third in a list of four
1.2 12b- 14a List of five ni
a
8
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1.4 23b-28a List of six (or seven) ni and six shun
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Category Four: Key Philosophical Uses
1.5 3 8b-3 9a related to internal and external affairs i
I. 5 39-42 related to Heaven, Pattern and the Way A., p
1.6 47a-48a related to four seasons, external/internal, movement/stillness^
1.6 51 a-52a related to Pattern, rise and fall o
1.6 52b-53b related to movement/stillness, name/substance 7t
1.6 55a-57b related to timeliness, love for superior, movement/stillness, name/substance,
thing/name p
I. 8 66b-69b related to Pattern, birthing/dying, form/name, rise/fall tp
1.9 76b-77b related to disaster for the State B
There is much overlap between the themes expressed in these sections such that in 
general we can see a common bedrock of intertwining thoughts. Heaven, Pattern, the 
Way, the seasons, external and internal, movement and stillness, rise and fell, name and 
substance are all associated with ni and shun. These ideas form what we may call the 
"Jingfa cluster”96. We can postulate that Si Du (1.5), Lun (1.6), Lun Yue (1.8) and Ming Li 
(1.9) share this common background. Moreover if we include similar passages listed 
under categories two and three, we might extend the scope of this common discourse to 
include Daofa (1.1). Guo Ci (1.2) might also be considered in this camp given its use of ni 
listed in category two and to its list of five ni. Similarly we may even put Da Fen (1.4) in 
the same group by virtue of its lists of ni and shun. The only chapters ofJingfa left out of 
consideration are Jun Zheng (1.3) and Wang Lun (1.7). Thus apart from these two 
chapters Jingfa seems to have a degree of homogenity such that one might consider it as 
the work of a common author/authors. Whether and how Jun Zheng and Wang Lun fit the 
rest of Jingfa is an issue to which we must return. There is no conclusive evidence from a 
study of ni-shun that the Jingfa cluster is present in the Shiliu Jing. The ramifications of 
these conclusions will be studied in part two of the thesis. Before leaving ni~shun, 
however, we will try to situate the Huangdi Sijing uses of the terms within their 
philosophical context.
96 By "cluster" I refer to what Zhang Dainian, Zhottgguo Gudiatt Zhextie, p. 3, calls a system o f categories.
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6.6 Study of Other Works in which ni-shtm are used
6.6 (a) Lists of ni-shun
The lists are the easiest to locate and compare so we shall start here. The Zuo 
Zhuan, Guanzi and Yizhoushu all contain lists of ni and shun.
Duke Zhuang of Wei Hf 35; (r. 758-35) had two sons by different women, one
a member of his second wife's harem, the other a concubine he specially liked. The first 
son later succeeded his father as Duke Huan 5  (r- 735-19) but Duke Zhuang spoilt the 
other son, Zhou Yu Rf (held power for nine months in 719). Shi Que /6pf 
remonstrated with Duke Zhuang for his indulgence to Zhou Yu, pointing out six cases of 
insubordination {ni) and six of compliance {shun):
"The base being an obstacle to the noble, the young override their elders,
Distant relatives exclude those who are near; new friends exclude old friends;
A small State attacks a large one; debauchery destroys righteousness,
These are the so-called sixm.
The ruler righteous, the minister acting rightly, the father compassionate,
The son filial, the elder brother considerate, the younger brother respectful,
These are the so-called six shun1'91.
The lists demonstrate clearly the need to respect the proper Confiician hierarchy of 
relationships. Zhou Yu ultimately killed his half brother and was later put to death by the 
people of Wei. The story is used to show the loyalty of Shi Que as a minister. Thus in this 
one episode we cover relations of fathers, sons, brothers and rulers but not of friends or 
attacks by States. Turning to theHuangdi Sijing it is obvious that the closest we come to 
these two lists is in Da Fen. The lists there were restricted to the court and the question of 
usurption. Shi Que is more concerned with the proper order of relations and the Da Fen 
with maintaning the power of the reigning ruler.
The Yizhoushu contains two lists of shim. In Chapter 28 there are seven of them: 
"The seven shun :
One, going along with Heaven and gain [the benefit of] the seasons;
97 Zuo Zhuan I Yin Year 3 // 6, pp. 8-9 The year is 719 but the conversation is supposed to have taken place 
before the accession o f Duke Huan, that is before 735.
« « r A .
S r M * .  z M n * ,  JJrJBASMfe.
Str, ««,
" F * .
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Two, going along with the Earth and gain help;
Three, going along with the people and gain harmony;
Four, going along with profit and wealth suffices;
Five, going along with gaining and help is clear;
Six, going along with ren and there is no loss;
98Seven, go ing along with the Way and there are results" .
These seven are closer to our text in terms of meaning. We noted cases in which 
shun took Heaven, Earth, the people and the Way as its object especially in the Shiliujing. 
The general cosmic interest is also more appropriate to the technical use of ni and shun in 
the Jingfa.
Chapter 68 has a further four shun. These are related to military matters : 
"Establishing the enemy is an obstruction, destroying him is profit,
Conquering him is ease, standing together with him is possible,
99Attacking him at the right time, these are called the four shun" .
The content of these four has little to do with the Huangdi Sijing except to show that 
military thought was interested in ni and shun, a point which is not irrelevant given the 
military tone of much of our text. The use of ni in the first part of Guo Ci, for example, is a 
military one.
There are also four shun in the Guanzi. They are found in the first chapter, Mu
Min f t  pq, which Rickett believes to be post Confucian but as close to the ideas of Guan
100Zhong as any chapter in the Guanzi .
"The effectiveness of government lies in following the people's heart;
The failure of government lies in going contrary to the people's heart.
People hate worry and work, I rest and repose them.
People hate poverty and meanness, I enrich and ennoble them;
People hate danger and collapse, I preserve and secure them;
People hate wiping out and wiping away, I birth and feed them.
If you can rest and repose them, then the people will worry and work for you;
98 Yizhoushu2SXiaoKai W u/\\ 12 lines 12-13
-fc«. - i m i , s j w i m .
-tmmmu
99 Yizhoushu 68 Wu Ji p. 43 lines 15-16
m zm , % zi , .  # z m ,  iitismja.
100 Riokett, W.A., Ornnn  Vol. 1, pp. 51-2
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If you can enrich and ennoble them, then the people will be poor and mean for you;
If you can preserve and secure them,
then people will endure danger and collapse for you;
If you can birth and feed them,
then people will endure wiping out and wiping away for you.
Thus punishments do not suffice to cower their mind;
Executions do not suffice to tame their hearts.
Thus though punishments be many yet minds will not be cowered,
Then commands will not run;
Though punishments be numerous yet hearts will not submit,
Then the one in high places is in danger.
Thus follow their four desires, then the far-off will draw close of their own accord;
Practice their four hates, then the near-by will rebel.
Thus knowing that to give is to receive is the jewel of government.
These are the four shun,r 101.
The four shun we have here are more elaborately developed than any of the lists in the 
Huangdi Sijing. They are closest in theme to the one use of shun in theJn/i Zheng chapter 
of Jingfa, which spoke of conformity to the people's heart. This makes the absence of a 
list of shun in Jun Zheng all the more striking. A possible explanation of this contrast 
between the Mu Min and the Jun Zheng is that the latter is earlier in time. Finally, one 
should note that all four lists of shun and ni are from Confucian or from post-Confucian 
works.
6.6(b) Useofmands/mw in military texts
Military texts are one body of literature that use ni and shun. Sunzi uses ni but not
102in any noteworthy sense . In the Simafa, there are two uses of shun and one of ni, thus:
101 Guatizi 14£KiP.  92a, reading as after WangNiansun 3* (1744-1832)and -§ | as s .
mzm n, m zsm .  R «rss.n& % zt Ksidia, 2 .  m&mz.
mm. acffijsmiBS*®. m - w
f f J W S ,  llffi%mz. m & z i ml .
Ricketts version o f this passage is on p. 54 of his Guanzi Vol. I. For copyright reasons I have not used it.
102 Sunzi 7 J,m A7/7/21: &  IS  2<l f t  .
The method o f using troops: if  the enemy is on a high hill do not face him; if he has his back against a mound do
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"following the Way of Heaven", "going counter to the seasons of Heaven" and "following
103Heaven and respecting seasons." These expressions are familiar to us. Weiliaozi refers
104to combat as "rebellious virtue" as we have already seen . Wuzi talks of government in 
terms of following Heaven and man and in another place of following custom105. Shun is 
associated with the wind in one case106. Ni occurs in the expression "rebellious troops"107
and more importantly in a philosophical sense in, "when the State is in confusion and the
108people tired, to undertake war and move the hosts is called ni" . The Liu Tao talks of
109following (shun) the customs of the people , relates ni to wind, water and war chariots 
on hilly ground110 and contrasts ni and shun in connection with de and /?', force111.
The overall impression given by these instances is of striking similarity to the 
vernacular use of shun and ni in the Huangdi Sijing.
6.7 (c) Use of ni-shun in Warring States'Daoist Texts
Three works merit a mention here: Shen Dao, the Chu Silk Manuscript and 
Guanzi, Fragments 41 and 44 of Shen Dao use ni and fragment 45 has shun. Fragment 41 
speaks of the relation between ruler and minster using the binome, ni-luan }JL, utter 
chaos112 Fragment 44 uses the binome dao-ni topsey-turvey contrariness:
"Ruler and minister exchanging position is called 'topsey-turvey' contrariness.
If there is topsey-turvey contrariness then there will be confusion"H3.
The exchange of positions was mentioned in Si Du but there it was simply described as ni.
not go to meet (ni) him.
103 Simafa 1 Ren Ben 2^ D l/45/15: 3* ^  ^  }lt • The governing o f the former kings was to
follow the Way of Heaven; D l/45/19: uming his back on virtue and going counter to Heaven's
seasons.
3 DingJue  ^  D3/48/3 Following Heaven and respecting seasons.
104 See the discussion of Lun Wang earlier in this chapter.
105 Wuzi 1 Tu GwoJgJ {fg Cl/36/22: ; Cl/37/3
106 i r , r a 3 Z ; , / S » . g ? & J | C 3 / 4 0 / 1 7 - 1 8 : j a j l i S t l ^ j f ®  STtH ®  .
If the wind is favourable shout and follow it; if  the wind is contrary keep solid ranks and wait for the enemy.
107 Wuzi 1 Tu Guo ^  C l/36/29 :
108 Wuzi 1 Tu Guo H} M  Cl/36/30-31:
109 Liu Tao 14 Wat Qi %  p. 326:  ®  R  K  # 0
As noted above a similar phrase is found in Wuzi 1 Tu Guo H  IS  Cl/37/3:
110 Liu Tao 29 Bing Zheng ^  p. 358 « Going contrary to the advantages o f great wind and
heavy rain; 35 Jun Lue .373 h $f, going against the waves and upstream;
58 ZhanJu « * p  . 410: i f t  ^  f& lii land contrary to the use of chariots.
111 L/H7’u o 7 5 ' /m « r « ^ ± p .3 1 1 :M # .  i t # ,
Those that submit, treat them with de, those that are recalcitrant, cut them off with force.
112 Thompson, P.M., The Shen Tzu Fragments, p. 255 : f$L jfj[ the way of utter confusion.
113 Thompson, P.M., The Shen Tzu Fragments, p. 257 : E§ J|r 1& ■
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Barring the use of numbers with ni the only binomial used with ni as the noun qualified is 
zhong (chong) ni. One might expect the binomes to be of a later date. Fragment 45 
describes the opposite situation to that of Fragment 44 and terms it the shun of ruler and
. . 114minister .
In the Chu Silk Manuscript ni is used with respect to the order of sun, moon and 
stars, to times of filling-up and emptying. Similar language is found in Wang Lun and the 
opening of Lun Yue though in neither case is the language of ni and shun involved. Ni in 
the Chu work is also applied to the moon1,5.
Apart from the list of four shim, mentioned above, the Guanzi has several 
passages of interest. Chapter 2 contrasts the one who follows Heaven thereby winning its 
backing and the one who goes against Heaven and thus incubates his own downfall116. 
Chapter 42 relates xing-de to going along (shun) with Heaven:
"First de thenvmg, going along with Heaven"1 ”
In chapter 53 the ruler is invited to go along with the seasons of Heaven, whilst 
modern rulers, in chapter 47, are depicted as "practising contrariety (ni) and not learning
118 • s'the Way" . In chapter 15 ni is used of sedition and four abuses of power are listed, whilst
shun is described as obedience119. The Way is defined as going along with Pattern and not
120deviating in chapter 30 . The virtuous ruler is invited to attack rebellious States in
121chapter 23 but not submissive States . Shun is used of government in chapter 11 and ni is 
twice used in the expression ni qi j&jt ^  in chapter 521“ . Finally there is an interesting 
instance in chapter 12 which Rickett renders as "the ruler should be resolute in his
114 Thompson. P.M., The Shen Tzu Fragments, p. 257 : -
1 1 5 ch u siik M S A ip .5 0 - . g j 3 m m ,  . . . m % m z %
Yx  « "If the sun, moon, stars and constellations are disordered in their course. When increasing-decreasing go in 
contrary cycles then plants and trees have strange growths...going against the phases ofthe moon...
116 G u a n z i2 X in g S h i3 % ‘ V ^ - M 3 i % ^ ' & ? h
117 Guanzi42 S h i ^  p. 150c- 151a : ^  .
118 Guanzi 53 Jin Zang$£ $$  p. 161a: Z. 1% , fill Z I t ! , A& A  Z fH « Follow the seasons of
heaven, bind to the suitability o f earth, match what is harmonious to man. (Reading zhong as | j |  chrn) 
Gttanzi 47 Zheng Shi TF ttf  p. 153b ^
119 Guanzi 15 Zhong Ling Iff pp. 11 la- 2a
120 Guanzi 30 Jun Chen shang f f  g* _fr p. 133a
121 Guanzi23Ba Yan 127b: Z fie "til: ffeiSi t «> The punishments ofthe former kings
were thus: they punished the rebellious; they did not punish the submissive.
122 Guanzi 11 Zhou He ^  ^  p. 105a : Jjjjf ]f[j ^  , jfifc „ If shun then commands run and government is
accomplished,
Guanzi 52 Qichen Qizhu -fo Irl "tl ife P- 159a "fT When ni qi is birthed then commands do not
run.
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123consistency (m); the minister should be resolute in his obedience (shun)'1
Given the length of the Guanzi these references appear slight in comparison with 
the first two books of the Huangdi Sijing. The range of meaning is similar though except 
perhaps for the last example. The cosmic use of ni and shun is also not so prevalent as in 
the Jingfa.
6.6 (d) Use in Late Warring States-Early Han Literature
For our present purposes we shall confine ourselves to the He guanzi, Lushi 
Chunqiu, and ChunqiuFanlu.
The first of these works is interesting in that its use of ni and shun is very close to 
that in the Huangdi Sijing. There are philosophical uses of ni and shun in Chapter 6 where 
it is said that going against the seasons of Heaven is unlucky. Ni and shun are paired with 
benefitting and harming and all four are said to arise from differences between ruler and 
ministers, rise and fall124. Ni and shun are also paired in Chapter 10 "Going along with a 
policy of consideration different things get on with each other; going against a policy of
* 123consideration like things perish with each other" . This is immediately followed by a 
passage describing the sage's attitude to Heaven and Earth. If the sage treats Heaven and 
Earth differently, one as father the other as mother, but goes along with them his policy 
will succeed. If he goes against them then even similar things will perish.
Shun occurs in chapters 11 and 14. In the former it is associated with ren and yi 
and can be accumulated126. In the latter it gives victory in battle whereas ni brings defeat: 
"Strength with the Earth, going along with Heaven, isthe victory of troops.
Going along with the Way, uniting with the human,
If one does not know this, one takes ni for shun, disaster for profit.
If one takes ni for shun then one's wealth is poor;
If one takes disaster for profit then one's troops are captured.127"
Ni is used in three places in chapter 7 "using base to go against noble"; "rebellious
123 G uanziU ShuYatilf& n  P- 108b: A E i l .  Rickett,W.A.,Guanzi Vol . l ,p.223
124 Heguanzi 6 D aoDuan  iH  i t  A  p. 19a: ^  s i f r l f c tH i& o
125 H e g u a n z i l 0 T a i H o n g m P k B p . 2 6 a : m $ £ Z l k ,  I t t t ,  I
126 Heguanzi 11 Tai Lu | § |  $$  B p. 27b: ^  Jjjf ^  .  accumulating what shun accomplishes.
&
m m u m ,
Taking the final verb as passive.
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128conduct" and "rebellious virtue" . Chapter 4 has a garbled passage in which ni occurs 
and is explained by Wu Shigong ^  ttfc asju$L, to resist, reject'29. Chapter 17 talks of 
confusing ni ffL Although the unity of the Heguanzi is a matter of some discussion, 
yet to find a similar range of meanings in it to those in the Huangdi Sijing at least suggests 
compatibility among all the meanings of the pair in question and so could be used to 
support an argument propounding a general family resemblance between disparate parts 
ofthe Huangdi Sijing.
Shun and ni are used in the Lushi Chunqiu with respect to the Way of Heaven,
131Heaven and one's Heaven . Twenty years of confusion in the State of Jin is referred to as
132ni . Ni is also used in talking of agriculture and the seasons. In one case it is used ixi its 
most concrete sense as to go against the flow JK'33.
Lastly we must glance at the Chunqiu Faniu, where ni-shun, yin-yang and 
xing-de are all neatly arranged in one system:
"There isiheotrfmNj of N d ' a f J n i ^ »134
Again,
"Circulating the kinds ofyin and yang,
135So as to distinguish the Pattern of ni-shun"
Or "Xing returns to de and goes along with (shun) de"136.
And finally,
" Yang moves with shun; yin moves with ni:
If when ni is moving one is shun, if when shun is moving one is ni, this is yin"137.
One imagines that Dong Zhongshu wanted to bring harmony to all these types of 
terminology and so produced these passages. All the language is present in the Huangdi 
Sijing but nowhere is there such a systematic synthesis of all the terms.
128 Heguanzi! Jin Die A  p. 20a: • ; A p. 20b 3^  IfjS ; A p. 22a igt Hf.
129 Heguanzi 4 Tian Ze
130 Heguanzi 17 Tian Quan C p. 21a
131 Lushi Chunqiu 7.5 p. 412 Jig A  i t A  Hk 19.3 p. 1256 Jg  5^; 19.6 p. 12941® 17.1 p. 1031
M & A
132 Lushi Chunqiu 23.6 YuanLiian E S A U - 1 5 7 7 : ^  o
133 Lushi Chunqiu 21. 5 A iLei p. 1463 : * Other uses on pages 1636 and p. 1732; shun also on pages
145,336,478.648,733,905-7,959 and 1635-6. Frequent rather than common.
134 Chunqiu Fatilu 44 Wang Dao Tong San 3 i  3H  p® H P.794c - . M f t M M Z W i .
135 Chunqiu Fantu 44 Wang Dao Tong San H i t i U H p .  794c : ^  I t  IU S'J 0  £  31  o
136 Chunqiu Fanlu 44 Wang Dao Tong San SE 3H  3® r r  P- 7 9 4 c: fftj ffjj «
137 Chunqiu Fanlu 44 Wang D ao Tong San il£ 3® jr. p. 794c :
m f i to m .  it-iiio
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6.6 (e) Use ofM and shun inWu-Yue literature
It is striking how popular the use ofni-shun discourse is in dealing with the conflict 
betweeen Wu and Yue. The Lushi Chunqiu puts the victory of the King of Yue down to
138his ability to first follow (shun) the hearts of his people . We have already discussed 
some passages from the Yue Yu xia. Here we look at three other works.
In the Wu Yue Chunqiu the King of Y ue says to the King of Wu:
"The qi of one who goes counter to the times dies;
139The qi of one who goes with the times lives"
Later Shen Xu tells the same king that a father may find himself with a "disobedient son"
. 140and a ruler with a minister of "rebellious conduct" . He is trying to free the king from bad 
ministers, though he fails.
Fan Li, in the Yue Jue Shu talks in a more philosophical vein of going along with
141under Heaven and explains the way of man as not going contrary to the four seasons: 
"The one who follows them [the seasons] is blessed;
The one who goes counter to them has disaster;
The way of man does not go contrary to the four seasons"142 
As the fuller context shows both of these passages are juxtaposed with^f/i andyang. As 
we saw in our third chapter, this association with yin-yang, and also with xing-de, is to be 
observed in one of JiNi's remarks:
"Flowing with them (yin-yang) brings de; flowing against brings disaster. 
Therefore the sage can make their xing bright and abide in their path;
Follow their de and avoid their opposition.
Whoever undertakes the hundred affairs must flow withHeaven-Earth,
And the four seasons and form a threesome vj\thyin-yang"143.
138 Lushi Chunqiu 9.2 ^  p. 479-480: The story is told from the King's imprisonment in Wu to his toiling with the
people. He himself ploughs while his wife herself weaves until he overthrows Wu and all because he first followed 
thepeople's heart: Eiu -
139 Wtt-Yue Chunqiu 7 Gou Jian ru Chen Waizhuan A  £5 fyY p. 33/27 ) i « s c
140 Wu-Yue Chunqiu 1 Gou Man ru Chen Waizhuan / k  [5  p. 34/20 : ^  ^  ^  ^  - f1
141 Yue Jue Shu A p. 14/17-18
142 Yue Jue Shu A Yue Jue Wu Neizhuan ^  ^  ffcj -j^p. 14/22-23:
mmzm, m z ^ m
143 YueJueShuS rueJH eJrM W eyin g^ ^ ^ f'l^ p ljI^ p . 19/6-8:
m z^m ,  m z ^ m .
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The highest principles may be yin-yang but in practical matters, such as deciding when to 
attack Wu, ni-shun must be observed:
"Conforming to the nature ofthe myriad things;
Short and long, going-against and going-with can be observed, that is all"144 
Where in Guan yang was used to describe the policy of doing in Autumn what is 
appropriate in Summer, in the Yue Jue Shu we find shun used to describe Summer activity: 
"If in Autumn it is warm (shun) and flowers return to bud,
145Then the punishments of the hundred officials will not be executed"
It is the little man who does not know the principles of ni-shun and who prefers to act out 
of brute force alone. The sage moves armies in accord with Heaven, Earth and man:
"The sages moves troops, rising to Heaven and uniting with^fe,
Descending to Earth and uniting to illumination,
Hitting the centre with men and being one with their heart.
The small man acts out offeree and strength and does not know n i-shun^.
There is little doubt that these texts are subsequent to the Huangdi Sijing. They display a 
full five agent theory that is nowhere present in our work. Nonetheless they confirm an 
association between the Wu-Yue texts and XheHuangdi Sijing.
Conclusion
Out of the four lists of ni or shun that we studied, we noted that scope of the first of 
the Yizhoushu examples was closest to the Huangdi Sijing. The Guanzi list is clearly later 
than the Huangdi Sijing whilst that of the Zuo Zhuan is earlier. All the lists can be 
described as Confucian to some degree. Their counterparts in the Huangdi Sijing all 
come from the Jingfa, which while not so obviously Confucian may be thus considered as 
not wholly unrelated to such a background. That the Jingfa is not itself Confucian is 
revealed in a small detail: the first Yizhoushu list mentions ren; the Jingfa never uses the 
term.
The military texts provided no clear examples for comparison but the vernacular
144 Yue Jue Shu 5 Yue Jue Ji Ni Neying iff* P- 18/6:
K W H .
145 YueJueShu 16 Yue Jut; waizhuan ShenZltnitg}Q%Q f^-1 p. 48/21:
146 Yue Jue Shu 15 Yue Jue WaizhuanJiJun P- 45/8-9:
ASAffM . AHA-&3S. •fUAM'Ce. . . /J>A- - -
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use of ni-shun is similar to what is found throughout the Huangdi Sijing. The texts 
discussed under the heading of "Warring States' Daoist texts" show many of the same 
philosophical uses of ni-shun as encountered in the Huangdi Sijing. Of the later texts, 
Heguanzi comes the closest to the Huangdi Sijing. By the time of the Chunqiu Fanlu, 
ni-shun are used as technical terms in a coherent system which embraces xing-de and 
yin-yang. We have already noted how Han texts have harmonised ci-xiong withpin-mu 
and here again is a case of such work of harmonising and system-building.
The Wu-Yue texts show how ni-shun are used with respect to xing-de. They 
come closest to Guan-Xing Zheng's use of the pairs. They do not provide any evidence of 
the"Jingfa cluster" of terms. There is thus no evidence permitting the equation o f xing-de 
withwen-wu.
Hence we may conclude that the Jingfa is, by and large, a homogenous work with 
its own special cluster of philosophical terminology that may be related in some way to 
Confucianism but is not drawn from the Wu-Yue background which dominates some 
chapters of the Shiliu Jing. Whilst thus claiming some distinction for the Jingfa, it should 
be noted that the vernacular use of ni-shun is common to Jingfa, Shiliu Jing, various 
military texts and philosophical texts, notably the Guanzi. The exact nature of the 
relationship ofthe Jingfa and Shiliu Jing will be discussed in part two ofthe thesis.
Study of ni-shun has shed no light on Dao Yuan and little on Cheng. There is no 
doubt that these two works have a distinctive identity. Again discussion of this must be 
postponed to our second part.
The major advantage of this study has been to show that Jingfa has a distinct 
cluster of ideas that unifies most of its parts. Whether or not there is a similar unifying 
factor in Shiliu Jing can be perhaps be determined by studying the person of the Yellow 
Emperor, who more than any one theme dominates most of the chapters of the Shiliu Jing. 
Retaining our interest in paired concepts, we shall focus on his relationship to opponents, 
notably Chi You.
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Study of ni-shun has helped to identify a cluster of terms which are of particular 
relevance to the Jingfa. Our knowledge of the Shiliu Jing, however, remains patchy. 
Indeed so far our study has only concentrated on three of the fifteen chapters: Guan, Xing 
Zheng and CixiongJie. In turning to the figure of the Yellow Emperor it may be possible 
to remedy this defect. Our study will focus on his role in binary thought and also on how 
much he can be taken as an integrating element among the fifteen chapters. Since his name 
does not appear in Jingfa, Cheng or Dao Yuan we cannot draw any overall conclusions for 
all four books. It should be noted that various writers are unhappy about calling the four 
books ‘'the canons of the Yellow Emperor" because the emperor only appears in one of 
them*.
In our study of binary pairs, we have concentrated on philosophical concepts. We 
have not examined the whole range of vernacular pairs, such as south and north, nor have 
we dealt with personalities, such as Kings Wen and Wu. The Shiliujing obliges us to look 
at two contending figures: the Yellow Emperor and Chi You. The account of their battle 
is found in two versions, one in Wu Zheng and one in Zheng Luan. Outside the Huangdi 
Sijing a number of versions of the battle are to be found. As previously we shall also look 
at this material. Moreover, just as we investigated every use of the characters in the pairs, 
so too we shall look at every reference to the Yellow Emperor so as to determine the 
consistency of the portrait painted,
Gong Weiying claims that the Yellow Emperor is female in origin2.
1 QiuXigui is of this opinion. Se* his essay in Chen Guying,-Dao/m Wenhua Yanjiu Vol. 3, p. 251:
"Of the four pian, the second 'Shida Jing' often mentions the Yellow Emperor, the other three pian  never do so.
From this one can see that they do not appear to constitute four parts Huangdi Sijittg."
2 Gong Weiying, From worship ofthe female to the originalform ofthe Yellow Emperor: An Investigation fft ^
I f  Jf?T 1$  M  H! mJiangHan Luntan i j ! , 1988 no. 12 pp. 58*62,67
Gong Weiying, The Yellow Emperor: A Symbol o f  National Unity Dongytte
L u tic o n g ^ ff j  H , 1992 no. 5 pp. 95-6
The chief evidence for the supposed femininity o f the Yellow Emperor are passages in the Shiji and Jirnhti with 
support from the Huainanzi and DadaiLiji. Here we can note the references from the three Han texts:
ShijiTJ Tianguan 1 3 1 9 ^ ^ ,  ^  o "The Yellow Emperor masters de, is
the symbol of a female chief." The chapter is written under the influence of Five Agent theory and employs xing-de 
(p. 1351).
Huainanzi 3 Tianwen ^  l^l| p. 94 ^  ^  , T?f $ 2  ^  1*? "tli "Xuan Yuan is the dwelling of the Emperor’s
concubine." Xuan Yuan is a cognomen o f the Yellow Emperor. Major, J., Heaven and Earth in early Han Thought, 
p. 81 discusses this passage and the relevant Jin Shu text. Gong argues that if  the concubine is there then this is 
because Yuan Yuan is female.
D aD aiLiji63D iX i S I  P-126 j|3f ^  j3* Ijj; "The Yellow Emperor bore XuanXiao"; ^  "The
Yellow Emperor boreChang Yt." Gongargues that the verb "bore" ^  chan is said ofthe woman only.
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Indeed he argues that the character ^  di, translated as Emperor here, is derived from 
female reproductive organs. The question need not detain us here. What may be relevant 
is to ask how far the Y ellow Emperor can be seen to act in our manuscript in a female role. 
If female is this in tandem with the male as in pin-mu or in conflict as in ci-xiong.
7.1 The Yellow Emperor in the Shiliujing
In II. 1 we are introduced to the Yellow Lord {Huang Zong Jif ^ ) .  He speaks of 
himself in relation to Heaven, Earth and Man. These three themes are mentioned, then 
repeated in greater detail in a cumulative structure. Dissecting this structure we can see in 
turn what is said about each.
"I received a command from Heaven...
I am the partner of Heaven,
Thus I establish my kingship and the three high officials;
I establish my State and place the feudal princes and the three counsellors.
I count the days, enumerate the months, reckon up the year 
So as to match the sequence of sun and moon...
I am like Heaven in its great brightness. I am in awe ofHeaven...
I keep to vacuity and sincerity"4.
The key to this passage is the enumeration of the months and days. The Y ellow Emperor 
was associated with calendar lore. Establishing the year in accord with Heaven gave him 
authority to set up officials and reign. Like the Daoist sage he keeps to emptiness and is 
inwardly truthful.
"I confirmed my seat on Earth.. .1 imitate the Earth broad and prosperous...
I favour the Earth and the Earth does not turn to desert"5.
It was widely held both in ancient Israel and in China that if the king was correct then the 
Earth would be fertile.
"I made my name among men... I lo ve the people...
3 Irefer heretotheuseofthesebinarypairsinthei?Mo«gi//5»y/«g. lnti\c Huainanzi 3 T ia n w en ^ jC W i ci-xiong are 
identified with leftand right and taken into thcym-yang, xing-de framework (p. 124).
4 I . I 7 8 b 8 - 1 2 S § l M ^ .  - .
7 8 b .2 6 -7 9 a l8 ^ E ^ ^ ^ i =  & .
. . . 7 9 a 2 4 - 3 i a ® ^ * B J .  . . 7 9 b 3-5g []S fjJ .
5 L 178bl3-6ja{fcK -jfc. ■ ■ 7 9 a l 9 - 2 3 S A « j J |^ .  . . 7 9 b 2 6 -3 2 @ S ;« S ff i» 7 p l|« .
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I favour the people and the people do not desert"6.
The virtuous ruler attracts the people. The chapter ends with a strange motto:
" Could I but love relatives and promote the worthy,
I shall not give up until I have done so" .
Does this mean that the Yellow Emperor is a sort of Confucian, loving relatives, and 
Mohist, promoting the worthy? Confucians did adapt the legend of the Yellow Emperor, 
stressing the wise advice he was given by his ministers. That is hardly the theme of most of 
this chapter where it is the Emperor's position as the one man who is like Heaven and Earth 
in his treatment ofthe people.
II. 2 Guan has been discussed at some length already. It is set as a dialogue 
between the Yellow Emperor and Li Mu. The Yellow Emperor sends Li Mu on a secret 
mission to tour the land and see what is happening. The content of the chapter has a 
rhythm of its own that is quite unrelated to the mission of Li Mu. Nonetheless, the 
categories ofyin wnAyang which dominate the chapter are described in the Huainanzi as
being birthed by the Yellow Emperor. The reference is brief: "The Yellow Emperor
* 8birthed yin-yang ". In 11.6 Xing Zheng the initial discussion is between Gao Yang and Li 
Mu. The former is known from other sources as the Yellow Emperor’s grandson. The 
discussion is equally unrelated to the personalities concerned.
II. 4 Guo Tong comprises a discussion between the Yellow Emperor and his 
advisors. Guo Tong ^  I jj speaks up talking of the constancy of Heaven and Earth and 
making a number of binary distinctions including jw-.yang and de-nue9. Guo Tong argues 
that order can be established only by making plain the sharp distinction between 
contraries: "He made a circuit of the States in the four quadrants to make plain the acme of 
poverty and low estate"10. Despite the overwhelming use of binary terms in this chapter 
one looks in vain for any philosophical scheme or policy such as is present in the Jingfa. It 
is more as if in Guo Tong one encounters the building blocks out of which a philosophy of
6 1.1 78b 1 7 - 2 0 $ £ 3 £  A -  . . 7 9 a 3 4 - 5 j & & .  . . 79b 19-25 #  &  &  &  *  tT  .
7 L 1 8 0 a l 7 - 3 0 ^ t & $ m i f l l ^ .  ^  *  3ft .
8 Huainanzi 17 Shuo Lin #  p. 561 ^  ^  ^  .
9 Guo Tong 95b-98b The following pairs are present: foster and rectify , balance and equalize
Heaven-Earth ^  Ujj, above-below _k f ,  man-woman ^  fc, darkness-brightness Rfj yin-yang mm,
mountains-marshes H i m  black-white |r3, beautiful-ugly desiring fertility and rectifying names
, stillness and initiating activity , de-nue mm heavy-light I t  men-things abilities- 
foim Zy father-mother noble-base j$j;, poor-rich UlJ the former generation and the coming
generation tt£ H f
10 Guo Tong99& 1 0 - 1 9 $
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binary pairs can be made.
H.7 CixiongJie associates the Yellow Emperor with auspicious and inauspicious 
days in the calendar. He is spoken of under the title of "majestic Lord" (Huang Hou J |
S)*
H 9 Cheng Fa is another Yellow Emperor-Li Mu dialogue. The chapter is 
structured by three questions from the Emperor and the replies to these given by Li Mu. 
The initial question sets the scene:
"I am but one man, yet I gather together all under Heaven' \
Cunning people will be bom; flatterers dispute and use adroitness.
It is not possible to stop them.
12I fear going astray ifl use them and thus bringing disorder to all under Heaven" . 
The problem is the presence of dishonest elements. In order to ensure order he asks if 
there is a law or model that will serve as a guide to make the people correct:
"I sincerely ask, under Heaven is there an all-embracing law with which one may 
Correct the people"13.
As in Xing Zheng so too here, Li Mu takes the matter back to the earliest times before 
Heaven and Earth were formed. At this time there was one law and all can be traced back 
to this one. The Emperor's second question follows on logically. If in the past there was 
this one, is it still around now? Li Mu describes how the One was brought down by a 
phoenix and how the rulers used it and so slanderers and flatterers withdrew. The speech 
is rather anachronistic in its setting since it mentions the five emperors, though it is 
supposedly addressed to the Yellow Emperor, one of the five'4. This little discrepancy 
testifies to the fact that the text of the Y ellow Emperor chapters could exist independently 
ofthe dialogue framework in which they are set. The final question is whether the One will
11 Doubtless modem English idiom would write "in the world" for Tian xia X .  "F hut the Chinese metaphor is known 
in English. Anglo-Saxon writes "under lyfte" (English beneath the sky/ German unter der Luft) See Hamer, R.,/1 
Choice o f  Anglo-Saxon Perse, London: Faber, 1970, p. 130
12 CTK«g2iV,119b8-120a6: l t ^ - A * t ^ r ? c T ,  T F R T i S f i . .
13 Cheng Fn 120a 7-18 : f *  M  A  T  *  j S  f t  a t «  IE M  #
14 Exactlywhich five emperors are referred to itis not said. Tradition leaves two lists ofthe five:
Shiji: 1 Wudi Benji %  2^ | 0 : pp. I -32; Shi B en , Da Dai Liji 62 Wu D iD e  2£  ^  p. 117-123 : Huang Di I f  
^ Z h u a n X i Tang Y a o l l f ^  and Y u S h u n ^ ^
Liji 6 Yue Ling Q  pp.83- 96; Lushi Chunqiu Ch. 1 -12: Tai Oao (Fu Xi Y a n D i^ '^ f (Shen Nong
# ;J i ) ,H u a n g D if f# ,S h a o H a o d ^ Z h u a n X i^ ^
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always be applicable. In his answer Li Mu stresses that the One extends to the whole 
universe and is also the root of all things, hence nothing can be apart from it. The sage 
must see this, become correct, and so correct others. The conclusion shows his concern 
for the people in a binary couplet:
"Eradicating what harms the people 
And upholding what benefits the people"15.
Such a sage will know what brings disaster and blessing, just as he did in II. 7 Cixiong Jie. 
In Cheng Fa we find then a metaphysics of the One and the many in which the One is the 
Hole from which the many emerge, "though the myriad things be many yet they all issue 
from one hole"16, whilst also being the One that extends to the limits of the four seas. 
While there are some binary expressions there are no binary principles such as ni or shun 
serving as mediators between the One and the many.
The next Yellow Emperor chapter is Shun Dao. Again the Emperor is in dialogue 
with Li Mu. Unlike Cheng Fa binary language is important philosophically. The opening 
question takes us back to the earliest times when Da Ting had the empire17. The question 
is about Heaven and Earth but it does not recieve a reply in what follows. Indeed the 
chapter is a curious mixture of elements, much of which can be traced in other texts. Here 
we shall set out the parts of the chapter commenting on their divergence from other 
sources.
Li Mu's first reply sets out the femininity of Da Ting. This takes up some ofthe 
language of CixiongJie and is indeed the closest any other passage in the Huangdi Sijing 
comes to that chapter. S ince it is so close to texts known before the Mawangdui discovery 
we should set it out with similar passages:
"He was peaceful, calm, correct and silent, first establishing the weak mode." 
G uanzi55JiuShou% ^p. 162a f
GuiguziU FuYanffi'j*  p. 135 W (#D ,
Shiliu Jing 14 Shun Dao 138a 3-10 , li?®;5fc/Ii.e
The Guiguzi passage differs in the second half and is thought to be corrupt. The only
15 a ^ i ^ l 2 4 a 6 - 1 6 : ^ & £ 0 ? ^ ,
16 Cheng Fa 123b 3-10 : ^  %  £  £  , g 1 &  —  £  „
17 For Da Ting see Zhuangzi 10 Qu Qie ^  p. 37 a where he is included in a list o f  twelve worthies in whose time 
people used ropes as a form o f sign writing. Alsonumbered among the twelve isXnori Yuan Jpf 1^, another name for 
the Yellow Emperor. The Han Shu 20 Gttjin Rmbiao  864 lists j c  IS  (HD Ting as the fourth
in alistoftheearliestfH agrade below the sages.
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difference between the Shun Dao citation and the Guanzi passage is the presence ofzheng 
TK. correct, rather than er ]fjj, yet. The humility of the sage is that he always keeps in the 
background. He is kind towards others:
"Being correct and trustworthy, he was benevolent, being kind and 
compassionate he loved men; he took correctness as his inner conduct and did not 
presume to go ahead of others."
Guanzi f t  &  f c  £ ,  # * « S k £ ,  * ® C K 5 te A
Sam Dao lEft^C , I l K t A ,  J8IE&.
18The differences here are slight . An initial zheng in the Shun Dao and an initial cheng in 
the Guanzi, both have a similar meaning. The Guanzi repeats the object pronoun twice 
whilst the Shun Dao omits the first instance and writes the noun, ren, in its place in the 
second. The distinction of zheng^j and zhensW. in the third phrase is purely one of 
orthography. The negative particles bti and fit do not indicate any major difference either. 
"His heart was at peace without any desires; grasping the One and not seeking 
elsewhere. He imitated femininity and what he mastered was gentleness."
Guanzi °
O m i a i o ' f i t r ? ; # ,  f t — # # ,
Here there is greater divergence. Some of this may be the result of the editing of the 
Huangdi Sijing. Thus we should not make too much out of the second and ninth 
characters above. The fourth character has been edited to read qiu, pressing, in haste, 
and this could not have been used in place of ©  Hu. Assuming the more difficult reading 
to be earlier we may suppose that the Guanzi passage is later. This may explain why the 
second phrase introduces de in the Guanzi whilst Shun Dao prefers the One. Indeed, a 
little further on Guanzi mentions both xing and de together as "going along with Heaven." 
(shunyu Tian). The writer of the Shun Dao seems not to know ofxing-de as a pair, rather 
he uses de in a Confucian sense perhaps.
"He was established in not daring and acted in inability.. ..He kept to the mode of 
weakness and adhered to this."
Guanzi jfjj ^  (the passage continues with what is 13 8a 3-10 in Shun Dao)
18 As can be seen from theapparatus Chen Guying wishes to reedit this section. He believes that the HuangdiSijingxs a 
Daoist work and therefore cannot use Confucian vocabulatry in a positive sense. Hence he wishes to edit outre?; fZ  
and ci ^  and reorganise the text. The Guanzi passage suggests that this action is unwarranted and so calls into 
question the absoluteness of Professor Chen's premise that the Huangdi Sijing is a homogenous, pure Daoist work.
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Shun Daofjtf- @
Guanzi , M
Shun Dao f t  f t *  f t ,  ^  H  ®fj® M  .
The closeness of these passages makes the absence of xing-de in Shun Dao all the more 
striking. The conclusion of the Guanzi chapter also mentions wen-wu, but in the Shun 
Dao the conclusion touches on the Y ellow Emperor's adversary:
19"Waiting for the cock tally to be exhausted and then pursuing it. "
It suggests that what we have in Shun Dao is a first stage in the universalizing and 
philosophizing of Fan Li's practical advice. Guanzi represents a further development 
integrating the language ofwen-wu found in the Jingfa.
After this section Shun Dao then describes what the good ruler does not do. The 
emphasis on the passage is on not initiating affairs (zuo shi lj£) but rather following the
movement of Heaven and Earth. The contrast is with the one who heads rebellions, plots 
in secret and pursues rebellious (ni) conduct.
The ending ofthe whole chapter is found word for word in the Yue Yu xia where it 
is introduced by "therefore" ski gu jjjjfc. Here in Shun Dao it is introduced by 5j|f ilfc
"such a one as this":
"He will win in war such that the enemy will not take revenge;
He will gain land such that it will not be handed back;
When war is won outside, blessings wilt be birthed inside,
The force used will be small indeed; one's renown will go far"20.
This ending draws one back to the Yue Yu xia as well as forward to the Huainanzi. 
Interestingly both the same part of the Yue Yu xia and chapter fifteen ofHuainanzi provide 
verbal links with II. 8 Bing Rong as well. Immediately preceding the above quotation the 
Yue Yu xia reads,
19 Shun Dao 139a 21-8 :
20 Attention should be drawn to some variants. The Yue Yu likes to use the conjunction ffd er, whereas Shun D ao  does 
without; bmg appears in the Yue Yu where Shun Dao  has zhan. This can be explained as the writer of Shun 
Dao  repeating the ®  JH zhan shengofB characters earlier. The passage is also found in the Huainanzi, though with 
additions. In the following I exclude these additions and copy only the characters immediately relevant to the 
Huangdi Sijing. The first tine is from the Yue Yu xia p. 646; the second from Shun Dao  140b 8-31; the third from 
Huainanzi 15 BingLue 519
m »  * * .  JSU6 % m m w .mm .
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21"Heaven and Earth give it form, the sage thereby completes it" .
Huainanzi chapter 15 can be used to explain the san sui jr* £|§ of Bing Rong as three
conditions being the Way of Heaven, the form of the Earth (the terrain) and the situation of
22men (the state of the troops and their leaders) . This shows if nothing else that the 
connection with the Yellow Emperor is not essential. The various parts of the discourse 
make good sense in other contexts too.
Precisely because these texts can exist in contexts where the Yellow Emperor is 
not mentioned, we have to say that the presence of the Yellow Emperor in the Shiliu Jing 
is not necessarily an essential part of the material that composes the book. On the other 
hand the same presence of the Emperor may be the sign of an editor using his name to 
gather together various reflections on philosophy, government and military matters. At the 
very least the presence of this one figure presiding over chapters as distinct as Guan and 
CixiongJie makes us want to know more about howthe editor saw him.
A key aspect of this portrayal must be the two chapters which discuss his battle 
with Chi You. These establish his right to rule and to determine the order of future 
society. Just as the battle of Zhou )rJ and Shang |§f is the key to Zhou's legitimacy of rule 
and hence a centrepiece of the Yizhoushu so too the battle of the Yellow Emperor and Chi 
You is the centrepiece of the Shiliu Jing as it has been handed down to us23. The two 
versions of the Yellow Emperor's battle with Chi You in the Shiliu Jing share a lot of 
common vocabulary but are not identical.
7.2 The Battle with Chi You in the Shiliujing
In II. 3 Wu Zheng the Yellow Emperor asks Yan Ran how to begin and end in 
promoting the five correctnesses. The five in question are the five directions (centre, east, 
west, south and north) which are to be made correct. Yan Ran replies,
"Begin with yourself, when the centre (that is yourself) has correct measure,
Then later go beyond to meet others.
When outside and inside meet together
21 Bing Rong 117a 12-21; Guo Yu 21 I ue Yu xia j $  T  P- 646 ^  .
22 See note in my edition Bing Rong ad  loc.
23 The Yizhoushu comprises 70 chapters, some of which are now lost. O f the surviving chapters two deal directly with 
Zhou's defeat o f Shang: chapter36 Ke Yin and chapter 40 Shi Fu tit
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'*4Then all is correct and affairs are completed"” .
The emperor is concerned with order but notes that the State is in instability, Yan 
Ran again:
"If the prince is sincere within and correct without,
What disaster is there that cannot be stabilised?"25.
The virtue of sincerity was singled out in n. 1 and may be described as the virtue of inner 
order corresponding to outer order.
"If in the left hand you hold the compass, and in the right hand hold the square; 
What disaster can arise here under-Heaven?"”6.
The holding of these instruments is a symbol of bringing order. In the Huainanzi these 
instruments are assigned to two different emperors in a group of five according to the five 
phase theory. There the marking cord becomes the instrument of the Yellow Emperor 
whilst the compass is assigned to Tai Hao, emperor of the east, and the square to Shao
27 , , . ,Hao, emperor of the west . The Huangdi Sijing does not use five phase terminology but 
prefers simple contraries. Thus the compass and square symbolize the totality of grasp. 
The binary contrast continues,
28"When men and women are of one mind, what disasters can arise in the State?" .
29The next line says that the five correctnesses lead to the five brightnesses , meaning that 
all is in hand in all directions and then,
"Left and right hold the compasses so as to meet the rebellious (ni) army"30 
The army in question is that of Chi You. The ability to order the world springs from inner 
correctness and in order to achieve this meditation is required:
24 Wu Zheng 90b 19- 91a 8 : Jf' » ^  f t  , Jh J E 1 & m
z m & .
25 Wu Z h en g 9 U 2 7 -9 lb  2 : ) £  Ip  f t  ] E ,
26 WuZheng91b 7-12 : $ 1 ,  M U i ' c T  ?
"The east is wood; its emperor is Tai
Hao (Fuxi); his aide is Gou Mang. He holds the compasses and governs spring...The west is metal; its emperor is 
Shao Hao; his aide is Ru Shou. He holds the square and governs autumn." John Major notes that this whole passage 
is a verbatim quotation o f the Mawangdui Wttxingzhan, see Major, J., Heaven and Earth in Early Han Thought, pp. 
70-73.
28 W u Z h en g 9 \b \3 ~ 2 0 -.S % j£ ^ L M ,
29 These are found in the Heguanzi 8 ^  p. 44 :
"Hcavcn-Earth,yin-yang are evidenced in the human body, thus one can promulgate the five correctnesses so as to 
ruler over the five brightnesses." The editor, Lu Tian ^  explains the five brightness as five ranks o f  title: ( \ )Q i  
and the August One; (2) Spirits; (3) Worthies and Sages; (4) Princes and Kings; (5) Dukes and Earls.
30 Wu Zheng 91b 29- 92a 4 : ^  ^
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"You, prince, do not know yourself, so go down to the abyss and seek to be 
ordered within. When ordered within, you, prince, ...know yourself and withdraw 
yourself'31.
The abyss in question is the abyss of the self. The physical location is a high mountain. In 
the Jingfa the ruler is required to see to where contraries emerge. It is precisely the 
practical meditation of the Yellow Emperor that could serve as a model for the sage's 
insight. The way of self-withdrawal is the Way itself:
"One who takes the same path as the Way; his affairs willbethe same (as the Way);
32One who takes a path other than that of the Way; his affairs will be other" .
Using this principle one can come to a spirit of non-contention:
"Today there is great contention under Heaven, when the moment comes, can
33you, prince, prudently not contend (for the Empire)?" .
The question of conflict is found mXing Zheng and is common in Warring States military 
literature. T o achieve non-contention one must be rid of all extraneous motives:
"Anger lies in the blood and qi; contention is in the outer fat and skin.
If anger is not appeased, it results in a great and running sore.
If the prince can expel these four (blood, qi, fat and skin)
Then how can dry bones be cc>/d^ tioa^ i>34.
To rid himself of this anger and become like dry bones the Emperor goes up Mount 
Bowang and spends three years in quiet meditation so as to examine himself.
ZhengLuan
The prelude to the battle in ZhengLuan is quite a different story. Instead of Yan 
Ran, we have Li Mu and the Commandent of Tai Shan in dialogue35. The first part ofthe 
chapter is damaged but seems to be about a secret meeting in which the ministers decide to 
let Chi You run free until such time as he begins to fall. That he will fall is not to be
31 r « Z W 9 2 a l 7 - 9 2 b 5 : J g ; t ; f c g & ,  U ft M . f t ^ B # .  JsU
il 13 In M *
32 i r t ,Z I ,m g 9 2 b 2 i - 3 2 - . ] & f f l% 3 m W ,  j l  f$  #  3? ¥  S  .
33 WuZheng92b33-93« 13 S f M I c  . Jg 88 ®E 2S ♦  ¥  ?
34 WuZheng93a23-93b21 B
t 8 * W : g .
35 As noted in my chapter six, Chen Guying, note i t  (p|2-l), believes that the Commandent is the Yellow Emperor 
himself. TheHuainanzi6LanMing%£^( J^ljp.2 0 5 says: ± l l l f t ft§ 
Z  o "Of old, the Yellow Emperor ruled undcr-Heaven and LiMu and the Commandentof Taishan assisted him."
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doubted. As the Commandent says,
"Heaven's course is correct and sure; the sun and moon do not stop;
In constant movement, it (heaven's course) oversees all-under-Heaven"36 
The constancy is the familiar Fan Lian reversal at the peak:
"Human nature has a peak, by desire debauchery increases;
When debauchery increases they lose"37.
This line is similar to one in the Daofa where it is said that life is indissociable from desires
38and thus leads to dissatisfaction .
In what must surely refer to Chi You, the commandent advocates allowing him to 
rebel in the sure knowledge that his rebellion will reach its peak and then falter,
"Yield to him so that he becomes a pest; give to him so that he may squander; 
Disregard him so that he gets anxious; deal with him so that he is at a loss.39"
F inally he may be captured but his end will be the natural result of the inevitable decline: 
"Capture him and punish him; lift and raise him up;
Let him fall and do not save him;
Let him go to his death before he is able to repent"40.
Li Mu argues that Chi You believes he enjoys the protection of Heaven. The response is 
that this is misfoundedand downfall is inevitable:
"Assuage his cravings, encourage his strength 
And let him fall into wickedness himself41.
This is possible because the One Above (the ruler) grasps the One and waits for Heaven­
sent disasters and for popular discontent. Under Heaven's course ni and shun both have 
their place. The ruler can afford to wait until the moment decreed by Heaven, Earth and 
man.
36 Zheng Luan 100a 4- 20 : A  A  f }  IE
37 ZhengLuan 100a21 -3 2 : ^
38 Daofa lb  3 1 -2a 5 : ^jf ^  f 0  & ,  "Thereis an obstacle to life called 'desire', called
'not-knowing one has had enough'."
39 Z h e n g L u m l O Q b S - Z l - . ^ Z & g  . g T O & C l .  g SB *  Z  TTwe an!
problems with the punctuation o f this text.
40 ZhengLuan 100b 22- 101a 14 : jfij Jfc 4 - 2  JE IB *
41 Zheng Luan 102a 3-12: ^  ^  ^  . I f t t M ,
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7.3 The Two Accounts
Some comment on the distinctions between these two prepartions for the battle is 
required. We need to understand why there are two accounts and what each one brings. 
The second relies heavily on the Yue Yu xia with its waiting for disasters to be visited on 
Wu before the time to attack comes. The order of Heaven is that of reaching a peak and 
then declining, which we have seen at work in yin-yang, wen-wu, xing-de, nue-de and 
ni-shun. Of these pairs only the last is mentioned explicitly.
The account in Wu Zheng is a meditation text: the Yellow Emperor ascends the 
mountain to meditate. Within the Huangdi Sijing there are two other meditation 
passages. In Lun a series of ten stages of meditation leads to the sage being able to know 
intuitively, thus grasping the Way and ruling the world:
"Strength births awe, awe births insight, insight births correctness,
Correctness births stillness; where there is stillness, there is equanimity;
Where there is equanimity there is peace; where peace, simplicity,
Where simplicity, the purest essence; where purest essence there is clairvoyance; 
At the peak of clairvoyance, one's intuitive knowing will never be confused"42. 
Apart from correctness (stage four) they do not correspond to the meditation of Wu 
Zheng. The other possible meditation text is H. 15. This is a logical inspection of the real 
nature of things. If the sage can be calm and concentrate then he will see what things really 
are, how their names fit their forms. He will respect Pattern and be free to respond to the 
situation as it is without being tied to the old43. The language of H. 15 is that of the Jingfa 
cluster rather than that ofthe meditation of Wu Zheng.
T o understand these passages and the role of the Yellow Emperor we will have to 
look at other documents. Before doing so a few comments on the battle with Chi You and 
the covenant that follows it should be made. Yan Ran, in giving permission for the Yellow 
Emperor to fight, points out the inevitability of contention:
"Instigating contention is inauspicious;
Not contending will also not bring success"44.
This is similar to Li Mu's advice in Xing Zheng. The Y ellow Emperor attacks, the account
42 LH» 5 2 a 9 - 5 2 b 3 : » ^ J r t i & & I E .  £
mm, mm#, mmzm.
43 For more detailed discussion o f H. 15 see my technical preface.
44 fF«a.mg 9 4 a 2 7 - 9 4 b 5 : ^ f ^ # # D ! | ,  *  # #  J f c *  .
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is the same in both chapters, and wins. ZhengLuan then describes the fate of Chi You's 
corpse, whilst Wu Zheng moves straight to the covenant. Both accounts ofthe covenant
45carry the line, "the one who acts against justice and goes counter to the seasons" . In 
Zheng Luan the phrase is amplified in the language of going beyond the peak and 
exceeding what is appropriate which we have already met in the Jingfa. The ZhengLuan
46also adds a reference to Gong Gong, who broke a celestial column .
Mark Lewis notes that the Zheng Luan account of the dismemberment of the 
corpse is the description of a sacrificial meal47. Chi You, as a strange double ofthe Yellow 
Emperor, is sacrificed so that peace may be achieved. The sacrificial banquet that follows 
his slaying is the proper context in which a covenant is made. It is his blood that makes the 
covenant binding48. Even though Wu Zheng does not mention the banquet, yet its account 
of the meditative preparation and final covenant indicate the same scenario.
7.4 The Battle ofthe Yellow Emperor and Chi You
The Yellow Emperor's battle is treated in other texts and it is to those that we will 
now turn. Our purpose will be to try and discern what elements of the tradition have been 
accepted by the Shiliujing and if accepted, how they are treated and also to understand the 
battle in the context of polar oppositions.
In a study of the myth of the yellow emperor, Le Blanc mentions twenty categories
49or main themes relating to the emperor . He divides these twenty into two groups: (1) 
genealogical ancestrality and paradigmatic emperorship and (2) the god of the centre. 
The first group includes the earliest known extant reference to the yellow emperor on a
45 Wu Zheng 95a 11-14 & ZhengLuan 105b 22-25 : j x , |£ j 3 i^ p  «
46 The legends connected with Gong Gong are set out and annotated by Remi Matthieu in Anthologie des mythes et 
legendes de la Chine ancienne, # 8,36 and 50.
47 Lewis, M.E., Sanctioned Violence in Early China, pp. 206-7. Allan, S., Drought, human sacrifice and the 
Mandate o f  Heaven, relates sacrifice to the gaining the right to act as medium between heaven and mankind and thus 
establish a dynasty. Hence the Yellow Emperor's slaying of Chi You, as a scapegoat for himself, ensures his right to 
rule.
48 The radical o f the character meng ®  (covenant) is min M , a dish for holding the blood o f  the victim.
49 Le Blanc, C.,TheMythofHuangTi, pp. 50-1 The twenty groups in their two sections are,
A 1. Son ofShaoDian,2. Miraculous birth and childhood, 3. Ancestor ofroyal Zhou, 4. Ancestor o f barbarians,
5. Brother of Yan Di, 6. Battles Yan Di for the throne, 7. Battles and kills Chi You, 8. Conquers vast territory,
9. Subduesand pacifies barbarians, 10. Sage emperor, 11. Chooses wise counsellors, 12. Teacher o f civilized 
institutions, 13.Masterof esoteric arts and doctrines, 14. Oneoffive emperors;
B 15. Never died, becameagod, 16. Gave birth toyin-yang, 17. God o f Kunlun, 18. God ofthe earth, 19.Godofthe 
centre, 20. God ofthe planet Saturn 
Wang Hansheng,Yuan Yuan Huangdi presents information about the Yellow Emperor in a pro-critical way.
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bronze of 357-20 B.C50 The latter group of texts are said to be nearly all later than the 
first. Le Blanc supposes, however, that before the first group of texts the yellow emperor 
was current in pre-Shang or Shang myths as a more than human figure. The references in 
the Huangdi Sijing fall into the seventh, eighth, tenth, eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth of 
his categories. Considered in terms of the chapters of the Shiliujing we obtain the 
following list:
II. 1 78b, 79 Categories 8 and 12 Conquerer and T eacher;
II. 2 Guan 80b, 82b Categories 11 and 13: Chooses counsellors, master of esoteric
II. 3 Wu Zheng 94a-b Categories 7 and 11: Choose counsellors, fights Chi You
II. 4 Guo Tong 98a Category 10: Sage emperor
II. 5 Zheng Luan 104a Category 7: fights Chi You
n. 8 Cheng Fa 119b, 121 a : Categories 11 and 13: as for Guan above.
This is only intended as a rough guide but it is of some use in establishing comparisons 
with other texts. Most noticeably the list here shows that there is no mention of the birth or 
genealogy of the Yellow Emperor nor of his divinisation. Of texts with more than a few 
entries, these same omissions are recorded for Guanzi, Shangjunshu and Shen Buhai. 
The Da Dai Liji is similar in having no references to the later divinisation but it does 
include genealogical material.
Variant Traditions
In discussing the battle it is common practice to take the Shi Ji as the first point of 
reference. In the first lines of that work we find the Yellow Emperor in combat with Yan 
Di iff at Ban Quan R  Jfl and with Chi You at Zhuo Lu Jj*|. TheMozi and Sunzi 
have a further version in which he fights four or five dragons or emperors. The authors of 
the Gushibian j^f ife. ^  conclude that there can have only been one battle but that it is 
related differently in varying traditions51. This seems to be correct. Sima Qian's attempt to 
include as much as possible is simply a reflection of his desire to preserve as much of his 
heritage as he knows and to edit it into a reasonable pattern of events.
In the Shiji we find three causes of the conflict: (1) the feudal lords fight each other 
and oppress the people; (2) Chi You is the most obstreperous of these lords; (3) YanDi
50 Le Blanc, C., The Myth o f  Huang Ti, p. 53 note 8
51 Lu Simian & Tong Shuye (ed.), Gushi Bian Vol. 7A, pp. 199-207
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attacks the feudal lords who flee to the Yellow Emperor for help. In the fight against Yan 
Di the Yellow Emperor is referred to by name as Xuan Yuan and is contrasted with Shen 
Nong ^  Jf|. In a sentence which is displaced to after the Chi You battle, it is said that the
52feudal lords honour him, that he replaces Shen Nong and is called "the Yellow Emperor" . 
Here we have the two principal accounts. We notice variations in the opponent and the 
place. Using these variations we can establish a list of the accounts of the battle:
Chi Y ou at Zhuo Lu 
Shiji lp. 3
Shi Ben (2) xia note p. 75 
Zhanguo Ce 3 p. 74 
Zhuangzi 29 p. 338 
Yizhoushu56 p.30 




Zhuo Lu|JC • 53
54
OTi
which is also Ban Quan
B Chi You in other places
Taiping Yitlan 155 p. 753 b51 
Yizhoushu 56 p. 30 
Shanhaijing 17 p. 1385a 
Shuyiji (Pehven Yimfu p. 1301b)55 
GuiZang p. 33 A56 '
Shiliujing.W.'i & 5 '
ShangShtt.Zhou 29 LuXing p. 133 "
Huainanzi 15 BingLue p. 489 "
Ban Quan, which is also Zhuo Lu





No place (Not Yellow Emperor)
No place mentioned
C Opponent is YanDi
Shiji 1 p. 3 Yan Di 7$f Ban Quan
52 Lewis. Sanctioned Violence, pp. 176-9 discusses the opposition between Shen Nong and the Yellow Emperor. 
Since it does not involve a battle as such, I will not deal with it here.
53 Chinese texts for this table will be found in an appendix to this chapter. Some texts are also cited in my footnotes.
54 The source is the Diwaitg Shiji 3E ttt
55 The Shuyiji Izfe fB >s said to be compiled under the Liang ^  dynasty (502-556 A.D.) by Ren Fang
(460-508A.D.).
56 This citation is recorded in Ma Guo Han's Yu Han Shan FangJi Yishu juan 1, p. 33a (No. 2, p. 14a). The dates of
birth and death of Ma Guo Han [§  are not known but he took his Jinsh i a H i  exam in 1832.
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Liezi 2 ,p. 28 YanDi
Xinshu2.3 p. 736b YanDi
Taiping Yulan 79 p. 367b57 Yan Di
Guo Yu 10 p. 356 YanDi




No place mentioned 
No place mentioned
D Other Opponents
Da Dai Liji 62 p. 118 Chi Di ^  ^  Ban Quan
Wenzi 11 p. 870b ChiDi
Mozi 47 lines 48-52 Qing, Chi, Hei,Bai (Huang) Dragons 4 (5) quarters 
Sunzi Bingfa xia3p. 164 Chi,..., Hei, Bai Emperors 4 quarters
Shiji 25 p. 1241 Disaster of fire Zhuo Lu
Yizhoushu 61 p. 38 Ban Quan Zhuo Lu
(protagonist is not the Yellow Emperor) 
Huainanzi 6 p. 207 Black dragon Ji Zhou (Nu Gua as protagonist)
Yinqueshan Yinyangshu (Yates) p. 109 # 1357 Chi You No place mentioned
E Place alone mentioned
Zuo Zhuan: Xi year 25 Ban Quan
Sunbin Bingfa 2 p. 21 Zhuo Lu ^
LunHeng 57 p. 191 Zhuo Lu
The place is often said to be in the countryside outside Zhuo Lu or Ban Quan, Zhuo Lu zhi 
ye~2i1 S f58. Remi Matthieu believes the Ban Quan tradition to be the oldest but he says that 
this was only a few kilometres from Zhuolu . The tradition of the commentators is that 
Zhuo Lu and Ban Quan are both names for Shang Gu Jh  ^ 6°. The name Ji Zhou means
the central of the nine zhou and so is the same as Zhong Zhou61. Moreover in the Tujing
57 This quotation is also from the Gui Zang. It is found in the Taiping Yulan and also in Ma Guohan's Yu Han 
Shan FangJi Yishu 3$. @ lij ^  ffc §  juan 1 p. 32b (No. 2, p. 13b)
58 According to WisEr Ya 9.6 ye  is the third in the regions outside a city: suburbs, pastureland,_ye, forest and frontier.
59 Matthieu, R., kludes sur la mythologie et I'ethnologie de la Chine ancienne, p. 612 note 5
60 The commentaries on the citations from His Shiji in the Taiping Yulan (155 and 308) say as much. The former reads
. Nowadays
Shang Gu has Zhuo Lu County and Chi You Town Ban Quan, also there is the Yellow Emperor's temple, all are 
where the Yellow Emperor fought Chi You. (TPYL155)
61 Gao You, himself from Zhuo Commandery Zhuo County says o f  Ji Zhou that it is the central of
the nine zhou and is today what is said to be within the four seas. o in
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|0  M  Zhuo Lu and Ji Zhou are said to be different names for the same place62. Matthieu 
believes that the name Ji Zhou was used by a southern tradition that was ignorant of the 
geography, even the mythological geography, of Hebei Province. The four or five 
directions of theMozi-Sunzi version are also related to this central place.
The names of the opponents Chi Di and Yan Di are not unrelated, either. If the 
character ifc chi is indeed a shaman dancing in flames to bring down rain then it is related 
to the two fire radicals of the character yan63. The account of the battle in the 
Shanhaijing is also concerned with rain and drought and so conversely with fire.
The only account which stands out as different is one from the Gui Zang. (Not the 
citation of the Gui Zang in the Tai Ping Yu Lan) In this myth Chi You attacks a hollow 
mulberry tree. Dr. Allan discusses this myth in the light of her thesis that Xia myth was
64constructed by inverting Shang myth . Thus the Shang God, Shang Di, is in inverse 
contrast to the Yellow Emperor and the colour yellow in contrast with the xuan of the
Shang65.
What is striking is that the accounts in the Shiliujing are the fullest and yet there is 
no mention of the place of the battle given. What is of more interest, however, is the 
context of the references to the battle.
7.5 The Context of the Battle
In many cases the question at issue is the reconciliation of the use of arms with a 
virtuous person. The Yellow Emperor is cited as a model of virtue in the Lushi Chunqiu
1.4 where Xi Peng US imitates his ancestors and asks his inferiors to correct him, 
embarrased that his virtue is not up to that of the Yellow Emperor. Hanfeizi shows this 
virtue as such to produce order. Thus he can write, "even ten Yellow Emperors could not 
order this"66. The one mention of the battle with Chi You in the Zhuangzi is from the
Huainanzi 6 207
62 Taiping Yulan 162 p. 788a
63 Lewis, M E., Sanctioned Violence in Early China, pp. 179 The graph which is now written as chi 7%$ or yan  is 
said by Lewis to represent Ha human figure standing in flames and referred to a rainmaking ceremony which is known 
in Zhou texts as 'exposing theshaman' or'burning the shaman1".
64 Allan, S., Son o f  Suns, p. 309; Allan, S., The Myth o f the Xia Dynasty, pp. 121-2; TheShape o f  the Turtle, pp. 64-7
65 Allan, S., The Shape o f  the Turtle, p. 64-7. Allan sees the origin o f the Yellow Emperor as in his being lord of the 
underworld, in contrast to the High Lord (shang di _ t  ^T) o f the Shang. While he could be seen as Lord o f  the 
western Paradise, she believes that wu xing theory stressed his identification with the centre and hence with the 
Hollow Mulberry, which brought about a clash with Chi You. Hence though this account is special it nonetheless fits 
with the tradition o f Ji Zhou and the four or five dragons, where again it is control o f the centre which is at issue.
66 Hanfeizi 49 Wu Du
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primitivist who believes that in fact the Yellow Emperor's rule already marks a fall from 
virtue: "Yhe Yellow Emperor could not attain virtue67” The Guanzi is more practical68. 
Though the Yellow Emperor was a person of virtue yet he could not dispense with an 
army, how much less so in a fallen time when virtue is no longer up to that of the three 
emperors. In the Lushi Chunqiu the logician Gong Sunlong argues that in the disorder of 
modem society the disbanding of the army would put the Yellow Emperor in difficulty,
69how much more an ordinary ruler . This question of virtue reemerges in the Han Dynasty. 
Wang Chong's reference to the Yellow Emperor's battle occurs in the context of a eulogy
70of the Han dynasty . Wang Chong argues that the Han is clearly superior to other regimes 
since it does not suffer from rebellions and wars. Naturally this requires a litle adroitness 
to argue that Xiong Nu invasions and early opposition do not really count. From our point 
of view, though, Wang Chong reverses the late Warring States' opinion that even the 
virtuous must have an army.
Alongside the question of virtue is that of the desire to rule over the whole world. 
When Su Qin He H§ is trying to argue for the use of force as essential if one wishes to reign 
or be hegemon over all-under-Heaven he cites a list of rulers who have engaged in war.
71The Yellow Emperor's battle is in the list .
In other cases the texts are concerned to set out a biography of the Yellow 
Emperor and thus the battle is mentioned. This is so with the Shiji account in particular. 
In the same line the references in the Taiping Yulan on the relevant Shiji passages are 
located one in political geography, the other in a section on war. The Shuyiji citation is 
also concerned with geography, tales of interesting things from around China. The 
Shanhaijing context is also geographical but the story there is connected with rain and 
drought. Nonetheless philosophical issues do arise for as we have seen Sima Qian sets his 
account of the battle in the context of coming to terms with conflict. This is an important
67 Zhuangzi2 9 D aoZhi 338 : W t «
68 G « a i « / 1 6 F a F < i & & p . l l 4 c : f t ^ s  J#  * &  1 0 # — A .  t f i l f c i t i #  
■&.
"The Yellow Emperor, Tang and Yu were august emperors. They held all under-Heaven, and its control was all 
under one man. Yet at this time armies were not abolished. Now when virtue is not up to that o f the three emperors 
and under-Heaven is not ordered would it not be hard to seek to abolish armies?"
Zhao Shouzheng believes this passage should be moved to Chapter 28 San Huan , Zhao, Guanzi Tongjie Vol.
I, p. 383
69 Lushi Chunqiu 18.1 Shen Y in g ^  ^ p .  1143: • "Even the Yellow Emperor would be in a fix."
70 Lun Heng 57 Hui Guo {H] p. 191 After recounting tales of earlier battles, Wang Chong writes, fitf ft i W M  
, T ' M ltfc * "Earlier dynasties were all like this; under the Han one does not hear o f such things."
71 Zhanguoce 3 Qin Yi —* p. 74 : ^  T ' ^  ^  ? "Where then is there no engaging in war 7"
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theme throughout Yellow Emperor literature. It is developed in relation to the theme of 
the origin of weapons. In this we can see the concern to reconcile virtue and war to be the 
key issue.
One tradition traces the origin of weapons back to Chi You. In the Shiben Chi 
You uses metal to make weapons72. The Han dynasty scholar Song Zhong ^  3J 
comments, "Chi You made five weapons: ge-halberd, spear, jt-halberd, qiu-spear and 
jw-spear." In the Lushi Chunqiu 7.2 "people" ren) say that Chi You made weapons
* . 7 3
whilst in the Da Dai Liji DukvAi^L  says the same . However, in the same chapter of the 
Lushi Chunqiu it is noted that, before Chi You, people cut trees to make weapons of war, 
the winner becoming the leader. This theme can be traced back to the Shangjunshu 
chapter 18 where we hear that, before the Yellow Emperor, people cut trees and killed 
beasts. Hence it is said that the origin of conflict is longstanding and so conflict cannot be 
stopped74.
The origin of conflict is taken back to the emergence of man in various ways. In 
both the Shiji chapter 25 and the Da Dai Liji man is born with joy and anger and so
75weapons come mto existence as a result of these emotions within him . In the Heguanzi 
chapter 12 weapons arise along with knowledge §  zhi16. Yet according to the Xing 
Zheng chapter conflict was present even before man came on the scene. In the primeval
77times little worms wriggled and fought . This is a fact of life. The appearance of people in 
their separate clans is simultaneous with the appearance of conflict between enemies.
72 Shiben latVersion: pp 2-3 A  o ; 2nd Version p.76 ^  A  ^ : A s  > "if
73 Lushi Chunqiu 7.2 Dang Bing HI ^  p. 383 : A  0  : “ iff A  ffc -jSc" , ^  j t  #  ^  o
Da D ai Liji 75 YongBing &  p. 209 : ^  0  . j #  A  ffc A  I I  ? T 0  : *
74 LushiChunqiul.2D angBingM £<V.383: A T T  j O E  A B #  .
Huainanzi 15 BingLue  ^  (8§- fjjlj p. 489: ^  A  * "How distant is the origin o f weapons!"
D aD aiL ijilS  Y o n g B in g f& & p .2 Q 9 \$ i^ ^ ! jz  A ^ c ,  H  "The origin ofwounding is ancient.
It arose together with the people."
Shangjunshu 18 Hua Ce p. 22-3, lines 1,3,4 :
'rj?. . . "Shen Nong used force to conquer the weak and many to terrorise the
few, so the YdlowEniperor used the knife and saw within and outside used armour and weapons.
75 Shiji25 LuShu ^  f|£ p. 1240: ^  ^ ,
„ "Weapons are that by which the sage disputes with powerful tyrants, pacifies a disordered era, 
overcomes dangers and obstacles, saves from peril and disaster. Ever since beasts had blood and bore horns and 
fought it has been so, so how much more with men who harbour the qi of likes and dislikes, joy and anger? They 
rejoice and so the partial heart is bom; they are angry and so poison is added, this is the pattern of feelings and 
character
D a D « ,L ^ 75yo„ g B i> ,g )fjfip .2 1 0 ;A a : W :# ® ,
"Man at birth has joy and anger, thus weapons are made. They arise along with the people."
76 Heguanzi 12 Shi Bing tl£ A  C p. 1 : 4^ ( ^ )  » "Weapons and wisdom arose together."
77 Xing Zheng 107 b 9-16 : A  G  ae! ,
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Conclusion
To summarise our findings so far: in the Warring States' Period the Yellow 
Emperor's battle is cited in a discussion on the righteousness of keeping armies and 
speculation on the origin of conflict. The consensus in the texts examined here is that 
complete demilitarisation is impossible and so the virtuous ruler need have no qualms 
about keeping an army. In this context Chi You represents an element that must be 
eradicated. Thus the opposition between Chi You and the Yellow Emperor is one of 
absolute conflict in which only the latter should win. In this respect they do not form a 
binary pair like yin-yang. On the other hand the very presence of unordered and 
disordering forces such as Chi You is what gives the Yellow Emperor the right and duty to 
use force himself. This later use of force is combined with virtuous civilising influences.
From this analysis we can see how binary pairs could become important political 
principles. The very presence of Chi You and his ilk calls forth a binary response in the 
Emperor. There is punishing, slaying and war and also action by the attraction of virtue 
alone. Turning to the Mozi-Sunzi tradition of one centre fighting rebellious quarters we 
see that it is the opposition of centre to periphery which demands that the centre employ 
binary means to establish order. Here again there is opposition as well as binary contrast. 
We may resume the argument as follows,
1. One wishing to bring order to the world will act virtuously;
2. On the periphery of or from within the world there are rebellious elements;
3. Therefore the one who orders must use coercive measures in tandem with 
attractive ones and in both he is virtuous.
This results in patterns which cannot simply be put into binary language. If the 
orderer, let us say the Yellow Emperor, is to follow female conduct in true Daoist fashion 
he will yield to Chi You and ultimately prove victorious. However, his victory can only be 
won by using force of arms, which may be yin in contrast to attractive virtue but are male 
in contrast to the passivity of the female. The philosopher may then decide to employ one 
overarching set of concepts such as yin-yang and change their reference accordingly. 
Alternatively one could keep binary terminology for the orderer and the ordered world 
and simply exclude the disordered. Or one could have some concepts for the ordered-
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disordered contrast and others for the binary methods of ordering.
The Huangdi Sijing comes closest to the last of these three options. Wen-wu 
belong only to the orderer, as do de-xing. Ni-shim pertain to the orderer-disorded 
relationship. Chi You leads a rebellion which must be suppressed. There is no place for ni 
in the cosmos even though it has always been there. The case of Chi You is a clear example 
of the conflict between the ordered centre and the rebellious periphery. It is because of 
this situation that the ruler must adopt a binary approach to the world. The longing for a 
non-binary approach is there in the writings of Wang Chong or in the idealism of the 
Zhuangzian primitivist but practical persons realise that such a longing is foolish. The 
ruler may not disarm.
From the point of view of the literary structure of the Shiliu Jing the major point 
learned in this chapter is that the figure of the Yellow Emperor is invoked for his dealings 
with conflict. It may be that if we look on the Shiliu Jing as a military text in the same sense 
that chapter 15, Bing Lue, of the Huainanzi is a military text we may have a clue to its 
possible unity. This type of military text is not concerned with tactics or strategy but with 
the basic principles ofthe use of force. In part two we will be able to take up this theme and 
consider the Shiliu Jing from the viewpoint of a war minister at a ruler's court.
Appendix: Chinese Texts referring to the Yellow Emperor's Battle
K l t t S .  i l l t t
n u t s ,
, « i a ,  & £ £ .  a : ® # .  S tf® ! ! $ # $ £ £ .
J s lZ f f .  H ® , S U flsS L .
In the time of Xuan Yuan, the descendents of Shen Nong had fallen in virtue. The feudal lords attacked
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each other, terrorising the ordinary people and Shen Nong's people could not regulate them. Thus Xuan 
Yuan learnt to use stick and halberd so as to regulate this unhappy state. The lords all came and followed 
him. Now Chi You was the most violent of all. None could attack him. The Firey Emperor wanted to 
attack the lords; the lords all came back to Xuan Yuan. Xuan Yuan thereupon cultivated his virtue and 
wielded his weapons, ordering the five qi, planted the five grains, consoled the myriads of people, 
measured out the four directions, named the troops "black bears",."brown bears", "arctic foxes", "tiger- 
eaters", "wild cats" and "tigers", so as to fight the Firey Emperor in the country by Ban Quan. After three 
battles he attained his objective. Chi You created disturbance, not heeding the emperor's command. Thus 
the Yellow Emperor thereupon led the feudal lords to war and fought Chi You in the country by Zhuo Lu, 
then seized and killed Chi You. (The animals in this list are all fierce beasts. My translations are partly 
indebted to Mattieu's Index zoologique, Matthieu, Etudes surla mythologie, see pp. 1075-1130) 
S A y /2 5 L « S A » # # p . 1241 K j g
F ormerly the Yellow Emperor had the battle of Zhuo Lu so as to control a conflagration.
Shi Ben 2 (Note of SongZhong S )  P- 76 :31  ¥  »  £  ( g  # )  j i  £  W  .  .
The Yellow Emperor punished him (Chi You) in the country by Zhuo Lu. Zhuo Lu is to the south of Peng 
Town.
Zhan Guo Ce 3 Qin Yi |p§ —■ p. 74:
^  ^  o The Yellow Emperor attacked Zhuo Lu and seized Chi You...From this it is obvious, how can 
there be no war? (ie. war is inevitable).
Zhuangzi 29 DaoZhil&BG p. 79a jit) ^  | § , H A W S *
Even the Yellow Emperor could not be wholly virtuous. He fought in the country by Zhuo Lu and blood 
flowed for a hundred li (1/3 mile).
rizhoiahu56ChangUai‘S ^ - p .  30: , 3li B i l iR i l t , z8'irt?
Chi You thereupon pursued the emperor, fought with him around Zhuo Lu, encountered him nine times 
without success. The Firey Emperor was greatly disturbed, and then spoke of it to the Yellow Emperor 
who took hold of Chi Y ou and killed him in Zhong Ji (the Central District).
Taiping Yulan 79b p. 367b quoting Dmang Shiji H
M  The Yellow Emperor fought with Shen Nong in the country by Ban Quan, after three battles
he conquered him.
a is o f fr ig . . . H ® W j £ .
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I f  „ The Yellow Emperor fought with Shen Nong in the country by Ban Quan, after three battles he 
conquered him and disputed with Chi You and seized him in the country by Zhuo Lu.
Taiping Yulan 155 p. 753 quoting DiwangShiji
The Yellow Emperor's town Zhuo Lu was in the area of the Zhou District of You Zhou, which was called 
Shanggu in the Han and the Shi Ben speaks of Zhuo Lu as being to the south of Peng Town therefore 
Shanggu's original name is Peng Town.
Now Shanggu has Zhuo Lu County and Chi You's town, the place Ban Quan and also has the Yellow 
Emperor's temple. All are theplace where the Yellow Emperor fought Chi You.
Shanhaijtng n  D ahuang B e i j i n g i ^ ^ . ^ t M p - l i S S u  ■. ^  J t  J 5  4"  SS
i! « « * .  ftfcsatfN mw. ® * n .  n%Jbt a
* 0 ® .  M i t . j t i f c S iA .
Chi You invented weapons and attacked the Yellow Emperor. The Yellow Empefor, thereupon, ordered 
Ying Long to attack him inthecountiy by Jizhou. YingLong gathered the waters. Chi You called on the 
Master of the Wind and the Master of the Rain. These sent down wind and rain. The Yellow Emperor 
thereupon sent down the heavenly maiden called "Ba". The rain stopped. Then he killed Chi You.
P e iw n rH n > p .l301b q u otm gS A B y/y ii£$= fB :S ;ft|£^ |l^ - ' t ; - l - z : A ^ S B ,
Chi You and his brothers numbered 72 persons. They had heads of bronze, foreheads of iron and ate iron 
stones. Today the people of Ji Zhou dig the ground and collect skulls as hard as bronze or iron which are 
the bones of Chi You. Nowadays there is a two-inch tooth of Chi You so hard it cannot be broken. 
Between the Qin and Han it was said that Chi You had horns on his head and fought with Xuan Yuan by 
butting people with his horns. Nowadays Ji Zhou has a pasttime called 'Chi You Game1 in which people 
each wear ox horns and butt each other. The Han left homs-to-butt-game as their legacy.
Shang Shu: Zhou Shu 29 Lu Xing B  fPj P- 133 : £§■ f$L * Chi You began to create
disturbance.
Yinqueshan Yittyangshu (Yates) m m t i  p. 109# 1357: When the Yellow Emperor
saw the enemy.
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Huainanzi 6 Lan Ming « K p . 2 0 7 : £ # i .  . . #1 „ Nu Gua killed the black
dragon in the morning at Jizhou.
Huainanzi\5Bing
Theorigin of weapons lies far back! The Yellow Emperor once fought theFirey Emperor.
Huainanzi 15 BingLue ^  gjlj p. 490: The Yellow Emperor fought in the
country by Zhuo Lu.
Huainanzi 15 Bing Lue $§• j|l| p. 490 : jfc i$f The Firey Emperor
caused a conflagration, so the Yellow Emperor seized him.
L iezi2 H u a n g d i^ %  l ^ p A l  : ° The Yellow Emperor fought with
the Firey Emperor in the country by Ban Quan.
Taiping Yulan 929, p. 4130b quoting A/ozi i t
The Yellow Emperor, on Jiayi, killed the green dragon in the east, on Bingding killed the red dragon in the 
south, on Gengxin killed the white dragon in the west, on Rengui killed the black dragon in the north.
Mozi 47 Gui Yi jff; iH  lines 48-52 p. 84: as in Taiping Yulan but some add:
« on Moji he killed the yellow dragon in the centre.
Taiping Yulan 79 p. 367b quoting Gui Zang gf §£: #  H jfe #  S0F .
Formerly, the Yellow Spirit and the Firey Spirit fought in the country by Zhuo Lu.
Ma Guo Han, Yu Han Shan Fang Ji Yishu juanl p. 33a (No. 2, p. 14 A ) : ^  ^  ffif $
Chi You attacked the hollow mulberry, the place where the emperor lived. Chi You came out of the vang 
river with 8 arms and 8 legs and disshevelled hair to the nine marshes to attack the hollow mulberry. The 
Yellow Emperor killed him at Qing Qiu.
Gushi Bian Vol. 7 p. 204 & Allan, S„ Son o f Sum, p. 309 quoting Gui Zang : ;Hr Hi |=} ^  TfC ,
^  lit S  J i l , Chi You came out of theywzg river to the nine marshes to
attack the hollow mulberry. The Yellow Emperor killed him at Qing Qiu.
Werni 11 Shang Yi ±  j §  p. 870b ' #  i f  A  A  i& 3 f  iS  .  The Red Emperor caused a
conflagration so the Yellow Emperor seized him.
X i n S h u ^ Z h i B u D i n g ^ & p . T i e - . m ^ n ^ ^ ^ m ,  i& ®  J® 2  Iff , M
o The Yellow Emperor practised the Way but the Firey Emperor would not obey, so they fought in 
the country by Zhuo Lu and blood flowed in torrents.
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FfeAo!«AK 61S7iiyi^^p.38:;S ! K ^ K f f l ^ i l E  ,
±, § ± g < b .  HJgSTiiJg, RJftKt:.
Formerly the master of Ban Quan used weapons without restraint, punishing and fighting without 
ceasing, gathering without love, wen had no place to stand, wise men were left with cold hearts; he moved 
over to live at Zhuo Lu, the princes surrounded him. Thus Ban Quan died.
Zuo ZhuanXi §  year 25 /Fu pft 1 : i£l H  'iff ^  ^  gst ^  * The omen of meeting the Yellow
Emperor's battle at Ban Quan
Sunbin Bingfa 2, p. 20: The Yellow Emperor fought at Shu Lu.
Sunzi Bingfa (Yinqueshan) xia 3 p. 164 The text is defective but may be restored to give ^
. . . •
Attacked the Red Emperor, Green/Blue Emperor, Black Emperor, White Emperor...
Lun Heng 5 7 Hui Guo ^  jj0 p. 191 The Yellow Emperor had his affair outside
ZhuoLu.
G uoYuW JinYu4:U M m v ' i 5 6 - — % < M % ,  8 S K .
The two emperors (Yellow & Firey) used weapons to attack each other.
D aDai Liji 62 WuDiDeHL'$?$l£p. 118 ®  S f  •
The Yellow Emperor.. .fought with the Red Emperor in the country outside Ban Quan.
Shiliu Jing3 Wu Zheng 94b 10- 95 a 4 (Chinese text in my edition ad loc.)
The Yellow Emperor thereupon took out his axes of punishment and mobilised his troops. In person he 
raised the drumsticks and encountered Chi You and slew him.
Shiliu Jing 5 Zheng Luan 104a 12- 105a24 (Chinese text in my edition ad loc.)
Thereupon he took out his axes of punishment and mobilised his troops. The Yellow Emperor in person 
encountered Chi You and slew him. He stripped off his skin to make a target. He had men shoot at it and 
rewarded the best. He cut off his hair and put it in heaven calling it "Chi You's Banner". He stuffed his 
stomach and made it into a ball. He had men kick it and rewarded the winner. He fermented his bones and 
flesh and poured them into laojiu wine and made all under heaven drink it..
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The first part of this thesis has been devoted to literary criticism in which the text 
of the Huangdi Sijing has been analysed chiefly by means of a study of the language used 
to express binary terms relating to government. In this way sections of the text have been 
identified as being distinct units and links between different passages have been 
established. In the second part of the thesis genre, tradition and redaction criticism are 
employed to determine the influences which brought about the text. The process is 
described in the Vatican document mentioned in the Introduction and is worth quoting 
here in full:
"Genre criticism seeks to identify literary genres, the social milieu that gave rise to 
them, their particular features and the history of their development. Tradition criticism 
situates texts in the stream of tradition and attempts to describe the development of this 
tradition over the course of time. Finally, redaction criticism studies the modifications 
that these texts have undergone before being fixed in their final state; it also analyzes this 
final stage, trying as far as possible to identify the tendencies particularly characteristic of 
this concluding process. While the preceding steps have sought to explain the text by 
tracing its origin and development within a diachronic perspective, this last step concludes 
with a study that is synchronic: at this point the text is explained as it stands, on the basis of 
the mutual relationships between its diverse elements, and with an eye to its character as a 
message communicated by the author to his contemporaries.1"
The first two chapters of this part of the thesis are given over to genre criticism and 
tradition criticism, though account is also taken of the methods of redaction. It is hoped 
that this study will uncover the Sitz im Leben of the sources identified in the first part of the 
thesis. In a final chapter the text will be examined from the synchronic point of view.
Chapter eight looks at the legacy of FanLi. Along with Fan Li consideration is 
given to those military theorists whose thought may be similar to that of the Shiliu Jing. 
The background of these men is that of military specialists at the court of feudal princes. 
This group is well attested, notably in the Heguanzi, Weiliaozi, Sunzi and Sun Bin Bingfa. 
Rand lists Wu Qi, Fan Li, Sun Bin, Yue Yi ^  ^  and Yue Yi's son Xian jf] as itinerant
1 The Pontifical Biblical Commission, The Interpretation o f  the Bible in the Church, Vatican, Rome, 1993, p. 38
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advisors on military affairs and compares them to the" philosophers" of the civil realm:
"The purveyors of martial wisdom in Zhan-guo [Warring States] times compare 
closely with their contemporaries in the civil realm; both provided their intellectual wares 
as individual expositors, risking that military or political success would vindicate their 
sagehness*
The redactor o f the Shiliu Jing is one step removed from Fan Li as what he edits is 
not presented as indiv<<M advice to one ruler but universal principles valid for all times and 
places. The inclusion of Cheng in the final redaction deserves attention too. One can well 
imagine that an advisor would want a stock of proverbs ready to hand to use in his 
remonstrances. Something similar is found in the Yizhoushu. Indeed the latter may well 
be the best model we have for the type of work that theHuangdi Sijing is.
Another genre which is significant for theHuangdi Sijing is that of the Daoist J/wg 
or Canon. The title of the Shiliu Jing is suggestive of this genre. Even more suitable as a 
candidate is the Dao Yuan, This short work is similar to the first chapter of the Wenzi, 
attributed to Wenzi, the alleged teacher of Fan Li. Hence all three of these books, Shiliu 
Jing, Cheng and Dao Yuan can be related to the tradition of military advisors.
The status of Jingfa will be discussed in chapter nine. It too continues in the line 
set by the Shiliu Jing but its preference for wen-wu rather than xing-de suggests an 
influence other than Fan Li's has been operative as well. How this influence relates to the 
movements of fourth-century B.C. Chinese philosophy will be an important subject of 
debate.
2 Rand, The Role o f  Military Thought, p. 63
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8.1 Review of the Structure of the Shiliu Jing
Before discussing the Shiliu Jing we would be well advised to look over the fruits 
of our research in part one. On the surface it seems that the Shiliu Jing contains several 
types of material. In the first place we noted the unique status of CixiongJie and also how 
Shun Dao may have one passage which is close to it in dealing with the "hen mode." Study 
of xing-de showed the closeness of Guan and Xing Zheng; whilst study of the Yellow 
Emperor's battle indicated that Wu Zheng and Zheng Luan, though different, yet shared 
some common material. Furthermore, though the figure of the Yellow Emperor could be 
seen as not essentially linked to the content of the chapters in which he appears, 
nonetheless, we were obliged to analyse them. In so doing we traced the threefold pattern 
of Heaven, Earth and Man which dominates 1.1 and is also present m Bing Rong, San Jin,
II. 12, and Xing Shou. Ben Fa is related to San Jin and Bing Rong in that all are military 
texts. Guo Tong, Cheng Fa, n. 12 and Shun Dao all deal with ordered government 
according to the Way. Finally II. 15 is unique in using the Jingfa cluster ofterms.
Thus the categories that we identify overlap in some cases and form a set of family 
ressemblances with the odd black sheep such as CixiongJie and II. 15. The order in which 
the pieces appear in the Mawangdui manuscript does not seem to have any relevance to 
the meaning of each chapter nor to the overall meaning of the whole. The only exception 
to this would be if it could be proved that Shun Dao was intended as a conclusion to the 
preceeding thirteen chapters. II. 15's status will be discussed in my next chapter. Thus the 
materia 1 of Shiliu Jing may be set out as follows:
(1) II. 7 CixiongJie
(2)11.15
(3) II.2 Guan & II. 6Xing Zheng
(4)11.3 Wu Zheng &II.5 Zheng Luan
(6) Texts dominated by Heaven, Earth, Man either military or civil: II. 1,4,8-13
(7) II. 14 Shun Dao
Of these categories, only the second and last never include a mention of the Yellow
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Emperor. Thus it is not implausible to suppose that, though the vocabulary employed in 
each chapter may be distinct, in some cases unique to that chapter, all the chapters could 
have been gathered from Yellow Emperor sources or made compatible with Yellow 
Emperor sources.
In his edition of the Lushi Chunqiu Chen Qiyou t?f[ 1§f takes great pains to 
classify each essay under its source school. The mention of yin-ycmg for instance leads 
him to put a text into ayin-yang school. The latter classification is a Han dynasty term and 
thus subsequent to the composition of the Lushi Chunqiu. That various teachers 
expounded their doctrines and had followers is evident. That the texts they produced had 
different types of language is something we have shown from comparing pin-mu with 
ci-xiong, but in the edited Lushi Chunqiu it seems unhealthy to go looking for such 
neatness of schools3. So too in the Shiliu Jing4: The texts may have been penned by 
different people but what has come down to us is a clear attempt to gather these essays 
into one work. By looking at the process of redaction we may be able to gain some clues as 
to who the editor was and from what milieu he came and what his editorial policy was.
8.2 Shun Dao as a possible conclusion to the Shiliu Jing
In presenting Shun Dao as a possible conclusion to the Shiliu Jingl am consider-/*-} 
the hypothesis that an editor who had before him chapters one to thirteen might want to 
add a final essay that recapitulates the previous ones. Shun Dao is a possible candidate for 
such a conclusion.
"The Yellow Emperor asked Li Mo saying"5,
This line recalls Guan, Zheng Luan, Xing Zheng, Cheng Fa in its mention of Li Mo and 
also Wu Zheng and Guo Tong in its dialogue setting.
"When Da T ing ruled under-Heaven, yin and yang were not separated... "6
3 2Aot<y "BiAijAan’j c»f- ft'&iAKetS a t iAc. 3" I t* foodoutj f tjfu'cL docs /^ota-fsiyt each to o separate “school"
4 Professor R. Yates has written to me in private to say that he thinks that because some parts of the Mawangdui Four 
Books (what I call theHuangdi Sijing) belong to the Yin-Yang school so this invalidates the ascription to the Yellow 
Emperor. Unfortunately I have not seen his detailed defence o f this opinion but my interest here lies in the work of 
editing that has produced the Shiliu Jing in its present form. I have shown in part one that there are different sources at 
work in the composition o f the chapters and in this we are in agreement. I wish now to show that the gathering o f  
these essays in one cover is not merely accidental. In the case o f  the Lushi Chunqiu the various essays are organised 
according to a definite scheme and in an orderly fashion. The Shiliu Jing appears to lack such neatness of ordering.
5 ShunDao 137a 19-24 : J |  fUj f j  M  0
6 Shun Dao 137a 25-137b 2 : ±  B l R  Z  ^  J i  T  &  , ^  I t  H
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This opening with its cosmic use of yin-yang echoes passages in Guan and Guo Tong as 
we have seen. The setting in the ahistorical is also a feature of Xing Zheng and Cheng Fa. 
Li Mo then describes Da Ting's behaviour:
"He was peaceful, calm, correct and silent...
He grasped the One...
He did not compete" .
These sentences have been selected as sharing common material with CixiongJie, Cheng 
Fa, and Wu Zheng respectively. The consequences of being able to do this are that the 
people follow. The ruler is one who 
"Does not head rebellions...
Does not plot in secret...
Carefully comforts his troops so to pursue the sequences of Heaven and Earth" .
In this he is unlike Chi You but like the military general of Bing Rong and Xing Shou. He 
waits for the reversal of Heaven before attacking, just as the Yellow Emperor does in 
fighting Chi You. The title of the chapter, Shun Dao ]i)j| j ||,  recalls the message of II. 12 
that the ruler must go along with the Way.
Thus a case can be made for showing that Shun Dao reechoes many sentiments, 
though not all (it may be recalled xing-de are absent), which are expressed in the Shiliu 
Jing. This does not amount to proving that it was consciously intended as a conclusion in 
the way that the last chapter ofHuainanzi is manifestly a resume of the whole work9.
We will perhaps gain more from looking at the editor's technique in detail than 
speculating on the possible status of Shun Dao within the Shiliu Jing.
8.3 The Legacy of Fan Li
The use of xing-de, yin-yang and de-nue in Guan and Xing Zheng enabled us to 
group these two chapters as both derived from the thought of Fan Li as found in the 
present Yue Yu xia. In what follows I presume that the present Yue Yu xia contains the text 
in the form that was known to the writer of Guan. This premise may be false but it is more
7 S/;tmDao 138n3-6 I E P ;  138b 1 1 -1 2 : ^  — ; 138b30-31 /
8 ■S/i«MD a o l 3 9 b l 5 - 1 8 : ^ ^ |L ' i ‘;139b23-5:^ ^ | | ;  1 4 0 a 9 - 1 8 : ^ £ ^ j f c .  H  &  0
Chen Guying reads the third phrase as "carefully stabilises his masses." Since the precise translation is not at issue in 
my use o f the text, we may simply note that both readings are equally possible.
9 Hitainanzi 21 Yaa L m  JHf The title itself means "summary" and each chapter summarised is mentioned by 
name.
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likely to be true in that the Yue Yu xia discussess one definite historical incident whilst 
Guan is abstracted from all particular historical circumstances.
8.3 (a) Fan Li and Guan
Fan Li's speech on the correct use of the army is probably the source of a quotation 
in Guan. In the Yue Yu xia Fan Li claims to have "heard" it said that "when [sun and moon] 
are at their brightest then one should imitate them [and advance] when at their darkest 
[eclipse] then one should act according to them and remain concealed.10,1. On the lips of 
the Yellow Emperor, Guan puts exactly the same phrase. Unfortunately the introduction 
to it falls on part of the manuscript which is damaged beyond repair11.
[The first line is missing]
Taking as its constant,
12Its brightness is to be imitated and one practices the hidden Way ."
If this is the correct reading of the passage then it is quite different from that of Wei Zhao 
as translated above. The lacuna in the text means that the "sun and moon" are not 
mentioned so it is disputable as to what the brightness belongs.
Three lines later in Guan it is clear that the text is drawn from Fan Li's speech on 
the proper use of arms. The description of the Way of Heaven as bright, Tian Dao huang 
huang ^  x|[ Jjl jf l , is borrowed for xing-de and then the passage moves on to talk about 
the sun and moon. Setting out the text from the Yue Yu side by side with that of Guan it is 
easierto follow the similarities:
Yue Yu xia Guan 86a- 86b
M a s
$1 ^  S  Sfe Wi SO t J  Quoted in 83a above
Omitted
HBMaWfiWe WWK®l®aP»S
10 Guo Yu2\ Yue Yu xia p. 653 Wei Zhao notes (p. 654 note 5): "ming hj]
(brightness) is when the sun and moon are full; wei (tiny) are when the sun and moon are eclipsed. When bright
you should followthem and advance; "acting" is when they are eclipsed you should secretly followthem."
11 Yu Mingguang's suggestion that the text be repaired by quoting from the earlier speech with its reference to
de-nue would leave the "its brightenss" of this pass4y3without any referent.
12 Guatt 83a: 13-31: f?| [Jf \{J\ ° It has been suggested to me in private that
dao (Way) is a mistake for z l t e ^  (making wei a noun) as in the Yue Yu. The phrase wei zlte is not found in the 
Huangdi Sijing, In 109b the phrase weidao  occurs in the same sentence as here. If correction is required it should be 
made in both places. Though very plausible, without further proof!am unwilling to follow this private suggestion.
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Yue Yu xia :
"Heaven's Way is majestic, it takes the sun and moon as its constants 
What is bright is its Law; yet it puts into practice what is tiny (and dark). 
Whenyawg has come thenj^'n follows; whenym comes thonyang follows;
The sun sinks and returns; the moon waxes and wanes"13.
Guan: Xing-De are majestic; as the sun and moon face each other;
Thereby illuminating their opposition and waxing and waning"H.
Thoyin-yang passage is excluded and the term dang is introduced. Now Guan does not 
exclude the use ofyin-yang in general but it does give higher priority to xing-de. This can 
be seen in the granting to xing-de the status accorded to the Way of Heaven in Fan Li's 
speech. In the Yue Yu xia Fan Li prefers de-nue when he wishes to make this contrast15. 
Xing-de are never used in the Yue Yu xia. Thus here we can clearly see that the editor is 
quoting FanLi but recasting his thought in terms o f xing-de.
Fan Li's speech continues with a perfect binary exposition in terms of yin-yang. 
The opening part of this section is not included by the editor of Guan but the final part is. 
This final part is in the form of a triplet, reorganised slightly by the editor16:
Yue Yu xia :
t fcf ldJSBf.  f t l ' J H H ,  Guam
ia S O M B 'J . j f e f i S t t t R i f c A *
H A * # ,
Yue Yu xia :
"Thus the one who can use troops well,
Adapts to the norm of Heaven and Earth 
And goes along with it:
13 Guo Yu 2 1 Yue Yu xia p. 653 The translation relies on Wei Zhao's notes. In particular he glosses kuang M. a s j | i f , 
which Giles translates as "wane" when applied to the moon Giles, H.A.,^1 Chinese-Engtish Dictionary, London: 
Kelly and Walsh, 1892,no. 6484
14 Gho«  86a 21-86b 2.
15 Nue is used six times in the Yue Yu x ia : p. 646, p. 657 (x5). The last five of these are all related to a proverb: j j f j^
"Do not abet Heaven in bringing disaster, the one who abets Heaven in bringing
disaster will be unfortunate."
16 86b 3 - 87a 6
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Behind then using yin; before then using yang,
Close then using weak, far then using steely;
Behind there is no yin being tooym; before no yang being too yang,
17In using the masses there is no constancy" .
Guan:
Hence when using the masses do not be constant;
In undertaking affairs do not letytw be too yin,
In exploiting the Earth do not let yang be too yang;
For the one who letsy/n be too yang the Earth is infertile;
For the one who lets yang be too yang steals glory,
* 18 The one who is constant in using the masses encounters attacking troops" .
The meaning of this passage was discussed in chapter five of the thesis. Here we can
notice how the yin-yang parallelism has been omitted in Guan and the editor has
developed the three final phrases so that they are no longer indicatives (w« but
imperatives (wu i$ )  with consequences if they are not obeyed.
The next quotation from Fan Li is related to an earlier passage of the Yue Yu xia.
When the King of Y ue has to decide which of his two ministers to send as a hostage to Wu,
Fan Li replies by comparing himself and Wen Zhong JC ® . In the Shiji the reply reads as
follows:
I l W t t ,
A y n m ™
"Fan Li said, 'In affairs of weapons and armour, Zhong is not up to Li; in pacifying 
the State and caring for the hundred clans, Li is not up to Zhong."
The Yue Yuxia's version of this speech is,
m u 2 . f r ,  m m z .
*4, 2I.
"Within the four boundaries, in affairs of the hundred clans, Li is not up to Zhong. 
Outside the four boundaries in controlling enemy States, in affairs of determining
17 Guo Yu 21 Yue Yu xia p. 653
18 Gtian 86b 3- 87a 6
19 Read as ^  zhen, to put down
20 Shiji 41 Yuewartg Gou Jian Shijia T* p. 1742
21 Guo Yu 21 Yue Yu xia p. 646
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judgements, Zhong is not up to Li."
The meaning of both the Shiji and the Guo Yu text is the same but the vocabulary used is 
quite different. In the Yue Yu xia, after the period as a hostage comes to an end the same 
question is put again and a new answer is given, which builds on the earlier one 
Fan Li's words are as follows:
r a s i f c r t ,  f i f f s r s * .  3 F I R 4 ,
"Within the four boundaries, for the affairs of the hundred clans there are three 
seasons for contented work. In not upsetting the people’s work (by making them engage 
in military expeditions out of season), in not going counter to the seasons of Heaven, thus 
the five grains ripen together, the people flourish and increase, ruler and minister, high and 
low each obtain what they want from the other, in this Li is not the equal of Zhong""*'.
This passage is adopted into Guan almost word for word. However, the reference 
to the minister's names is dropped and so also is the introductory "within the four
23boundaries" :
e g H i ,
& X W M ,  © e ± T .
By moving from a concrete historical situation to a general matter the redactor has had to 
produce a new introduction, "Therefore, the one who acts as Lord of men." He has also 
altered the grammar. The "not upsetting" is written in the Yue Yu with the indicative bu 
but now it is not a description of Zhong's policies but rather an order to the ruler, hence the 
imperative 0  wu. The consequences of the policy indicated is brought out by the addition 
of Si) "hence". There are some variations in the form of the characters which testify 
more to the poor quality of the Huangdi Sijing manuscript than to content of the text 
itself. The character |§|f mu of the Yue Yu normally means harmony and has been 
borrowed for^f? mu (miuk) meaning ripe quickly24.
22 Guo Yu 21 Yue Yu xia p. 646
23 Guan 87a 7- 87b 10
24 In Guan the copyist or author has written ^  Hu (Jiff* Karlgren, 1923 p. 183). It is hard to see how this variation 
could have arisen upon either morphological or phonetic grounds. Chen Guying shows that graphs with the 
phonetics liu and 5§r xiu were interchangeable and hence that this passage should read xiu. Other editors 
prefer^ on the basis of the Yue Yu xia text. Whichever graph is preferred the meaning is not substantially altered. It 
means "ripe".
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The passage is followed by a phrase the editor has already used once in the
25chapter, "Heaven complies and completes it" . The expression is found in the Yue Yu xia 
and is either out of context here or is brought in for special stress. Immediately after this 
Guan refers again to xing-de and then describes what to do in the seasons of yin and yang. 
Notice that the editor is quite prepared to use yin-yang language alongside that of xing-de. 
The source of the passage in question was discussed earlier in o u t  yin-yang chapter. After 
this digression the Guan once more returns to Fan Li for material. This time Fan Li is 
trying to persuade the king to be patient. He says that he has "heard" that,
"IftheHigh God has not accomplished it,
Then keep to the return of the times"26.
In Guan the religious element is removed and the saying is applied to the sage:
27"The sage exercises no craft, he keeps to the turn of the times" .
The lessons to be learned from this work of editing will be drawn up in full later. 
As regards Guan it is evident that the xing-de passages are being superimposed on the Fan 
Li material, which is otherwise quoted verbatim.
8.3 (b) FanLimBingRongmdShunDao
Fan Li's speech on the policy of Wen Zhong that was quoted in Guan continues 
with an exposition of his own policy. This is for external affairs:
* A « i
9 9 I M 7 M .  I H M ,  ? E £ 0 A
S&zm, ASA, SABA, A&££. A « J £ ,  ffiABW
2 ! .
"Outside the four boundaries, the controlling of enemy States, affairs requiring 
decisions adapt to the constancy of yin-yang, flow along with the perennity ofHeaven- 
Earth, soft yet not bending, strong yet not too hard, the course of de-nue take adaptation 
as their constant. Slaying and birthing adapt to the ruling of Heaven-Earth. Heaven 
accords [blessing or disaster] to man, the sage accords to Heaven [sees the symbol sent by
25 Used in Guan 84a 25-9 : ^  £§ ]?jj „
26 Gtio Yu 21 Yue Yu xia p. 648 : h.
27 Guan 89b 10-17
28 Guo Yu 21 Yue Yu xia p. 646
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Heaven]. Man produces it [his conduct] himself, Heaven and earth form it [make 
misfortune and good fortune clear], the sage accords with [Heaven and Earth] and 
accomplishes it [the business]. Therefore [the sage] wins wars and [the enemy] does not 
riposte; he annexes land and it does not revert to [the enemy]. His troops are victorious 
outside and blessing arises within. He uses the smallest force and yet his name and 
reputation shine out."
One part of this text is quoted 'mBingRong and one part in Shun Dao. In Shun Dao the 
relevant text is introduced by ruo ci ^  Xtb, "such a one as this"29. The context is far 
removed from the dialogue with the King of Yue.
Unfortunately the manuscript ofBing Rong is damaged such that one cannot tell in 
what way the passage from Fan Li was introduced. The topic of Bing Rong is the army's 
modelling itself on Heaven and Earth. The quotation may have begun with the "man 
himself births it" of Fan Li and then continues until the "therefore" of Fan Li's speech. In 
all this would only make a total of some fourteen characters, not a substantial piece.
This leads to several lines about the sage and a conclusion, not derived from the 
Yue Yu xia, which is virtually identical with a passage of Guan.
Guan 90a 6- 28 Bing Rong 117b 6- 28
m Z W K .  B A B f ,  H A t i r .  
irtr s^tf. £3301.
"(The sage) does not cause the punishments ofHeaven to fall into default;
Nor treat his covenants as unreliably as a re-entry pass.
In all decisions he matches the seasons ofHeaven.
Should one tail to adjudicate what should be adjudicated,
Then in return one will meet disorder."
In the first line of the above three attention should be drawn to the additional "Heaven" 
(dan) in the Guan text and to the extra "not" (bu) before chuan. In the second line the only 
difference is that Guan prefers dang, to hit on the mark, whilst Bing Rong uses yin, to 
adapt to. The third line is the same in both chapters. The first four characters of this line
29 Shun Dao  140b 16-23 : "In war he is victorious outside and blessing is
birthed within." Note that this text reads zhan war, not bing r£, troops or weapons.
30 As noted below, I believe the graph bu^Y written here to be redundant. Hence it only appears in the apparatus to my
edition. For the meaning of JPJseenoteto40a 11. For the meaning of.w chuan see note on 58b 27.
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are quoted in many later works, the Shiji, Hanshu and Hou-Hanshu. The last four 
characters form a phrase which seems to be modelled on one of Fan Li's expressions, 
found just after his reference to God on high mentioned above:
31"In return receives its disaster" .
Exactly what these variations can tell us about the editing of Guan and Bing Rong is hard 
to say. One might make some tentative remarks.
The choice of yin 0  in Bing Rong is normal when talking of the seasons. The 
choice of dang 'H* in Guan may be owing to scribal confusion with the following two 
dangs. The extra bu after 90a 11 in Guan looks like a mistake. These errors could well 
have come in at the level of the copyist and so tell us nothing about the internal relationship 
of the two passage. What is clear, though, is that both Guan and Bing Rong are from the 
same background. Since we have already shown that Xing Zheng and Guan are related 
this means that we can assert that at least these three chapters all form one unit.
The conclusion of Fan Li’s speech outlining his own policy is set as the conclusion
32of Shun Dao . The "therefore" of Fan Li is replaced by "such a one as this". The "yet" (er 
]fif) of the first two clauses of the passage is omitted and a new ending to the whole is 
added, "the peak of flowing-along-with" (shun zhi zhi ye jl||| ^  This ending
explains the title, Shun Dao, flowing-along-with the Way. Otherwise, apart from the 
substitution of zhan ]§£ for bing there are no changes in the text. Shun Dao contains
one further citation of Fan Li in line 139b:
"He does not make empty his masses, he does not act as lord ofthe troops,
He does not head rebellions"33.
The Yue Yu xia reads,
"He does not make empty his masses
So as to avoid giving a pretext for rebellion"34.
In both cases the texts are describing the relationship between the ruler and the ruled. In 
both cases the passages concerned are longer than the extract here. Indeed the similarity 
of one phrase may simplyleloeto it being a stock phrase in the context rather than a definite
31 Guoytt 2 1 Yue Yu xia p. 648 : f g
32 The Shun Dao version o f  this passage was discussed and translated in my chapter seven in the section on the YeHow 
Emperor in the Shiliu Jing (7,1).
33 Sh m D ao l3 9 b l - lS :
34 G uqyit2l YueYuxiap. 645 ISL $> .
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borrowing ffomthe Yue Yu xia.
With this we come to an end of the major borrowings of sections of Fan Li's 
speeches.
The only other two chapters of the Shi Liu Jing that borrow texts from the Yue Yu 
xia are San Jin and Xing Shou. The former borrows three ni, which were examined in 
chapter six of this thesis. The latter uses the phrase, "the rebellious conduct births its 
omen"35, a text also discussed in chapter six.
Thus these other borrowings may be simply of certain phrases and are not such 
clear evidence of a tradition. The most helpful ones from our point of view are those 
discussed first in this chapter. From these texts one can see that the editor of the Guan and 
related texts was interested in three themes:
1. passages outlining the civil and military theory of the king's two ministers;
2. passages on the proper use of troops;
3. passages on the need to wait for the right moment.
He was not interested in the sending of a hostage to Wu, in the time to attack Wu or in the 
army of Yue. In other words all references to immediate historical circumstances were to 
be discarded.
From this treatment of Fan Li's speech we can draw some conclusions about the 
way in which the editor has operated. He has quoted verbatim, though with a few minor 
changes; none of the quotations are acknowledged as such but at least in two cases one 
can see that the quotation is introduced by a short phrase such as "therefore" or "hence"; 
the citations are lifted from their historical context and presented as universal principles.
8.4 The legacy of Fan Wenzi
A further point worthy of consideration in the school of Fan Li is its relation to Fan 
Wenzi -p  of Jin ^  (//. 575 B. C.), Fan Wenzi is an advisor in Jin who also shows 
caution in calling for war, is careful about Heaven and speaks in terms of "inner" and 
"outer", de and xing. He figures prominently in the Guo Yu 12 Jin 7m ^  6 and also in
the Zuo Zhuan 8.16. Before looking at his thought it may be helpful to draw attention to a 
few peculiarities, which may be more than mere coincidence. The name "Fan" perhaps is
35 Xing Shou 135a 22-25:
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merely coincidental, yet let us remember that Fan Li also came from Jin. More striking is a 
grammatical feature of the Guo Yu that is relevant to both Fans.
He Leshi fpj i  has shown that the use of the particles andyz/jf^ differed
over time36. The former, three-stroke yu, is the older form and is the only one used on 
oracle bones; the latter, eight-stroke yu, first appears in the Western Zhou and then 
supplants the former in the late Warring States. The exact relationship between the two is 
more complex than this but nonetheless simple percentages show that three-stroke yu is 
commoner in the first eight books of the Zuo Zhuan and eight-stroked in the last four 
books. In the philosophers the distribution balance has tipped increasingly in favour of the 
eight-stroke yu, especially in Zhuangzi and in the Zhan Guo Ce. The following list of 
percentages ofthree-stroked to eight-stroked is based on He Leshi’s figures 
Zuo Zhuan 1-8 Zuo Zhuan 9-12 LunYu Mengzi Mozi Xunzi
122% 63% 4% 7% 6% 3%
LSCQ37 Guanzi Zhuangzi Hanfeizi ZhanGuoCe Guo Yu
5% 7% 0.2% 1% 0.2% 18%
Looking more closely at the Guo Yu figure one finds quite a range of percentages for 
individual chapters but most striking of all is the complete absence of three-stroked in
♦ « • 38chapters 12 and 21, the former dealing with Fan Wenzi, the latter with Fan Li . It is 
dangerous to draw too much from small statistics but one wonders if it does not point to 
some relationship between Fan Li and Fan Wenzi, or at least to a relationship between 
those who wrote do wn their deeds and words. Further research on this topic is required.
On the level of thought Fan Li expresses himself by a clear tripartite division into 
Heaven, Earth and Man; Fan Wenzi speaks only ofHeaven, and even of Heaven's Decree, 
Tian ming Ifff39 Both share the contrast between external and internal affairs,
"The one who acts as minister is able to bring harmony within and only after does
40he plan for external matters. "
36 Lecture given at the School o f  Oriental and African Studies, London on 1 st June 1994
37 Lushi Chunqiu
38 Zhang Yiren’s index gives four three-stroke yu  in one phrase in chapter 20, but the mainland edition writes these as 
eight-stroke yu. Their addition or omission makes a striking difference to the percentage count: including them the 
figureis 17%, excluding them 0%. This illustratesthedangerofrelyingtoo much on statistics. In the present case the 
evidence o f  the y«s is presented merely as a possible non-coincidence. Kenny, The Aristotelian Ethics, p. 75, 
explains that statistical surveys need a sample large enough to contain at least ten occurrences o f  the word in question. 
Relying on only four three-stroke^ is thus too unreliable to be statistically significant.
39 Guo Yu 12 Jin Yu 6 p. 421
40  GnoFi* 12 JirnFw 6, p. 4 1 6 : ^  A S # ,
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Fan Wenzi also shows a marked reluctance to engage in war until he is sure he can win. 
This is not simply a matter of calculation but of principle,
41"Only the one who lays onde is able to receive many blessings. "
Just as the Huangdi Sijing exalts the position of the sage as the one who can see, so too 
Fan Wenzi stresses the sage,
"Only the sage is able to be without worry for external matters and also without
42concern for internal matters. "
He also talks about the Way of Heaven as being unloving, that is not inclining to special 
friends or relatives but only to de:
43"The Way of Heaven is unloving, it only accepts de. "
Each of the above sayings are presented as quotations or as something which Fan Wenzi 
has heard. Fan Li presents his thought in a similar way. Whether they are really quoting is 
not always clear.
With Fan Wenzi one can perhaps trace the tradition that was to surface in Fan Li 
one century later.
8.5 The Wenzi and the Genre of Dao Yuan
The sayings of Confucius contained in the Lun Yu are recorded apart from their 
historical context. One may read this as an attempt to give them universal significance. 
However, in many cases the context is known from other sources or has been suggested by 
later commentators. As a whole the Confucian tradition does not try to claim to be wholly 
ahistorical. Confucius certainly knew the material contained in the Spring and Autumn 
Annals of his home State, even if he did not compile them himself. Later Confucians 
continue their master's example by setting their doctrines as the product of an historical 
era, albeit rather idealised.
The Daoists also looked back to the past. However, their past could well be pre- 
historical, set in the chaos time when things first emerged. This is the case in the Shiliu 
Jing and in Dao Yuan as we noted when discussing one of the uses oiyin-yang. This past 
is a-human and hence history is not of the same importance to the Daoist. Rather than
41 i b . p . 4 l 8 : P £ l ? 3 « t ^ £ ? § o
43 ib .p .421  :
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preaching a doctrine handed down, if honoured more in the breach than in the observance, 
through human history, the Daoist is endeavouring to capture a pre-human cosmogenesis 
and present his doctrines as in accordance with that. His perspective is then that of the 
perennial (chang), the permanent (heng) and his coordinates are Heaven, earth and the 
unvarying Way. This attitude to history leads to a different type of literature.
The Daoist jing  is a text that purports to be true of the chaos time, a-historically. 
The classic text of the genre is the Dao-De Jing. Another possible example are the/mg of
z* 44chapters 30-35 of the Hanfeizi . This last example shows howjing  state universal truths 
which can then be illustrated by historical examples. Hanfeizi's jing  are illustrated in shuo 
fjE& (commentaries) with historical personnages and incidents, e.g. Chapter 31 jing  2, 5 
and 645.
The Shiliu Jing is one possible candidate for consideration as a Daoist jing. One 
can but attempt to compare it in style with the Dao-De Jing6.
The Shiliu Jing and Dao-De Jing are of roughly the same length. The latter has 
5,467 characters47 whilst the former claims to have 4,606 (?) characters48. The Dao-De 
Jing is divided into two parts, and there is some dispute as to which part comes first, and is 
further subdivided into 81 chapters, though some of these are run together in the 
Mawangdui manuscripts. The order of the chapters also is subject to some variation. In 
contrast the Shiliu Jing only numbers fifteen parts. Our own researches have indicated the 
arbitrary order of these fifteen chapters and even questioned to what extent they have been 
integrated into a coherent whole.
Perhaps a better candidate for consideration as a Daoist Jing is the fourth book, 
Dao Yuan. While we do not possess any clear ancestor of this book, there are two texts 
which are evidently related to it: the first chapters of the Huainanzi and of the Wenzi
44 A s explained in my preface, "chapter'1 here translates piatt. My usage here concurs with that o f  W.KXiao, The 
Complete Works o f Han Fei Tzti, p. v.
45 Hanfeizi 31 Neichtishuoxia 1^ } p. 791 There are many historical examples here.
46 It would be even more instructive ifone knew thedate oftho Dao-De Jing. However its dating is still a matter o f  great 
dispute. One should perhaps distinguish between the date o f individual verses or stanzas and the date o f  the final 
edition. The date o f  the latter may be postShilitiJing but most scholars are agreed that some o f  the material contained 
in that edition is early. Chen Guying and his followers argue strongly for an early date for the whole edition but their 
arguments rest largely on taking the legends about Lao Dan as scientific history h la Lord Acton. The problem is that 
such a method, even if  it justified this reading o f  the legends, will never be able to prove that the present text was 
actually written by theancient sage.
47 This figure is reached by adding together the figures in Henricks'edition o f  the Mnvangcriri texts (p. 5 0& 89). It is 
not wholly dependent on those texts, since both manuscripts suffer from lacunae and so the figure is based on an 
estimate including received text material. The standard received text is some hundred characters shorter,
48 For discussion on this character count and other colometric matters see my technical preface.
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respectively49. Though both the latter are considerably longer than the Huangdi Sijing: 
Dao Yuan, a comparison of all three would be profitable. It can hardly be mere 
coincidence that the titles of all three are so similar: Dao Yuan for the Wenzi and Huangdi 
Sijing and Yuan Dao for the Huainanzi.
Traditionally Wenzi was supposed to predate Huainanzi but scholars have 
questioned the relationship and argued that Wenzi is a summary of the Huainanzi in 
simpler language. Barbara Kandel believes there was a "proto-Wenzi" but that the 
Huainanzi is older than the present textus receptus of the Wenzi50. However, since Kandel 
wrote in 1974 archaeologists have uncovered versions of the Wenzi in which the text is 
substantially the same as the received version but the ascription to interlocuteurs is 
different. In the received version the work is presented as a dialogue between Laozi and 
Wenzi, the former being the teacher. In one place in the received text, however, the 
questioner is a certain King Ping 3E and it is Wenzi who provides the answer51. History 
records two Kings Ping, one the Eastern Zhou monarch who reigned from 771 to 720 
B.C., well before the period of the "philosophers" and the other King Ping of Chu, 529- 
516 B. C. It is the latter with whom Wenzi enters into dialogue. Now the newly excavated
* 52texts are said to present the whole work as their dialogue . Wenzi is the teacher. It is 
thought that later, when Laozi's star rose, it was considered fitting to portray Laozi as the 
teacher and Wenzi as the pupil, completely ignoring the king. At the same time the work 
may have been re-edited.
The result is that we have a composite work and hence there may well be 
grammatical patterns or expressions that suggest a late dating but the core of the work 
could still be older.
Wenzi himself deserves some attention. His family name ( f t  xing) was Xin ^  
and his personal name (^g ming) was Yan or Ni 53; his professional name zi) 
was Wenzi. He was called Jiran f t  He came from Jin and went to Chu and Yue. He 
studied under Laozi and was himself the teacher of Fan Li. If we take the legend that Laozi
49 My use o f "chapter" is explained in the preface. Note Major, Heaven and Earth , p. iit, and Larre, Les grands trades, 
p. 7, both use "chapter" to refer to ihejttan otHuainanzi. My usage agrees with theirs.
50 Kandel, B., IVen Tzu\ Rand, C. C., Chinese Military Thought and Philosophical Taoism, p. 185, note 30
51 Wenzi 5 Dao De ^  p. 843c
52 This archaeological information is unpublished and is based on my conversations with Professor Li Xueqin in 1993
53 Karlgren, B ., Grammata Serica Recensa 239g-h ftff ngian; 873f <ngieg. The two were close in sound and so 
could be confused.
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was a contemporary of Confucius (551-479 B.C.), then Jiran could easily have been his 
pupil and known King Ping of Chu (529-516 B. C.). He may well have known King Gou 
Jian of Yue (497-465 B.C.) as well and certainly his pupil could be Fan Li. In the Hanshu 
Jiran is listed among the ministers of Gou Jian, whilst Fan Li is given higher status54. Even 
if we cannot ascribe the Dao-De Jing in its present form to Laozi himself or the Wenzi to 
Jiran, it remains, nonetheless, significant that legend ascribes a connection between them 
which may well say something about relationships between their works. It is perhaps not a 
coincidence that the fourth book of the Huangdi Sijing, th eDao Yuan, bears the same title 
as the first chapter ofthe Wenzi and that both are related to the Dao-De Jing. Based on the 
legend we may suppose the Dao-De Jing to be the work of Laozi, who taught Jiran, who 
wrote the Wenzi and who then taught Fan Li, whose thought is the basis for the Huangdi 
Sijing. Unfortunately the relationship is not as clear as this and the legend is fraught with 
problems as to its origins and reliability. If one could be sure of it then it would provide 
some basis for affirming a relationship between the Dao Yuan and the Shiliu Jing.
According to other scholars Jiran is the title of Fan Li's book. All depends on the 
reading of three passages in the Shiji. One reads,
"Of old King Gou Jian of Yue was enclosed above Kuai Ji,
And then used Fan Li JiRan"55.
The editors of the Shiji reads as "Fan Li, Ji Ran". In a history of Chun Qiu philosophy 
edited under Zhou Lisheng, the passage is read as "Fan Li ^  Jiran^ 5S. The following
57sentence begins "Jiran said..." . This could be understood as a person speaking but it 
could equally well be a book. One paragraph further on Fan Li says,
" Jiran's plans are seven, Y ue has used five of them and attained its objective"58. 
Again the name, Jiran, may be taken as the title of a book. Even if we accept that Jiran is 
the name of a book and not the work of Wenzi Jiran, there is, nonetheless, stronger 
evidence of a link between the Wenzi and the Huangdi Sijing in the fourth book of the 
latter, Dao Yuan.
Kandel's lists comparing the chapters of the Huainanzi to those ofthe Wenzi are of
54 The Honshu lists Fan Li as a third grade sage, a zhiren  ^  A *  whereas Gou Jian, Wen Zhong and Jiran are one grade 
lower. Hanshu 8 Gujinren biao A ^  p. 933
55 Shiji 129 Huozhi Liezhuan p. 3256 ^  #  H M ®  f i t  ± M Z  ±  . 7 5 $ ^ 'JL *  IfciS -*
56 Zhou Lisheng (ed.) Chunqiu Zhexue, Shandong Daxue Chuban She, 1989, p. 364
57 Shiji 129 Huozhi Liezhuan p. 3256: B  ;
58 Shiji 129 Huozhi Liezhuan p. 3257 : g  &  . ..B  , S U E  „
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the great value in comparing the two works. By and large material in the first chapter of 
the Huainanzi, Yuan Dao is found in the first chapter of the Wenzi, Dao Yuan and vice 
versa. There are a few exceptions. The last part of the Yuan Daomz is found in chapter 
three of the Wenzi and one section in the middle of the Yuan Daomz is placed in the fourth 
chapter of the Wenzi. Dao Yuan /z contains two sections which occur elsewhere in the 
Huainanzi, one in chapter nine and one in chapter twelve. Having said that, the order in 
the two chapters is markedly different and Yuan Daonm is considerably longer than Dao 
Yuan *7. When one comes to compare either or both with the Huangdi Sijing Dao Yuan 
one is struck both by certain similarites of language and thought and also by the lack of 
clear correspondance. The only case anywhere in which it is obvious, though 
unacknowledged, that the Dao Yuan™51 is being quoted is in a gloss by Heshang Gong Jhf 
on chapter 25 of the Dao-De Jing59 Thus any comparison of the Dao YuanHDS*, 
Dao Yuan37 and Yuan Daomz can only be accomplished on the grounds of their common 
genre and theme.
The structure of the Dao Yuan'™ is as follows:
1. A depiction of the primeval chaos, before distinctionsarose(168al - 168b 14);
2. The universality of the Way, by which all things come to be what they are (168b 15- 
169b 14)
3. Definition of the Way, which exceeds all naming (169b 15-170a 3 6)
4. The Way is not changed by anything (170a 37-171 a 26)
5. The sage is able to penetrate to the essence (171 a 27- 172a25)
6. The sage king and superior can use it to bring order (172a 26-173a 19)
7. Two maxims (173a 20-173a 39)
8. On obtaining the Way (173b 1- 174a22)
From this plan it can be seen that the piece has a certain order and logic to it. One could in 
fact consider the first four parts as a unit depicting the cosmological status of the Way and 
the last four as the manner in which the Way is applied to government. The shift between
59 Dao Yttanms> 168b32- 169a3 "Notrotting iny/», nor burning in yang." Heshang
Gong clearly quotes this in commenting on the line ji§| f t  ^  "Going all around and not being used up." in
chapter 25 of the Dao De Jing. His commentary r e a d s- ik iS fT  A  A ,
"Dao penetrates all heaven and earth; there is nothing into which it does not enter, 
in jwngit is not burnt, trusting to yin  it does not rot. There is nothing it does not pierce through whilstyet not being in 
peril or being used up." Notice Heshang Gong reverses the order of thcyin-yang clauses and writes tuo trustingto 
rather than zai , in, befbrey/'n. See Yan Lingfeng M  Dao-De ZhigttilutK Vol. 8 p. I2b
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the two halves occurs in 171 a 27 with "Thus only the sage. ..6°"
Something similar to the first part of the above is found in both Dao Yuan*7 and 
Yuan Daomz. However, the argument is developed considerably. One example may make 
the point. In Dao YuanHDSJ it is said of the Way,
"Birds obtain it and fly, fish obtain it and swim, beasts obtain it and run"61.
In the other two works it is said,
"By it is a mountain high, by it is an abyss deep,
By it animals run, by it birds fly,
[By it sun and moon are bright]62;
By it stars and celestial bodies move,
By it female unicorns go out, by it phoenixes soar"63.
The bestiary has expanded.
The Wenzi version is further distinguished by including questions and answers in 
the text; whilst the Huainanzi does not have this dialogue but does give many historical or 
quasi-historical illustrations. In particular the Huainanzi integrates a whole account of a 
journey to Heaven, reminiscent of the Chu Ci. One feature that both share but which is 
wholly lacking in the Dao Yuan'™ is a prolonged metaphor on water. The account is 
inserted in different places in the Wenzi and Huainanzi but both begin from the 
observation that Waiter is the weakest of all things under Heaven yet its greatness cannot
64be fathomed . This sentiment surely derives from the Dao-De Jing. Even if new 
manuscripts show that the Wenzi was not originally intended as the teachings of Laozi 
received by Wenzi, there is nonetheless no doubt that the Wenzi still quotes the Dao-De 
Jing. Even the Huainanzi, with its absence of dialogue, quotes Lao Dan on water65. Now, 
the Huangdi Sijing never makes any reference to Laozi, nor does it quote, even in
60 Dao Yuan™** 171a 27-30 : S c W  f i  A  -
61 Dao yuan™*’ 169a 12-23 : JR f t  f f i j j l ,
62 This line is only found in Yuan Dao™2.
63 iw»zW“p.2:iim;t®, somites.
z n .  m u z . m .  & u z m .  Dao Yuan'112' p. 830a is the same as this except that it does not include JEJ 
and that M  M  LI f r  is placed after JJ, L I ^8- All these passages go back to chapter 39 o f the
D a o - D e J m g - .3 i% - M m . ttW—WS. Sf-HS,
, —‘ L l ^ ^ T I .  Heaven obtained the One and so became clear, Earth obtained the One and so
became stable; Spirits obtained the One and so became potent; Valleys obtained the One and so became full; the 
myriad tilings obtained the One and so became alive; Lords and kings obtained the One and so became leaders of 
under Heaven. (TheMawanydui texts read the last character as TF zheneand o m it^ f f i  ^ —* ]^ X
64 Wenzi 831 b; Huainanzi p. 26
65 Huainanzi p. 28
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unacknowledged form, the Dao-De Jing. It could well be that it was written before the 
Dao-De Jing took its present shape.
Shiliu Jing and Dao Yuan both belong to the genre of Daoist Jing in that they 
purport to derive their philosophy from the chaos time and in this sense are a-historical. 
The genre does not seem to have a clearly definable style but to range from the pithy 
sayings of Hanfeizi and the Dao-De Jing to longer essays which may incorporate 
narrative, dialogue and historical illustrations.
Tradition associates the emergence of two of these works, the Dao-De Jing and 
the Wenzi with teachers who are said to have been in a teacher-pupil lineage which is 
traceable to Fan Li. Dao Yuan is certainly related to one part of this tradition, namely the 
Wenzi. More work needs to be done to substantiate the legends and their literary 
significance yet even as they stand they already point Dao Yuan into the Fan Li tradition of 
military advisors
8.6 Fan Sui and the genre of Cheng
Cheng has not been touched on to any noticeable degree in the first part of this 
thesis. At this point in our study we can but rely on external features to determine its 
genre66 Two approaches will be taken. Firstly one can look for other similar collections 
of proverbs and see how Cheng compares with them. Secondly, one can examine how 
later personages used the Cheng aphorisms to illustrate their arguments. For the first 
approach the Zhou Zhu %  chapter of the Yi Zhou Shu will be considered. For the 
second, one proverb from Cheng will be shown as it is used in given historical contexts.
The Yi Zhou Shu is a work of disputed date and varied contents. It is much longer 
than the Huangdi Sijing and is Confucian in orientation67. Nonetheless, it does provide 
some points for comparison. At the heart of the Yi Zhou Shu is the seizure of power by the 
Zhou leaders from the Shang. The work is concerned with justifying the power of the
66 My study o f binary pairs in part one has not produced any evidence to establish the relationship of Cheng to the first 
two books. Doubtless more work is necessary. Statistical evidence, though does not point to a close relationship 
between Cheng and the first two books (the fourth is too short to be statistically significant). Based on the table o f the 
ten most frequently used characters at the end o f my concordance one may calculate relative resemblance by 
"Spearman's rho". This demands comparing the ranking of the ten characters. For two perfectly similar texts the 
value o f Spearman's rho is 1.0; for two perfectly dissimilar texts it is 0. Comparing Jingfa and Cheng the value is 
0.45; comparing Shiliu Jing and Cheng it is 0,23. See Kenny, A., The Aristotelian Ethics, pp. 77*9 for the 
mathematical formula and method o f calculation.
67 See Yanaka Nobuichi (Bibliography List D), "Yizhoushu" yu "Guanzi" de sixiang bijiao, 38*40
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Zhou and the justice of their cause* It resembles the Huangdi Sijing, particularly the 
Shiliu Jing, in that the latter too places a battle at the centre. It is the Yellow Emperor's 
defeat of Chi You which ensures that he and whosoever follows him, has the mantle of 
power.
The Zhou Zhu chapter of the Yi Zhou Shu is a list of proverbs rather like those in 
Cheng though more connected. There is the same tendency in both collections to combine 
metaphysics, practical advice and observations drawn from nature. The following 
comparison will sketch these common elements without attempting to provide a close 
analysis of the two works.
Cheng opens with a metaphysical proverb,
"The Way is without beginning yet [things] respond [to it],
Until it comes, you do not have it; once it comes assimilate to it.
When something is about to come, its form will come first.
Basing on its form, name by means of the name.
What does the saying mean?68"
In the Zhou Zhu, there are also metaphysical passages:
"Heaven acts as a lid, Earth as a hub:
For the one who uses the Way well, he comes to the end without being restricted, 
Earth acts as a hub, Heaven as a lid,
The one who uses the Way well, comes to an end without harm.
Within Heaven and Earth there is cold and hot,
The one who uses the Way well, comes to an end without drying up;
If one spreads out the five agents, one needs must win,
69What Heaven covers over can ultimately be assayed" .
Nature provides the material for the following parables:
"Tigers and wolves are fierce, yet can be tamed;
Elder and younger brother living together cannot get along together"70 
And from the Zhou Zhu:
69 Yi Zhou Shu 61 Zhou Zhu J^^Jp.42 lines 24-5
, j i z m w m * m o
70 Chm gno.35  1 5 5 a 3 3 - 1 5 5 b 9 : # £ ^ ^ ^  I f j j f ,
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" A tiger is fierce yet [because it is greedy] it fells in a trap and is caught;
A man is wise yet [because of desire] he can be cheated;
A leaf is pretty, yet [not] if cut offfrom its tree {He tree);
A stalk is pretty yet [not] if removed from its branch;
71A branch is pretty yet [not] if uprooted from its root" .
There is advice to the ruler:
"When there is rebellion among the feudal lords,
If the one who corrects the rebellion loses Pattern,
Then the chaotic State will turn against him
If it is not possible for this to happen in his own time
Then, when his sons and grandsons come, it will surely happen.
Thus it is said, "If one controls others but loses Pattern,
72One will be controlled by them" .
Inths Zhou Zhu:
"Teach them with rites and the people will not compete;
Rule them with laws and the people begin to listen,
73Adapt to their capacity and the people are then quiet" .
Thus one can see that the collection of proverbs was standard practice for philosophers. 
These proverbs were used to influence policy or to comment on events.
The use of proverbs in practical politics can be shown from one of the proverbs 
included in the Cheng collection which figures in two historical contexts and in one other 
philosophical work. Looking at the use of this proverb illustrates how such sayings were 
employed.
The proverb in question reads,
"Do not give weapons to a brigand; do not give provisions to a thief.
If one gives weapons to brigands and provisions to thieves,
Then the short will become long; the weak strong.
71 YiZhouShu61Z}iouZ}tuMUv.^n^\6-l-.^ZM.^MWiW:WC X M Z
72 aIengno.42 158b2S-159a32:^ i^L< S&EL isiAiisf^ a. stum.
73 rimouSktt67ZJto»ZhuffiUp-42\iaB*l2-l3'MZ\cI>1&Biyfi&' K JfilK$&3B, S&tl
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By increase and decrease, change and transformation,
Finally they will turn and go for you"?4.
Part of this proverb is quoted by Fan Sui $8 $0: in 301 B.C.. The story is found in both the
75Shiji and the Zhan Guo Ce . Fan Sui tells the king of Qin that his policy of passing by Han 
and Wei to attack Qi is parallel to the case ofDuke Min of Qi attacking Chu. Though Duke 
Min defeated Chu yet he had travelled too far and also showed up his aggressivity. The 
result was that the feudal lords gathered and defeated Qi. In the same way if Qin were to 
attack Qi this would give Han and Wei the opportunity to attack Qin. From this one can 
see that the saying is something similar to the Greek Pyrrhic V ictory. In the context of the 
research undertaken here it is worth noting that a proverb which, on the surface, may seem 
to be a matter of worldlywise wisdom can be used by an advisor on foreign and military 
affairs. In this respect Cheng as a whole could serve someone like Fan Li and his 
successors.
The saying could also be used in moral education. Thus Xunzi says that only those 
worthy of receiving education should be taught. To teach those unworthy of being taught 
is a case of giving provisions to thieves and weapons to brigands76. The meaning is 
something like "do not throw pearls before swine."
Xunzi was the teacher of Li Si ^  who makes use of the proverb at the 
begining of his career in Qin. Li Si quotes examples from Chinese history of how rulers 
have made use of advisors from other States— he includes King Zhao's use of Fan Sui— or 
enjoyed "foreign" music and valuable commodities from "foreign" climes. Li Si himself is 
from Chu and seeks employment in Qin. He explains that just as Mount Tai is big because 
it does not let its soil go and the sea is deep because it welcomes even a tiny stream, so too a 
true king will welcome all people until all come under his sway and there are no boundaries 
or outsiders. If the ruler refuses to accept the people who come to him then the learned 
men will leave him and no longer come west to Qin. It is this which is said to be a case of
74 C/iengno. 37 156a30- 156b23 $ § #
I I B ,
75 Shiji 79 Fan Sui Caize Liezhuan ££ §^1 ^  #1] p. 2409; Zhan Guo Ce 5 Qin 3 §f£ 3 !  p. 171
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77" lending weapons to brigands and giving provisions to thieved . The brigands and thieves 
are the other States; the weapons and provisions are the foreignadvisiors and goods.
Li Si is not only a military advisor but an advisor on all political matters. In his 
hands one can see how a collection of proverbs was open to many interpretations. These 
interpretations invest the original text with new layers of meaning. The same process of 
re-interpretation took place with most Chinese philosophical works as they moved from 
the teachings of master to pupil to become political ideologies. The process of the 
emergence of early Han Huang-Lao political thought from texts such as the Huangdi 
Sijing is one such movement of re-interpretation. It is documented chiefly in the 
Huainanzi, and the Shiji. The study of the Huangdi Sijing against the backdrop of its 
subsequent political reinterpretation is a fascinating subject but one outwith the bounds of 
the present discussion.
Conclusion: Military Advisors
In this chapter genre criticism has shown that parts of the Shiliu Jing, Cheng and 
Dao Yuan all have some degree of affinity with the Daoist military advisors of mid- 
Warring States' China. Redaction criticism has revealed that parts of the Shiliu Jing have 
been developed from the work of Fan Li. This seems to be a dominant strand in the 
redaction process but it is not the only current as the study of ci and xiong made evident. 
The diversity of the chapters makes a sustained redaction criticism difficult to write. It 
may be that the present set of fifteen (or sixteen) chapters was only grouped together 
when Jingfa was written. In this case it is only from a consideration of Jingfa that the 
redaction of the whole text can be undertaken.
77 Shiji 87 Li Si Liezhuan ^  p. 2545 : M  &  W  ^  ^  M
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Study of wen-wu in the Jingfa showed that the pair was used consistently 
throughout the book. In looking at the five ni included in Guo Ci we noted that they had 
been deliberately edited into their context. Examination of shun-ni brought to light a 
cluster of ideas proper to the Jingfa that emerged in most of the book's chapters. Thus we 
can take as a premise for our investigations that the nine of the Jingfa comprise a
consistent whole. By consistent we do not mean perfectly homogenous. The opening 
seven-year cycle of Jun Zheng, for instance, is not explictly described in terms of wen-wu; 
the five ni of Guo Ci have an independent origin and, we might add, Wang tun  is 
composed largely of numbered lists with little attempt at extensive editorial reworking. 
Nonetheless, we will presume the unity of Jingfa to a greater extent than was possible 
with Shiliu Jing.
9.1 Method oflnvestigation
In the previous chapter we undertook a critical examination of certain passages 
and their sources to discover the way in which the redactor thought. In the case of the 
Jingfa we do not have such a clear source and hence we are obliged to proceed by a 
different method. The discussion of nUshun and we n-wu brought to light a cluster of ideas 
that we called the Jingfa cluster. This thought comprises the seeing of the ruler, the 
principles of going-with and going-against and the self-defining of name and form. It is 
put in the context of the Way that births the Law and is enacted by the ruler who stands in a 
threesome with Heaven and Earth by participating in their working1.
In the present chapter we shall look at some of the key concepts of the Jingfa and 
try to trace their origins. In so doing we shall attempt to follow the chronological 
development that made it possible for them to be combined in the one pattern of thought. 
The starting point for such an investigation will be from the death of Mozi around 390 
B.C. until the rise of Zou Yan in about 302 B.C. We can postulate that the Jingfa
1 Though the translation o f ;?C fill as "forming a threesome with Heaven and Earth" may be considered too 
picturesque in that the idea "three" is not necessarily paramount, I still thinks It does express a fundamental fact that 
Man, Heaven and Earth all cooperate in harmony. A more prosaic expression such as "share in" does not contain this 
view oftheworldand man's place in it.
2 Graham, Divisions in EartyMohism, p. 23, notes that a prominent Mohist who died in 381B ,C. was already a patron 
of a scool o f Southern Mohists. This indicates that Mohist doctrines were circulating from the early fourth century
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does not predate Mozi himself for it uses Mohist terminology, notably the expressionjian 
ai. The final date is based on the absence of the characteristics of Zou Yan's wu xing 
theory, even though its treatment of the seasons was to lend latter wu-xing theorists, such 
as those in the Guanzi, to combine Jingfa material withy in-yangwu-xing theory.
Hence our efforts will concentrate on those terms that might have arisen during 
this period, the fourth century B.C., and are specific to the Jingfa as opposed to the Shiliu 
Jing. Terms requiring attention are fa, dao, dang, du, li, ming, xing3. Though the 
characters may appear in the Shiliu Jing our investigation in this chapter will be with their 
specific use in the Jingfa. It is not necessary for us to engage in a complete survey of 
fourth century philosophy. Instead our inquiry will be limited to three spheres which seem 
to be of relevance, namely the Mohists and their adherents at the Jixia Academy, Shen 
Buhai and the legalists, also found in the Jixia Academy, Zisi and the tradition of study on 
the Book of Changes. A fourth sphere is the Daoist tradition of Laozi but since this is also 
behind the Shiliu Jing as well it will not tell us much that is specific to the Jingfa, Our aim 
is not so much to explore all the influences behind the Jingfa as to examine what specially 
inspired its editor/author.
9.2 The Mohist schools
It is at first sight paradoxical to look at a work which advocates the annexation and 
total destruction of another State, as does the Jingfa in Guo Ci, as having much to do with 
Mohism. Mozi was famous for opposing war and for coming to the defence of small 
towns. Yet we have noticed several passages that derive directly from the Mozi. That this 
is possible can be appreciated by looking at the history of Mohism.
Graham labels the three schools of Mohists, who divided after the master's death
B.C.. For the dating ofZou Yan,seeSunKaitai, The Chronicle o f  Zou Yon. pp. 56-55.
3 These terms are chosen as o f  significance and also because they are amenable to study. Statistical evidence makes 
other avenues o f research possible. The following terms to do with government are, for instance, predominant in the 
Jingfa as opposed to the Shiliu Jing but proper study o f  them requires more information about their distribution in
early Chinese texts than is currently available in published concordances.
Graph Meaning Absolute Number (JF/SLJ) Frequency (JF/SU) in % %Difference
Guo [y£j State 77:28 1.54% 0.67% 0.87%
Tianxia under Heaven 37:17 0.74% 0.41% 0.33%
Zhu M Lord 30:6 0.6% 0.14% 0.46%
Wang -F King 27:4 0,54% 0.09% 0.45%
Chen Ej Minister 26:1 0.52% 0.02% 0.50%
M ingffr Command 25:5 0.5% 0.11% 0.39%
Jun Prince 11:4 0.22% 0.09% 0.13%
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in 390 B.C., as Purist, Compromising and Reactionary . Mohism had begun in the circles 
of the artisans and lower classes but it was taken up as a philosophical teaching at the court 
of Kings and Dukes. Thus in order to appeal in the realm of practical politics some 
Mohists compromised and accepted both punitive warfare and hereditary office. The 
school labelled "Reactionary" by Graham went the furthest on this road and Graham 
supposes that they were operative in the southern kingdom of Chu, where hereditary rule 
within Chu proper was maintained longer than in the northern States. The Purist reacts
5
against this by defending Mozi's original doctrines . Thus from the point of view of a 
reactionary Mohist it is conceivable that a Mohist could maintain the sharp distinction 
between ruler and ruled and encourage war where it is a case of punishing a tyrannt.
Another characteristic of Mohism that developed over the course of time was a 
concern for public proclamation of Law6. In the defence of cities under siege the Mohists 
organised the population by public noticeboards on which were set the rules and 
regulations to be followed. Whereas a Confucian would seek to reform the moral 
character of an individual and so lead him to the desired action, the Mohist had to organise 
populations in a quasi-military manner and, for this, law had to be public. From here it is 
but a small step to the public proclamation of law for the whole State.
In turning to the Jingfa one will then be looking not only for passages which are 
explicitly Mohist but also for the type of terminology developed in Mohist circles. 
Though it has been shown that Mohist argument differed from much traditional Chinese 
argument in that it came from a knowledge of practical, technical matters such as the 
design of defensive weapons and in the Jingfa there is no argument of this kind, no 
references to technological advances, nonetheless the Mohist vocabulary could surely 
serve the ends of one interested in more speculative philosophy7.
Graham assigns four chapters of the present text ofMozi to the Reactionary8; the 
Compromiser is credited with nine or possibly ten chapters9. Material in the
4 Graham, Divisions in Early Mohism, p. 28, does not commit himself to exact dating o f the emergence o f the 
documents that are now part o f the received Mozi. Hedoes, however, believe that the three tendencies emerged early.
5 Graham, Disputers o f the Tao, pp. 51-3
6 Yates, R.D.S., New Light on Ancient Chinese Military Texts, pp. 243-4
7 SeeGarrett,M.M., The "Mo-Tztt" and the "LuShih Ch'un-Ch’itt", pp. 77f., 310-14 & Yates, R.D.S., New Light on 
Ancient Military Texts
8 The four in question are Chapter 10 Elevation o f Worth, Chapter 13 Conforming Upwards, Chapter 28 Heaven's 
Intent and Chapter 36 Rejection o f Destiny (with the replacement of36/5-13 by 35/10-18)
9 These are 9 ,1 2 ,1 6 ,1 9 , (22), 2 5 ,2 7 ,3 1 ,3 2 ,3 7  with parts o f35/18-33.
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Compromising or Reactionary chapters may be closer to the Huangdi Sijing in that the 
Sijing advocates military expeditions and so is far removed from the pure Mohist 
approach. It is also significant that the Reactionary developed his thought in Chu, for the 
language of the Huangdi Sijing is most probably southern, Chu dialect10. To undertake a 
complete study of all the Compromising and Reactionary chapters is beyond our scope. 
We can but follow a few significant features.
From Graham's table of the chapters of the Mozi we note that only three: 10, 13 
and 28 can be certainly assigned to the Reactionary school. These three chapters 
correspond to 8,11 and 26 of the Purist and 9,12,27 of the Compromising schools. One 
example from the Shang Tong jn} JffJ chapters (11-13) may be relevant to our enquiry. 
Graham notes that the Purist version (11) respects an ordered hierarchy of four levels 
from village head (M  -{J li zhang) to the Son of Heaven Tianzi)u. The
compromising school does not require respect for this hierarchy when offences are to be
1*>
reported whilst the reactionary adopts a feudal hierarchyGraham cites as significant for 
showing the feudal, Confucian nature of the reactionary the following proverb: 
"Administering the State under Heaven is like administering a family"13.
Turning to the Jingfa we note that it is in the context of State government that we 
find the phrases:
"If there is not a father’s conduct one cannot get a son to be of use;
If there is not a mother's virtue, one cannot use the people’s force to the utmost"14. 
The quotation itself uses the word "people" and implies that the kingdom is like a family. 
Thus the very trait that Graham focuses on as specific to the reactionary is here present. 
Furthermore when we look to see how the Jingfa understands shang tong, "conforming 
with the above", we find that it involves the the ruler in using wen-wu, matching the 
rhythms of Heaven-Earth and according to the people's heart15. There is no mention of the
10 Long Hui, "Laozi" Yiben qiatt g u y i shu tanyuan, p. 31, argues in favour o f  a Chu origin. Huang Zhao, Guatiyu 
"Htianglao Boshu ”zhi wo-guan, p. 16, has suggested that the Chu touch comes from a scribe who was in a man of 
Chu and who wrote down what a man of Qi was saying. That is the original was in Qi dialect but taken down verbatim 
by a southerner. Huang's opinion is implausible. Yet Zhang Chongchen, Chuci Qi-Lu Fangyan Zhenggtt, shows 
that many Chu people studied in Qi. People certainly circulated from State to State.
11 Graham, Divisions in EarlyMohism, p. 22
12 Graham, Divisions in EarlyMohism, p. 23
13 Mozi 13 Shang Tongxia jWJ “F" p. 2 1 lines 44-45
14 J m ,2 la , g 2 l b 2 - 2 0 : m i i . z n .
15 S iZ ) i i3 8 a 4 - 2 0 :^ l^ ^ j |!5 I K  Participating in (forming a
threesome with) Heaven-Earth, uniting to the people’s heart, wen-wu standing together, its name is called 
"conforming with the above".
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Mohist hierarchy of superiors. Thus we see Mohist terminology annexed wholly to the 
ruler's interests. The development of reactionary Mohism is the most plausible 
background for this use ofMohist language.
The Jingfa thus stresses the position of the ruler’6 He is the one who manages 
laws and measures ^ fa -d u ,  rewarding and punishing ^  §9 shang-fa, and impartially
17favouring, jian ai . Whilst Mohists stressed the exemplary role of sages and kings, in the 
Jingfa the emphasis has shifted from the impartial favouring of all to the selflessness of the
ISlaw . In other words the "love” of the Mohist has been taken over by its impartiality, the 
public law that is to be respected by all. One can envisage such a change coming about in 
the shift from a city under siege to the Jingfa context of the successful ruler. The clearest 
linguistic sign of the change from early Mohism to the Jingfa lies in the shift in meaning of 
fa. No longer does it refer to the exemplary conduct of Kings Wen and Wu, rather it is 
combined with du1 system, in a binome referring to a public legal system'9. Nonetheless
the word fa  surely retains some of its sense as exemplar even in this later usage just as the
20later stress was already present around the time of Confucius . We are not dealing with 
an absolute shift of meaning but with a movement of emphasis.
The use of du, measure, in this way is not an unexpected development from early 
Mohism. Indeed it may well be one of a set of geometric terms that the Mohists used. 
Graham shows that Mohist logic was related to geometry. As carpenters the Mohists
were interested in measuring straight lines. Their scaling ladders and multiple-bolt
21arcuballistae required a fine grasp of practical geometry . From the starting-point,
22duan , a line could be drawn. The importance of lines gives rise to the use of the square,
16 See note 3 above which shows how the Jingfa as a whole displays a marked preference for terms connected with 
ruling.
17 Jutt Zheng 19a- 22b
18 Notetheuseofyii^asexemplarinthefollowingpassageaboutKingsWenandW u : M k i  IdJianAixia ~FP-
27lineS6 2 -3 :# # ^ ft jH ± S ^ . f tK f f l* .  & £ § ? PrT»
"Of old Wen and Wu performed correcting and levelled assignments, rewarding the worthy and punishing the 
violent. They did not incline to relatives and brethren. This was the impartiality o f Wen and Wu. Even the 
impartiality o f Master Mozi derived its example from Wen and Wu." The tasks cited here as part o f  the exemplary 
conduct o f Wen and Wu are the very tasks that are embraced in the Jingfa by the abstract principles o f wen-wu and 
conducted under rule o f  the established law.
19 Yu Mingguang note on Jun Zheng 21a 1-5 "and the one who produces die legal system", explains fa
du asfaluzhidtiffst^j* rjj)J Yu Mingguang, 1989, p. 251 note 27.
20 Lun Yu 20 Yao Yue B  p. 83 Legge, p. 351, translates as "examined the body o f the laws". It is 
generally accepted that chapter 20 o f th cLun Yu is post-Confucian but it is still probably proJitigfa.
21 See Garnett, The "Mo-Tzu " and the "Lu-Shih C h 'u n - C h pp. 306-312
22 Graham, Disputers o f  the Tao, p. 160
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compass, plumb-line and water-level. These provide images which are operative in the 
Jingfa as applicable to the public use of law. While these terms are not restricted to 
Mohism they do receive an impetus from the Mohist use and so suggest a background for 
the Jingfa.
9.3 Mohist Geometric Terms 
D u $ l  measure
This character occurs 46 times in Mozi and 28 times in the Jingfa. In the Huangdi 
Sijing it also occurs twice in jDao Yuan and in two aphorisms of Cheng and once in the Wu
23Zheng chapter of Shiliu Jing . Clearly, then, it belongs to the special vocabulary of the 
Jingfa rather than of the other three books of the Huangdi Sijing. In chapter four ofMozi, 
the term du is associated both with artisans and with the character 7a. The passage in 
question lists four kinds of measuring device and shows how the artisans have exemplars 
to measure:
"The hundred artisans in doing their business
4^All have an exemplar by which to measure"".
In contrast to the artisans, the rulers of the world, according to Mozi, have no exemplar. 
He instances some bad rulers who do not deserve to be imitated and concludes there can 
be nothing better than "imitating Heaven; Heaven's course is broad and without self-
25appropriating thus the sage kings take heaven as their exemplar" .
In Si Du parts of this same chapter are quoted but the perspective has changed. To 
the four measurements of Mozi four more have been added to bring the number up to 
eight. These are descibed as eight measures but these eight are subordinate to the concept 
j i  f § 26. The interest of the Jingfa lies in the hierarchy of Heaven, Earth and Man, each
23 Jingfa 1.1: 5a, 6b, 7b (x2); 1.3 :20a, 20b (x2), 21a; 1.4:28a; 1 .5:38a, 42b, 43a, 43b, 46b; 1 .6:47a, 47b, 49a, 50a, 
50b; 1.8:65b; L9:70a (x3), 70b (x2), 71 a, 73a, 74a. Present in every chapter but Guo Ci and IVangLun.
Shiliu JingU.3 lVuZlieng90b; Chengno.27153a; last# 166b;Dao Yuan 169a, 174a
24 Mozi 4 Fa Yi ^  p. 3 line
25 M « r f 4 F « y / ^ p .4 1 i n e S9 - 1 0 : ^ f e ^ c .
e /Fhe expression wu si Tff "without self-appropriating" is always understood as in contrast to the public realm. 
One might translate as "private" though the Western connotations ofthe latter are not fully appropriate.
26 This character normally means to "test" or "inspect" but in chapter 65 oiLaoznt is used as the equivalent of 
[Karlgren, 1923,p. 129 reads|frascldu and p.3 4 6 readsas'lA ei. Chen Fuhuaand He Jiuying, Guyutt Tongxiao, 
p. 193, list both characters in rhyme group 8 ( | | f  zhi bu) though under different initials (JjL jian and xi 
respectively). Modem Cantonese reads as kai and U f as kaai.] It is this latter sense which is intended here. 
Henricks translates the occurence in Laozi as "principle". Henricks, p. 152
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27layer of which has itsj i  . Heaven is now the ordered course of the stars and seasons and it
'ig
is at the level of man that one must "exclude self-appropriating and establish the public"." 
The use of "no self-appropriating" is worth noting. Though only found twice inMozi, the 
section of chapter four discussed above contains one of those occurrences. The phrase
29
becomes common in the Jingfa (10 instances) .
Dangf^j "Be plumb with, fitting of name and object"
Another term that is favoured by the Mohists is dang, to be plumb with, or in logic, 
"fitting" of name and object. Karlgren says that the fundamental sense of the character is 
"value"30. The Mohist logicians used it as a technical term to express the relationship
31between name and object . In the Huangdi Sijing the term is used 34 times. Oftheseuses 
two occur in one of the aphorisms of Cheng, one each in II. 1,2, 5,11 and 13, two in II. 8 
Bing Rong and four in II. 6 Xing Zheng, In Jingfa the term appears 21 times32. The most 
interesting use of the term is as a noun sometimes qualified by tian, heaven. In this use it is 
commonly in tandem with7/ ” the peak, in the phrase "going beyond the peak and 
exceeding what matches." ®  111 f t  "H*33. This is found twice in Guo Ci, once in Zheng
34 \If1Luan and once in Xing Zheng . Graham notes that guo $1 is the counterpart of dang 
although in the Mozi there are no examples of the two being used in contrast in the same
35 R75sentence . The expression guo ji  , going beyond the peak, is known from the Yue Yu xia 
whilst the term dang never appears there.
The common sense of fitting is found in the Jingfa in 9b (x3), 18a, 37a (x2), 37b, 
40a, 41b, 51a, 57b, 59b, 60b (x2), 64b and 65a. Among these instances the commonest 
use is of punishments matching the crime. Such an expression is never found in th eMozi in 
the same words. Rather th eMozi always specifies that punishments match the violent or
27 Si Du 43a 25- 44a 23 incudes the "principle" (ji f j |)  o f Heaven, Earth and Man.
28 Si Du 44a 15-9 : £
29 Jingfa 1.1 : 3b, 4b, 7b; 1.2 : 10a; 1.3 : 21a, 22b; 1.4 : 29a, 34b; 1.5 :44a; 1.9 : 75a
30 Karlgren, Analytic Dictionary o f  Chinese and Sino-Japanese, p. 280
31 Graham, Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science, p. 202-3
32 See Concordance: dang1^ .
33 To avoid confusion I cite these characters with the Kangxj dictionary radical number: (§< R75; R115. For
translation of vi see note on Guo Ci 10a 31 ad he.
34 Guo Ci 10a, 14b; Zheng Luan 106a; Xing Zheng 111b
35 Graham, Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science, p. 191 "In all usages kuo is the counterpart o f tang 'be
plumb with’, although there are no examples o f the two contrasted in a single sentence.. JCuo is ’going beyond’ in the 
sense eitherof'missing, erring'-.or of'exceeding'."
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that rewards match the worthy. Indeed one must conclude that the Jingfa's use of dang is 
not directly traceable to th eMozi. This is perhaps because the Jingfa does not share in the 
later Mohist passion for logic. Thus while there is Mohist influence on the Jingfa, that 
influence does not extend to an interest in logic and sophistry.
Fa f t  "Exemplar"
The term fa  f t  is used both as a noun and a verb in the Huangdi Sijing. As a verb it 
is found three times in the Shiliu Jing and twice in the last section of Cheng6 As a noun it
37occurs in three aphorisms of Cheng and 11 times in the Shiliu Jing . In the Jingfa it is not 
common but it does have great status. In Daofa it occurs along with Dao as the visible 
order of the world38. In Jun Zheng it occurs only in the binomefa-du, the legal system35. In 
Lun it appears only with the number seven referring to a table of "laws"40. Finally there is 
one instances each in Lun Yue an dMingLi, as well as one more in the title of Jingfa41.
Schwartz studies the use offa  in early Chinese thought and highlights its use in 
Mozi as model ofa pattern of behaviour42 Graham translates the Mohist definition offa as 
"The 'standard' is that which if it resembles it is so"43. In Daofa the term is employed along 
with another important Mohist terms: zhi to grasp hold of. The wheelwright holds 
(zhi) his compass and square so as to measure (duo JJ) what is square or round under 
Heaven44. In the same way the ruler of the Jingfa holds on to the dao and births the Law45. 
He measures gains and losses by the string (sheng)46. The term translated rather feebly 
here by "measures" is yin 5  f "to draw" or "pull". The image is lost without the metaphor 
behind it. For this we can turn to a rather obscure part ofMozi. Graham translates, "As 
for the pull (yin) of the rope on the trundle-axle (?), it is like a pull (yin) on the cross-bar
36 Shiliu J ing: Guo Tong. 98b; Bing R ang : 116b (x2); Cheng 166a, 166b
37 Shiliu JingU.2 : 80b, 83a(x2); II. 3 : 95a; II. 6 : 109a, 111a, 11 lb; II. 7 : 113b; II. 9 : 120a, 120b, 124b 
Cheng no. 2 143b; no. 5 144a; no. 17 149b
38 Daofa la(x4),9ae.g. la t j f 'fe j&'The Wav births the law.1
39 J « » Z / / « , g 2 0 b ^ ^ ^ ( x 2 ) , 2 1 a ^ ^ ^ #
40 Lun 48b, 50b f t  -ft 51 a -fc ^  (x2)
41 Lun Yue 66a ^  ^  ; Ming Li 74b IU fiff ^2 ; Ming Li 77b $£ ^
42 Schwartz, The World o f  Thought in Ancient China, p. 322
43 , 19? it? M  i i !  • Graham, Later Mohist Logic, p. 215. On p. 316 he translates the same expression as 
"The fa  (standard) ia that in being like which something is so."
44 Mozi p. 42 Ch. 26 Tian Zhi sh a n g J zM  -fc. line 42
45 Daofa la  18-22 : j|f[ $  ^  "The one who holds the Way births the Law."
46 Z ? a o / a l a 4 - 1 0 : & # g | # # c l U M .  "The law measures gains and losses by the rope."
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47from inside a boat" . The exact nature of what is going on here need not detain us. All we 
need note is that a phrase appropriate to technology has been transposed into the 
philosophical domain.
That artisans’ technical vocabulary has been transformed into philosophical 
language in the Jingfa is indeed the case but the development of the Jingfa does not follow 
the Mohist-Sophist interest in definitions and logic; instead interest is taken up by the Way 
and its manifestation in the world. Thus while the Mohists provide some of the linguistic 
features and philosophical interests for the redactor of the Jingfa they do not necessarily 
supply his main inspiration. For this we may turn to other sources.
9.4 The Early Jixia Academicians
The association of the Huangdi Sijing with the Jixia Academy has been advocated 
on various grounds: an interest in the Yellow Emperor, links with early Legalism and with 
Qi culture48. We have noticed that Mohism cannot account for the complete cluster of 
important ideas in the Jingfa so it is perhaps within the Jixia circles that we can look for the 
addition of new ideas. Among the first arrivals of note at the Academy was the Mohist, 
SongXing^c|lf.
Song Xing (360-290 ? B.C.) is a pacificist in both Zhuangzi and Mengzi. He 
arrived at the Jixia Academy in 346 B. C. The Academy had been established perhaps early 
in the reign of Tian Wu E0 as Duke Huan f i  of Qi (374-357 B.C.). His work is only 
known from scraps but the testimony is unanimous in asserting that he advocated 
describing "being dishonoured" as not "shameful"49. This doctrine fits in with a line of 
debate on correct naming.
Confucius' proposal that the first thing to do in the State of Wei |§f is to rectify 
names is well-known. As Legge points out the Duke of Wei had usurped the throne from
47 GrdY\Bm,LaterMohistLogic,ElhicsandScience,p.392'4:jff:f%%$l jZr^ \ jjtjjjfti, ^  ? ! *
Graham is uncertain howto translate ^  git Hence the italics and question-mark around "trundle-axle" are his.
48 Cai Degui, QLvae, Ltixueyu Jixia Xuegong, contrasts the culture o f Qi and Lu. Xu Kangsheng, Lueshuo Huanglao 
Xuepai de Chanshenghe Yanbian, believes that Jingfa, Cheng and Dao Yuan all belong to the same tradition as the 
"four" chapters of Guanzi (Xin Shu etc.) which was later developped at the Jixia Academy in works such as Shiliu 
Jing. Xu's later dating o f the Shiliu Jing is based on the dubious premise that it mentions the Yellow Emperor. A 
better study is Wang Bo's "Huangdi Sijing" he ,rGuanzi"Si Pian though this tends to treat the Huangdi Sijing as a 
homogenous unit without respectingthedifferences between books and chapters.
49 See Zhang Bingnan ( e d Jixia Gou Chen, pp. 33-7.
Xunzi 18Z?ircrjgZ.w«IE|&p-691inel02::J:,^ - T : H  : HP « Master Son gzi said, dishonoured
h  not shameful."
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his father and so Confucius says he should resign his post and call himself "son" rather than 
"duke"50 Confucius moves the argument from names {ming) to speech (yan) to the 
accomplishment (cheng) of affairs. He does not contrast wen and wu specifically but 
establishes a contrast between rites and music on the one hand and punishments on the 
other, which is in the wenAvu pattern. Finally he talks of names as hitting the mark, that is 
corresponding exactly to the situation they are applied to. The passage in question reads, 
"If names be not correct, then speech will not go along [with facts],
If speech does not go along [with facts], then affairs will not be accomplished.
If affairs are not accomplished then rites and music will not flourish.
If rites and music do not flourish then punishments will not hit the mark.
If punishments do not hit the mark,
Then the people will have not know where to place hand or foot.
Thus for the gentleman, the names he uses must be such as can be spoken,
The speech he uses must be such that it can be put into practice"51.
The question of correct names is found also in a Compromising chapter ofthe Mozi, Mozi 
was opposed to war. When asked how he could justify the suppression of tyrants by good 
kings he pointed out that this was not a case of offensive warfare but of punishment. All 
lies in the correct terminology:
* 52" Thus it is not what is called 'attacking', rather it is punishment. "
The Mohists would go on to develop far more intricate views of language. Here it suffices 
to look at Song Xing's "dishonour".
"Master Songzi said, Make clear that being dishonoured is not shameful,
Then people will not fight.
All men take being dishonoured as shameful and so they fight;
If one knows that being dishonoured is not shameful 
Then one will not fight"53.
50 Legge, The Chinese Classics, Vol. I p. 263 note 3. A more thorough discussion o f this passage and Confucius’ 
attitude to zheng ming is found in Makeham, Name and Actuality, pp. 35-47. Makeham concludes that "the primary 
arena for the application o f Confucius' doctrine o f 'correction o f names' was socio-political rank and class 
differentiation." (p. 42).
51 L m Y u n s L u ^ - m i f  M - . ^ i E .  W * ) ® . H U SH
* » ,  a u r a s * * .  m m ? .
52 M azil9F eiG im gxia$F % C ~fp .33 im is4& :fl.t}$ i0 f W S tlf e . .  )9f IB flfc-tfi, .
53 Xunzi 18Zlw„gL,m IE sftp .69  linos 93^1 ^ * ^ 1 3 =  A W W ,
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From this one can see that he retains the pacifism of his master but the battlefield is moved 
from moral persuasion to logic.
Song Xing was also concerned with the limitation of desires, teaching his disciples 
that man's essential needs were few:
"Master Songzi said,'Man's character is such his desires are few.
But all suppose their own character is such that they desire much,
54This is an error.1 "
The Jingfa shares Song Xing's interest in names and desires. The expression "correct 
name" occurs only in a military sense55. Yet concern for the correspondance between 
name and actuality is expressed in three chapters in the Jingfa.
In Daofa it is a matter of the formation of things out of the primeval darkness. 
Form and name are a pair that go together and establish the nature of things as black or 
white:
"When form and name are established
Then there is the distinction of black and white"56.
Both here and in Lun Yue the context is that of the sage ruler observing the world and 
ascertaining the direction in which things are going:
"He must minutely observe from whence affairs arise,
57Examining their form and name" .
In Si Du the pairs employed are name and achievement (ming-gong ^  Djjjj) and name and 
reality (ming-shi ^  ). The context is that of the ruler who has kept or lost the Way:
"When name and achievement match then one endures for long;
When name and achievement do not match,
The name advances and reality withdraws, this is called losing the Way"58.
The matching of name and reality is a topic i nLun as well:
"When name and reality correspond then be fixed;
When name and reality do not correspond then be still59;
54 Xunzi 18 ZhengLun jE  fDaf p.70 line 114:xzm. mm, mmim.
55 L H H 5 4 b 2 4 -8 : I E £ f£ l? a £ o
56 D aof, 3b 3-11
57 L « « rWe 6 8 b l 9 - 3 0 : ^ $ ^ £ j ^ $ ^ f
58 SiD u  45b 10-30 ^  *0 ¥ ■ ,
59 Mansvelt Beck changes jing  silent, to zheng strife.
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6GThings correct themselves; names decree themselves; affairs fix themselves" . 
This citation comes from a passage outlining "going along with the Way" and "going 
against it". The same was the case in Lun Yue where the remarks on form and name led on 
to "determining the pattern of going along and going against". In Ming Li the phrase form 
and name are supplemented by the term" sound":
"Form and name produce sound; sound and reality harmonise"61.
However, the more important association of "name" in this chapter, Ming Li, is with 
pattern (// 3 ) .  Again this is something that the one who holds the Dao will observe. 
Minutely examining name and pattern, ending and begining is called investigating pattern. 
The aim is to be able to follow names and investigate pattern. This point was already made 
briefly mLun Yue but in Ming Li it is made explicit.
The only other part of the Huangdi Sijing, bar an aphorism in Cheng62, for which 
this is an issue is II. 15. H. 15 does not fit any of the Shiliu Jing material. It discusses 
gaining and losing and insists that it is necessary to inspect names and forms (141a). These 
fix and define themselves, the onlooker being quite passive. The onlooker must forget 
himself and then respond to what he sees (141b). He is not bound to the old, that is 
tradition and prejudice should not influence him (142a)63. The use of the term li, pattern, is 
a possible sign that this chapter belongs to the same circle as the Jingfa. Perhaps the editor 
of the Jingfa was also responsible for editing the whole Huangdi Sijing and wrote this 
addition to the Shiliu Jing.
Taking all this material together we can see that the emphasis is markedly 
unConfucian. Confucius saw rectification of names as an appropriate policy for a minister 
or ruler to undertake. For the Compromising Mohist it was not an active policy but a 
description of past events. Song Xing was concerned with altering the subject's own 
perception of affairs. In other words from the Confucian active changing of the world we
60 Lun 56b 29- 57a 23 :
tt&jE-tfe.
62 C ^ * n a l3 1 4 7 b l7 - 3 3 : f c t f c ; £ 8 r J & , M A M t f a A M Z f a L *
"He knows from whence Heaven begins; he inspects the pattern o f Earth; the sage knows without rent or confusion 
the thread ofHeaven-Earth."
63 n . l 5 1 4 1 a 5 - l 4 2 a 2 9 : $ i ® # & .  MT !& *  £  S?  ®
m ,  ana**, f s s - y - ?  m s m
g - t f e .  i t
A  translation is
given in my technical preface p. 232.
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reach the passive acceptance of Song Xing. In the Huangdi Sijing the ruler's vision is 
wholly passive. He does not decree which names are to be applied; rather he determines 
his action according to whether names are correct or not without seeking to change those
64that do not match reality .
The issue of desires, which also preoccupied Song Xing, is mentioned most 
notably in Daofa. Desire is defined as not knowing one has enough65. Thus like Song 
Xing the Daofa calls for restraint. Yet whereas Song Xing believes that he can teach
people that their desires are in reality few and thus will not lead to harm. Daofa treats
66desire as an inevitable but dangerous part of life .
No consideration of Song Xing can be undertaken without reference to Guo 
Moruo Guo believed that four chapters of the Guanzi were by Song Xing, This
opinion has been amply refuted elsewhere. The four chapters in Guanzi that Guo singled 
out are Nei Ye, Xinshu shang, Xinshu xia and Baixin. In a recent study of the first three of 
these chapters, Roth supposes the two Xinshu chapters to have been late Warring States 
or Early Han texts67. The Nei Ye is thus the only one that could be pie-Jingfa. Nei Ye is a 
piece of internal meditation and of only indirect relevance to the Jingfa. It does introduce 
some terms that are important in the Jingfa. In particular we find D a o j f15, j f U56S. There
69is also one paragraph in it which is very similar to II. 15 . However, Nei Te's use of qi is not 
reflected in the Jingfa and there is not sufficient evidence to determine a close relationship 
between the two works.
9.5 The Beginnings of Legalism: ShenBuhai ffi ^  W
At about the same time as Song Xing was active at the Academy, Shen Buhai was 
Prime Minister of Han He was appointed to the position in 351 and died in 337 B.C. 
His own writings are only preserved in fragments reassembled by the early twentieth
64 Makeham. Name and Actuality, describes the shift outlined in this paragraph as one o f a shift from a nominalist to a 
correlative theory o f  naming. See especially pp. 85-95. I believe thc Jingfa justifies situating the shift earlier than 
Makeham supposes.
65 Daofa 2a 1,3-5 : ^
66 Daofa lb 31 -2a l 0  *
67 Roth, The Uses o f  Transcendence
68 For an annotated copy o f Nei Ye see Zhang Bingnan (ed.), Jixia Gou Chen pp. 37-43. A rough count reveals 
that dao is used 21 times,,// R 75 4 times and j i  RJ15 once.
69 Zhang Bingnan, Jixia Gou Chen, p. 41
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century scholar, Ke Changji fof §  7°. As in the Jingfa there is great interest in
relationships between rulers and ministers. Regarding the question of names, one reads 
the following:
"Names correct themselves, affairs decree themselves,
Therefore the one who has the Way begins with names so as to correct things 
Follows affairs so as to fix them"71.
And further on it is said,
"Previously Yao's ruling of under Heaven was bynames:
His names were correct and so under Heaven was ordered,
Jie's ruling of under Heaven was also by names;
His names were incorrect and under Heaven was in confusion,
72Thus the sage respects the correctness of names" .
It only requires one word to rule all:
"Thus if his one word is correct then under Heaven is ordered;
73If his one word is incorrect then under Heaven is misled" .
As well as correct names Shen Buhai was concerned about the Way:
"The Way of Heaven is without self-appropriation
» 74It is called Perennially correct" .
This type of ruling is attributable to the Y ello w Emperor:
"The Yello w emperor's ruling under Heaven was to place the law and not to alter,
75So the people were peaceful and happy with his law" .
These quotations show that in the middle of the fourth century B.C. the law had risen in 
status. Its new status accorded with the self-defining of names that was also part of the
70 Creel, Shen Pu-Hai, has also reassembled the fragments. His work makes no mention o f Ke Changji. Both Ke's and 
Creeps editions are listed in my bibliography: ListC under Shen Buhai forthe former, List E,Creel, forthe latter.
71 Shen Buhai D a ti A  lH  pp. 3a-b :
£ H i E t i i s i t #  m ' m m f e Z t i L o
12 S h e n B u h a i : D a T i f c m ' ^ ^  *6 3c T & £  i
j £ \ > X W A & % Z s E & o
73 TaipingYuiait624,p .2 7 9 8 a ^  0  • f r W i h o  i l l i f t  — W iE
Included under tire heading o f  Shizi P  -j*. (Creel, Shen Pu-Hai p. 353 says 
ding ja? should be read as zhi tff) The bright ruler, in administering the State, dims his light. Dimming his light he 
acts. While acting he appears to stand still. Standing still, thus if his one word is correct then under Heaven is ordered; 
if his one word is incorrect then under Heaven is disordered.
74 Shen Buhai 3 Za Pian jjii£ .p. 5b : ;t|j[ Hf fW TH ■» (Creel,S/jctj Pu-Hai, p. 358 reads >ra iifa sy /m .)
75 SI,enB«l,m3Za Pia„ m ^ P - 6 « : M M . Z m ^ . r .  t t  §5 S l U t S *  .
Taiping Yulan 638, p. 2857b
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intellectual scene. To make more conclusions than this is hardly warranted by the 
evidence. All we can say is that there are elements common to both Shen Buhai and the 
Jingfa without being able to say which came first.
9.6 TianPianffl W  and the middle period ofthe First Academy
The first period of the first Academy (348-286 B.C.) was dominated initially by 
Chun-yu Kun §  -p  (fl. 348-319 B.C., ob. 301 B.C.), Song Xing and their 
companions. The Academy witnessed Mencius' debate with Gaozi in around 330 B.C. 
and then, some ten years later, in 319 B.C., it was host to the early legalist scholars: Tian 
Pian, Jie Y u ^ 'p 1, Shen Dao “K  39] and Huan Y uan J |t  $3. As well as being the founders 
of legalism these are the first group of scholars whom we know to be interested in Huang- 
Lao thought. One of their number, Yin Wen ^  j t ,  a colleague of Song Xing, is credited 
with a work on the D ao6. With the 319 B.C. group we have conclusive evidence that 
scholars thought in terms of the Daoist Way. The king of Qi discovered this when he 
asked Tian Pian for advice on government:
"Tian Pian used the arts ofthe Way to instruct Qi"77.
Shen Dao speaks of both the Way, the Heavenly Way, and the Law, two important 
concepts for the Jingfa. In Fragment 23 of Shen Dao it is said that even if a law be not
» * 78good it is still better than no law . Fragment 26 says that rules should be honoured and no 
exceptions made even if the motives be full of goodness:
"Desire may not interfere with times:
Concern may not break law;
Honouring may not infringe rule;
Salaries may not harm position"79 
This is a polemical piece unlike what we find in the Jingfa. It could be that is earlier than 
the Jingfa, in which case we must suppose that the Jingfa takes these matters for granted,
76 Graham, (Disputers o f  the Too, p. 95 note) dates the YinWenzi to around the year 200 A.D. Li Xueqin "Gttanzi: 
Xinshu "dengPiim dezaiKaocha , p. 14-15) quotes with an approval an article by Hu Jiacong stating that Yinwenziis 
a Jixia work and notes that while parts o f it may be later the basic content is original. Hu's article is entitled, "Yin 
Wenzi" vti Jixia Xuepai Huang-Lao Xuepai— jianlun "Yin Wenzi" bingfei WeisJm. Hu has written a further article 
on the same subject: "Yin Wenzi” bingfei Weishu.
77 Lushi Chunqiu 17.8 Zhi Yi f l — , p. 1133 : ffi Jgf U  M  WL •
78 Thompson, The Shen Tztt Fragments, p. 242 Fragment 23 : ^  $$! P  , $ !  ]$[ 5^ °
79 Thompson, The Shen Tztt Fragments, p. 245 Fragment 26 : ^  p  ^  -p  ^  T*
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or that it was written in a different context in which discussion was necessary or that it was 
later and thus needed to defend itself against attack. These possibilities are not completely 
exclusive. However, if we remember that Mencius was still well-known, though perhaps 
no longer at the Academy, then one can see that Shen Dao could not avoid polemic. Shen 
Dao holds that only what is of Law should be considered. Law is the Way:
"In a State that has the Way, the Law is established thus private goodness does not 
run; the ruler is established thus the worthy are not honoured; the people are united in one
SOruler, affairs are decided by the law, this is the great Way of the State" .
There is a rigidity here, an exclusiveness, that the Jingfa feels no need to state. Indeed for 
the Jingfa the law is a means to establishing the worthy too, rather than an excuse for 
excluding them. Is this because it is written in the south, like the reactionary Mozi, rather 
than the harsher regimes ofthe north?
The next figure of importance to grace the Academy was Zou Yan Up $J. He 
arrived there at the age of twenty-two in 302 B.C. At precisely what time he began his
work of combining yin-yang with wit-xing it is not necessary to know but at least it was at
81some time in the next half century before his death in 250 B. C . His carreer is of relevance
to the Jingfa in as much as it never shows any trace of wu-xing theory. This is in contrast
* 82to parts of the Guanzi, which in other respects come close to the Jingfa . In other words 
we take the opening of the third century B.C. as a terminus ad quem for the redaction of 
the Jingfa.
9.7 Commentary on the Changes: Zisi
The preceding discussion has touched on many ofthe main concepts ofthe Jingfa. 
One, however, still remains to be discussed, that is li 9  , pattern83. The character is 
known from early works such as the Shi Jing and Zuo Zhuan but it is very rare. Yet in the 
Xunzi and Hanfeizi it has become a common philosophical term. Since Xunzi taught
80 Thompson, The Shen Tzu Fragments, p. 277 Fragment 77 : jij£ ^  ^  M
81 Sun Kaitaijfl Zou YanShijiKaobian pp. 44-50 and Zoh YanNianpu, pp. 56-55 (note pages in reverseorder).
82 Gttanzi 40 Si Shi PI refers to the li o f Heaven-Earth 3H p. 148a) and talks ofthe Way birthing
Heaven-Earth. and birthing de (jfjf 4 -  ftfe. . . it f  ^  p. 149a) but the chapter is dominated byyinyang 
waxing.
83 In my chapter five I presented the occurrences o f li in the Huangdi Sijing. See Chapter 5.2 (b) o f this thesis.
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Hanfei one may suppose that the philosophical use originated with Xunzi or that he 
acquired it from some other source.
The character itself depicts the veins in a piece of jade. From this basic metaphor it 
is extended to include the patterning of society. Thus in the Jie Zangxia ®  Jfl ~ f  chapter 
oftheMozi, li, social structure/order, is contrasted with luan, confusion:
"Rich and poor, many and few, firm and perilous, li and confused"84.
In theMozi Fei Ru xia e|^ li is an equivalent of yi Justice:
• • « 85"He does not dwell in unrighteousness, nor practice what is not If" .
Li also moved from these uses to apply to the rationale of logical distinctions:
"Li is the source ofthis, not-this (i. e. right and wrong, true and false)"86.
"The men of humanity reti) discuss with each other the structure of their views
87on acquiring and letting go, this and not this" .
The second citation is from the Mozi, Fei Ru xia. The logical chapters eh Mozi use li even 
more than the early chapters. Graham provides a discussion of its usage in these logical 
chapters, in which he writes,
"Li is the patterned arrangement of parts in a structured whole, of things in an
ordered cosmos, of thought in rational discourse, and 'm Names and objects
88of words in a completed sentence" .
This definition covers the metaphysical, physical and logical spheres. It is a summary of 
pre-Qin usage and includes the usage of Hanfei and Xunzi.
9.8 The Thought of Zisi
One key to understanding li is to be found in the grandson of Confucius, Master 
Zisi. Zisi lived from 483 to 402 B. C. His work was known both to Mencius, who followed 
him, and Xunzi, who criticised him. He is traditionally credited with the authorship of the 
Zhong Yong J|)f and three other chapters included in the Li Ji: 30 Fang Ji t f j  32 
Biao Ji f t  hB , 3 3 Zi Yi $$  ^ C. These three latter chapters quote the Book of Changes six
84 A'/o2i25J/i?ZoM gjno|JJ#_F p . 2 5 1 i n e l 4 : ' ^ ^ ,  H 18L •
85 M o z i 3 9 F « J ? « j r / « ^ ^ |T p .6 3 H n e 3 3 : ^ ^ T : ^ ,
86 Lushi Chunqitt 18.4Z,/ Wei ^  p. 1178 ^  ih, ^ ^  ^  1 ,^ •
88 Graham, Later Mohist Logic, Ethics and Science, p. 191. Names and Objects is Graham's name for a book he has
been able to reconstruct from theMozfs logical chapters.
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89 • *times in all . It is even possible that Zisi already knew the commentaries on the Changes. 
The Zhang Yong, for example, has passages that are similar to the Wen Yan commentary
90on the Changes . Thus some of the commentaries, far from being Qin works as many
91suppose, may in fact be pre-Zisi . With this in mind we shall turn first to Zisi's treatment of 
li and then to the commentaries themselves.
In the Zhong Yong wen and li are juxtaposed in a list ofthe virtues of the sage. The 
context does not of itself give sufficient information to distinguish them and clearly they
92are felt to be virtually synonymous . A second passage in the same work also puts them in 
tandem whilst providing more scope for contrast. The sage is said to be
93"Simple yet cultured (wen), gentle yet principled (//)" .
The terms translated "gentle" and "simple" are roughly synonymous so too must wen and 
li be94. In more metaphysical works it seems that wen came to mean the pattern imposed 
by cultured society whilst li was the pattern that was inherently present. Thus the 
distinction is made between the humanising sphere and the natural sphere. Yet one should 
not press this distinction too far. Clearly it is not yet operative in the quotations from the 
Zhong Yong given here. What is operative, however, is an understanding of li as perhaps 
slightly less important than wen. In later works one can notice that it retains this 
subordinate role in relation to the Way, dao. This trait of subordination is inherent in the 
word as the following example from the ShiJing makes clear:
"I determine its chief boundaries (Jiang) and distinguish its small veins (//)"95.
89 Liji 30 Fangji p. 287 :
Liji 30 Fangji p. 288 : | / 0  - ^  ^  * T ' o •
Liji 32 Biaoji p. 291 : 0  * 0
Liji 32 Biaoji p. 296 ■ T ' j f U l t o  l=f »
Liji 32 Biaoji p. 297 : | f B :  W  IE ^  »
Liji 33 Ziyi p. 304 i Q ,  & & & & •
90 Li Xueqin, Zhou Yi: Jing, Zhuan Suyan, pp. 71-79
91 Graham, Disputers ofthe Tao, p. 359 Graham dates most ofthe appendices to "within a few decades on either side of 
200 B.C." He refers to the work o f Shchutskii. Shchutskii dates the basic text o f the YiJing  to no later than the 
seventh century B.C. He considers the Wen Yatt Zhuan to be the oldest of the commentaries, none of which can be 
older than the fifth century B.C. See Shchutskii, Research es on the I  Ching, pp. xxviii- xxix; 193-4.
92 The passage in question is zhang (paragraph) 3 1 of the Zhong Yong. Graham, Disputers ofthe Tao, p. 134 says that 
parts o f the Zhong Yong may be early but that the philosophical sections are from about 200 B.C., after the Qin 
unification. The texts quoted here are from what he identifies as the Qin part.
93 Zhong Yong H 33, p. 16 : fgf M  M  H
94 Hanfeizi2QJieLaof$7$a#27.4:j§i^t , ♦ "Li is the wen that makes things what they are." This
is further evidence ofthe similarity ofthe two words wen and li.
95 ShiJing 210 Xin Nan Shan ]% lil The same contrast o fpang and li is found in Odes nos. 237
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True to its origins in jade, li retains the sense of fine detail rather than the overarching 
lines.
The date of the Zhong Yong has also been questioned by many, including Graham, 
such that the passages quoted above are ascribed to around 200 B.C96 Recent 
archaeological and linguistic studies have questioned this late dating. According to Li 
Xueqin the arguments against early dating can be summed up by two: firstly because there 
is mention of a mountain in Qin and Confucians are supposed to be from Lu, it is said that 
the Zhong Yong could only be from after the Qin unification. Li points out that it is not 
impossible for someone from one region to refer to a mountain in another region and also 
that Song Xing and Yin Wen both made hats on the model of a Qin mountain, though
« 97neither were from Qin and both flourished a century before the Qin unification . 
Secondly, it has been claimed that the Zhong Yong refers to standardised gaoge for carts 
and this was only introduced under the Qin. Graham appeals to this latter argument. Li 
shows that it comes from a misreading ofthe characterjin  in its sense of "today" rather
. 9 8than its use as a conditional "if1' . If Li’s thesis is accepted then the use of li in the Zhong 
Yong is certainly earlier than in Xunzi. However, as given, Li’s arguments only attempt to 
disprove the late dating thesis. They do not adequately establish the early dating proposal. 
In particular, one could argue that even if the Zhong Yong is rooted in the fifth century, the 
received text, including its use of li, is not necessarily all from such an early date.
Looking to the commentaries on the Zhou Yi we find the Wen Yan g*
and262. Thecharacter li only occurs four times in theShiJing, ofwhich these instances number all but one.
96 Graham, Disputers ofthe Tao, p. 134. Zhu Bokun, Yixue ZhexueShi, p. 44, assumes a late dating o f  the Zhong Yong 
as a basis for dating the x ian g^ , commentary on the Zhou Yi.
97 Zhuangzi 33 Tianxia “F  p. 85b : ^  JC. . - "Song Xing and Yin Wen
invented Mout Him hats. ”
98 Zhong Yong # 28 , p. i§[ 1^ 0 If under Heaven carts had the same ruts (i.e.
gauge), books had the same characters, behaviourhad the same norms.
Li Xueqin provides two examples ofthis use ofjin (ZhouyiJingzhuan Suyttan p. 73):
i l k , ?  (Liji 7 Zengzi Wen I f  fH} p. 111) "If the tomb is far away, then what
should be done about his burial?"
{Mengzi 1 Ltanghuiwang B ^  3 : ,  p. 9 ) "If the King and the people were
to have the same pleasure, then you would be truly king."[Nb. Li Xueqin gives the wrong reference for this citation. 
Printing error.l
To these onecan add the following, where jin refers to a future possible:
# M 3 L ^ C T # ,  t f t (S h iJ iT X ia n g y u B e n jiJ ^ m ^ ^ p .315)
(Zhanguo Ce 26 Han Ce Yi ^ —* p. 1004) "Within ten days tens
o f  thousands o f  troops will have entered the borders o f  Wei.
In the nextcase/rn is redundant, meaning the sameas the following/jang7$f ;
(ZuoZhuan8 ChenghJfcyear 15.11 
p. 239)"He will soon be riding ofFrapidly" See Yang & He, GuHanyu, p. 236
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99commentary has a very significant use of li:
* . 100 "The gentleman is yellow and in the centre and is au fait with //"
For all its Confucian opening this sentence comes close to Yellow Emperor thought,
associating the colour yellow with the centre and with li. In the first of the Attached
Verbalisations (Xi Ci Zhuan ^  pH fiS) °l there are three uses of li. The first two talk
about the li of under Heaven, Tian xia zhi li and see this as something to be acquired by the
102sage who is midway between Heaven and Earth *. The third instance comes from a
103contrast between the li of Earth and the wen of Heaven . In this we can see that the two, 
wen and li, are virtually synonymous but that priority is being accorded to wen, belonging 
to Heaven. In the second part of the same commentary li is only used once, in a usage
104parallel to that of zheng, correct . Both are verbs. A verbal use of li is also apparent in
the Shuo Gua ^  commentary105 where li is parallel to he shun, go along with:
* 106 "Going along (he shun) with Dao and De and patterning (//) on Justice (yt)"
There are two other instances of li in the same commentary but they need not detain us
107here . From the above it is already evident that li has risen in philosophical status. It is 
the pattern of the Earth and of the central region. Not as exalted as the wen of Heaven it is 
nonetheless in a corresponding position. In Cheng one aphorism speaks ofthe li of Earth
♦ IQSin this way . Whether owing to later dating or a more overtly philosophical context, the 
usage ofthe Jingfa is more developed than these usesintheZ/tow Yi commentaries.
9.9 The Relationship of Li mdDao
The next step in the formation of the Jingfa1 s understanding of li depends on a 
contrast between li and dao. Whether this originated with the Jingfa we are not in a
109position to say . One can but produce a further early text that might help to situate the
99 Zhu Bokun, Yixue Zhexue Shi, p. 45 , dates the Wen Yan commentary to before the Lushi Chimqiu.
100 Zhou Yi 412/yan : f t ¥  M  4 1 M  M  o
101 Zhu Bokun, Yixue Zhexue Shi, p. 49, dates the Xi Ci Zhuan to post Zhuangzi, Shang Yang and Guanzi: Nei Ye.
102 Zhou Yi 39/.wA/l
Zhou Yi 39/.uA/l : 5C S I  i l l  —
103 Zhou Yi 40/.uA/3 : LI ^  A  H  o
104 Zhou Yi 45/x/B/l
105 Zhu Bokun, Yixue Zhexue Shi, p. 50, dates the Shuo Gua commentary to the post late Warring States' period.
106 Zhou Y i4 9 /sh u o /l^  jig  j f r j f
107 Zhou Yi 49fshuo/l f k  1U • ; 49/shuo/2 :
108 Cheng no. 13 147b 22-5 : ^  ^  Jfg „ "Examining the li o f  Earth."
109 Zhang Dainian, Zhonggtto gudian zhexue gainian fanchou yaolun, p. 39, says that li emerged as a philosophical 
conceptinthemiddle Warring States'period. Zhao Jihui, "HuangdiSijmg", pp. 714-5, notes that/j did not emerge as
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period in which this happened. Such a text is the ShangJim Shu. Although this work uses 
the character li rarely, it is used in an interesting manner. When talking of different 
dynasties, Lord Shang argues that they all had the same Way but different li. They did not 
merely imitate each other:
"Thus raising up kings has a Way yet supporting them has different Patterns.110" 
The same passage goes on to say that King Wu took by ni and valued shun. He contended 
for the Empire and abdicated. He took by force and maintained byy*ul. The terminology 
is not exactly that ofthe Jingfa but the binary pattern is similar.
The work which most notably uses li with dao in a way similar to that of the Jingfa 
is Xunzi. Xunzi (325-235 B.C.) flourished (298-238 B.C.) during the second term ofthe 
Jixia Academy (278-221 B.C.). He went to the Academy during its first period in 310 
B.C. and thus may have met Song Xing, Tian Pian, Shen Dao and Zou Yan. He would 
have been thirty-nine when the first Academy was dispersed and returned in 278, on its 
revival, at the age of forty-four as the leading scholar of the day. As well as knowing the
late Mohists and early Legalists, Xunzi was one of the first to take up Zisi's work,
112critically, and refer again to the Changes .
In the Jingfa li behaves in the following manner: (1) In tandem with dao it is to be 
followed (xun $§)m; (2) it may be hit right on {zhong fft), left (// j|J£), lost (shi ^ ) ,  cut off 
Que IS )114; (3) it is the pattern of Heaven or Heaven-Earth, or more usually of man or 
human affairs and also of ni and shun115. In Xunzi usage is not precisely the same but there 
are common features. Li occurs as part of the binominal daoli or as the li of daox 16. It is to 
be followed (xun)m. It may be hit right on (zhong), left (//) or lost (shi)m. It is the pattern 
of "things" (wu) rather than of Heaven or man; man has "character" (*/ngf3*)119. Ni and
a philosophical term only with Hanfeizi. He further credits the Jingfa with the first (known) use o f  the concept. It 
was then taken up by Mengzi and Zhuatigzi before being used by Hanfeizi. He does not examine its use in the Zhou 
Yi as I do below.
110 ShangJtm Shul K a iS a i m U v -  12 line 20 : &  £L £  #  i f  j f i I I ,
i n  i b i d e m M m ^
112 Xunzi 14/5/44; 97/27/39; 98/27/47
113 Jingfa I  4: 28a; L 5: 39b; L 9: 75b
114 Jingfa I. 5 :40a (zhong)-1. 5 :45a (//); 1 .6: 51b; I. 7: 59b; I. 8: 69b (shi)-, I. 7: 57b, 61b (Jue)
115 Jingfa L 5: 40a (heaven); L 7: 65b (heaven and earth); I. 5 :41b , 45a; I. 8: 66b, 67a (man/human affairs); 1.5: 
42a; 1.6: 56a (ni/shun)
Other uses o f  li occur L6: 51b, 53a, 55b; I. 8:67a; 1.9: 74b, 75a, 75b, 76b
116 Xunzi 3/1/41: the li o f  dao: 6/2/45 : i f  £ g  dao-li.
117 Xunzi 56/15/67 : a|§ ^  jgl ,  The man o f  yi (justice) follows li.
118 Xunzi 85/22/61 (iff  zhong)-, 86/22/79 ( j $  li)- 85/22/61 ( &  shi)
119 Xunzi 82/21/79 : ^  ^  S  . . . A . lii: • Knowing the li o f  things...knowing the nature o f  man.
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120shun have it . In one place it does have some more cosmic meaning when ruler and
minister, father and son, elder and younger brother, husband and wife are said to have the
121same li as Heaven and Earth . The differences can be partly accounted for on the 
grounds that Xunzi writes in the Confiician tradition, whereas the Jingfa is in the Daoist 
tradition. Xunzi speaks of the character of man whilst the Jingfa is concerned with the 
impersonal order of hutnnn affairs. If Xunzi is willing to speak of li in human affairs, he 
applies it to the social hierarchy rather than to the rise and fall of rebellious movements. 
That said, one can see sufficient similarity to realise that the the term was in current 
philosophical use in the late fourth, early third century B.C.
Conclusion
In this chapter we have looked at the formation of some of the key terms that 
appear in the redactor's philosophy in the Jingfa. There is no doubt that the biggest 
influence on him came from Daoism, perhaps by way of Fan Li and the Shiliu Jing. Here 
we have not touched on this point but concentrated on other sources, which seem to have 
not influenced the Shiliu Jing. Thus Mohism provided a technical terminology and a 
concern with relationships of love between ruler and ruled. It was a Mohism though that 
accommodated social hierarchy and accepted war as a means of punishment. Song Xing's 
interest in names and in desires is also shared by the Jingfa though neither seems to have 
gone the way of the sophists and logicians. Shen Buhai, Shen Dao and Tian Pian display 
an interest in the Law and the Way and link it with the Yellow Emperor. This type of 
thinking is certainly of utmost significance for the Jingfa. Zisi and Xunzi reach out to the 
Book of Changes. The former may have known the commentaries on the Changes with 
their characteristic division into Heaven, earth and man, a tripartite structure which is 
dominant in theHuangdi Sijing. Both give some clues as to the origin of the term li in the 
philosophical sense that it bears in the Jingfa.
By looking at the Jingfa we have noted that it is much more consistent than the 
Shiliu Jing. Consistency can be the work of an author, editor or compiler. In the Shiliu 
Jing of these three factors: authorship, redaction and compilation, the latter is dominant 
overall. In the Jingfa there is clearer evidence of the second element, though the third is
120 Xunzi 68/18/72 : yfi ^  ^  3® * Not knowing the li o f ni-shun,
121 Xunzi 28/9161 : ^  6S - M  M  f t  M  .
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still present. To what degree one can talk about authorship must remain a moot point.
The redactor of the Jingfa may also be responsible for the redaction of II. 15 ofthe
122Shiliu Jing. Maybe he edited all four books, though the evidence is weighted against it . 
However, further discussion would go beyond the scope of this little work. All one can 
suggest is that further research should concentrate on the date of emergence of key 
philosophical terms and on more comparative statistical work between the books of the 
Huangdi Sijing and other works with a claim to be of the same period. What our study has 
done is to show some of the interchanges in the fourth-third centuries B.C. between 
people of different "schools": Daoist, Mohist, Confucian. As a final conclusion we shall 
re-examine the meaning of "school" as applied to early Chinese philosophy. In particular 
we shall be looking at what the so-called "Huang-Lao" or "Yellow Emperor Daoist" 
school was.
122 Statistical studies may be ofhelp in deciding this issue. Apart from theten most frequently used graphs presented in a 
table after theconcordance and other information interspersed throughout my argument, it is worth drawing attention 
to the following graphs which also show a high degree o f difference in frequency between the Jingfa and the Shiliu 
Jing (Cheng and Dao Yuan, being short, make statistical work more unreliable). Notice that the lack o f dialogue in 
the formeris bound to influence the use of phrases such as "he replied":
Graphs more frequent in Jingfa
Graph Meaning Absolute Number (JF/SLJ) Frequency in % {JF/SLJ) % Difference
w i  IS to call 51:17 1.02% 0.41% 0.61%
yue 0 to say 51:35 1.02% 0.84% 0.18%
sheng^c. to birth 45:24 0.90% 0.57% 0.33%
shi to lose 42:12 0.84% 0.29% 0.55%
wai ^f' outside 29:5 0.58% 0.12% 0.46%
nei 0 inside 27:4 0.54% 0.10% 0.44%
bi necessarily 26:7 0.52% 0.17% 0.35%
y i also 21:9 0.42% 0.22% 0.20%
chu place 19:1 0.38% 0.02% 0.36%
Graphs more frequent mShiliuJing
di earth 29:52 0.58% 1.25% .0.67%
ren X human being 34:50 0.68% 1.20% 0.52%
wei to do 33:47 0.66% 1.13% 0.47%
shi J i this 26:41 0.52% 0.98% 0.46%
chengfo to become 27:35 0.54% 0.84% 0.30%
shi time 23:30 0.46% 0.72% 0.26%
xing f j to go, practise 18:29 0.36% 0.69% 0.36%
jie  $Jl mode, tally 8:28 0.16% 0.67% 0.51%
nai 75 thereupon 8:24 0.16% 0.57% 0.41%
m o  ^ if 4:24 0.08% 0.57% 0.49%
dm  m to reply 0:8 0.00% 0.19% 0.19%
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In the first part of the thesis certain binary concepts were studied with a view to 
distinguishing discourse units in the text. It emerged that the Huangdi Sijing is not a 
homogenous text. In the second part of the thesis it was shown that the Jingfa was 
dominated by a fairly consistent philosophy whilst a possible social context of the last 
three books was shown to be that of the military advisors to rulers in Warring States 
China. The Jingfa would also fit into the same social context.
In this conclusion there are still a number of tasks to be undertaken. Firstly, one 
must try to situate the four books in their intellectual context. Secondly, attention should 
be brought to bear on issues which require further study using the method adopted in this 
thesis. Finally, some comments will be made on the issue of "schools" ofthought.
10.1 Huang-Lao Thought
Ever since its discovery in 1972-3, the Mawangdui texts that we have been 
studying have been described as Huang-Lao texts. The term Huang-Lao is known from 
Han dynasty sources. The combination of Yello w Emperor and Laozi teaching became an 
important political philosophy after the d isc red it of Legalism in the Qin and before the 
rise of Confucianism as the State philosophy under the Han emperor Wu. The discovery 
at Mawangdui has given a boost to scholarship interested in this area. It is beyond the 
scope of the present work to review every article in this domain but it is feasible to look at 
the main patterns in whichHuang-Lao thought has been presented.
Attention has been turned in two directions: towards texts and towards doctrine. 
The two interact. Thus scholars seek to define a body of texts that one can call 
Huang-Lao. Such texts may be whole works or may be chapters of a work1. The
1 There is no universal agreement on what constitutes the Huang-Lao corpus. Among major works that are often
included under this bracket are the following: Dao-De Jing> Huangdi Sijing, Yinwenzi, IJegtianzi, Wenzi, 
Huamanzi. Rickett identifies as Huang-Lao the following chapters of Guanzi: 8 You Guan (essay), 15 Zhong 
Ling,\ 7 Bing Fa, 23 Ba Yan, 29 ZhiFen. To these one may add 36 Kin Shu shang, 37 A'in Shu xia, 38 BaiXin, 49 
Net Ye and for some also 12 Shu Yan. Graham identifies certain parts o f certain chapters o f the ZJtuangzi as 
"syncrctist". Roth says these arc also Huang-Lao: 11 Zai You/66-74,12 Tiandi/\-\%, 13 Tiandao/l-45,60-64,14 
Tianyun/\-5, 15 Ke 17, 33 Tianxia. (Numbers after the dash are Graham’s). Chen Qiyou does not use the 
classification "School o f Huang-Lao" in his work on the Lushi Chunqitt but some would see the whole book as 
influenced by Huang-Lao. Sarah Queen identifies seven chapters o f the Chunqiu Fanlu as Huang-Lao: 18 Li He, 
19 Li Yuan Shen, 20 Bao Wei Q ttan,2\ Kao Gong Ming, 22 Tong Guo Shen, 77 Xun TianzftiDao, 78 Tiatidizhi 
Xing. Wu Guang, HuangiaozhiXue Tottghtn, 122-8, gives three schools o f Huang-Lao thought: a Chu Hi school; 
a Qi school based atthe Jixia Academy and thirdly, thcLushiChunqiu,
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identification of these passages is largely undertaken according to the doctrine that they 
present. At the same time the texts themselves present material which enriches our 
knowledge of the doctrine. There is a danger here that the scope of Huang-Lao will 
develop out of all proportion. From text "A" one discovers doctrine "X", which doctrine 
is also present in text "B”, but text ”B” has further passages which expand our knowledge 
ofthe doctrine to "X1", which leads to text "C". Thus the process may continue.
The best way to control such a process is to identify core texts or core doctrines 
which state the sine qua non of what it is to be a Huang-Lao text. Remembering that 
Huang-Lao is a Han term, the favourite candidate for defining the doctrine ofHuang-Lao 
is Si-Ma Tan’s description of Daoism preserved in the Shift . However, the discovery of 
the Huangdi Sijing has naturally led many to see it as the defining text of Huang-Lao 
thought. This discrepancy highlights a problem that is frequently not addressed: the term 
Huang-Lao is a Han classification. The identification of "schools” with fixed doctrines is 
something that began in the late Warring States. Thus Xunzi, Lushi Chunqiu and 
Zhuangzi all contain lists of schools with their adherents and doctrines3. The Huangdi 
Sijing is a composite text of pre-Han date. In other words while Si-Ma Tan deliberately 
set out to exalt Daoism, that is Huang-Lao, above all other doctrines^ "the author/editors 
of the Huangdi Sijing cannot be shown to have had such a polem ical doctrinaire 
position. In other words they did not set out to write a book ofHuang-Lao thought.
This is in marked contrast to present-day scholarship. There is a plethora of
articles expounding Huang-Lao thought. These are characterised by two features:
textual syncretism and systematising doctrine. Authors happily quote from any portion of
the Huangdi Sijing and indeed from other works to illustrate their point. In so doing they
overlook the niceties of distinct portions of the text. For example, we have seen that
See Rickett, Guanzi Vol. I; Graham, Chuang-tzu, p. 39; Roth, Who Compiled the "Cltuang Tzu", p. 122; Chen 
Qiyou,Lushi Chunqiu; Queen, From Chronicle to Cation, pp. 102-111
2 Shiji 130 TaiShi G ongzm t ^  pp. 3288-92. "Tai Shi Gong" is the title of Si-Ma T an. Roth translates 
and discusses this passage in Who Compiled the "Chuang Tztt?", pp. 86-8. Roth bases his understanding o f what 
"Daoism" is on this passage. This method has the merit o f being based on the fact that it is Si-Ma Tan who invented 
theterm "Daoism". This understanding of "Daoism" is "Huang-Lao".
3 Xunzi 12 Fei Shier Zi -J-^pp, 15-17
Hanfeizi contains several attacks on other philosophers eg. 49 Wu Du attacks Confucians and Horizontalists
and Verticalists, SQXianXue |§f attacks Confucians and three sects o f Mohists.
Lushi Chunqiu 1 Bu E rT f ZL pp. 1123-4 Lists Lao Dan, Confucius, Mo Di i | l , Guan Yin 9j| Liezi # 1 X ,  
Chen , Yang Sheng , SunBin ^ 0 f , 'WangMou 3 :  0 , E r Liang ^  J^ ..
Zhuangzi 33 Tianxia ~F> PP- 84b-87c lists MoDi 1 || | g  and Qin Huali , Song Xing Yin Wen
jC > Peng Meng j|£ f | | , Tian Pian 03 and Shen Dao 3DJ, Guan Yin 1JJ3 Lao Dan ^  IJj|, Zhuang Zhou
$ £  jjlj, Hui Shi ££ , Huan Tuan M  & Gongsun Long fg .
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ci-xiong and pin-mu are distinct in the Huangdi Sijing but for Chen Guying there is no 
difference4. Systematising is undertaken in papers such as one delivered by Roth in 1991, 
which sets out the cosmology, political theory and psychology of the Huangdi Sijing. 
Certainly such an enterprise is attractive. It enables one to grasp the whole pattern of 
thought of an author. Y et, it is misleading in the sense that the Huangdi Sijing itself is not 
a systematic work.
10.2 Future Research
Thus both textual syncretism and systematising doctrine are hermeneutical tools 
which depend on rearranging the material they seek to interpret. In so doing they can 
distort and give a false impression. This danger is one that is not unknown in the world of 
scholarship. Library shelves still have books on the "theology” of St. Paul. From his 
various letters texts are quoted at random and reorganised according to some 
contemporary Western theology to produce a systematic doctrine. More nuanced works 
may build in a historical dimension such that one can see the development of the doctrinal 
system from Galatians to Romans, for example. Yet the attempt will founder unless it 
takes account of the literary status of St. Paul's writings. Paul wrote letters and these can 
only be properly understood in the context to which they were addressed. By removing 
them from that context, one can end up with absurdities in which women keeping their 
head covered becomes as much part of Paul's doctrina perennia as his paeon to love. 
Scholarship on Chinese Huang-Lao is still hermeneutically unaware of this type of 
distortion.
In part one of this thesis we showed that the text of the Huangdi Sijing is 
composite and thus warned interpreters against textual syncretism. In part two we looked 
at the Sitz im Leben ofthe work and showed how it was probably intended as a manual for 
military advisors. It attempts to stand apart from all historical circumstances but it is not 
designed as a reflective history. Rather it can serve as a source for advice in practical 
sitautions. The treatment of a proverb known from Cheng illustrates the great variety of 
contexts in which the work may function. These contexts provide the forum in which the
4 Rand, C.C., Chinese Military Thought, pp. 211-218 treats the Huangdi Sijing under the rubric o f civility and 




work was intended to be read. It was not, then, designed as a work to define itself against 
Confucianism or Mohism or any other such "doctrine". Put another way, pre-Qinauthors 
were seeking for the theory that would lead to the best practical results rather than for the 
theory that expounded some purely theoretical truth.
Peerenboom argues that the Huangdi Sijing expounded a natural law ethic5. 
Without discussing the pros and cons of his position, one must say that even if it is true, the 
purpose is not what one might expect. The "natural law" of Aquinas is expounded 
because Aquinas believed that it expresses what is true. In Guo Ci the ruler is ordered to 
destroy an enemy State in its entirety because this is the work of Heaven. However, as we 
have seen, what is in the writer's mind is not eternal truths but a cntk< the of Yue,
after it had been almost but not entirely destroyed, in contrast to the total destruction of 
Wu.
Hermeneutics needs to be practical in the case of the Huangdi Sijing. One needs 
to know what situations gave rise to its philosophy and where it was used later. This 
enterprise is clearly more difficult than that ofthe systematising doctrinist. It demands too 
that one is clear about the date of composition of the Huangdi Sijing. Na Wei's attempts 
to show how the Huangdi Sijing describes the situation in the Han court fail because the 
writing can apply equally well to many Warring States' courts and there is also little doubt 
that the Huangdi Sijing is largely a pre-Han work6. My work on the editing of Guan, Xing 
Zheng and BingRong shows how they are modified from the Guo Yu: Yue Yu xia and thus 
illustrates how the text was formed in the light of historical circumstances. More of this 
work is necessary.
One example of such scholarship that has already been undertaken is an article by 
Mukai Tetsuo JnJ W  ife  relating historical incidents in the Chunqiu Shiyu §  
ppf to passages in the Huangdi Sijing. Mukai talks of the latter as the concrete historical 
material which corresponds to the abstract Jingfa . Both documents come from the same
5 Peerenboom, Law and Morality in Ancient China
6 Na yfc\,Handai Daojia de Zhetigzhi Sixhmghe Zhijue Tiwn. On p. 39 of this work the author relates the seven year 
program o f Jim Zheng to historical circumstances in the Han dynasty. Years one to three are said to apply to the 
second Han emperor, whilst the third year is said to apply to an incident recorded in the Shi/i for the same period.. We 
have shown that the scheme o f three years of gentle rule followed by three of ordered firmness are based on 
philosophical considerations o f balance rather than on historical incidents as such. This is one case in which historical 
naievety can be as disrepectful ofthe text as neglect of historical context is.
7 Mukai Tetsuo, Ch'un-ch'iu shi-yti, ES 84,37-51
8 Mukai Tetuso, ES 84, p. 50
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tomb. Were it not for this feet it seems unlikely that anyone would think of relating the 
two. Indeed, Mukai’s associations are at best only probable and at worst very tenuous. A 
story about a dispute in a boat in whichyin-yang are never mentioned is said by Mukai to
c>
correspond to the final section of Cheng with its classification into yin and yang . Stories 
one, three and eleven in his article are all related to the same line in Guo Ci. Clearly even he 
cannot think that the connection is absolute.
If done more convincingly, this kind of hermeneutics has the advantage of being 
true to the type of early Chinese philosophical texts. The Lun Yu for instance contains 
pithy sayings whose historical context is sometimes preserved in other works. Just as 
Paul's letters need to be replaced in their context so too the Huangdi Sijing must be put 
into its historical context. Specific textual links, common phrases and vocabulary need to 
be identified. Mukai, by contrast, outlines vague general meanings.
The method I have adopted in this thesis is not designed purely for one work alone. 
It has features that make it applicable to other new texts. One feature, not so evident in the 
thesis proper, is the editing and presentation of the text itself. I have consistently referred 
to the text by numbers which enable portions ofthe text to be cited without being bound to 
the vagaries of modem pagination. In this, my edition builds on the Wemvu editions and 
provides a standard system for all future scholars. By adopting the practice of using an 
apparatus my edition is able to present a clear text and to avoid cluttering it with various 
forms of brackets beloved of Chinese scholars. Information proper to the manuscript is 
thus distinguished from the edition ofthe text and makes the whole much less confusing. 
This is standard practice in western Biblical and literary studies and hopefully will become 
so in Sinology.
The singling out of binary concepts was related to my initial discovery of the 
incompatibility of wen-wu and xing~de in the Huangdi Sijing. It is not the only feature that 
could have been studied. Other works may indicate other prominent features calling for 
similar attention. What is important is to identify certain key features that are important 
and yet indicate the specificity of the work in question. If the terms are too universal the 
task is made much harder. I did not follow Peerenboom and others in concentrating on 
terms such as Dao or Tian as it would be hard to see the specificity of the parts of the work.
9 Mukai Tetsuo, ES 84, p. 47
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I have made some remarks based on statistical information but these have been sketchy 
and more could be done. Attention to grammatical context and comparison with other 
pre-Qin works as well as mere occurrence of a character is required and this is more 
demanding than might appear at first sight.
Nonetheless, there will always be a place for concentrating on some specific 
themes such as those treated in my part one. In his work on Mencius and Aquinas, Lee 
Yearley notes that he was almost drawn to the conclusion that the two thinkers could not 
be fruitfully studied together until he "concentrated on their accounts of virtue" and "saw 
re,5 emblances I had not thought existed"10. So too our study of selected binary pairs has 
revealed contrasts and similarities previously not highlighted or even acknowledged.
Thus the future for studies on the Huangdi Sijing is twofold. On the one hand 
more work needs to be done in establishing a critical edition. Some passages are still not 
fully understood and, whilst Chen Guying^ commentary is the most thorough, it still 
needs to be digested by the Sinological community. On the other hand more work can be 
done in relating the text to its historical context, as in Mukai Tetsuo's work. The 
interaction of text and historical context is not unknown to Chinese scholarship. 
Unfortunately many of the early articles on the Mawangdui manuscripts are dominated by 
an inappropriate post-Hegelian German ideology, which has little to do with Chinese 
philosophy, Peerenboom's interpretation on the basis of contemporary
American writer is also unpromising11. The West has excellent traditions of exegesis and 
hermeneutics in which the text is foremost. China too, from the earliest times, has its own 
ways of understanding texts in relation to history. By drawing on these traditions one is 
liable to gain more fruit.
10.3 Schools of thought
One road that has attracted attention but which is an intellectual "dead-end"12, is 
that ofthe investigation of "schools". In his typically cautious manner, Li Xueqin notes,
10 Yearley, Mencius and Aquinas, p. 2
II Peerenboom quotes Dworkin and lists two of his works in his bibliography: one from 1977 and one from 1986. 
Maybe Dworkin is a great philosopher but his interest in legal issues is too narrow for most Sinologists to be aware of. 
See Peerenboom,Law andMoralityinAncietitChina, p. 358
12 It is interesting to note the metaphorical richness associated with "dead-ends". In France, the expression is the 




"Pre-Qin thinkers, apart from the Mohists, did not distinguish schools in the way 
that later generations did. The Han Zhi's categories should also not be distinguished too 
sharply"13
Professor Li goes on to promise a further article on the term "school". What we need to 
remember is that the idea of a "school" is post-Qin and that the term is only one 
hermeneutical tool. If it can help then we are entitled to use it, but the tool must not be 
allowed to gain more importance than the matter it is explaining. At least the discovery of 
the Huangdi Sijing has made us aware that Laozi and Zhuangzi were not treated as one 
until post-Han times14. In this respect Huang-Lao is early Daoism and is distinct from 
Zhuangzi.
Some critics are not happy with this particular description of Yellow Emperor 
thought. Xiu Jianjun argues that the association of Huang and Lao no more implies that 
they are one than the association of Yang Zhu and Mozi implies that there was a Yang-Mo 
school15. Hence Xiu identifies Huangxue, Yellow Emperor Study, as a current that took 
Confucianism and Legalism as its centre and adopted a degree of Daoism16. This view is 
hardly tenable. It is based on a narrow understanding of what Daoism is and whilst 
criticising the accepted classification of Yellow Emperor thought is still bound to the same 
type of reasoning.
Equally uninspiring is Qiu Xigui's coining of the term"Dao-Fa S c h o o lAt least 
terms such as Huang-Lao and Daoist are reputable Han dynasty terms. Qiu's creation is a 
neologism whose content can only be defined by its creator and has no objective control in
* 17any text. Here the classification system has become totally divorced from a text .
More valuable are those articles which trace the links between pre-Qin teachers 
and Han dynasty Huang-Lao. Ding Yuanming is one such author who notes three routes 
of transmission18. The first is by a lineage of Daoist teachers in Yan and Qi19 The second
13 Li Xueqin, GZXK 1991.1, p. 16
14 Roth, "What is Huang-Lao?", p. 4 : "the virtual absence o f any evidence o f a philosophical lineage that can be 
labelled Lao-Chuang before the Wei and Chin "Profound Learning" movement in the third century A.D."
15 Xiu Jianjun, "Huang-Lao zhi Xue" xin lun, p. 51
16 Xiu Jianjun, "Huang-LaozhiXue"xin Urn, p. 53
17 Qiu Xigui,Maiwmgcfai "Laoxi"Jia-Yibenjuanqian-houyishuyu "Dao-FaJia", p. 78ff.
I mention Qiu's theory here just as an example. A summary o f many other person's views is given by Xu Fen. Xu 
concludes that there are three types o f theory regarding the classification o f Huang-Lao: (1) it is Daoism; (2) it is 
Daoism and Legalism; (3) Eclecticism based on Daoism. See Xu Fen, Jitmianiai Huang-Lao Sixiang Yattjiu 
Zongshu, p. 40.
18 Ding Yuanming, Qixueytt Hanchu Huang-Lao zhi Xue, pp. 70-6
19 The list goes from Hcshang Zhangren M  - t  A . Cao Ccn It is mentioned by Tang Lan, Yu Mingguang
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is that the name ofthe Yellow Emperor gave the teaching protection in the Qin period and 
saved it from the extinction that the Mohists suffered. The third factor is that it absorbed 
yin-yang theories20. Here the emphasis is no longer on "school” as a definite creed but on 
historical transmission of ideas. This is a road that deserves further attention.
Doubtless scholars will not leave this question of ’’school” alone but I fear it has 
more to do with Hegel than with China. Hegel seeks to define each philosophy as having 
one core message that fits into a whole scheme. In this way he writes a neat system. The
desire to impose schools on pre-Qin Chinese philosophy is similar to Hegel's desire to
21comprehend the whole of philosophy . The end result is death as living philosophers are 
squeezed dry and the only bird to fly at the end of the enterprise is the owl. The same will 
be true in the Chinese context, for the schools with their set doctrines will be lifeless 
abstractions never perfectly incarnate except beneath the brush ofthe modern author.
The road forward lies not in schemes and ideologies but in tracing the web of 
interaction between texts and contexts in which one can see the Chinese thinkers of the 
Warring States' period striving to adjust to new situations and to preserve their States and 
their values in a world of change. In this period when Chinese culture was forged into the 
literate high-culture of the Y ellow river and Yangtse basins we can see what it might mean 
to be Chinese'. That culture was never static and in the next centuries it absorbed Indian 
Buddhism and more recently Western science but it is still in the process of growing. 
Looking back at its formative years may help to chart the way ahead for the future as text 
interacts again with context and new and old coexist.
"The myriad things flock and arrive;
3^I have nothing to which I do not respond”" .
and others. The exact dating o f the first link in the chain is disputed as also is the interval between the different 
teachers. Ding Yuanming (See note 18) is interested only in there being such a lineage and not in its precise dating. 
VandermeerschjjLarformation du legisme, pp. 17-18 warns that "one must not picture the various schools of the late 
Warring States as always being established institutions grouping disciples around a master." Thus these lineages of 
teachers are also not to betaken too rigidly but rather aschanncls for transmissionofideas.
20 In her identification o f Huang-Lao chapters in the Chunqiu Fanlu Sarah Queen includes chapter 78, which is full of 
yin-yang wu xittg thought. Nonetheless, she still distinguishes between Huang-Lao and Yin-Yartgtcxts. Given the 
use of the terms yin-yang especially in the Shiliu Jing, it seems hard to conceive o f Huang-Lao that is not also 
yin-yang. See Queen,/'row Chronicle to Canon, pp. 102-111
21 The word "comprehend" is not chosen at random here. It is the "grasping" (co-prendere/ be-griefen) of the owl of 
Minerva. What is seized in its talons is dead.
22 The term "China" is a Western transliteration o f a Chinese word not used for the whole country in the Waning States1 
period. In those days people identified themselves as belonging to the one cultured world "under Heaven.”
23 H. 15 141b 3 2 -142a 6 :
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II Edition of the Huangdi Sijing 
T echnical Preface
The purpose of this preface is to explain the principles according to which an 
edition of the Huangdi Sijing has been produced from the one manuscript available. 
Although there is only one manuscript there are already various editions of it. These will 
be described and commented. The technicalities of the present layout of text, critical 
apparatus and notes will be explained and then specific problems dealing with certain 
major editorial problems will be expounded in some detail.
11.1 Editions ofthq Huangdi Sijing
As a prelude to discussing the question of editions one must distinguish between 
transcription of a manuscript and edition of a work. A transcription aims to present in 
accessible format the text of a manuscript with all its pecularities. For some Chinese 
Manuscripts the transcription is sometimes only a photostat representation of the original. 
In this case the only changes introduced are those consequent on the change in material on 
which the text is presented. Thus text from bamboo slips is presented in a modern paper 
book. Atypical feature of this level is that the text of one bamboo column is divided so as 
to fit the size of a modern page. In the case of the Huangdi Sijing such a practice results in 
dividing the columns of the silk manuscript into halves, indicated by shang/xia J t/~ F  in 
Chinese or "a/b" in English.
Transcription may involve a further step, with editorial consequences. Graphs are 
transcribed into their modem equivalents. In most cases this is a simple procedure 
entailing no major editorial decisions. However, even the most straightforward 
transcription into modern characters makes the work of limited value to the graphlologist. 
It is common Chinese practice to transcribe the original graph and place in circular 
brackets after it the modern form of the character. The result is that all but two ofthe 
editions, before the present one, of the Huangdi Sijing are simultaneously attempting 
both to transcribe and to edit. In the present edition these two tasks are rigortwsfy 




Thus the earlier works may be described as transcription-editions rather than as 
editions properly so named. The earliest is from 1974; the latest is an unpublished work of 
1994. These editions can be arranged in chronological order, though this does not 
necessarily mean that all later ones read all earlier ones. It is also worth noting that in some 
cases the editors knew each other and so shared ideas without necessarily borrowing them 
from the printed versions. Yu Mingguang 7^  deserves special note in this regard, 
because he worked on the team that produced the initial transcription-edition but did not 
read all the works published by the later team. Thus in notes he may refer to an opinion 
that he knows from his discussion within the team but which only appears in print in an 
edition he has not consulted. Leaving such interaction aside and looking only at the 






' 1  rHXT1 1984 YMG2 1993
I ------------------- H
HXT2 1992 CF 1993 CGY 1994-51
It should be noted that of these editions, six had direct access to the original manuscripts 
and four did not. The latter four are HXT1 & 2 and CF and CGY. Clearly the former six 
are more valuable as transcriptions though as editions they may be inferior depending on 
the judgement of the editor. It should be noted though that all editors have had access to 
the photostats of the manuscript as these are found in both WW1 and WW3.
Another preliminary problem that should be indicated is that poor printing and 
proof-reading leads to serious unreliability in the two YMG editions and infects all other 
editions except perhaps CF and CGY. Since CF is unpublished this is not much 
consolation. HXT is in standard characters and provides a correct reading of certain 
graphs even when all previous editions do not. Its correctness is not maintained making it 
unreliable as a guide .
1 For an explanation o f these abbreviations see below p. 3.35
2 p. 152 inverts and p. 153 transcribes ^  as $ £ ;  p. 154 writes j^ J as The latter two are probably the 
fruit o f editorial decisions; the first may be a printing error but with such an irresponsible editorial policy it is hard 




WW1 The sigla refers to the first edition of the Wen Wu Publishing House . This is a 
conservative edition, whose purpose is to stress transcription rather than edition. In feet it 
is most valuable because of its editorial conservatism. If a graph is only extant as a few 
relict lines or smudges, this edition records a lacuna. It also establishes the pattern for two 
later editions TL and WW3. That is the text is set out with an indication of the column 
breaks of the original manuscript, numbered 1 to 174. These are particularly valuable in 
locating any passage and also in refering back to the photographs of the manuscript. 
However the main divisions of the WW1 edition are by textual units as presented in the 
manuscript. Thus the work is divided into four books with internal chapter sections.
WW1 is now out of print. It was pirated in Taiwan and published by Xu Rentu 
cm in 1975. As far as I am aware this does not constitute an original edition.
Tang Lan realised that there were faults in the WW1 transcription, chiefly owing 
to poor proof-reading but also to failure to transcribe correctly. He felt that the evidence 
in the case of some damaged characters was sufficient to justify a definite reading. Thus he 
filled in some ofthe WW1 lacunae on the basis of what he saw in the original. His edition is 
in simplified characters and in lines rather than columns. He does not indicate half-line 
divisions.
Turning again to the manuscript and using WW1 and TL the Wen Wu Publishing 
House produced a second edition entitled Jing Fa S  ^  in 1976. This one has some new 
editiorial decisions on the text but no longer shows the line divisions and is in simplified 
characters only.
The final and best effort of the Wen Wu Press is WW3 of 1980. Modelled on the 
WW1 format this edition is much bolder and has fuller notes. With less than a dozen errors 
of transcription and proof reading and of these only three of any significance, it presents 
both a good transcription of the manuscript and a good edition of the text4. It too was
3 tb $ £  The official translation of this office is "Cultural Relics Publishing House". The same edition was
reproduced in simplified characters in Wen Wu 1974.10, pp. 30-42.
4 The following require correction:
p. 47 col. 16 j -  J t  to be moved up and placed after ; 
p. 49 col. 4 P9 _L should read Z l j S  h  : 
p. 51 col. 7, p. 52 col, 1 & p. 58 col. 5 should read ^  (j^X 
p. 55 col. 13 should read g f t ;
p. 57 col. 8 jp should be transcribed into the standard form as ^  (Ja) 
p 65 col. 4 f a  ZZ should be placed between f ]  and ||J o f the proceeding column, 
p. 67 col. 4 should read ^ ;
p. 79 col. 3 should read 
p. 79 col. 6 M  should read
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pirated in Taiwan by Wang Hansheng -P and published there in 1981.
The two Taiwan editions provide the basis for Hu Xintian's edition of 1984. I have 
not consulted the two earlier editions to check for discrepancy with their mainland 
counterparts but rely on the fact that Hu used them in producing his own work. Thus any 
original features they have may be taken up by Hu. Hu's is a real edition as opposed to a 
transcription-edition. He presents a clear text and confines graphtological evidence to 
notes. The text is presented in its four books with chapter divisions but the dominant and 
peculiar feature of the enterprise is the prominence given to the column divisions. These 
column divisions are a feature ofthe only manuscript that has been preserved and certainly 
do not correspond to any original textual divisions. Yet Hu structures his book in 
segments with each segment composed of one line of text. The line is sometimes a proper 
textual unit but more often than not it leads to chopping sentences in half and producing 
illogical breaks of no semiotic value. Another feature of Hu's work is his remarkable 
ability to fill in all lacunae, including whole sections of fifty or more characters in Cheng. 
In his notes he further underlines how the work illustrates the Three Principles of the 
People of Sun Yat-sen5. Scholarship seems to take a back seat inthis enterprise.
HXT2 does not really count as a separate edition. Hu was in his eighties and seems 
to have made no new decisions about the text. The quality of its printing, though, means 
that we have to treat it as an edition. In places the text is amended but the notes are still 
those of 1984 and do not always correspond to the revision ofthe text. In a few places the 
entire text is missing. In HXT Z  Hu shows his true colours. The work is a series of 
lectures with the text of each column as its centre. The commentary includes denunciation 
of Mao Zedong ^  and essays advocating the religion of the Yellow Emperor. It is
pure probanda and does not deserve a place in the world of scholarship.
Returning to the mainland, the next editions are those of Yu Mingguang6. Though
Sun Zhongshan says, "The nation is formed from the force of nature."
6 The following tables present a complete review o f printing errors in the 1989 & 1993 YMG editions;
(1) Errors of 1989 corrected in 1993
Page reference (1989) Page reference (1993)
p. 243 1. 2 0m corrected to m p. 7 1.4
p. 253 1. 2 M corrected to M p. 30 1.2
p. 253 1. 7 K corrected to m ( R )  p .30 1. 10
p. 259 1. 5 P x 7 corrected to P x 8 p. 45 1.5
p. 268 1. 1 £ corrected to p. 64 1. 1
p. 281 1.1 corrected to p. 92 1.2
p. 282 1.4 m corrected to & p. 95 1.2
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the second is heavily dependent on the first it is not merely a republication of the same. 
Some of the errors of proof-reading are corrected, though an equal number of new ones 
are made . More significantly the notes are expanded, new editorial decisions are made 
and the manuscript has been freshly consulted. In the forward to the 1989 YMG1 edition 
Li Xueqin Htf refers to the three Wen Wu editions but it seems that Yu himself did
not read the third of these. Indeed in his introduction to the 1993 edition Yu mentions only
§
the 1974, 75 and 76 editions . Leo Chang and Feng Yu realised that Yu had not read the 
1980 edition and thus after translating the work for the YMG2 volume they turned to 
WW3 and produced their own collation of WW3 and YMG2, giving the preference to the 
former rather than to Yu. Thus the CF edition does not refer anew to the manuscript but
p. 98 I. 2
p. 98 1.4
p. 98 1.5
p. 124 1. 5
p. 1391.5
ir p. 143 1. 3
p. 155 1.5m p. 1681. 3m p. 1791. 5
# p. 189 I. 6m p. 1 9 3 1 .3 & 4
p. 284 1. 5 M  ^  corrected to
p. 284 1.7 ^  corrected to
p. 284 1. 8 ^  corrected to
p. 297 I. 3 extraneous pf after removed 
p. 305 1. 5 corrected to
p, 306 1.3 ^  corrected to
p. 312 1. 11 corrected to
p. 317 1.9 corrected to
p. 321 1. 12 corrected to
p. 326 I. 8 corrected to
p. 329 1.3 & 4~jT corrected to
The 1993 edition also rationalises simplified characters. Thus whereas the 1989 edition has both rp  and , 
and f$ ,  these characters now appear only in the simplified forms. This is a pity since the original writes both 
Tp and and ^  and 7 5  and These distinctions are not preserved in the 1993 edition.
(2) Errors of 1989 not corrected in 1993 
p. 2411.3 p. 4 1
p. 244 1.3 p. 11 1
p. 2461. 3 p. 13 1
p. 2461.4 p. 14 I
p. 265 1. 1 p. 56 1
p. 267 I. 5 p. 61 1
p. 270 1.19 p. 69 1
p. 2771. 7 p. 82 1
p. 2 8 4 1.7 p. 98 1.4 (x2) Tfc should reacT ££
p. 2871. 6 p. 103 1.4 /{*5 should read TJ
p. 290 1. 3 p. 108 1. 6 Bjiji should read 0
p. 2961. 1 p. 121 1. 1 should read 7 \o r T \C 7 0
p. 2961 .2&3 p. 121 1. 2&3 ^  should read ^
(The MS writes ^  as which is clearly different from 7^  cf. 1993 p. 1211.4) 
p. 3 2 0 1.4 p. 1731.4 should read | | ( ^ )
p. 3201.6 p. 173 1.6^C should read ^  or Tv (7 \ )
p. 3291.11 p. 1951.3JeJ1 should read tfllOOj)
YMG2 commits a further 16 new errors, mostly less important but in one place a whole phrase is excluded: p. 80 
line 7 after « include HC ^ 4^  yjf. Most o f these new errors are minor but there is no excuse for writing 
^  in place o f ^ ,  IE  in place o f  (p. 54 line 7), l h  in place o f _ t  (p. 109 line I ) ,# ?  in place o f  ^  (p. 127 
line 1) or in place o f (p. 208 line 2).
YMG2 has atotal offive page ones. Page one ofChen Guying's preface .to page one ofthe forward qian van fff 
page one ofthe introduction shuo m m gify  page one of the index ntu lu §  ;§b and page one of the edition 
proper. The reference here is to the third ofthese page ones. Unless otherwise specified all references to YMG2 are to 
the fifth series o f page numbers, those ofthe edition proper.
should read
should read /b T c
5JS* should read m m )
m should read m m )
4 i i should read m i l )
5CSs) should read $L(7I\)
6f f f  after should read j$|
m should read &
7 5 should read
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repesents the effort of two scholars who have considered all the then mainland editions 
and also added their own thoughts. As such it completed the series of editions to date 
(1993).
In progress there is also an edition by Chen Guying, which is based on the layout of 
YMG but uses the text of WW3. Chen has very helpfully analysed the rhyme patterns of 
the text and often uses this as justification for filling lacunae or emendation. He quotes an 
impressive number of similar passages from other works and shies away from no 
difficulties. One should note, though, that he believes the whole work to be by one author 
and written at one time, thus he smoothes over differences, carelessly equates ci-xiong 
and pin-mu and thus makes his work less reliable than it might be. He treats the text in 
discrete sections and comments on them. This can give a misleading impression that the 
sections he identifies are natural to the text itself. Sometimes this may be the case but it is 
often not and certainly not when he treats groups of proverbs from Cheng as groups rather 
than individual sayings. Chen also renders into modern Chinese.
Translators of the text have also acted as editors. The first translation to be 
published was in French by Jacques Decaux. The work bears a preface dated 25 
December 1985. This paperback was reissued with an expanded introduction , the 
Chinese text of Hu Xintian and a bibliography extended to include works published in 
1986. This translation is not of great merit and is of little significance for textual study9.
The next translation to appear was that of Yu Mingguang and Zhang Guohua 3f| 
19 ijl into modern Chinese published alongside the YMG2 text. The same volume also 
included the hurried translation into English of Chang and Feng. The latter is not wholly 
dependent on the Chinese edition but also marks points of departure from YMG10. By the 
time the volume emerged from the press Chang and Feng had already completed their own 
new edition and translation. Here the English translation adds nothing new to the Chinese
9 Decaux. J., Le canon de I'empereurjamte, Taipei, no date (c. 1985-6)
Decaux, J., Les quatre livres de I'emperenr jaune: le canon taoique retrouve, Taipei, no date (c. 1986-7)
10 The haste with which this translation was done may account for the title o f 1.8 being transcribed whereas all other 
titles are translated. Another anomaly is to be found on p. 251 where we read o f the "six jeopardies" but on p. 253 of 
the "six dangers", both phrases translating the same Chinese expression, Differences with Yu's interpretation is 
evident in a number o f places. On p. 270 Chang refers to the "three pleasures". Yu's note, p. 101 n. 1, indicates that 
the "three" refers to the seasons of Spring, Summer and Autumn and not to three pleasures. The description ofthe 
sageas "obsolete" (p. 271) differs from Yu's translation and is simplyincorrect. Where Yu reads "mountains", Chang 
reads "forests" (p. 293) and where Yu supplies a missing verb "level", Chang makes no comment other than that "one 
character is missing" (p. 293). There are also printing errors on pp. 225 n. 1 three for eight; 215 occupie, 237 
dislorder, 240 priciples, 258 preverse,269 eatrh, 310 retibure.
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edition. Hence I have not considered their first translation as any editorial points it makes 
will have been absorbed in the CF edition itself.
In Holland Mansvelt Beck has translated the whole text into Dutch. As a basis he 
uses only the 1974 WW1 edition. Nonetheless, he does make some points of editorial 
value. His work is as yet (1994) unpublished. In Hawaii Peerenboom translated the text. 
Extracts occur in his study on the Huangdi Sijing but the whole translation was never 
published11. Of some value, though, are A.C.Graham's notes on Peerenboom's 
translation. These do make unique editorial judgements and I am very grateful to the 
Belgian scholar, Dr. Carine Defoort, for making both these notes and Mansvelt Beck's 
translation available to me.
The next influences on my own work come from reading the text with Professor Li 
Xueqin for a whole year and from suggestions made by Dr.Paul Thompson. Any 
suggestions they have given me as well as my own editorial attempts are given in the 
apparatus under my Chinese name, Lei Dunhe fSf ;|St Finally, Chen Guying has 
provided a fairly free rendering into modern Chinese in his edition.
11.2 Technical Presentation
Each page of the edition comprises a maximum of four levels: heading, text, 
apparatus and notes.
Heading
The headings of the four books and the internal chapter titles of the first two are 
placed at the end of the relevant portions of text in the manuscript. Along with all other 
editors I put them as headings in the left-hand margin. Roman numerals are used to refer 
to the four books and arabic numerals for the chapters. Also in a prominent position above
the left-hand comer of the text proper are the long black oblongs placed on the manuscript
12but outwith the matrix of lines that houses the text proper indicating the start ofthe last 
three books.
The Text: Layout
11 Peerenboom, R.P., Law and Morality in Ancient China, State University o f New York, 1993
12 In an age which permits the most horrible neologisms I see no need to deny a place to perfectly good English words in 
common use in the north British dialects: outwith (Southern English "outside"); uplift (Southern English "pick up"); 
upstand (Southern English "stand up"). It would be a curious state if  academic English permitted "fax" and "fractal" 
and denied expressions familiarto many whose knowledge of their native tongue is not confined to Southern usage.
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The text is laid out in horizontal lines running left to right. The line length is 
determined by semantic features with two objectives in mind: to present the text in a form 
which reflects the sense and to allow the reader to see the unity of each chapter. The 
former objective tends to break the text at each rhyme or end of a clause or phrase. The 
latter principle aims at trying to give a certain unity to each page and to each chapter of the 
text. The first principle can be illustrated in Jun Zheng where the seven year cycle is set 
out with a separate line for each year (p.276). The second principle is displayed in Cheng 
where the aphorisms are not cut in two by page breaks. Page breaks do not necessarliy 
correspond to semantic breaks but I do hope that they are not totally unrelated to the 
sense. I have endeavoured to keep them to a minimum so as to present each chapter as a 
unit as far as length permits.
In the left-hand margin and over the head of the lines of text are the line numbers. 
The marginal numbers refer to the columns ofthe manuscript and are taken to begin where 
the overhead numbers indicate. The latter are based on the WW3 edition— they differ 
slightly in the WW1 edition— and are divided into "a/b", reflecting the division introduced 
by the demands of publishing the manuscript in modern book size. The line numbers are in 
bold type. The first number in each line is always placed above the character to which it 
corresponds. Subsequent characters are numbered in fives unless practical 
considerations demand otherwise.
Strictly speaking the numbers within each line correspond to the characters, and 
the characters alone, of an ideal manuscript. Elements which occur in the manuscript but 
are not true graphs are thus not included in the count even if they take up space on the 
manuscript. Such elements are the square dots at the beginning of chapters, the round 
dots in Cheng, any erased characters and odd markings or blots. Duplicated characters, 
indicated in the manuscript by a dot, are written out in full in my edition and counted.
The number is further ideal in that it gives a full count to any characters inserted 
after the initial writing and to any characters that the editor believes to have been missed 
out. This means that the number can be used, more or less, to refer to a place in the 
manuscript and to a place in the edition but strictly it is a count of this edition derived from 
a count ofthe manuscript.
A further left-hand editorial mark are the encircled Chinese-style numbers in
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Cheng. There is some disagreement as to exactly how to divide the aphorisms of Cheng 
but since some decision has to be made it seems worth numbering the result to ease 
reference.
Finally, the chapter titles, which follow a gap in the manuscript are indicated by 
pointed inverted commas in my edition.
Text: Content
The text is an edition in modern standard Chinese characters. Where there are 
regular and common deviations from these forms they are listed at the end of this technical 
preface. Where there are particular deviations these are given in the apparatus below. 
Rarely there are notes indicated in the text, largely relevant to matters of punctuation. The 
notes are found at the bottom of the page. Lacunae for which the editor feels there are not 
sufficient grounds for prefering any of the suggestions listed in the apparatus are left as 
lacunae in the text. The estimate of the number of lacunae is based on WW3. Where this 
estimate differs from that in WW1, followed by WW2 and YMG, this may be noted in the 
apparatus. It should be borne in mind that this is always an estimate. There are no strict 
rules for the number of characters per column in the manuscript. Characters may be 
written more or less closely together. The dot to indicate duplication of a character takes 
up less space than the full character would do. In places characters have been added after 
the first writing. These are added in small print right to left, two graphs, and then below, 
again right to left. Thus suppose a piece of the silk to be damaged such that it seems that 
this piece allow space for two characters then two lacunae are transcribed. However, if 
the copyist had subsequently added more characters between the two then there should be 
perhaps six lacunae in the transcription. A very clear case of this possibility is indicated by 
42b 15-19. The copyist has certainly overlooked five characters. Fortunately the context 
and similar material allows us to supply them. But if he has done the same in a place where 
the context is poor and we only have lacunae then there is no guarantee as to how many 
characters should be supplied. Thus the lacunae count is made on the grounds that the 
manuscript in these places was a perfect copy with no omissions and no deleted 
characters. Deleted characters could bring the lacunae count down; omissions would 
raise it. One cannot do otherwise than operate on this principle but it should be 
remembered that it entails setting a higher standard for the quality of the lacunae passages
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than for the rest of the text.
The apparatus
The apparatus is arranged according to half lines. A typical lemma comprises the 
following elements: position-number, edited graph, manuscript graph. The position 
numbers refer unambiguously to the text as edited. The edited graph is always placed first. 
It is in exactly the form as it appears in the text. When it is recommended by most editors, 
especially by both WW3 and YMG1 no reference to any editor is given but where it is a 
rarer reading a reference is given. When the reference is to one of the early editions, such 
as TL, the purpose of stating the reference is to show that it is early in the work's editorial 
history. After the colon the manuscript graph is given. The graph is presented in a form 
readable today and is thus not a mere copy of the original. By and large it is in 
computerized form but the computer font is inadequate and additions have had to be made 
by hand.
A special problem arises with those cases in which some mark is visible but 
standing alone one cannot make out what the character is. These marks we may term 
"relics". While relics cannot justify a reading they can tell against it but more often they 
may be so poor as for it to be impossible to use them as evidence either way. On occasion 
relics have been transcribed in the lacuna box. On other occasions notes have been added 
where the editor feels that the relics speak against a given reading. More normally, 
though, lacunae fall into two types: those with confirmatory relics and those with no relics. 
In the case of the former WW1 always transcribed cautiously, hence as a lacuna. TL and 
WW2 and WW3 place a character. Thus a lemma such as the following is normally a sign 
of confirmatory relics: 18a 7 @  : [ ]  WW1. The photograph simply shows an
indistinct smudge. WW1 indicated a lacuna. Subsequent editions all write Since 
WW1 is alone noted as different it implies that Tang Lan was the first to write ^  and that 
all subsequent editors agreed with him.
This may seem a complicated proceedure for showing the presence of 
confirmatory relics, an unnecessary digression into textual history. However, I believe it 
is not so. Firstly the Wen Wu editors, Tang Lan and Yu Mingguang have all inspected the 
original manuscript, something which I am not able to do. Secondly, the photos are not at
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all clear in places. Colouring on the original certainly results in clearer forms than those in 
black and white photoprints. It would be presumptuous for a Western scholar to claim to 
be able to read the manuscript better from such photoprints than a Chinese acquainted 
with ancient calligraphy. Nonetheless, by including the WW1 lacuna in the apparatus I do 
show that any given reading is from relics, which while they must be presumed to testify at 
least negatively to the presence of the graph suggested, may simply permit one to deliver a 
verdict of non proven.
After the manuscript graph there may follow a line of readings suggested by 
various editors. The special case of WW1 lacunae has just been mentioned. The 
suggestions are also presented in the same style: graph, siglum of the edition. They are 
ordered chronologically left to right. Normally only those graphs are indicated that differ 
from the edited reading or the manuscript graph. Moreover in general WW3 and YMG1 
readings are mentioned especially. One cannot then simply reconstruct any one of the 
editions considered from the apparatus. HXT is invoked in most instances where he 
differs from other editions but in places I have deemed it not worth referring to him. A 
case in point is 162a-163 b where his inventiveness outstrips his scholarly responsibility.
The apparatus does not indicate obvious mistakes of proof-reading or editing in 
the editions, except for WW1. In the later casethe conservative nature of the transcription 
gives it greater weight and it seemed necessary to state clearly that it had erred. Errors like 
this are provided with an error message (eg. 156b 1,7).
The editorial policy adopted is to follow my own reading first but with immense 
respect for WW3 and great respect for YMGI. In most cases WW3 is preferable but in 
some places it chooses characters which are too recherche and for which backing is slight. 
In such cases a commoner graph is accepted (eg. 12b 27). HXT is the only edition which is 
never accepted alone.
Where a lemma is repeated on the same page it is not written in full. Instead a note 
is made indicating where it is to be found.
The Notes




Firstly, for matters relating to punctuation of the text. Such notes are placed in the text 
near the relevant punctuation marks.
Secondly, for error messages;
Thirdly, to justify a given reading. Where the editor has adopted the reading of a lacuna 
without clear textual evidence then a note is generally supplied indicating the source of the 
recommended reading. This may be internal or it may be external. In internal cases the 
relevant passage is indicated by its number and sometimes it is repeated for the reader's 
benefit. Where external the source is given in Chinese, rarely with English translation. 
The reader of the edition must be presumed to know Chinese and often what is at stake is 
the form of a graph. T ranslation into English would be otiose.
Fourthly, to give the meaning of a given character. Here Chinese texts quoted in favour 
will normally be translated. Sometimes reference is made to standard Chinese 
dictionaries. However, it should be noted that the aim is to present a reliable edition of the 
text of the Huangdi Sijing, The aim is not to produce a commentary nor a translation 
Hence remarks on meaning are minimal.
Fifthly, for extended discussion or other apposite comment. Remarks are confined to 
matters of editorial policy and thus kept to a minimum.
Thus what is placed on the page is similar to what one might find in the 
Nestle/Aland New Testament. This provides the commentator and translator with the 
best text possible but also with suggestions for other readings. A student of the text may 
decide that, for instance a reading of HXT, is clearly better than any other suggested and 
thus question my text. He is at liberty to do so. I shall still consider it to have been good to 
be able to present an apparatus which gives food for such reconstruction.
11.3 Specific Problems
The bane of the Mawangdui manuscript are the characters da ^  and liu The
former is written with three strokes of the brush, the latter with four. Unfortunately it is, 
firstly, not always easy to tell which one has been written and, secondly, one cannot be 
sure that the copyist transcribed correctly. This causes major problems in two contexts: 
the title of the fourth chapter ofJingfa and line 142 of ShiliuJing.
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11.3 (a) The Title o f 1.4
There is no problem reading what the copyist wrote as the title of 1.4: he wrote da 
f en fa- Yet in the middle of the chapter the graph is not so clear, though da is deemed 
the more probable reading .
In practice one might advance two arguments in favour of da, one positive and one 
negative. The negative argument is made by CF. The chapter claims to and does list six 
shun and claims to list six ni. The six shun are set out simply in a series of six sentences 
only (27a 26- 28a 21). The six ni are listed and then elaborated. Now in the elaboration 
there are sevea The seventh is given in 26b 2-25. CF think that this seventh should have 
been included in the initial listing. In this case one would have seven ni and six shun and 
hence the argument in favour of liu, six, fails because there are not six distinctions but only 
one, between ni and shun. This is the "great" distinction.
This argument is not convincing. The seventh ni is the odd man out. All the others 
are concerned with internal court affairs, either within the royal family or between king 
and ministers. The seventh portrays king and ministers as respectively tyrannous and 
disordered. Moreover, since it is said twice that there are six ni (23a 22-3 & 28a 24-5) it 
seems improbable that originally there were seven and one was left out in the initial 
exposition.
The positive argument would interpret da as chief, important, refering to the same 
division of ni and shun. WW1 certainly read it in this sense. It is plausible in that the six ni 
and six shun are not directly correlated one to another14. The ni mention the problem of 
fomenting revolt by winning support for a faction against the ruler; the shun do not refer to 
the opposite of this but talk rather in positive terms of the relationship between ruler and 
ministers. But even if they are correlated one could still justify the title "Great Divide" 
rather than "six divisions". Li Xueqin appeals to two passages in Xtmzi and one in the Han 
Shu where da fen has this meaning15.
13 The graphin 35b 16 is transcribed by WW3&YMG2as/xw. HXT follows WW3. The quality of YMG2’s publishing 
makes it unreliableas a guide. WW1 transcribed as da and read as da\ TL, WW2 & YMG1 transcribed as da but read 
as liu. Is WW3's transcription correct? Only CF have considered the matter in the light ofthe publication ofWW3 but 
fortheirown reasons they opt for da. Li Xueqin reads both 28b 8 and 35b 16as da. Nonetheless he admits that 28b 8 
is not so clear as 35b 16. lAXxisqmMawattgduiBoshu "Jingfa: Da Fen "ji qita,p.211
14 LiXueqin,A/awwtgd«iBo,s,/in "Jingfa: DaFert"ji qita,p. 277 correlates the lists as follows:
Ni 1 -Slum 4; Ni 2- Shun 6jVi3-Shtm 2',Ni A-Shun 1 \N i 5-Shun 3; Ni 6-Shun 5.
Even without referring to the text one can see that this is not a smooth correlation. I suspect that we should not look 
for precise correlation between one list and the other. Each has its own logic and order.
15 Li Xueqin,MawangduiBoshu "Jingfa: Da Fen "ji qita, p. 278 citing, among other texts:
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In favour of reading liu, six, are the following arguments: the weakness of the 
negative argument used by CF, and the presence of six ni and six shun. The latter 
argument claims that, even if an exact correlation is not possible, the number six is of such 
significance that one must read liu fen . This is the option accepted by Tang Lan, Yu 
Mingguang and WW3.
LiXueqin's argument seems persuasive based as it is on close textual reading and 
on consideration of relevant passages from other works.
11.3(b) Line 142a
There are two characters in this line that cause problems: 142a 31 and 142a 36. 
The first is written da; the second is a relic that is read by WW3 as liu. At issue in this line 
are three problems: the title ofTI. 15, the title ofll and the number of characters in II.
II. 15
Throughout the Huangdi Sijing titles are added at the end of the section to which 
they apply. They are separated from the text of that section by a blank space allowing 
room for two or three characters. At the end of 1.9 there are two titles: the title of 1.9 and 
the title of I. There is no significant space between these two titles, but nor are they 
juxtaposed very closely. The titles are, then, distinct from each other but not unduly so. 
The second title, Jingfa, is followed by a count of the number of characters used in the 
whole book. One would expect something similar at the end of the second book. In fact 
between the end of EL 15 and the title name there is the expected space. However the title 
runs on for three closely juxtaposed characters (shi dajing -f* 'jz  M.) and is then followed 
by the count number for II. The problem is are there two titles here or only one?
Supposing one title then it could be either the title of II. 15 or of II. There are two 
arguments against the former possibility: to apply the third character, jing, to II. 15 seems 
to be giving it undue weight. II. 15 is only 97 characters long. Though the jing  of Hanfeizi 
are equally short, they are the basis for subsequent elaboration. There is no such 
elaboration in n. 15 and moreover the text is about meditation and seems unsuitable as the 
basis for future elaboration. The second reason against applying the three characters to
X uttzil gKawAM e||^f^^p.2/28-29:^^, , • "Rites are the important part ofLaw."
Xuttzi6 F eiS h ierZ ity  +  1 2  ^ p .  1 5 / 3 - 4 "By 
pretending to be different from others they think they are superior but they cannot even unite the massess or show 
forth what is important."
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II. 15 is that the following count can only apply to the whole of II as it states distinctly that 
there are 4,000+ characters.
AH editions so far published or known to me take the three characters as applying 
to II and assert that II. 15 has no extant title. However there is a further dispute as to how 
to read the title16. Reading 142a 31 as da would give the following: Ten Great Canons. 
Now there are fifteen extant pieces so it is hard to see what the figure "ten" can refer to 
here. For this reason WW3 and YMG both amend to liu: Sixteen Canons. Fifteen extant 
pieces is close to sixteen so perhaps one is missing. The only evidence in favour of a 
missing sixteenth section is contained in that slight relic which WW3 reads as liu at 142a 
36.
17Another possibility is that, just as we divided ming li jing fa  into mingli and 
jingfa so too the three characters shi da (liu?) jing  should be apportioned as titles of II. 15 
and II. The division must occur after the second as "ten" alone is not a reasonable 
candidate to serve as title. It should be noted too that on this hypothesis it does not make 
much sense to amend da to Hu as "sixteen" would also be a strange title. The result is that 
II. 15 is named Shi Da "Ten Important Points" and UJing "Canon".
The major textual argument, based solely on a study of these three characters, 
against this reading is that there is no noticeable gap between da mdjing. However, in the 
case of 1.9 and I there was not space large enough to insert another character between li 
and jing. This counter-argument is not wholly conclusive for it is still the case that da and 
jing  are very close. Another counter-argument is that the copyist was in a hurry and 
overlooked niceties such as a space. Proof of his hurry in this passage is not difficult to 
come by. In line 140a two characters had to be added after the initial writing1 s. In the next
line one character had to be erased19. The haste continued after 142 with three characters
20having to be added in 143 . Hence it is quite possible that a gap of a few millimetres could 
be closed up.
There are two other arguments that can be voiced in favour of this reading. The
16 Among opinions that have not won much support are those o f Hu Xintian and Gao Zheng. Hu runs JI. 1 and U.2 into 
one piece and so has a total o f fourteen chapters. He entitles H Shida Jmg (10 Great Canons) (HXT). Gao Zheng, 
BosJtu "Shisi Jing" Zhmgmmg, argues on graph wlogical grounds that the title o f II is Shisi Jing “h  ©  §£ (14 
Canons). He claims that si was later written as da when the copyist transcribed into Han Dynasty Li ^  characters.
17 77b 23-26 £  3$
18 140a 6 & 37
19 In front of 14la 23
20 143a 2 9 ,143b 29-30
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first is based on the applicability of the title "Ten Important Points" to 11.15. The text 
could be set out as follows:
141a5-14 If one desires to know the gaining and losing
It is necessary to examine names and investigate forms. (ifieng)
141 a 15-22 Forms perennially themselves define, (<f ieng)
Thus am I more tranquil (d^ieng)
141a23-30 Affairs perennially themselves run, thus have I nothing to do. (sia/gwia)
141a31-141b6 Tranquil and not moving: (d'ung)
If something comes, by itself it arrives;
If something goes, by itself it goes. (giwang)
141b 7-12 Can you become single-minded? Can you halt? (fog)
141 b 13 -23 Can you not have self? (kiag)
Can you yourself choose and yet respect Pattern? (fog)
141b 24-31 (?) are such that they almost do not exist,
141b 32-142a 6 The myriad things flock and arrive;
I have nothing to which I do not respond.
142a 7-21 I do not store the outdated nor hold on to what is old; (dien)
What is past is already gone; what has come is new. (sien)■ ^
142a 22-29 New and old do not mix; I have the wherewithal to them all englobe.
The challenge to this division will be to show that the division into ten is forced. With 
regard to the first four it should be noted that they all deal with the attitude of the ruler in 
front of things, which define themselves. If one leaves qingbi aside then it is clear from my 
edition that the first three lines are all four characters long and the fourth contains three 
members, one of four and two of three characters in length. The first two share a common 
rhyme and this rhyme is similar to that of the fourth. Thus they could form a discourse 
unit.
The fifth and sixth lines also share a common rhyme but their link to the seventh 
and eighth is less clear. The ninth and tenth share the theme of old and new. Without
claiming that one can detect neatly organised poetry one can nevertheless say that a
21threefold division of the chapter is more natural , Division into ten may be rather forced.




A second argument in favour of reading shida and jing  as separate titles, is that 
Jing, Canon, makes a good title for II as a whole. It frees one from the obligation to 
modify da to shi or to account for a lost "sixteenth" chapter. Moreover there seems to be 
some external evidence in its favour. The Huangdi Neijing (Smven, Qijiao Biandalun)
quotes a ShangJing saying: "Above one knows the patterns of Heaven, below one knows
22the veins of the Earth, in the centre one knows human affairs" . This citation is drawn 
from II. 12. The epithet shang appended before Jing could just mean "the Great" and is 
as redundant as the "holy" in the Christian expression "holy Bible" or it could refer to the
* 23first half of the work (Professor Li is very unsure on this point ). Against this argument is 
the observation that 11.12 has no extant title. Could shang jing  be the title of 11.12? It 
seems unlikely in that one quotes a work by its name and rarely by the division of a chapter.
Considered thus far it must be said that on graphipfogical evidence alone 11.15 
should be called Shi Da and II Jing. Doubt though has been cast on the applicability of the 
first (Shida) and on proof for the second (Jing). Hence I have opted to keep to Shiliu Jing 
and suppose that there may be a lost sixteenth chapter. This hypothesis seems neater than 
those involving Shida Jing (10 canons) or Shisi Jing (14 canons) which similarly do not 
correspond to the number of extant chapters in the Mawangdui manuscript. Discussion of 
the count below (11.3 (c)) may provide further support for the reading Shiliu Jing.
11.3 (c) Character Count of Shiliu Jing 142a 36
The next element in the discussion is 142a 36. The counts given after Jingfa, 
Cheng and Dao Yuan are, so far as one can judge, accurate. The count for II should rightly 
be 4, 180 or so. Now the manuscript reads at least 4,006 according to WW1. TL gives 
4,36424. Li Xueqin gives 4,056~5. WW3 reads at least 4,606. If  this figure is correct then 
over 420 characters are missing. WW3 (note 163) supposes that II. 15 is incomplete and 
that there was once a II. 16. As it stands II. 15 has nearly 100 characters. If one supposed 
it lacked 185 to bring it up to the average chapter length o f285 then II. 16 would be left
22 HuangdiNeijmgSuwen6 9 Q ijia o b ia n D a lu n ^ $ £ $ £ fc $ ip .9 5 5 a /b :_ L M 0  : A j l l # - L & I  A  A  , 
T ^ A ^  <* "Tbs ShangJing says, "The Way knows Heaven's patterns above, Earth's patterns
belowand human affairs in between." The same text is quoted again without the initial ShangJing'.
Huangdi NeijingSuwen 75 ZhuzhiJiaolun 983c : Mil Ju£tl A A , T&HfeSI, ^ A
o D. 12 differs slightly in that it talks o f "heaven's seasons" ( A  {££) and "earth’s profit" (f^^lj). 132a 13-24
23 Li Xueqin, Mawangdui Boshu "Jingfa: Da Fen"ji qita, p. 282 Li admits to not understanding the shang _L.
24 Tang Lan, "Huangdi Sijing" chutan, p. 48 : - f  A  $£ J l K f  H ( ? ) P ( W ) A  D ( t ) K .
25 Li Xueqin, Mawangdui Boshu "Jingfa: Da Fen "ji qita, p. 280
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with at least 244 characters. Both come come close to the average for chapters in II*6. If 
one added on sufficient to bring II. 15 up to the minimum of 165 then II. 16 would be a 
manageable 364 well below the maximum of644. WW3 supposes that a section of some 
429 characters, that is about six or seven columns of text, is missing. If  this were the end of 
the roll it would not be too suprising to find a part missing here. The copyist may have 
known the title of the whole work and its length so he wrote this at the end of the extant 
piece.
The only relic that is visible on the photostat is part of a horizontal line. WW3 
conlcuded this was a "six". If it is a "one" and if 142b 38 was a "seven" then one would 
come very close to the actual number of characters in the extant II. Thus it would not be 
necessary to postulate either that II. 15 was incomplete nor that there was a missing II. 16. 
Indeed though II. 15 is short it is not that much shorter than II. 1 (100:: 165). Were the 
titles no problem one would not perhaps question the count but given the problems with 
the titles one is obliged to try and reconstruct the count.
If WW3 reached its reading of 142a 36 on graphological evidence alone then the 
weight of the argument is in favour of its hypothesis. If however 142a 36 could be read as 
any number then one can only say that the relic is not prohibitive of the reading. Put more 
positively there is no graphological evidence to disprove the thesis that at least there may 
have been a II. 16 and that it is possible that the extant II. 15 is truncated by the same loss.
Returning to the question of the titles. The examination of the count number has 
shown that there is no evidence against reading 142a 30-32 as one title belonging to II 
alone. Indeed there is certainly an argument for so doing if one can be sure that WW3 has 
correctly read 142a 36 as "six". Even if we cannot be sure of WW3's reliability at least one 
can say there is some possibility of such a reading. Hence, reluctantly, I must abandon the 
possibility that II should be called Jing and accept most editors in calling it Shiliu Jing 
" S ixteen Canons". The Huangdi Neijing citation may be taken as either giving the title of 
II. 12 or as omitting the "sixteen" and calling II the Canon tout court27.
26 & # 1 6 5 ; | &  6 4 4 ; S l E 3 2 2 ; ^ ^ 2 4 3 ; I E | S L 4 8 8 ; ^ # 3 1 9 ; « | ^ 2 9 l ; ^ ^ 1 8 4 ; ^ ^ 3 4 t ; H
149; 179; 11.12 324; ^  175; $ §  jf£260; I£.15 93 Average o f  first 14:285 characters per
chapter. Maximum o f 644 and minimum o f  165. 
ji® TOTAL 4177; text gives 4676 i.e. at least 429 too many.
27 Hu Xintian is too unrelaiableto be helpful. H etreatsll.l and n.2 as one unit. He entitles H. 15 Suo Zhou j^ from  
thelastlineoftheextanattext(142a28-29). Thisgiveshim 14 chapters in D. Now, Gao Zheng argues that the title o f  




Manuscript marks in text:
■ ■ Mark placed outwith the line grid to indicate the opening of a new book
■ Mark p laced at the head of a new chapter
•  Mark placed at the head of a new aphorism in Cheng ifff 
Editorial marks in apparatus:
O Indicates absence of any characters or lacunae 
£  Indicates erased character 
Other signs:
P  One lacuna
[x ] A series of lacunae, the supposed number is given after the "x"
$1 Reduced characters indicate characters added later by a copyist 
Abbreviations:
CF Chang & Feng: edition by Leo S. Chang §5 andFeng Yu $§ j§§, 1993
CGY Chen Guying Edition o f1994-5 published in Taiwan
HXT1 Hu Xintian EB • Edition o f1984 published in Taiwan
HXT2 Hu Xintian, 1992, Taibei: Ding Yuan Wenhua Shiye ilE -It 'B ( ®  SK
LDH Lei Dunhe flf : The present edition 1995
TL Tang L an ||f  | j |  : Edition published in Kaogu X t i e b a o ^  ^ 1 9 7 5
WW1 Wen Wu 1 1 9 7 4  : Edition by Wenwu Publishing House, 1974 
WW2 Wen Wu 2 1976 : Edition by Wenwu Publishing House, 1976
WW3 Wen Wu 3 1980 : Edition by Wenwu Publishing House, 1980
YMG YuM ingguang^ f$j both editions, YMG1,1989 edition; YMG2,1993 ed.
The apparatus does not list the following common variants from modem forms:
Edited Form Manuscript Graph Edited Form Manuscript Graph
chit & & wei i f s
UM o  i j H AH xiao n n
mie Wl xing and IS m
sheng m S p wu vfrrr 55
sheng )j§ flK yang * *




This list gives the number of graphs in each chapter and book, excluding chapter titles, 
according to the criteria stated in the technical preface. Colometric information is not 
provided in the edited text to save the reader from the burden of yet more numbers’.
Daofa i t  f t  572 Lun 763
Guoci ®  f t  322 Wang Lun t rS J r 486
Junzheng S  iE  545 Lun Yue IIhj 296
Da Fen f t  # 7 9 5 Ming Li 496
Si Du 0 ^ 6 9 8
Total: Jingfa M  fM 4,973 (+17 for titles + 8 for chapter division marks = 4998 ) 
MS gives the figure as 5,000
Li... &  165 Cheng Fa $ f t 341
Guan IS  643 San Jin zr ftf;■— < 149
Wu Zheng E I E  322 Ben Fa 179
Guo Tong 243 11.12 324
Zheng Luan iE  E  489 Xing Shou 175
Xing Zheng 319 Shun Dao mm 260
Cixiong I® $|  291 n.15 93+?
Bing Rong 184 n .i6 ?? ??
Total Shiliu JingS. 4177; MS gives 4??6 (perhaps 46?6)2 
Cheng H  1654, MS gives 1,6??
Dao Yuan i l l  ®  459 (+2 (title) + 1 superfluous graph = 462) MS gives 464
Total Huangdi Sijing 11,263 (extant graphs and lacunae)
MS count 11,070 (reading Shiliu Jing as 4006; Cheng as 1600)
MS count 11,724 (reading Shiliu Jing as 4606; Cheng as 1654)
1 Contrast Thompson, P., The "Shett Tztt"Fragments, p. 220, discussing short textual units.
2 For problems in the count here see discussion in the technical preface.
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CONCORDANCE TO THE HU ANGDI SUING
Characters are listed in alphabetical order according to standard Chinese 
transliteration. Within any given syllable the order of characters is determined by the 
order of radicals used in the Kangxi dictionary. The total number of occurences of each 
graph is indicated by square brackets. The numbers after this total refer to the half-column 
number (Arabic numerals followed by a or b). Numbers not preceded by # are from 
Jingfa, preceded by # are from Shiliujing, by ## from Cheng and by ### from Dao Yuan. 
A bracketed number indicates the number of occurences within the one half column. 
Underlined references indicate uncertainy in reading or changes in sound. A character 
with two readings is listed only once with the variant reading in the margin. In all there 
arel 057 graphs listed. Some graphs are listed in compounds eg. Tian xia $  T J  they are 
not then counted separately. The chapter divisions of Books I & II are as follows:
1.1 (la-9a),2 (9a-14b), 3 (14b-22b),4(22b-35b), 5 (35b-46b)7 6 (46b-57b), 7 (57b-65b), 8 (65b-70a), 9 (70a-77b);
H 1 (7 8a-80a), 2 (80b-90a), 3 (90a-95a), 4 (95a-99a), 5 (99a-106 b), 6 (106b-112a), 7 (112a-116b), 8(116b- 119b),
9(119b-124b), 10(124b-l26b), 11 (126b-129b), 12(129b-134a), 13(134b-137a), 14(137a-141a), 15(141a-142b)
Ai J |[10 j 16a, 17b, 22b #79a, 79b (3), 89b, 138a#154b 
An $ [1 2 ] 21b, 23b,27b, 34a, 37b(2), 38a, 54b, 56b#138a#145b, 166b 
^ [ 2 ]  #140a #144a 
f f t l ]  #104b 
Ao $£[1] #112a
Ba A [6] 43a, 47b, 48a. 48b, 50a (2)
18b 
jH[l] #121a
|f [5 ]  28a, 34b, 35a, 53a##146a 
Bai 3a
&[4] 3b#80b,81a, 96b
W tl 1] 55b#97b, 123a, 130a, 142a# 148a, 158a, 158b, 167a#169a, 174a 
Ban 4^[1] 8b




H [4] 26b, 36a (2) #128a 
Bei f§[6] 40a (2), 64b, 67b #95a #151 b
# [1 6 ] 21b,22a(2), 54b, 57b, 58a(3)#89b, 97a, 101b, 103a, 114a(3), 114b 
tfcM  49a
^.[3] #130b, 138a #155a 
# [ 2 ]  24b#102b
Ben 2^[18] 19b(2), 23b, 26a, 27b, 30b, 36a, 36b, 37b, 39b, 46a(2), 67b, 72a
#122a, 123 a, 129b ##173b 
Beng J^ [l]  ##155a
Bi H [ l ]  ##148b
t&[3] 68b#l 13b, 123b
1&I43] 10a, 10b, 17a, 17b, 18b, 28b, 39b, 40a, 45a, 45b, 50b, 57b, 60a(2), 61b, 
68a, 68b, 72b, 73a (3), 74a (2), 74b (2), 77a#98b, 109a, 113a, 117a, 123b, 
129a, 141a#l 52a(2), 153a, 157b, 159a, 159b, 160a(2), 160b, 164b
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jfjf[[5] 12b, 13a, 13b#86b(2) 
tfc[2] 29b, 62a 
j&[4] 29b (2), 43b, 63b 
|i [ 2 ]  #91b, 107b 
ig[2] 10b##156a 
PBfl] #85a 
g |[ l ]  ##158a 
Bian j®[1] ###172b
^ [ 3 ]  #119b, 121b, 131a 
$ [2 ]  #112a, 137a
j |[ 9 ]  7b, 53b, 54b #97a, 11 lb#144a(2), 156b#169a 
Biao ^g[l] ##144a
Bie glj[5] 12b, 13a, 13b, 16b, 18a,
Bin <[23 22b## 146a
Bing [7] 19b, 36a,38a#87b, 110b, 131a, 133b
^ [3 0 ]  13a, 24b, 30a, 3 la, 32a, 35a, 59a, 60b#87a, 92a, 94b, 104a, 106a,
116b (4), 118a (2), 119b, 127a(3), 127b, 139b, #147b (3), 156a, 156b 
#J[3] 52b, 53b, 54b,
JS[1] #117a 
Bo j&Jfl] #104a
t l l i [ l ] # 9 4 a




Bu lb, 2a (4), 2b (3), 4a, 6a, 7a (2), 9b (3), 10a, 11 b (2), 12b (2), 15b, 16b (2),
[353] 17b(2),18a(2), 18b(3),20b(3),21a,21b (2), 23 b (4), 24a, 25a, 25b, 27a, 
27b, 29b (2), 30b (3), 3 la (2), 31b, 32a, 33a, 34b(2), 35a, 35b, 36a (2), 
36b, 37a, 39a (2), 42a (3), 42b, 43a, 43b (3), 44a, 45a (2), 45b (2), 46a, 
46b (2), 47a (3), 47b, 48a, 48b, 49a, 49b, 51 b, 52b, 53b, 54a, 55a, 55b (3), 
56b, 57a (2), 58a, 58b, 59b (3), 60a (2), 60b(2), 62a, 62b (2), 63a (2), 65a, 
66a (2), 67a, 68a (3), 69b, 70b (3), 71a (3), 72a, 73a, 74a, 75a, 76a,77a (2) 
#79b (2), 80a (2), 84a, 84b (5), 85b (2), 86a (2), 88a, 88b (2), 89a, 89b, 
90a (3), 91a, 91b, 93b, 94a, 94b, 95b, 96a(3), 100a(2), 101a, 102b,
106b (2), 107b, 108a(3), 109a, 110a(4), 110b, 11 la, 11 lb, 112b, 113b,
114a (4), 114b (2), 115a (5), 116b (6), 117b(3), 118b, 119a, 119b, 120b, 
122b, 12Sa(4), 125b(2), 126a, 127b(2), 128a, 128b(2), 129a(2), 129b, 
131b, 132a, 132b (3), 134b, 135a, 135b(3), 137a, 137b(2), 138a,
138b (2), 139a (5), 139b(9), 140a(2), 140b(2), 141a, 142a(4)
#143b, 144a (2), 144b(6), 146b(3), 147a (3), 147b(3), 148a, 148b(2), 
149b (3), 150b (2), 151a(6), 151b(4), 152a, 153b, 155b(5), 156a(2), 
157a, 157b (2), 158a(2), 158b, 159b(3), 160a(2), 160b (3), 161a(2), 
161b (3), 162b, 162a (3), 166b# 168a, 168b, 169a(2), 170a (3), 171a(4), 
171b, 172a (2), 172b, 173a(3), 173b 
* [5 ]  12a #81 a, 85a, 90b, 91b 
Cai ^*[1] #97b 
# [ 1 ]  73a
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8t[7] 11a, 12a, 20a, 34a(2)#137b#158b 
3&[1] #136a
Can # [1 0 ]  4b, 28b, 29a (2), 37a, 3 8a, 69a #78a, 117a#143b
a m  23b
Cang # [1 ]  5a
(zang) Jgg[4] 46a, 76a #127a, 142a
Cao g |[2] #123b##173b




}*fc[6] 9a, 14b#88a, 88b#161a, 161b
jtt[30] 13b, 24a, 24b, 33a, 35a, 51a, 52b, 56a, 59a, 62b, 63a (2), 63b(2), 64a (2) 
#88a, 88b, 89a, 103b, 119a, 123b, 128b, 134a, 139a, 140b 
#151a, 166b #171b, 172a 
A im  ##158a 
$ |[2] #93b#l44b
jliji[10] #112a, 112b (2), 113a (2), 114a (2), 115a, 116b#166b 
Cong # [1 7 ] 14b, 15a, 19b, 35a,39b,63a(2),63b#l 18a(2), 130b, 140a 
#143b(2), 150b, 152a, 159b 
$£[1] ##153a 
Cui '# [1 ] 72b
Cun # [2 0 ] 5b, 24a, 27b, 28a, 52a, 54a, 61a, 69a (2) #114a (3), 114b, 141 b
#l45a, 149b (2), 160a(2), 164b 
i f  [2] 5a, 42b
Cuo Jg[2] #11 lb, 116b
Cha ^ [1 6 ]  8b, 53a, 55a, 57a, 75a#86b(2), 122b, 141a#145a, 147b, 151a
#170a, 171a, 172a (2)
Chan t | [ l ]  #121b
Chang [15] 6b, 14a, 49a, 49b, 66a, 68a
#83a, 96a, 96b, 111b (2), 112a, 133b, 134b, 138a 
g [8 ]  9b,28a,57b,65b#108a, 115b, 116a, 134a 
? |[1 ] ##155a
(zhang) H[ll]7b,42b,44a,45b,73a#85a,122a(2), 130a#156b, 165b 
Chao jft[l] ##145a
Chen E[26] 6b, 7a, 8b, 23a, 23b (2), 24a, 24b (2), 25a, 25b, 26a, 26b, 27b (4), 28a (2), 
29b, 35b, 37a, 43b, 55b, 61b(2)#87b 
#145b(4), 146a (6), 146b, 154b, 159b, 160a, 165a 
g®[2] #98a, 98b 
# [2 ]  5a# 142a 




$£[68] 3a (2), 1 lb, 12b, 14a, 20a, 20b, 25a, 35b, 38b (2), 39a, 40a, 44b, 53b,
59b (2), 66a, 67a (2), 68a, 71b, 73a (2), 76b, 77a(2)#78b, 81b, 83b,
84a (2), 87b, 88b, 89b, 91a, 94b, 97a(2),97b, 103a, 107a, 107b, 108a,
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109a, 11 la  (2), 115a, 115b, 116b, 117a, 118a (2), 119a, 120a(2), 120b, 
124a, 129a, 133a, 137a, 137b#150b, 153b (2), 157a#168b, 169a 
H [6] 2a, 6a, 43a, 76b m i  64a, 167a 
M m  76b 
g§[2] 30b,31b 
Chi R [2] Sa, 42b
J |[2 ]  #124a, 136b 
$t[3] 20a(2)##150b
#94b, 95a, 104a, 104b, 106a 
^ [ 4 1  48b #107b## 169a, 170b 
fg [l]  #140a 
1&[2] 30b, 31b 
f t m  ##151b 
Chong ^g[l] #104b
H [2] #88a, 88b 
Chou ft,[ l]  ##150b
Chu ^ [ 1 ]  ##126b
ft}[8] 2b, 37a,46b,49a,75b#88a, 94b, 104a 
j|j[4] 6b, 7a#95b, 98a 
&ft[3] #88a, 88b#156b
^ [2 4 ]  3b, 1 la, 24a (2), 25b, 26a, 27b, 37a, 43b, 44a, 45a, 47a, 47b, 50a, 69a, 
70a (2), 70b, 74a#100a#145a, 152b(2), 157a 
#J[1] ### 168a 
U p ]  54b #124a 
Chuan f |[5 ]  58b,64b#78a,90a,117b 
)t|[ l]  #125a 
MF[I) #99a 
Chun # [2 ]  #85b#164b
Da (dai) ^ [3 8 ]  8a, 9a, 23a, 24b, 26a, 26b (2), 27a, 28b, 35b, 41a, 42b, 60a, 61 b, 67a, 71b, 
74a #79a, 93a, 93b, 113b, 114b, 125a, 126a, 127b (2), 131a, 133a 
#151a, 153b, 158a, 164b (2) #168b (2), 170a, 171b, 173a 
;fcil[2]#137a,137b
]H[10] 8b,40a,53a, 58b, 65a #78a, 90a, 117b, 123a#165b 
Dai -ft[2] 66b##150b
# [9 ]  #84a, 89b,92a, 97b, 102a, 103a, 131a, 140a#144a 
jgi[3] #100a, 139b#162a 
gj[2] ##151b#170b 
^ [ 1 ]  #132b 
Dan $£[1] #94a
Dang ®[39] 4b, 9b (3), 10a, 10b, 11 b, 14b, 18a, 34b, 36a, 37a (2), 37b, 39a, 40a (2), 
41b, 51a, 57b, 59b, 60b(2), 64b, 65a
#79a, 86a, 90a (2), 106a, 108b(2), 11 lb, 117b, 118b, 127b, 135a 
#149a, 149b Mm 12b, 13a, 13b, 62a 
Dao H P ]  #126a(2)
jfe[3] 18b##156b(2)
j f  [80] la (2), 3a (2), 3b, 6a (2), 6b, 7b, 8a, 9a, 17a, 20b, 29a, 33a, 34a, 36b, 39b,
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41b (2), 42a, 45a, 45b, 50b, 51b, 52b, 53b, 55b, 65b, 66a, 67b, 68b, 69a, 
70a (2), 75a, 75b, 76a, 77b
#83a, 89a, 89b, 92b, 105b (2), 108a, 109b (2), 110b, 119a, 121a, 122a, 
123a, 125b, 126a, 126b, 127a (2), 129a (2), 130b, 131a, 132a, 132b, 133b, 
134a (3), 141a
#143a, 143b,144a, 152a, 159b#170a, 171b, 172b, 173b(2), 174a 
De # [6 3 ] la, 14b, 15b, 16b, 21b, 22a, 28a, 34a, 37b(3), 42a, 47b (2), 48a (2), 59b, 
67b, 76b, 77a #8 lb, 83 b, 87b, 92a, 98a (2), 101a, 106a, 110a, 110b, 112b, 
113a, 115a, 115b, 129a, 133a(3), 136a(2), 141a 
#144b, 145b, 147b, 150a, 151a(2), 151b, 154b(2), 157b, 159b 
#169a(5), 172a, 172b, 173a, 173b(2), 174a 
@[41] 14b, 15b, 16a, 18a, 21b (2), 28b, 30a, 33a, 54b, 58b, 64a
#81b, 85a, 85b (3), 86a (2), 87b, 96b, 97a, 107a, 108b(3), 109a(5), 111b, 
113b, 115a, 116a(2), 138b (2) #150a (2), 166b 
Deng ^ [4 ]  18b#98b#151a(2)
Di ijfe[96] 12a, 19b(2), 20a, 28b, 29a, 30a, 37a, 38a, 41b, 43b, 46b(2), 47b, 48a,
52b, 54b, 55b, 58a, 59a, 61a, 65b (2), 66a(2), 67b, 69a, 71b (2)
#78b, 79a (2), 79b (3), 81a, 81b, 83b, 84a, 84b, 85a, 86b, 88a, 88b, 89a, 
96a (2), 96b (2), 97b, 98a, 101b, 102a, 103b, 106b, 107a, 107b, 108a, 
110a, 110b(3), 116b, 117a, 120a, 121a, 122b, 124a(2), 124b(2), 129b, 
134a, 134b, 135a, 135b, 137a, 137b, 140a(2), 140b#147b(2), 148a,
149a, 152a, 152b, 158a, 158b, 164b, 166b(3)#168b, 170a, 171b
fl$i[4] 24b,30a,61b##148b
^ [2 6 ]  52b, 53b#80b, 82a, 90b, 91a, 92a, 92b, 93a, 93b, 94a, 94b, 95a(2), 97b, 
104a, 105a (2), 106a, 119b, 121a(2), 122a, 137a#145b, 153a 
jg[2] 68b #125a 
H [5] 65a##155b(2), 156a, 165b 
®fc[4] I6a#86a, 108a#154a 
11[1] 45a 
Diao ^ [1 ]  75b
Ding ^ [2 4 ]  8a, 38a, 48b, 49b, 50a, 57a (2), 66a, 68b, 69a
#78b, 82b, 86a (2), 91a, 91b, 107b, 108a(2), 110a, 138a, 141a 
#166b #173a 
Dong ^ [ 2 ]  #85b#164b
®[26] 2a, 36a, 36b, 37a, 39b, 43b, 47a, 48a, 48b, 50a, 53a, 53b, 54a, 55a,
60a (2), 71 a (2), 73a#103a, 103b, 111 a, 111b, 116b, 141 a ## 170b 
fl|[13 #100b 
M[3] #112a##168a, 168b 
Dou 4  [2] 5a, 43a
B r a  ##161 b (2)
Du #3[1] ##150b
c<u) |g[33] 5a, 6b, 7b(2), 20a, 20b(2), 21a, 28a, 38a, 42b, 43a, 43b,46b, 47a,47b,
49a, 50a, 50b, 65b, 70a (3), 70b (2), 71 a, 73a, 74a 
#90b#153a, 166b#169a, 174a 





Duan ®f[9] 74b#90a(3), 117b(3), 139b#164a 
M[2] 42b##156b
$f§[3] #133b, 138a#149a
Dui §^[8] #90b, 91a, 92a, 92b, 93a, 95b, 98a, 107a
Duo ^ [1 1 ]  5a, 32a, 43a #104b, 105a, 120b, 123a, 123b, 124a ##171a, 173b
# [ 8 ]  9a, 13a,21a#86b, 110b, 118a, 135a, 140a 
E|[3] 12a#125a#153b
E(wu) H[10]43b,44a#8la, 96b, 135a, 135b(2)#153a, 157a#171a 
Er “ [12] 14b, 15a, 44b, 48b, 49b, 53b, 54b, 59b, 61b, 62b, 63b, 64a
M  la  (3), lb, 2a, 5b(4), 6a, 7b(2), 8b(2), 9b, 10a, 10b, 1 lb, 14b(2), 15a (3),
[273] 16a, 17a, 18b, 20a, 20b(3), 21a (2), 24a, 27b, 29a(2), 30a, 30b(3),
3 la  (2), 31 b, 32a (2), 32b, 33a (2), 33 b (2), 34a (5), 34b (3), 35a (2),
38b(2),39a,41b(2),42a, 44a,44b, 45a(3),45b (2),47a(2), 47b,48a, 
49b, 50a, 53b, 54b, 55a (2), 57a, 57b, 58a (3), 58b(2), 59a (2), 59b,
60a (2), 60b, 6la, 64a, 65a, 65b, 66a, 66b, 67a, 68a, 69b (2), 70a, 70b(3), 
71a (3), 71b (2), 72a (2), 72b, 73a, 76b (2), 77a 
#79b (2), 80a, 81 b, 82a, 83a, 84a (2), 85b, 86a (2), 87b, 88a, 88b, 89a (2), 
91a, 95a, 95b(2), 96a, 97a, 97b, 98a (3), 98b, 99a, 100a, 100b(6),
101a (3), 101b, 102a, 102b, 103a(2), 103b(2), 104a, 104b, 105b, 106a, 
109a (3), 109b, 113a(3), 114a, 117a, 120b, 121a, 122a(2), 124a,
125b (2), 127b, 128b, 129a, 130b (2), 131b, 133b(3), 135a, 135b(3),
136a (2), 137b, 138a, 139a (2), 140a, 141b
#143a, 144a(5), 147b, 149b, 150a, 151a, 151b, 152b(2), 153b(3),
154a (5), 154b, 155a(4), 156b(2), 157a(6), 158a(2), 158b(2), 159a, 
159b, 160b, 162a (2), 163a (2), 164a(2), 165a(2), 166b#168a, 169a (3), 
170a (2), 171a(2), 171b(2), 172b(2), 173a(2), 173b 
Fa {$[25] 9b, 12a, 18b, 19a, 28b, 39b, 44b, 54b, 56a, 59b, 60b(2), 64b, 67b, 68a, 
72a (3), 73a, 76b#128a, 137a#151b, 154b(2)
&[35] l a (4), 9a,20b(2),21a,48b,50b, 51a(2),66a,74b(2),77b
#80b, 83a (2), 95a, 98b, 109b, 11 la, 11 lb, 113b, 116b(2), 120a, 120b, 
124b#143b, 144a, 149b, 166a, 166b 
| |[ 1 0 ]  14b, 15b, 16b, 17a, 17b#84a,89a,93b, 103a#153a 
|3[5] 18b, 20b (2), 21a, 28b 
# [ 1 ]  #104b
Fan {{,[14] 8a, 23a, 27a, 57b, 72b #86a, 108b, 113b, 114b, 115a, 124a, 142a 
#144a, 164b
S [36] 8b, 9b, 10b, 18b, 37a, 41b, 50b, 56a, 58a, 59a, 60b, 61a, 65a, 72b (2), 73a 
#89b, 90a, 95a (2), 105b, 109b(2), 110a, 117b, 118a, 128b, 140b 
#149b, 156b, 159a (2), 159b, 163b, 166b#170b 
*g[2] 46a, 72b
3B[7] la, 20b(2), 57b, 61b##146b(2)
3R[1] 46a 
H [ l]  #87b 
M[2] #128b #159b 
Fang y][2\ 7a #114b




Fei jg [ l  1] la, 12b,39a, 55a, 58a, 62a,66b, 75b#l 13b, 119b, 128a
# [5 ]  31 a, 3 2a, 48b #100b ##169a
# [1 6 ] 31a, 54a, 73a, 74b(2)#105b, 109a (2), 123b, 124b, 128b, 129a 
#144a(2), 153 b (2)
JH[3] 48b, 54a###169a 
Fen #-[11] 3b, 26b, 28b(2), 35b, 69a, 74b#82b, 112a##172b, 173a 
ff[3 ] 75a#94b, 104a 
^T[3] #127a, 128b#156a 
3§[1] 12a 
Feng i f [ l ]  12b
J | [ l ]  #100a 
a ^ [ l]# # 1 5 2 b  
j|r[2] 12b, 39a 
S f l ]  ##145a 
M [l] #121a 
Fu ^ [ 2 ]  #80b, 92a 
# [ 1 ]  #78a
^ [2 4 ]  35a #84b, 86b, 87b, 93 b, 94a, 96a, 96b, 97b, 100a, 11 Ob, 112b (2), 113a, 
121b, 122b, 123a (2), 123b, 130a(2), 133a(2)##173b 
$ f[l]  ##165b 
^ [ 2 ]  45b (2)
g [7 ]  8b,20a(2), 31 b#98b, 115b#158b
^ [3 4 ]  8a, 8b,32b, 33a,61a#84a, 84b, 101a, 101b, 118a, 133b, 138b
#143b, 145b (2), 146b(2), 149b(2), 152b, 153a, 154b (2), 156b, 157a(2) 
#168b (2), 170a (2), 170b (2), 173a (2)
$t[13] 5b (3), 9b, 66b #88a (3), 88b, 89a, 120b, 122a#150b 
|§[21 62a, 63a 
$ [ 1 ]  #94b
flg.[8] 18a, 34b, 60a, 62b#126b##171b, 172a(2)
??[1] #136b
3&12] 21b(2),23a(3), 24b, 61b, 62a, 65a#98a#154b, 165a 
t e f l  1] 3a, 60b, 69a, 74b, 75b#l 12a, 113a, 116a, 124a, 140b#144b 
# [ 3 ]  73b, 74b#136a 
J#[5] #93a, 104a#157a,157b(2)
I f  [2] #105a##168b 
A f l ]  ^99a 
M t3] 15b, 20a, 21a
§[1] #102a [2] #95b#160b 
® [1] 28a
g [4 ]  29a, 35b#107a##168b 
Gan U:[9] 1 a (2). 29b (2), 35a #138b, 139a (2) #162a 
^ [1 ]  #104b 
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71b, 72a, 76b, 77a, 77b
#8 lb (2), 87a, 92a, 95a, 102b(3), 105b, 108a(2), 109a, 119a, 125a(2), 
129a, 135a, 140a(2)#162a 
Nian <fp[15] 14b(4), 15a (5), 15b(3), 16a(2)#94a
Niao |J [1 ] ###169a
Nie ^ [ 1 ]  ##148b
g [ l ]  #133b
252
Concordance
Ning ^ [ 2]
^ [ 6 ]
Nong * [1 ]
Nu & [4]
l t [ l ]
Nuo ffi[3]
Nu # [1 0 ]
Nue Jjlf[4]
Ou f i lm
Pan M i ]












25a, 52a(2)#114b, 115b, 133a 
7a
#93 a, 93b, 129a (2)
##161a 
73b, 74a (2)
7a, 1 la, 12a, 17b, 24b, 26b, 46a #91b, 96a, 138b






#83 b (3) #152a
32b #98b, 99a, 115b
6a, 28b, 42b, 52a (2) #95b, 96a, 98a (2)
#99a
1 lb, 25a, 25b, 26a, 27a, 39a, 54a 
15a, 16a,48b, 50b, 51a(2)
#99a
lb,3a,5a,5b,6a, 7b,9a,9b, 10a, lla(5), I2a(5), 13a, 14b(2), 15a(2),
35a (2), 38b (3), 41a, 41b, 43b(2), 44a (3), 44b, 45b, 46b, 47a, 47b(2), 
49a, 49b, 51a, 55b (3), 56b (2), 59a (2), 59b (2), 60b (2), 62a, 68b (2), 
71b (2), 72a (6), 73a, 74a, 77a (2)
#83a, 86a, 87b (2), 88b, 90a, 92b (2), 93b, 94b (2), 95a (2), 97b (2), 
102a (3), 102b (2), 103a(3), 103b, 104a(3), 104b(2), 105a, 106a(3), 
108b (3), 109b, 111a, 112a, 116a, 117b, 118b(3), 119a(2), 122a(2), 
123a, 134a, 135a(2), 137b, 139a, 139b, 140a(2), 141b 
#143a(6), 144b (2), 145a, 145b(2), 146a (3), 146b(2), 149a(2), 149b, 
150a (2), 150b (2), 151a(4), 155a, 157a(2), 158a(2), 159a(3), 159b, 
160b (2), 161a(2), 161b(3), 162a(2), 162b, 163a(2), 164a 
#168b, 169b (6), 172b, 173a (2), 174a 
l f t l ]  # l00a 
l l [ l ]  64a
§ [1 1 ] 7b(2)#103b, 123b, 132b(3)#143b(3)#173b 
jf[2 ] lla##148b 
ffl[2] 43a, 50b 
® [1] ##144b
^ [ 7 ]  #84a, 85a, 88a, 88b, 93a, 136b##170b
® [ 8] 56b,68b,75a#94a, 121b, 128a#151a, 154a
Itf[6] #78a, 98b, 130a, 132a#163b#173b
ip[4] #123a, 142a#148a, 167a
® [1] #80b
^ [ 1] # 112b
S [2 ]  36b, 68a




Qiang ?ii[23] 10b, 16a,23a,25a(2),25b,26a,27a,28a,30a,37b(2),42a,52a,54a, 
55a, 59a#125b, 131a(2)#154a, 156b#171a 
}f/f[2] #94b, 104a 
Qiao ^ [1 ]  #104b 
jj[2 ]  5a#89b 
Qie ,M.[3] 68b #119a, 134a 
Kg[l] #105a 
^ [ 2 ]  ##148b, 150b 
$ f[6] 12b(2), 13a(2), 13b(2) 
jB [ l]  27b 
Qin g m  36b
$J[3] #95a, 104a, 120b 
^ [2 1  30b, 31b 
^ [ 1 ]  ##153a
j|[1 4 ]  22b, 55b (3), 72a#79a, 79b, 80a(2)#156a, 157a, 160a(2), 160b 
Qing |f [2 ]  #107a, 109a 
DiPtl] #79a 
j^ [ l]  #119a
f f [ 6] 43b,44a,53b, 56a, 57a#138b 
|t [ 4 ]  #120a, 121a, 141a#148a 
® [7] 6a, 30a,33b,43a,76a#97b#165a 
Qiong lg[7] #95a, 128b, 129a, 139a, 140a#156a, 165b 
Qiu j£ [ l]  #125b 
| f [ l ]  #138b
^ [ 7] #83b, 92a, 94a, 115a, 115b, 129a, 138b 
$C[2] #85b#164b 
$*C*[l]3a 
Qu i [ 6] 7b, 8a,44a#93b, 141b, 142a
® [ 8] #140b#145b, 149a(2), 149b, 158a, 158b#170b 
g [ l ]  ##165b
JB[61 10b#92b(3), 106a#165a 
la,35b, 75b##164a 
$ |[1] #123a 
Jg[2] 30b, 31b 
Quan f t[2 ] 17b###173a 
H [ l]  #82b 
® [2] 4b, 42b 
^ [ 1] ##161a 
Que ijj[2] #140a#157b 
S [ l ]  #106b 
|§3[l] #135b 
Qun gft5] 24b, 72b#82a(2), 141b
Ran ^ [1 2 ]  lb, 9a, 17b, 30b,48b, 53b,69a#87a, 100a, 107b, 120a, 121a
Rang |g [ l ]  #125a
Rao ^ [ 3 ]  #107b##169a, 170b
Re ifc[l] #110b
Concordance
Ren A  2b, 10a, 10b(2), 11a, lib , 12a(2), 13a, 13b, 19b,29a,29b,30a,32b,33a, 
[105] 36b (2), 37b, 41b, 42a, 44a, 45a, 46a, 46b, 56a, 56b, 60a, 61a, 63b, 65b, 
66b, 67a, 68a
#78b (2), 81a (3), 84b, 86b, 87a (2), 89b (3), 90a, 90b, 95b, 97b, 102a (3), 
104b, 105a, 106b, 109b, 110a, 111a, 114b (3), 115a, 116b, 117a (2), 117b 
119b, 121b, 123b (2), 125b, 129b,131a, 132a, 134a, 135b(2), 136a, 137a, 
138a, 138b, 139b, 140a
#144b, 146a, 146b, 147a (2), 147b, 149a, 150b, 155a (2), 159a (2), 159b, 
165b, 166a(2)#169a, 169b, 171a, 172a (2) 
f c [ l j  #138a 
{£[4] 7b, 44a#97b (2)
3J[2] 30a, 44b
Ri 0  [12] 35a, 43a,49a#79a(2), 86a, 100a, 108b, 126b, 137b#l54a#170b 
Rong ^ [ 1 ]  #119b
j£[4] 26b (2)#94b, 104a 
| | [ 3 ]  #89a#153b(2)
Rou §g[17] 7a, 45a (2), 73a (3) #83b (2), I lia ,  125b(2), 131a, 138a(2), 138b 
#166b#171a 
$J[1] #105a 
Ru A [2] 37a, 49a
5fJtl4] 5a (2), 33a, 72b(4), 76a(3)#88b, 89a, 141b#143a 
# [1 ]  64b 
J^fl] ##146b 
Run |P t[ l]  48b
Ruo §§[9] 42a,45a(2), 54a,59a#139a#154a, 156b#171a
^ [3 1 ]  17a, 40a, 67b, 77a#82a, 83b(2), 91a, 92a, 92b, 93a, 93b, 95b, 97b,
98a (2), 99b, 101b, 107a, 109a, llla (2 ) , 120a(2), 131a, 137b, 139a, 
140b# 149a, 159b, 160a 
Sai |g [3] 25a, 62a, 62b
San H[37] lib,22a,48a,49a,49b, 53a, 53b,54b, 55a(2), 57a, 58a(3),6ib, 62b(2),
64a (4), 69b, 73a
#78a (4), 78b, 79a, 87a, 94a, 118a (2), 124b, 126b, 127a#156a 
®[[3] 12a#89b, 115a 
Sang ^ [ 1 ]  ##165b
Se fe [ l]  #136b
Si IJ[1] #91 b
PH[36] 6b, 10a, 13a, 14b, 15b, 38a, 40b, 43a, 46b, 47a, 47b, 50a, 52b, 53b, 62a, 
65b, 66a, 66b#78a(2), 80b, 83a, 93b, 95b, 99a, 120b, 121b, 122b,
123a (2), 137b, 142a##168b, 170b, 174a (2)
££[40] 2b, 8a, 17a, 19a (3), 49b, 54a, 54b, 56a (2), 58a, 58b(2), 67a (2), 68a,
69a (2), 72a, 73a#80a, 95a, 101a, 106b, 113a, 126a, 128a, 135a, 139b 
#144b (2), 146b, 149b, 156a(4), 159a, 159b 
f£ [ 12] 3b, 4b, 7b, 10a, 21a, 22b, 29a, 34b, 44a, 61a, 75a##143b 
Song ^ [ 2] ##161b(2)
Su ^ [ 7 ]  14b, 15a, 16a, 17b,20b(2)#96b
# [ 1] #85a
255
Concordance
J{[4] 9a, 52a(2) ###169b 
[2] 29b #88a 
Sui Jg [l] #79a
^ [ 7 ]  9b#102b, 103b, 118a(2), 125a, 135a 
g |[ 7] 44b,76a(2)#102b, 118a, 140a#143b 
# [ 6] 23a, 40a, 46a #127b, 128b# 153a 
Sun ® [3] #115a, 116a #159a
Jg[4] 26a#98b, 126b#144a 
Suo [57] lb,2a, 3a, 4a, 5a, 7b, 8b, 21a, 33b, 35a,44a, 46b, 51a, 5lb (2), 53a, 54a,
55b, 56a, 59b, 60b (2), 62a, 68b, 69b, 72a (2), 74b#85a (2), 91a, 108a, 
116a, 122b, 124a (2), 126b, 127a, 127b, 128a, 128b, 130a, 138b, 140a,
142a #145a (2), 147b, 148a, 150b, 151b, 153a#171a, 172a (2), 174a (2) 
^ [ 5 ]  6a##154a, 154b #173a, 174a 
Sha ®[14] 7a, 16b, 28b, 36a, 40b, 41a, 60a, 62b (2), 65a, 66a, 66b #135b, 137a
Shan # [4 ]  #80b, 132a#16la, 166b
jjj[7] #94a,96b,99b, 101b, 104a#154b, 155a 
J H [ 1 ]  48b
j t [ 8] 10a, 11a, 14a, 63b#106a (2), 139b, 140a 
Shang ± [3 8 ] 8b, 17a(2), 22b,24b,26a,27b,28b, 29b, 30a, 38a,42b, 55b,58b,65a, 
77a #83 b, 87b, 94a(2), 96a, 102a, 105a, 106a, 120b, 123a, 127b, 130a,
132a #145a, 153a, 161a, 161b, 165a#170a, 171a, 172b (2) 
f§[7] 38b,40a##143b(3), 148b, 155b 
j^ [l]  ##156a
Jf[7] 18a, 21a, 28b#104b, 105a, 113a#151b 
Shao 7] 31a, 43a#123a, 140b#165b#170b, 173b
She | f [ l ]  #1°4b
§ [ 2 ]  8a### 169b 
R [ l ]  #139a 
i t [ l ]  17a
#  ®  [4] 9a, 23b #119a, 130a 
Shei H [2] #98a, 135a
Shen # [2 ]  10b##165a
^ [1 0 ]  22a, 38a, 42a, 53a, 68b(2), 74a, 75a#141a#164a
^ [ 6 ]  10b, 68a #93 a, 113b, 126a, 140a
£fc[l] #125b
$t[3] #92a##l 70a, 173a
S [2 ]  #107a, 140b
# [1 5 ] 5a, 5b,46b,47b,52a(2),70a(2), 71a(2)#103a, 129b, 134b#155b#168a 
j |[3 1 ]  1 lb, 14a, 34a (3), 39a, 41a, 45a, 46a, 62a, 72a, 77a#90b, 92a (2), 92b (3), 
94b, 104a, 115a, 116a, 130a, 130b, 131a(2)#143b, 151a(2), 161a(2) 
Sheng 0 [1 3 ] 10b(2), 16b, 20b, 32a, 62a, 62b(2), 63a# 140b (2) #162a(2)
± [7 6 ] 1 a (2), 1 b (2), 2a, 3a (2), 5b, 6a, 7a, 8a, 18b, 19a (4), 19b, 20a, 21 a, 28b, 
34a, 36a, 40b(2), 41a, 41b, 49b, 52a (4), 54a, 54b, 56a (2), 66 b, 67a, 67b, 
68a (2), 69a (2), 72a (2), 72b
#8lb, 84b(3), 85b, 86a (2), 88b, 97a, 97b, 100a, 102b, I03a, 106b, 107a 
108a(3), 114b, 115a, 119b, 135a, 137a, 140b 





g[2 0 ] 4b, 10a, lib , 12a, 32b, 46a#89b(3), 117a(2), 117b, 129b 
#144b, 147b, 159a, 160b, 162a#171a, 172a 
®[12] 4a (2), 39a, 40b(2), 61a, 75b(2), 76a#89a, 140b##171a 
Shi # [ 7 ]  #98b(2), 121b, 127a, 130a, 131a#149b
^  [64] 2a (3), 4a, 6b, 7a, 8a, 21 a, 22a, 39b, 40a, 47a, 48a, 53a, 55a, 55b, 56b (2), 
57a, 66b, 67a, 68b, 72b, 74a, 77a (2)
#86b, 88a, 88b(2), 89a, 89b, 91a, 92b(2), 102a, 102b, 103a (3), 11 la (2), 
115a, 115b, 119a, 124b, 129b, 132a, 134b, 140a, 140b, 141a 
#151a(2), 152a, 157a, 158a, 158b, 159b, 165a(2)#169a, 172b, 173b 
ff-[2] 16b, 60b 
|fc[l] ##147a
-(£[14] 20a#86b, 103b, 104b, 105a(2), 106a, 121a, 122b, 129b(2)#148b(3) 
-f-[3] #101a, 142a##174a 
P f[l] ##156a
± [8 ]  33a, 33b, 34b, 44a#121b, 130b (3)
^ [6 1 ]  la, 9a, 13b, 23b, 24a (3), 25b (2), 26a(2), 27a, 27b, 32b, 36a (3), 36b (5), 
43b, 44a, 45a (2), 46b, 47a, 47b, 48a, 49a, 49b, 51b(2), 54a, 54b, 59a, 67a 
69b, 71a, 76b (2)
#100a, 101a, 106b, 108a, 108b, 110b, 111a, 111b, 123a, 124b, 136a, 141a 
#154a, 159a(2), 160a<3), 160b 
#}[23] 8b, 39b, 65b, 66b, 67b, 68a, 68b, 75a, 75b#78a, 82b, 90b(2), 98a, 98b, 
102b, 128b, 129a, 133a#143a, 144b, 147b, 152a 
lT [l] ##152b 
S [ l ]  #102b
K[21] 40b, 44a,45b, 53a(2), 56a,56b, 57a,6la,75b#91a, 126a, 133b 
#145b(2), 146a(3), 151b, 155a#171b 
Tff[l] 16b
® [5] 27a, 33a##145b, 152b, 166a
5^[1] 66a
3(fe[2] #88b#143b
$ [4 ]  59a (2) #125b#160b
| | [ 6 ]  #90b, 120b, 122b, 126a, 141a#156b
^■[2] ##147b (2)
j 1 e [72] 3b, 6a, 10a, 1 la, 12b, 14a, 14b, 38b,40b(2), 42a, 45a, 45b(2), 52b, 59b, 
60a (2), 61a, 66b, 69b, 74b(2), 75a, 77a, 77b
#78b, 83a, 84b, 86b, 87a, 89b, 93b(2), 94b, 96b, 98b, 104a, 109b, 111b,
112a, 112b, 113a (2), 113b, 114a (2), 114b (2), 115a (2), 115b, 116a (2), 
117b, 121b, 125a, 126a, 128a, 129b, 130b(2), 134a(2), 136a, 141a(2) 
#149b, 161a#169b, 171b, 172a 
B$[65] 2a (2), 7a, 10a, 18a, 19a, 19b(2), 20a, 21a, 36a, 37b, 43a, 44b, 47a, 47b, 
50a, 55a, 65b, 66a (3), 66b
#8 lb, 82a, 83a (2), 83b, 87a(2), 87b, 88a, 88b, 89a, 89b, 90a, 93a, 95a, 
105b, 109b, 110a (2), 110b(2), 11 la, 117a(2), 117b, 131a, 132a, 137b(2) 
140a# 146b, 149a(2), 150a, 153b(2), 159a, 162a(2), 164a(2)#170b 




f i \2 ]  5a, 43a
$1[4] #95a, 96a, 106a, 108b
7j\[7] 56a, 56b#80b, 81a, 99a, 106b, 139a
jg|[l] #137b
® [3] 50b#98a##169a
fg [l]  ##149b
-^[8] 18b, 3 Ob, 31 b #84b (2), 85a, 98a, 99a 
# [1 ]  ##151b
Shou 3£[18]9b, 18a(2),41a,60b,64b(2)#78b,80a,90a, 111b, 117b, 118a, 118b(2) 
#149b, 157b, 166a 
^ [2 7 ]  17b, 18b, 20b, 22a, 46a, 52b, 59a, 60b, 63a, 66b, 77b
#84b (2), 89b, 106b, 108a, 114b, 115b, 120b, 122b, 124a, 133a, 137a, 
139a#143b, 146b, 161a 
HP{4] #115a, 116a, 126a(2)
§ [ 1] m #  173a
1&[4] 22a#88a, 88b, 100b
f t [ l ]  ### 169a
|i [ 7 ]  59a,65a#107a, 108a, 136b, 139b#144a 
Shu f t[3 ] 5b(2)#123b 
$i[3] 5b, 28a##152a 
ffi[l] ##148b
Jgtfl1] 43a, 49b (2), 66a#79a, 101a, 113a(2), 137b#143b, 154a 
# [ 3 ]  ##149a, 162a (2)
§ [3 ]  20a, 54b##164a 
i t f l ]  #87a 
flf[3] 30b(2),31b 
Shuai ^ [ 3 ]  9b, 41b#110a 
ShuangJ|[7] 14a, 43a, 66a# 106a, 111b, 124b, 126b
f f [ l ]  #88a
Shui ^.[2] 42b # 1 53b
Shun |(j[35] 8a, 16a, 27a, 28a, 38b (2), 39a, 39b (2), 41 b, 42a, 44a, 47a, 47b, 51 b (2), 
53a, 56a (3), 66b, 67a, 67b, 69a
#8 lb, 82a, 87b, 102b, 107b, 109a, 129b, 140b, 141a#l55b(2)
Ta 'Em 17b
Jim #105a
Tai ;fc[6] 28b#99b, 101b, 104a#161a, 161b(2)#168a, 173b, 174a
Tao atm 4a#121b





Tian se 4b, 6a,6b, 8b, 9b, 10a(3), 10b(4), 11a, llb(3), 12b, 13a(2), 19a(3),21b,
[178] 28b, 29a, 32b, 36a, 36b (3), 37a, 37b, 38a, 39a, 40a (2), 41b, 43b, 44b (2),
46b (3), 47b (2), 48a (2), 49a (2), 49b, 50a (2), 50b (5), 51a, 52b (2), 55a, 




#78b (2), 79a (2), 79b, 81 b, 83b (2), 84a, 84b, 87a, 87b (2), 89a, 89b,
90a (3), 96a (2), 97a, 97b, 98a, 100a, 101b(3), 102a(2), 102b(2), 103b, 
104b, 107a (2), 107b (3), 108a (3), 108b, 109a, 109b, 110a(2), 110b (3), 
116b, 117a, 117b(2), 119a(2), 120a, 120b, 121a(2), 122b, 124a(2), 
124b, 126a, 126b(2), 129b, 132a, 134a, 134b, 135a, 135b, 137a, 137b, 
140a(2)
#144b(2), 146b, 147b(2), 148a(2), 149a, 149b, 152a, 153b(2), 154a, 
158a (2), 164b, 166a(2)#168b, 170a, 171b 
± T  lb,3b,4a,4b,5a,9a, I9b,22a,22b,28b,29a(2),29b,30a,31a,32a,32b, 
[59] 33a, 33b(3), 34b, 35a (2), 35b, 38a, 44b, 52b, 56b (2), 64b (2), 68b,
69b (2), 74a, 75a
#78b, 82a, 91b, 93a, 95b, 100a, 105a, 119b, 120a(2), 120b, 121a, 128a, 
130a, 133b, 137a, 137b#150a(2), 156a#172a, 174a 
Tiao 73a
Ting g [ l ]  ##144a 
^ [ 1 ]  #106b
%[10] 11a, 18a, 22b, 35a, 56b, 62a, 74b ##154a, 160b #171a 
Tong |U[18] 2b, 3 8a, 41 b #89b, 91 b, 92b (2), 124a, 130a, 134b 
#144a, 155b, 156b(2), 157a#l68a(2), 171b 
® [2] ###171 b (2)
Tou & [2] #102a, 105a
Tu ± [1 0 ] 12a, 12b, 13a(2), 13b, 61b#86b, 125a(2), 126a
^ [ 4 ]  #112b(2), 128b##170b 
^ [ 1 ]  ##149a 
Tui i l[5 ]  45b, 49b, 67a #121b#144a
Tun tft[3] #141b#155a(2)
Tuo ® [1] #129a
Wai ^ [3 8 ]  23b, 25a, 25b, 26b, 38b(3), 39a, 41a, 43b, 47a (2), 47b, 48a, 50a, 62b,
63a (3), 63b (2), 64a, 65a, 70a, 70b, 71a, 73a, 76b(2)
#90b (2), 91a, 93a, 140b#l 5 la, 157b (2) #168b 
Wan £g[l] #138a
5£[3] 3 la, 32a, 46a
^ [ 8 ]  29b,53a,69b#123a, 128a, 130a(2)##173a 
H # [ 1 0 ]  lb, 8b,72b#123b, 141b##168a, 169a, 170a, 172b, 173a 
Wang -£[51] 5b,9b(2), lib , 13b,24b,25a,26a,26b,27a,28a,35a,38b,39a,41a,52a, 
53a, 54a, 57b, 58a(2), 61a, 65a, 65b, 67b(2), 69a(2), 76b, 77a, 77b 
#79b, 95a, 108a, 113a (3), 114b, 116a, 125b, 135a (2)
#146a, 149b (2), 150a(2), 155a, 158a, 162a, 164b 
^ [ 1 ]  62b 
f t[2 ]  #103a, 141b 
l t[5 ]  #86a, 108b(2), 123a#144a 
f i [ l ]  9a
± [2 9 ] 23b, 28a, 29a (2), 30b (4), 31b, 33a, 33b(2), 34b, 35a, 35b, 44b, 45a, 52b, 
53a, 53b, 54b, 58b#78b, 126a, 131a, 131b#145b, 149b#172a 
lS||[l] 14a 






28] 1 lb, 12a, 14a, 25a, 25b, 35a, 39a (2), 53a, 57b, 61a (2), 61b, 62a, 63b,
77b (2) #119a, 134b#145a, 146a, 146b, 159b, 160a (3), 160b, 162a 
06[13]3a,8a, lib,35b,75a,76a#78b, 95b, 119b, 122b, 136a#150b#171a 
J§[6] 24b, 26b, 38a, 52a(2)##143b 
|ft[8] #83a, 83b, 109a, 109b(2)## 168a, 171a, 173a 
^ [1 4 ]  #82b(3), 92a (2), 101a, 106a#143a, 149a, 150a, 159a #168a (2), 174a 
2b, 3b, 4a, 4b, 5b, 8a (2), 8b, 9a, 16b, 29b, 30a, 36b, 39a, 39b, 40a, 44b, 
[107] 46b, 51a, 53a(2), 58b, 59a, 61a(2), 64a, 67b, 73a(2), 74b(3), 77b
#78a, 78b, 82a (2), 82b (3), 83a (3), 85b (2), 87a, 93b, 95b, 98a (2), 99b, 
100a, 100b (5), 101b(2), 104b, 105a, 106b, 107a, 109b (3), 110a, 113a, 
117a, 122a, 127a(3), 127b, 129a, 137b, 139b(3), 141a 
#144b(2), 147a, 149a, 152b (4), 153a, 154a (2), 155a, 157a(3), 157b (2), 
161a#168a, 169b, 170a(2), 170b(2), 172b, 173a (2)
■ft[5] 2b, 15a, 15b#79a, 79b
$ [3 1 ] 6b, 7a, 7b, 10a, 23 b (2), 24a, 25a, 25b, 26a, 27a, 28a, 3 5b, 3 7a (2), 41a,
43b, 44a, 45a, 47a, 48a, 50a, 54b, 62b (2), 69a #78a, 78b, 80a #159b, 160a 
R [ l]  #104b
sjf[73] 10a, 11a, 12b, 14b, 19a (2), 24a, 24b, 35b, 36a (3), 37a (3), 37b, 38b, 40b, 
41a, 42a, 44b, 45a, 45b, 5l a (2), 51b (4), 56a (3), 59b, 60a(2), 61a,
62b (2), 63a (2), 63b (3), 64a (2), 65a (3), 69b, 75a, 77a 
#112a, 112b, 113a, 113b, 114b, 115a (2), 115b, 116a (2), 125a, 127a, 
127b, 128a, 128b, 130a, 136b#143a, 157a, 161a#171b, 172a 
a m  54a 
it[2 ]  69b#80a
M m  #90b,95b,99a, 107a, 119b, 120a, 121a, 137a 
3Q10] 19a, 19b, 22a, 30a, 37a, 37b, 38a, 44b (2), 65bmm #120b
S^[9] #l03a, 141a(2), 142a(3)#149b(2), 152a 
f l[2 ]  #124a##173b 
gh[l] #94a
S[14] 14a (2), 15a, 15b, 59a, 60b, 62a #87a, 90b, 91b (2), 95a, 121a,121b
ffi[l] 16b 
Hf[l] ##154b 
$H2] #118a M l 73a
^ [1 3 ]  10a#93a(2), 100a, 101a, 101b, 102a, 102b, 103a, 107b(2), 136a(2) 
S [29] #78b, 79a (3), 79b(3), 80a (4), 81b, 90b, 91a, 92b (3), 101b, 102b, 103b, 
105a, 105b (3), 106b (2), 107a, 119b, 120b 
jgftll] 19a, 19b,22a, 30a,37b(2),38a,44b(3),65b 
# [3 9 ]  7b, 1 la, 12b (5), 21a (2), 40a, 40b(2), 44a, 68a
#86b(3), 87a (2), 105a, 105b (3), 106b, 108a, 113b, 125a(4), 138b, 141b 
#149a, 152a, 153b(2), 154a, 156a(2)
^  lb, 3a (2), 3b(4),4a(2),4b, 5a, 8a, 9b, 10a, 15b, 17b(2), 18a(2), 18b(2),
[107] 21a,21b(2),22b,26a(2),26b,27b,29a,30a, 32a,35a,40a(2), 40b,45a, 
48b (2), 55a, 56b, 60a, 62b, 67a (2), 67b (2), 68a, 69b, 72b, 75a, 77a 
#79b, 80b, 81b (4), 82b (2), 84b(2), 86b, 89a, 94b, 107b, 11 la, 11 lb(2), 
118a, 118b, 119a, 120b, 122a(2), 127b(2), 129a(2), 133b, 135a, 136b, 
137a (2), 141a, 142a#143a(2), 143b, 151b, 152b, 156a, 158a, 158b,
260
Concordance
161a, 165a #168a, 168b, 169b, 171a(2), 171b, 172a(2), 172b (2), 174a 
%f[15] 8a(2), 35b, 51a(3), 51b, 57a, 71a, 72a#89a, 97a,97b, 126a#143a 
fg[2] 23b, 45a 
® [2] 2b #136b 
Xi # [2 ]  30b, 32a 
#*[1] #128b 
J § [ 2 ]  10a, 48b 
» [11  #103b 




Xia I ' [37] 17b, 24a, 26a, 27b (2), 29b, 35a, 42a (3), 42b, 43b, 55b, 58b, 61a, 65a
#83b, 87b, 96a, 102a, 120b, 121a, 121b, 123a, 125a, 126a, 127b, 132a 
#149a, 151a(2), 153b, 161b(3), 165a#172b 
J t[3 ] 61a#85b#164b 
ng[l] #127b
Xian 5fc[17] 10b,57b,68b#81b,85b,87b, 106a, 113b(2)
#143a, 144b, 153b(2), 155a (2), 166b#168a 
J^ [l]  #121b 
g [ l ]  #125b 
|g [2 ] 33b, 42b
Jf[13]7a, 12b, 16b, 18a, 35b, 37a, 42a, 62b#80a, 121b, 128a, 134a(2)
1&[3] 59a#96a,98a 
* [1 ]  ###170a 
# [ 1 ]  #128b 
Xiang # [ 2 ]  #78a, 80b
fa[4] #112a, 116b, 123a, 142a
ffi[32] 7a, 7b, 13b, 18a, 45b (2), 53a, 57a (2), 67b, 77b (2)
#83b (2), 86a, 89b, 97a(3), 103a, 107a, 108b, 109a, llla (2 ), 123a 
#148b, 149a, 155b(3), 161a 
# [ 3 ]  #118a, 129b, 134b 
^ [ 1 ]  #138b 
# [1 ]  76a 
^g[2] #118b, 119a 
Xiao )|lj[7] 25a, 25b, 26a, 59a#126a, 128a, 139b
/J\[16] 8a, 25a, 25b, 26a(2), 26b,27a, 4 la,42b#114b, 133a(3)#165a#168b(2) 
£g[l] ##152a
g  [6] 7a, 16b, 18a, 35b, 37a, 42a 
Xie ###173a
3fi5[3] 18b, 61a#121b 
Xin # [2 4 ] 2b, 21a, 49a, 49b (5), 50b, 65a, 70b, 74a (2)
#78a, 79b (2), 100a, 103a, 138a#162b, 163 a (2) #172b (2)
&[17] 14a, 16a, 17a, 18b, 22b, 3 la, 32a, 38a, 64a 
#78a, 106a, 128b(2), 136a, 136b(2)#145a 
§f[2] #142a (2) 
m i  ##158b
261
Concordance
Xing # [1 ]  15b
JPJ[45] 15a, 15b, 16b, 18b, 20b (2), 40a, 58b (2), 59b, 60a, 62b, 65a, 66a, 68a,68b 
#85a, 85b(3), 86a(2), 87b, 88a, 88b, 90a, 95a, 106b, 108b(2), 109a(6), 
111b, 112a, 116b (2), 117b, 134b, I38b#149b, 16la 
M[3] #8lb, 92a(2)
^ [3 2 ]  lb, 3b(2),4a(2), 6a, 8a, 9a, 43b,44a, 67a,68b(2), 71b, 72a, 75b, 76a, 
76b#83b, 97b, 103b, 117a, 120a, 137a, 141a (2)
#143a(2)#168b, 169b, 170a, 171a 
ft[4 ] #85b, 108a, 112a, 130a 
2^[5] #118b (2), 131a, 131b, 132a 
f e l ]  50b
J |[4 ]  43a, 49b, 65b ###170b
^ [1 0 ]  28a, 52a, 54a (2), 59a, 69a (2) #80a, 106a #154b
fif[56] 10b, 14a, 17b, 19b, 21b (2), 22a, 24a, 32a, 34a, 34b, 38a, 48b (2), 49b,
50b, 64a, 77b
#79a, 80b, 83a (2), 89a, 99a, 100a, 102b (2), 105b, 106a, 109a, 109b, 
111a, 124b, 127a, 128b, 129a, 129b, 131a, 134a (2), 135a, 136a (2),
136b (2), 137a, 139a#147b, 149a, 152b (2), 154a, 154b, 159a(2)#170b 
Xiong 51[4] 62a, 65a##155b, 165b
&|[16J 58a, 64a(3)#94a, 107b, 112a, 113a, 113b (2), 114a (2), 115a, 125a 
#144a, 146b
4|[12] 22a #112a (2), 112b (2), 113a, 114a, 114b (2), 116b, 134b, 139a 
Xiu #C[I] ##154a
^ [ 5 ]  11a #85a, 88a, 124b #150b 
Xu ® [1] 10a
^ [ 2 ]  #13 8a #166b 
J f[4 ]  58b, 64b #90a, 117b 
# [2 ]  #139a#164a 
| f [ l ]  #103a 
$ |[3] 20a #90a, 102a
J |[20] 1 b, 2b, 3a (2), 40b, 53a, 56b, 74b, 76a, 77a #79b (2), 126a, 130b 
##168a (2), 169b, 171b(2), 172b 
Xuan *|£[1] 33a
| f [ l ]  ^130a 
M l ]  16b
Xue ^C[l] ##145a
ifiL[l] #93a 
H [ l]  #88a
Xun ti[1 3 ] 28a, 39b, 68a, 74b, 75b(2) #83a, 107a, 11 la, 120b, 122a, 133b#154a 
i@[l] ##155b 
Yan ® [2] 54b##147b
M il]  #H8b
3#[21] 29a (3), 35b#90b (2), 103a, 103b, 127b
#148b(3), 157b, 158a(2), 158b (2), 159a(3)#170b 
Pf [27] 2b (2), 3 5a, 70b (2), 73 b, 74a #101 b, 102a, 120b, 121a, 123a (3), 130b(2), 
136a (3), 136b(2)#143a, 149a, 151a(2), 151b, 166a 




Yang # [1 ]  #97b
?&[21]9b, 10b, 12a, 12b, 14a, 26b, 39a (2), 40a, 41b, 59b, 77b (2)
#108b, 113a, 116a, 118a, 118b(2) #149b, 155a 
BJ§[49] 12b, 13a, 13b, 40b, 41a
#82b (3), 85a, 86b (2), 88b, 89a(2), 96b, 97a, 109a, 111a, 118b(2), 132a, 
13 7b #157a, 164b(5), 165a (7), 165b (7), 166a(5)#169a, 170b 
# [1 2 ] 19a, 46a, 54b, 56a, 68a, 72a#84b, 85 b, 87b, 97a, 109a, 111a
Yao 0 [1 ]  ##144b
g [ 2 j  #123a##173b
Ye ifi l a (2), lb, 3b(5), 12a, 16a(2), 16b(2), 17a(3), 17b(2), 18a(4), 18b(3),
[178] 19a (2), 20b (3), 21a (2), 21b, 28b, 29a, 30b, 39b(3), 41b(2), 43a, 43b(2), 
46a(2),46b(3),49a,49b(3), 50b(4), 51a(2), 51b, 52a, 52b, 57a(3),58b, 
59a, 60b, 65b (2), 66 a (2), 66b, 67a, 68b, 70a (2), 70b (2), 71a (2), 72b (2), 
73b, 74a (2), 75b
#84a, 84b, 85a, 85b, 93a (2), 94a, 100a, 101a(2), 102a, 103b(2), 104a, 
112b (2), 113b, 114a (3), 114b, 119a, 122a, 123b(2), 126b, 128a(2), 
128b, 129a (5), 129b(2), 130a, 130b(2), 131a(2), 131b, 136a, 136b(2), 
137a, 138a, 141a (2), 141b (2)
#I43a, 145a, 145b(2), 146a(6), 146b(2), 148a, 150a(2), 152b, 153a(3), 
153b(2), 158a, 158b, 159a, 160a(3), 160b, 162a, 163a, 167a 
#169b (4), 170a (2), 173a (2), 174a 
^ [ 2 ]  #85a#164b 
If[2 ] #133a, 140a
Yi —*[58] 14b, 15a, 38a, 44b, 48a, 49a (2), 53 b, 54b, 57b (2), 58a (2), 61b, 62b, 63a,
63b, 64a (2), 64b (2)
#78a, 78b, 82b, 95b, 97b, 101b, 102a, 119b, 120b(3), 121a (2), 121b, 
122a (4), 122b (4), 123a, 123b, 124a(2), 128a, 136b(2), 138b, 141b 
##168a (2), 169a, 169b, 173b, 174a 
$ f tl  1] 40a#80a, 94b, 107b, 114a(3), 114b, 122a, 127b#158b
la, lb ,2b(2),3a(3),4b(2), 5b,7b,9a, lib , 12a, 13a, 15a(2), 15b, 16a, 
[205] 16b, 17a, 17b, 18b (2), 19a (2), 20a, 20b, 21a, 28b (4), 33b, 35a, 38a,
40b (3), 42a (3), 44b (2), 49a, 49b, 50a, 50b (2), 51 a, 52b (2), 53a (2),
56b (2), 61a, 62a (2), 63a, 72a (2), 73b (2), 74b (2) #78b, 79a, 80b, 82a, 
82b, 83a(2), 85a, 85b (3), 86a, 87b, 89b, 90a, 91b, 92a (2), 94a, 94b, 95a, 
96b, 97a (2), 98a (2), 99a, 100a (2), 102a (2), 102b, 103a, 103b, 104b, 
105a (2), 106b, 107a, 108b, 109b (2), 1 lib , 112a, 112b, 113a, 114b,
115a (3), 115b (4), 118a, 119a(2), 120a(2), 120b, 121a(2), 121b(2), 
122b, 123a(3), 123b, 124a(2), 125b, 126a, 128a, 129a, 129b, 130b(2), 
131a(3), 132a, 133a(4), 134a(2), 136a, 137b(2), 138a(2), 138b,
140a (2) #143a (2), 147a, 148a, 149b, 150b, 151b, 152a, 152b(3),
161a (2), 162a, 163b, 164a(3), 164b
#168a (2), 168b (2), 169a(2), 169b, 173a(2), 173b(2), 174a(2)
^ [ 4 ]  10a, 14b #106a, 111b 
$ |[2] 55a##155a 
|§ [2] ##144a (2)
B[30] 3b, 4a(2), 5a(2), 5b, 8a, 41a, 68b, 73b, 74a(2) #81a, 81b, 86a, 89a(2),
263
Concordance
92a, 107a, 107b, 108a(2), 122a, 129a, 135b(3), 142a# 143 a, 147b 
^ [3 1 ]  lb, 4a (2), 5b, 17b, 19b, 22a (2), 22b, 29b, 33a, 44b, 48a, 48b, 54b, 55a,
5 5b (2), 56a, 57b, 74a#80a,93a, 93b, 94a, 94b, 104a, 124b, 128b, 129a 
#163a 
X!j[l] ##158b
ig[9] 17a,49b, 50a#103b(2), 130b(2), 136a(2) 
g [5 ]  19b (2), 20a, 54b # 124a 
£ t[ l]  ##166a
M[7] 35b,70b#llla, lllb(2)#147a, 156a 
Sfe[l] 55a
®[10] 40b, 58b(2), 66b, 72b, 77a#100a(2), 101a, 134b
#.[6] 42a #92b (2) #15 7a (3)
gj[2] #139b #162a
® [1] m  153a
^t[3] ##144a#170b(2)
# [2 ]  70b, 71a
j |[9 ]  #95a(2), 105b, 127a, 128a(3), 130a#164b 
§ f[l]  ##146b 
Jg[l] ##152a
# [5 ]  12b, 13a, 13b#86b, 87a 
#14]  18a, 18b#98b#153a 
Yin 15 [25] 1 Ob, 19a (2) 44b #82a, 83a, 84a(2), 87b, 95a, 97b, 101b, 104a, 117a(2),
117b, 118b, 123a, 139a, 140a#144b, 152b(3), 157a 
3 |[2] la, lb 
g|[3] # 100a (2), 101 a
^ [5 2 ] 12b, 13a, 13b, 40b, 41a (3) #82b(3), 85a (2), 86b (2), 88a, 96b, 97a,
99b (2), 109a, 11 la, 132a, 134b, 137b, 139b 
#157a, 164b (5), 165a(7), 165b(6), 166a(5), 166b#168b, 170a 
E§[2] ##150a, 150b 
f t p ]  30b, 31b 
Ying ® [l]  76a
| | [ 1 1] 6a, 47a, 48a, 53b, 55a, 57a (2), 73a#142a#143a, 149a
ft[12] 59b, 71b#86a, 101a, 102a, 104a, 112b #147a (2) #168a, 168b, 171b
$ t( l ]  #99a
j#E[6] 59b, 60a#85a, 88a, 88b#156b 
Yong f§[2] #138b#160b
j |[ 8 ]  24b, 58a, 62a, 62b, 63a, 64a (2) #125a 
0 [2 ]  #117a#146a
ffl[36]2a, lib , 14b, 15a, 19b(3),21b,29a,30a,31a,32a,38b(2),39b,43a,44b, 
59a#114b, 115a, 119b, 120a, 121a, 130a, 133b(2), I40b 
#147b, 149b (2), 160b, 164a#I69b(2), 172a(2)
* 1 ]  #93b 
H [l]  #122b 
You f t[3 ]  #101b(3)
# 1 [  #89b
X [6] 33a,41a#89a, 119a#161b#168b 
& [2] ##145b, 147a
26 4
Concordance
^■[5] 62a #78a, 91 b (2) #152a
g [1 0 ] 24a, 25b, 27b #100b, 107b, 113a #145a, 145b, 158a, 158b 
^  1 b, 2a (3), 2b (3), 3a (3), 4a, 4b, 5a (2), 6b (5), 7b, 12a, 14a, 14b, 15b (2),
[196] 16a, 16b, 18a, 18b, 19a (2), 20a (3), 23a, 24a, 24b, 26b, 27a (2), 27b,
29a (3), 29b, 3 la, 33a (3), 34a (2), 40a, 41b, 43a, 44a (3), 44b, 45a, 46a, 
49a, 49b (2), 50a (3), 5 lb, 55a, 56a, 56b (2), 57b, 63a, 65a, 65b, 66a (2), 
66b, 68a (2), 69a (3), 69b, 71a, 71 b, 72a, 74a, 74b, 77b 
#79b, 82b (2), 90b, 95b, 96a(2), 96b(10), 97a(2), 97b(2), 98b, 100a,
102b, 11 la, 11 lb, 113a, 117a, 118a (4), 118b (2), 119a, 119b, 120a (3), 
121a, 122a, 123a(2), 123b, 126b, 127a(4), 129a, 132a, 133b(2), 
134b(2), 135b, 136b, 137a, 137b, 141b, 142a# 143a (2), 143b, 144a, 
145b, 149b, 150a(2), 152a(6), 154b(2), 155a, 156a, 157b(2), 158a(2), 
158b, 159a, 159b (2), 160a, 165a, 16Sb#168a(2), 168b 
$J[1] m #  169a 
J t [ l ]  ##158a 
®f[l] #121a
(£[5] 72b#98a, 98b, 126b, 129a 
Yu ^ [ 9 ]  9b#100b, 118a, 135a#149a(2), 149b, 166a, 166b 
^ [2 ]  #126a(2)
5&[5] #78b, 95b(2), 98a, 119b 
%[1] #140a 
® [2] 7b, 40b 
Jtj[[2] #9la, 141a
j|[8 9 ]  3b, 8b (2), 22a, 22b, 28b, 30a (2), 37a, 38a (2), 38b, 40b, 41a (2), 47a (2), 
48a (2), 51 b, 52b, 53a (2), 62a, 65b (2), 66b, 67a, 68b, 69a, 70a (3),
70b (3), 71b (2), 72b, 73a, 74a, 75a, 76b(4)#78b(3), 83b(2), 87b,90b, 
91a, 91b, 92a, 93b, 94a, 94b, 96a(2), 98b, 104a, 109b, 113a, 122b(2), 
129b(3), 130a, 130b, 131a, 133b, 134b(2), 138b(2), 139a, 140b(2) 
#147a(2), 150a, 154b(2), 161b(2), 166a 
«t[1812». 14»- 64a, 73a#81b, 90b, 92b, 95b, 98a, 100a, 106a, 141a 
#143b, 145a (2), 151b, 156a#172b 
£E[1] 46a 
$ [ 2 ]  22a##161a 
0 [1 ]  #106a 
jj|[2] ##160a(2)
H[23] 1 Ob, 25b, 3 la, 32a, 32b, 33a, 37a (2), 48a, 52b, 72a, 76a #110a, 11 Ob,
117b, 124a, 129b, 134b(2)#143b, 146b, 159b, 164a 
# [ 1 ]  #79a 
g£[l] ##144b 
]§[2] #94b, 104a 
i& M  18a 
W [l] ##145a
tjs[5] 2b, 18b, 56b ##155a, 161a 
J t f l ]  ### 169a 
Yuan |B|[2] 42b#98b
jg[3] 70a#133b##174a




lg[7] 36b#122b, 135a#150a, 151a(2), 159b 
Yue 0  [88] 1 b, 2a (5), 2b (4), 5a, 24b (2), 25a, 25b, 26a, 26b, 27a, 38a, 39a, 42b (6), 
43a (2), 53b (5), 54a, 54b (2), 55a, 61 b (4), 62a (3), 62b (2), 63b, 64a (3), 
71a
#81 b, 82a, 90b (2), 91 a (2), 92a (2), 92b (2), 93a (2), 94a, 95a, 95b (2), 
97b,98b,99b, 101a, 101b(2), 104a, 104b, 105a, 106b, 107a(2), 120a, 
120b, 121a(2), 122a, 137a, 137b#159a, 166a 
^  [11] 43a, 49b, 65b#79a(2), 86a, 100a, 108b, 137b#l 54a#170b 
J$[5] 40a, 64b, 65a, 70a #138a 
f$[2] #94b, 104a 
[$[1] #123b 
Yun ^ [ 1 ]  #79a
^ [ 1 ]  #85a 
H [ l]  ###170b 
Za $)l[l] ##148b
Zai ij&[3] #94a, 104a#156a
4 [3 6 ] 19b(5),20a, 23b,25a(6), 25b (3), 26a (4), 27a (3), 51b(2), 54a, 55b, 56a, 
69b #86a, 90b, 108b#148a, 150b#168b(2) 
j£[2] 74b#88a
• P I  10a, 29a, 35b, 46a#I30a, 131a##168b 
Zao ^-[1] #101a
$ |[1J #110b 
Ze Illj (noun/verb) 15a, 34b#126b#144b
[156] 3b, 4a,5a, 5b,9a, 15a, 15b(4), 16a, 19b,20a(4),20b, 21b,22a(3),
22b (2), 23a (2), 23b (2), 24a (4), 27a, 27b, 31 b (2), 32a (2), 32b, 33a,
36a (3), 36b (5), 37b (7), 38a, 40a (2), 41a (2), 44b, 46b, 47a (2), 47b (2), 
48a (2), 49b, 50a, 52a (6), 54a (4), 54b (3), 55a (2), 55b, 56a, 56b (2),
57a (3), 63a, 63b, 67a (4), 74a (2), 76b# 80b(3), 81a (4), 84a, 84b, 87a, 
96a(2),97a,97b, 108a, llla (2 ), IIlb(2), 114b(2), 115b(6), U6a(2), 
126b, 129a, 135a(2)#144a(2), 144b, 145a(2), 145b(2), 148b(2), 
153b(2), 154a (3), 155b(2), 161a#172b 
# [ 2 ]  #141b#146b 
^ [ 2 ]  #96b#153a 
# [1 ]  #131a 
Zei ® [5] 18b, 63b##150b, 156a, 156b 
Zeng jg[3J #125a#153b, 155a 
i# [ l]  ##154a
Zi -^[25] 11a, 12a, 21b, 23a, 24b, 61b, 65a, 69b#99b, 101a, 101b, 102a, 115a,
116a, 130b#146b, 147a, 148a(2), 154b, 159a, 160a, 160b, 165b (2) 
tf.[2] #84a (2)
8 t[ l]  #87b
§  [35] lb,4a, 8a, 18b, 35a, 51b, 57a(3), 58a, 59a,60b,68b
#78a (2), 92a (2), 92b, 94a, 102b, 103a, 103b(2), 126b (2), 128b,
141a(2), 141b(3)#146a, 147a, 157a#173a 
jSf[2] 11a, 12a 




g |[3] 48a #123b, 124a 
Zou t§[2] 65a###169a
Zu 2£[5] 45b, 65b, 72b#103a, 136b
JfcM 55b 
1M[1] #119b
jE,[7] 2a, 2b, 18b (2), 56b #125b (2)
Zui fg [ll]9 b , 16b, 18a, 34b, 40a, 45a, 57b, 60b (2), 62b, 64b 
Zun %[1] #141b
Zuo f^[22] 36b#78a, 81a (2), 81b, 82a, 94a, 97a (2), 103b, 107b, 110a (3), 11 Ob (2),
111a, 111b, 115a, 115b, 140a #152a 
f t[3 ]  ##160a, 160b(2)
^ [ 5 ]  62a #78a, 91 b (2) #152a 
Zha f f t l ]  18b
Zhan ® [14] 17b, 20b, 32a, 35a, 63a #94a, 101a, 104b, 115a, 115b, 139a, 140b(2) 
#161a 
» [1 ]  #136a 
f f [ l ]  ##158b 
Zhang ^ [ 1 ]  #109b
$ [2 ]  #125b, 140b 
Zhao Bg[l] ##158a 
Zhe # r[l]  ###171a
%  1 a (3), 3 b, 4a, 4b (5), 8b, 9b, 12b, 13a(5), 13b(5), 16a(2), 16b(3), 17a,
[225] 20b (2), 21a, 22b, 23b, 25a, 26b, 27b, 28a(2), 28b, 29a (2), 30b(2), 31 b, 
33a, 33b, 35b, 39b(3), 41b, 43a, 44b, 45a, 45b, 46b, 49a, 50b(5), 51a, 
51b, 52b, 56a, 56b, 57b, 58a(4), 58b(4), 59a (3), 61a, 64b, 68b, 70a(3), 
70b (3), 71a (2), 73a (3), 73b(6), 75a, 76a, 76b (2), 77a 
#78a, 83a, 84a (2), 85a (2), 86a, 86b (2), 87a (2), 88b, 89a, 92b (2), 93b, 
94a, 94b, 97a, 104b, 105a, 107b(2), 108a(2), 109b, 112b(2), 113b(3), 
114a, 115b(2), 116a(2), 118b, 120a, 121a, 122a(2), 124b(3), 125b (2), 
126a (2), 127a (4), 128a(2), 128b, 129a(2), 129b(2), 130b(2), 132a, 
132b (2), 133b (2), 134a(2), 136a, 136b(2), 139a, 140b, 142a(2)
#143b, 144a, 144b(2), 145a(3), 145b(3), 146a(4), 146b(3), 147b, 148a, 
148b (2), 151a, 151b, 153a, 155a(2), 156b(2), 157b, 158a, 159a,
159b (2), 160a (2), 161a, 164a, 165a, 165b, 166a(2), 166b 
#169b, 171b, 172a 
Jfc[2] #88a, 88b 
Zhen U t l ]  ##148a 
i l f l ]  ##154b 
Zheng # [2 5 ] 24b, 35a, 63b
#S6a, 93 a (4), 93b, 94a(2), 107b(3), 108a, 110a, 112a, 134b, 138b 
#154a, 161a, 161b(2), 166b#173a 
JH[82] 4a, 9a, 15a, 15b, 16b, 17a, 20b, 22b, 28b, 37a, 37b, 39b, 42b, 44b, 45b, 
47b, 48a, 48b, 50a (2), 50b, 52a (2), 54b, 57a, 60a (2), 66b, 68b, 75b, 76a 
#82a, 85b, 88a, 88b, 89b, 90b(2), 91a(3), 91b, 95a, 95b, 96a, 97a, 98a, 




#143b(3), 148b (2), 151b, 155a, 158b, 164b, 166a(2), 166b 
#172b, 173b (2)
HE[6] 15a, 16a, 16b, 17a, 34b, 68b 
® [1] 19a
Zhi 1 b,3a(2),3b(2),5b,6a(3),6b,7a(3),7b,8b(3), 10a, 11a, lib , 12a(2),
[412] 13a(2), 14a, 16a, 16b, 17b(2), 19a(6), 19b(6),20b(2),21a,21b(6),
22a (2), 24a, 28b(2), 29a (2), 30b, 32b, 33a, 34b, 35b, 36a (3), 36b,
37a (3), 37b, 38a, 39b, 41a, 41b(2), 42b (6), 43a (5), 43b(4), 44a, 44b, 
45a, 46a (4), 46b (3), 47a (3), 47b, 48a (2), 48b, 49a, 49b (2), 50b (4), 
51a(3), 51b (6), 52a, 52b(2), 53a(2), 53b, 54a (3), 55a, 55b(2), 56a(6), 
56b (2), 58a, 60b(2), 62a, 62b, 63a (2), 63b, 64b (6), 65a (3), 65b (2),
66a (2), 66b, 67a, 67b (2), 68b (2), 69a (3), 69b (2), 70a (4), 70b (2),
71a (2), 71b, 72b(2), 73a (2), 73b, 74a(2), 74b(3), 75a, 76a (3), 76b 
#79a, 80b, 82a (4), 83b, 84a (2), 84b, 85a, 85b (2), 86a, 87b, 89b, 90a,
91a, 93a (2), 94a, 95a (2), 95b(3), 96a, 97b, 98a(2), 98b, 99a,99b(2), 
100b (3), 101a (2), 101b(3), 102a(2), 103a, 103b(3), 104a(2), 104b(3), 
105a (3), 105b, 107a(2), 108b, 109b, 110a(2), 110b(3), 112a(3),
112b(2), U6b, 117a(5), 117b, 119a(3), 120a, 120b(2), 121a, 121b,
122b (4), 123b, 124a (3), 124b(4), 126b(3), 127a, 127b, 128a(2),
128b (2), 129a, 130a(2), 130b, 131a(5), 133a(4), 133b (3), 134a(3),
13 5a (4), 135b (2), 136a(6), 136b(3), 137a, 137b(2), 139a(3), 140a(4), 
140b(2)#143a(3), 144a, 144b, 145a(4), 145b(2), 146a, 147a(4),
147b (3), 148a (2), 149b, 152a(2), 155a, 155b, 156a, 158a, 158b, 
160b(3), 161a, 162a, 164a(2), 166b(3)#168a, 168b, 169a(2), 169b(2), 
170a, 170b, 171a (2), 171b(2), 172a(2), 173a(2), 173b(2), 174a(3) 
®|[13] 5b, 14a#81a, 106a, 107b#149a(3), 159a(2), 161a, 165b, 166a 
fl[22] la, 3b(2), 28a, 28b, 39b, 44b, 48a, 49a, 52b(2), 68b, 75a, 76a 
#79b(2),91b(3), 130a, 138b##173b 
# [11  #102a
ig[7] 17b, 24b, 62a #87b, 136b#145a(2) 
t t [ l ]  5a
ih[13] 6a, 11b, 77a#90b, 105a, 105b, 120b, 121a, 121b, 141b#151b, 154a#168a 
3l[2] #115a, 116a
^ [1 5 ]  5b,20b,21a(2),37b(2), 38b(2)#123b, 132a(2), 132b#144a, 164a 
#173a
JL[6] 1 a, 42b, 75b #136b, 137a #164a
^[[56] 1 b, 2a (2), 3a (2), 15a, 20a, 30b (2), 31 b, 33b(2), 35a, 38a, 42a, 52a, 52b, 
53a, S3b, 54a (2), 57a, 60b, 71a, 71b (2), 75a (2), 77a 
#92a(2), 92b, 116a, 122b, 123a, 124a (2), 126b, 131a, 132a(3), 134a, 
141a#145a, 147b, 163b, 164a (2) #169b, 171b, 172a(3), 173b(2)
@[6] 4b(2),34a, 74a#119b, 130b 
Jt[4 ] 62a, 69b#79a, 103a 
® [2] 36a, 36b 
flg[l] #93a
M[21] 20b, 52a, 57b, 61b
#80a, 93a, 109b, 113a, 122b, 137a, 141a, 141b, 142a(2)




g [2 ]  #78a, 125b
Zhong 41 [22] 8b, 25a, 25b (2), 26a, 27a (2), 40a, 42b, 48b, 52b, 63a (2), 63b 
#78a, 90b,91a, 104b, 105a, 132a, 138b#152a 
]fe[l] 27b
^ [ 6 ]  30a #128a, 131a, 139b, 140a# 156a 
® [ l j  54b
& [7] 8b, 66b, 71b, 75a, 75b #128b#l 52a 
(chong) £ [2 0 ] 6a, 33a, 33b, 34a, 39a, 43a, 46b, 47b, 59b, 64a, 73a (2), 76a, 77a 
#85a, 89a, 97b, 113a, 119a#16Sa 
H [2] 11a, 12a
Zhou Jeff [2] 36b, 62a, 63b, 68a#80b, 99a, 110a, 142a#l68a, 171b, 172b, 174a 
^H[l] #126a 
j f [ l ]  ##164b
Zhu ± [4 0 ] 8b, 22b, 23a(2), 23b(2), 24a(2), 24b, 25b, 26a, 26b, 27a, 27b(3), 28a(2), 
28b, 29b (2), 30a, 45a, 46b, 55a, 55b, 61b, 63b, 67b(2)
#87a, 128a, 130a, 138a, 138b, 139b#144b, 164a, 165a, 166a 
JJjjfl] ##160b 
$c[l] 46a 
# [1 ]  #9Sa
f|j[6] 9b, 34b,37a, 57a,6lb#127b 
ti[6 ]  62a##148b, 150b, 158b, 166a, 166b 
H [ l ]  63b 
Zhuan # [2 ]  #126a #144b 
f#[2] 53a, 54a 
ZhuangH[[l] #87a
Unidentified Characters:
# 87a 14 (WW3 reads as zhi; CGY as shi or zhi)
M #102b 10 (identification as bei probable) m #129a38
S #112a 25 (identification as hai possible) # • #141b24
% #122b 24 (identification as HI yong probable) ##152b 1
Statistical Table ofthe Ten Most Widely Used Graphs
Order Jingfa ShiliuJing Cheng Dao Yuan Total
1 2,199 £ 1 5 3 ^ 6 9 2.21 Zhi 2 4 1 2
2 ± 1 3 5 ± 1 3 0 # 5 0 ± 1 9 Bu ± 3 5 3
3 f j l 2 4 ± 1 0 8 ^ 5 0 M 13 Er #  273
4 ± 1 1 8 ± 9 3 #  42 ± 1 2 Tian ± 2 3 7
5 # 1 0 5 Ifij 86 2139 Zhe #  225
6 # 1 0 3 # 7 5 ± 3 1 ± 9 Qi I t 209
7 MB 103 # 6 1 # 2 9 ^ 5 n  ± 2 0 5
8 :8c 89 ^ 5 9 !±21 # 3 You # 1 9 6
9 ± 8 7 ■±51 ± 1 9 # 3 Ye ± 1 7 8
10 ±  66 SO 33 BO 18 MO 1 Ze 10156
H uatigdi S ijing : Edition of the Text
2 6 9
I f  e i
Huangdi Sijing 










The Origin of the Way
1 j t £ » o  IB 58 US M  tfe.
2 0  25
£ ? £ I®l&SSt3E ik .
3 0  l b :  1
5 10 I f
20  25  3 0
M M B .  M g M M ,  M y j Z & f f t & o
2 a: 1 5
2 4 t f ,  B « f c ,
10 15 20
W S B ^ f i f ,  B ^ B n .  ® W * ,
2 5  30
B ^ H ,
3 5  2 b:  1 5  10
* M t ,  W ^ B M ,  B * & « A ,
15 2 0  25
b s i , b * ^ ,
30
3 & u m , * & e t & ,  i c i t ,  $ w $ .
10 15
M B i t .  J l  * 1 3 t  0 F «  £ .
2 0  25  3 0
j l & : £ j t ,  p f ^ t s w .  A i i ^ ,
35  3b:  1 5 10
& % B £ .  B £ Z ,
15 2 0
2 5  3 0
tsE-tU, it-S-fe,
Ia6i?| :iW ;16 tk:®;17gfc:P:PwWl;
lb 1 -ffi,: P :O HXT2; 2 □  : P  :[x2] WW1 MHXT, CGY: A  YMG2; ^  CFl;
5 as la 6; 9 tg  J s ; 22 | g  :#W W 1, HXT :jg  WW3 alternative reading, CGY2 
2a 18 £3 : P  :J§tlHXT:fl5CGY; 2 b 2 0 ^ : ^ t # H X T
3 a 2 7 ,3 0 ^ f :^ T :^ C G Y ;3 2 ^ : | |;  3b21,24,30,33as la 16
1 lb  2 None o f  these readings have any textual support.
2 lb 9  ¥ or du ^  as central artery in spine, sec Li Cunshan ^  lif in GuanziXuekan 1987.1, p. 35; ^  is tile central




4a : l  5 10
4 M I S .
15 2 0  25  30
M % B ± ,  S I B I ,  f l g £ j ? r f t & *  S i E ^  
& % W ,
4b:  I  5  10 15
M B J i t W U J .  S ® # M .  M #
2 0  25  30
i K i t ,  ,
5a:  1 5  10  15
5 M J S I r .  M t t * .
20  2 5  30
4 5 B I ,  R f B l ,  B J & S M K # .
® s k S b a , i O M i i £ £ .
10 15 20
I 8 M J S .  t i f l f f * # ,
3 0  6 a : l
6
5 10 15
2 0  25  3 0
i g ' f h J ' l i i .  * § ! : £ « :
6b:  1 5
^ M t s n r .  i s t f i * .
10 15 2 0
J I M ® ® .  W E M jE .
7 n s ^ >  * w .
10 15
I S ^ S f ,  n * .  * x .
20  25
4a 31 ^  / &  :M  4* YMG21
4b 16,18 §  %  ; 23 f t  : f |  :fg  as ®  CGY
S a l l * t W W 3 : ' i r 2
7a 6 ^  •$% ; 24 ^  :# ;  27 WW1&3, HXT,YMG2:$r :^YMG1 ^  CF^CGY
1 4a 31 Reading based on following phrases: Possible, not certain.
2 5a 11 Huainanzi if- ^  -J* 15 Bitighte ^  01| p. 506 ^  /fc.
2 7 2
1.1 i
30 7 b : 1 5
f E ^ I i t ,  MMMBr-S
10 15
2 0  25
3 0
8  a: l
r o ^ s m * .
5 10
15 2 0
j £ J ® .  M & ,
30 8 b : 1 5
i& *  f t  #  t® ±  $  3* ?c  ; £ - R .
10 15
20
l?fl ^  j l  o
3 0  9 a - 1 3WiMS*> S*#, S3SS8®,
10  15
E ^ n r U l ^ ^ T J E a
8a 2 ^ L D H ’: P  :Q WW1, YMG2 HXT; 33 j f  :Q 2 
8b 8 S .  - R  CGY; 15 4& :4s- :l#  CGY; 16 ^  3
9a 5 ^  ; 10 ^  :Jg
1 8a2 Heguanzi The character £5} dtian is a taboo character
for IH zJmig from the time ofQinShi Huang ‘f j f f and qi are variants.
Graham* Peerenboom Notes I, p.4 cites this passage from Heguanzi and also advocates §J£.
2 8a33







25 1 0 a : 1
S f t M S t : .  & m &
5 10
15 2 0
A c M t t g f A ,  r a ® ^ , # . .  
A « t : £ .  S A t t * .
3 0  1 0 b : 1
^ J R H f r g f e .
5 10
A 8 # X ,  * * & £ .
15 20
A S I A ,  BUftff.
25 11a: 1
i i  5 f e j B * # ,  m a = i s . w # a A ? i j
9a 2 7 ®  : B  I 'g H X T ^ C G Y 1
9b24-5^H jJ :0  Graham2
l O a l i f e M M  HXT2; 24 jA YMG1:jA :{& WW3, CGY; 31 ®  CGY :$z;  32 ® : P “ 
10b 1 0 ®  M  ;23 ^  :Je ; 2 4 #  :(b
1 9a 28 M  kuang read as wang as in Lijt |$.fjE  10 Liqi p. 132:^  Sgi 3^ C ^  I I I ®
Note 1 1 'Hi 3 §  ® Though there be great killing in the year, yet the masses do not fear. (Note: htang is 
the same as wang). Note by Zheng Xuan (127-200 A.D.).
2 9b 24 Graham, Peeretiboom Notes I, p. 5 is "tempted to cut out" these two characters for symmetry.
3 10a31 CGY quotes instances from early literature where ^  shi is read as andyz as meaning to go beyond,
synonymous with gno. Themost pertinent instance being a note by He Xiu $ ]“ (129-182 A D .) on the
GongYangZItuan,Zhuang ^byear 12// 3. The text reads: Kg which in context means "He let the
Jin invading army cross the river and so flee." He Xiu's note reads, "yp is to be read as "guo'\ cross.
See Gong Yang Zhuan $$-,SiBuBei Yao [2J pft 'fit ;§c ed jnnn 16 p. 6B
4 10a32 y //ig ^ ii^ ^ 2 G u o c r  ^ ^ f c l 4 b ^ ^ | j( ^ J^ '
15 20
f j K K M ,  i # ? * .
3 0  l i b :  I  5
& M P .  3 ! K ® .  B f t S f c t : .
10 15
M S A i m A ® ,  U M A # .
2 0  25
3 0  12a: 1
12 M W * l h ,  A t f * .
5 10
3 f t A £ ® ,
15 20
& # $ * .  m n m w i .
I : * ? ? * .
3 0  1 2 b :  1
m
10  15
l l a  15 Jg  :U  ; 23 jgf ; |jf  ; 2 9 ^  : •  3S I ; 31 P  :Q  :-f§ H X T :lt CF, CGY' 
l i b  3 3ffi
12a 2 ^  :X  ; 9 l b , : g t  ; 14 01 : p f ; 18 ^  : #  ; 2 4 as l la  23 ; 30 IS  :£lj 
12b 12 # : , / § ;  14
1 11 a 31 HXT reads bei ni as one phrase; CF reads chong tii Ifi jj# as one phrase. Conjecture.
# K f f .  # ± i t ,
13a: 1
13 S t ® S # ,  A # 3 £ 3 f c o
10
i t s K W ,  ± » i R .
15 20
± ® c W ,
A M .
3 0  13b : 1
* ® | # .
!i m &,
10
f t * # * .
20
A * # & & ,
E S ' j I s L ,
14a: 1 5




2 5  30
14b : 1 5
12b 26-'j>§ YMG M  dH HXT, CGY;
27 H  LDH:^ WW3:^ YMG f l  CF, CGY 1 ; 30 glj : P  
13a 6-9 %  j t  H 2:[x4] ; 13 ^  ; 23 as 12b 27 ; 31 #  ;p s
13b 1 ^ Y M G 2:P " ;4 ft:? f(; 1 2 ^ : / L ; 1 9 a s  12b 27
14a 7-11 [X 5]:[x5]ig  J Z Z t f e ,  A  HXT:®, 3 c Z M ,  itC G Y ; 14 $ f  :ft| 
30g& :P5; 1 4 b l ^ : P S;5 ftC G Y :A a sl0 a 3 1
1 12b27 & « ^ B S S 2 i r » ^ , . ™ « ® T p . 6 5 3 : # * | t j £ .  f t * ® * ,  I S A * ® .  The
WW3 reading is very improbable; the character^? is rare.
2 13a 6-9 SeeShiliu Jing “p  T’s i® :2 Guan 86b-87a |g | and prececding phrase 13b: » * * *
3 13a 31 Based on preceding phrases:
4 13b 1 Contrast with following
5 14a 26 Based on Jingfa $£ ^  2 Gtioci M  &  1 lb* 1 2 a r a b o v e .
6 14b 1 Based on Jingfa $ $  2 Guoci §SJ 10a, 12b ;ik fill A  above.
276
1.3 S  IE
3 i& IE
(1 4 b ) 10
■ ~ M R ® .
15
M R ® ,
20
25  15su 1
i s
E M l k i f l l l E ,
10
A M K S ® ,  
T l M M S E . ,
20  25
- m r ® ,  m a m a )
3 0  15b : 1
- M R ® ,  U y g u r *
5 10
h m m , i y g ® #
15 20
s y g - g ®
25  30
E M M I E ,  S I J & 5 E #
16a: 1 5
16 A ¥ P  P  D  , P P P P
10 15
15a 2-10 E  ^  W  U  M  IE  „ 7a M  :[x9]'; 19 ffi .JE ; 32-33 ®  .[x2]:
15b 1-3 M g ®  HXT :^  iy :iy g  YMG, CGY; 31 #
16a 3-5 [x3]:[x3]:]jjj n J E t  ®  HXT : g g ®  CF, CGY3; 6 P  : P  :g|J HXT,
CF, CGY4; 7-9 [x3] ;[x3]:g  ®  ffl HXT:#! E  ®  CF fltj | 3  CGY;
10 -fc : P 5; 15 as 15a 19 ; 19 j®C ;jg
1 15a 2-10 The structure o f the passage justifies this insertion.
2 15a 32 As note 1.
3 16a 3-5 CF reading based on 15b HU ^  -|!| ; no evidence given for HXT reading.
4 16a 6 CF reading based on 17b-18a ^  i | § ; no evidence given for HXT reading.
5 16a 10 As note 1.
2 7 7






15 2 0  25
3 0  17a: 1
17 B U S I E # .  I P * * * • & .
5 10
P P P P ,  p p p p - t n .
^ T K f f i t ,  R J E f i p - t f e .
2 0  25  30
17b : 1 5 10
± T * l f .  S i S ' e * .
15 2 0  2 5
# $ • # & * ? .  « t f e .  £ * # # ,  j f e t f c .
3 0  lS a :  1
i s  mzmz, r * 19& .
5 10
S * 4 f c « ,  S l P f c f t .  flf-t fe.
15 20
2 5  30
16a25 -tfc ; 31 -ffc : P  ; 32 ^  : P 2
16b 3 1$ : f |  : Jg  HXT; 5 -}&: $£; 9 fl;: j E; 10,25 as 16a25; 18 ® : gg; 31 :$|c CGY
17a2 ,n ,19asl6a25 ;3 -10 [x8 ]:[x8 ]:(y )P JiE # , H ^ ^ g t H X T ;  g f i  
$ r # ,  [ x 4 ] C F :- g J t# ,  00^ :14831669 ; 25?^
WW1, YMG: Jgg: f a  WW2&3: J® as ^  CGY; 28 ftW W 34: % ;  33 JL: P ’
17b 3 J f  WW3 M  M WW16; 7 : P  WW1 9 :Jg
18a 7 ®  :|g: PWW1; 21 M 'M !, 24 27jtWW2&3 :||t:^ W W l,H X T :||T L
1 17a 27 Chen Guying thinks that this h  shang is supefluous and should he omitted.
2 16a 32 Based on 15b above: ^  ^  ^
3 17a 3-10 HXT repeats the proceeding eight characters with no evidence given; CF is a conjecture based on
15a,15b:K-g$L
4 17a 28 j) l ,  &  ifc: See Guanzi ^  ^  30 Junchen sliang  ^  £  J l-  Ba >F SC M  -L  'n" (Zhao, Vol. I p. 398)
5 17a 33 Based on context: h ~f*.
6 17b 3 HXT and YMG1 read as meaning H*jk, distance, (Shuo Wen 2A $$■ , K  "tfc P- 37); HXT also
and YMG2 read as meaning sf? qian. to lead, (Yu Pian ^  : jj^ t ^  ife,).
7 18a 21 Meaning ^  cha, to be apart.
2 7 8
1.3 S J H
(1 8 b ) 1 8 b t 1 5
■ ft&Jtt.
10 15 2 0
25  3 0  35
^ ^ r « i b .  k * j£ ,  a .  s s f t m .
19 a : 1 5 10
19 t t ® .
15 20
25  3 0
19b : 1 5
S ! I 3 : T ^ £ .
10  15
2 0  25
30  35  2 0 a :  1
20 RZMfef i , XZM&W*
$ M » S .  M W # .
10 15
#? 13 #  (M f l * , S O H ^ f e .
20
m b * .
25 3 0  3 4  2 0 b : l  5
S S I f l W t t ,
10  15 20
18b 5 fjs ; 18 13 :{$ ; 32 $ r  :?)} 
19b 1 S ; : P ‘
20a 6 M 'M M HXT; 29, 31 5 t  :-p| 
20b 27 IE : IE :®C WW1
1 19b 1 Contrast o f j5j wen-wu outlined in 19a 13-34 above.
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r s i t u
2 1 a : l
2i T ^ E t U
10 15 20
f i f .  J P r W J & t f e .
25 30 2 1 b : 1
m m .  u r M E f c .  m m & m .  % z $ :
10
i t z n ,  y f m n ^ z m
15 20
M £ i E ,
25  30
J W 3 5 E 3 : l H f c .
2 2 a : 1 5
10  15 20
2 5  3 0  2 2 b :  1
5 10
15 20
* 4 1 *  f t ,  a O R » ± .
20b 27 jE  :IE :®C WW1
21a 22 jg: HXT, YMG :^ f  :^ f as ®  WW12
22a 1 H  :H  :Z1 CGY; 1 3 ^  M  ; 14 H  M  :$J WW1 M  °r 1M YMG1 ;
1 8 $  HXT, WW3 :#p 
22b 6
1 22b 2 Er Ya HE 1A Shi Gu gjjfj J l  10 f |  bin, Hit/H "til* "to obedient"
2 2 la 22 W W 23 & YMG think there should be a character before i*f ke\ WW2 suggests ^  xmg; WW3 makes no
suggestion; HXT and YMG suggest $£ wu as in 21a 28-9
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1-4
M  f t  4 ;fc jfc
( 22b)  25  2 3 su 1
23 * M 5 £ .
5 10 15
tg sa io ig^ i.  m&SLmm&'j:*
20
J I K H .
2 5  3 0  2 3b:  1
5£i^, £ B ± .  #a*^3E.
5 10 15 2 0
J S K E f t J U f e # .  K B * $ .
3 0  24sn 1 5  10
24 a s ® # .
15 2 0
± * f t a i M ,  e i f c u s y ^ f t ,
2 5  3 0
p p p p ,  f o z m m m .
35  2 4 b : 1 5  10
Hic^A. a#SL^, jifcMftra.
15 2 0
i f x ,  # b ± # ,
25  3 0  2 5 a :  1
25 9 B 1 K & ,  * B ± ,  ^ B I I ,
5 10
ftSMBU, ft/bBtr.
15 20  25
3 0  2 5 b : I  5
ftsaiBia. 4 ' fa ij ,  ft/ha®.
23a 1 ^  :fC M  M  CGY; 22 / \  \ / \  CF1
2 3 b 3 g : ^ » ; 1 7 f § : | f  :Pg TL:$lHXT;
24a7B:P;16^«;
24-27 [x4]; O: ^  j |  B I L  WW1, 2 & 3 : _ h T i t H  YMG'rO CGY;
3 1 ^  : l¥£t#WWI,YMG : ^TL :^fas ^  WW2 :p| WW3 ;J$ HXT: f |  CGY3
24b 1 ft ft P WW1 ; 5 #  #  ; 15 |gf :jjg ; 21 ^ WW3:9# :®WW2:'/'f CGY;
24 ®l : M ; 31 M  M  
25a 1 6 f t : P
1 23a 22 CF suggests that since there are five or seven 3^  r" the graph 7 \  Vttt, six, should be read as da, big.
2 24a24-27 It is supposed that there is something missing here. As can be seen there is disagreement as to what Chen
GlVmgteerts,aftM24a32:£SM3sg!i:T;®r, E « ,# )» *  8  Ifc i. UtlSfeH.
3 24a 31 WW1 misidentified the graph. It seems to be related to Jie, lit. to cut off an ox's horns, resolve.
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1.4
# 0 $ * « ,  J N F X t t f t ;
25  2 6 a : I
26 f t & B S ,  &/bBli!l.
5 10 15 2 0
± 5 f c f c e * * .  # B » # ,  ± T M ,  s ^ ^ a ,
25  30  2«b :  1
£ 3 & B ? K ,  f t / h B M .
5 10 15
i i e t ,  5 e j » » s i h
2 0  25
3 0  27a :  1 5
27 i s ,  j § # # r t ,  # 0 ; £ i £ ,  B ^ W W i
10 15
* & B ® t ,  £ * « • £ : .
2 0  25
/LKH. WAJ®.
3 0  2 7 b : 1
5 10
E £ ; J f U l I T f t m ,  I S I i ? .
15 2 0
± X g J & 3 f .  K B $ .
2 5  30  2 8 a : 1
28 i i E E ,  ± T * i 6 * # .  W S .
5 10
± t t j e .  m m m % .  % B f i .
15 2 0
E « M # ,  £ .
25  3 0  28b :  1
* * * a » P # t r * * £ 4 H l i .
2Sb 2 2 f f l M
2 6 b 9 ^ : ^ ; 2 2 ^ f : X
27a 3 jj£ :& : g  WW1 ; 2 4 ^ : ^ ;  :^1AHXT  
27b 1-2 #  ^ ‘.[x2] :[x2] WW1 :£- ^  HXT ; 3 g 2: P  ; 30 M  M M  HXT
28a 12 f f
26 P  
30:01
m ; 16& : P  : P  WW1 ; 18 | g  ;
□  :fll] WW2: M  HXT ; #  YMG2 : CGY; 29 Jgl4: P  : P  WW1 ; 
P  : P  WW1 :S H X T
1 27b 1-2 Based on 23b 27-9 m m * .
2 27b 3 Based on 23b 30- 24a 2 |£ .
3 28a 16 Based on 26a 5 - 7 ^ ^ ^
4 28a 29 & 30 Supplied from Jingfa $5. 6 Lun 52a 2-5
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1 .4 ; * : #
(28b) 5 10 15
2 0  25  30
A T ; f c ¥ .  j E G l Q t t ,  0 Z M A M ,
29 a:  1 5 10
29 m m m m m m f n n .
15 20  25
f A S -  W M .
3 0  2 9 b : 1 5
0 % 0 % z ,  n n w t i X T M .
10 15 20
UA±,  MW& . gfttt,
3 0  30 a :  1 5  10 15
so H B H M I M i J i f f l ,
A T  it  i t .
2 0  25  30  3 0 b :  1
a n t a p ,  3 E Z # i &  o
5 10 15
T T A T .
2 0  2 5
m .
3 0  3 1 a :  1 5 10
31 5 c  i f *  i F  I f f  T  *  < > .
15 20  25  30
P P P P P P P P P
28b 1513 YMGl2: P  WW2, HXT; 18 ^  :|9  HXT2; 21 ^  :^;29 : p^
29a 3 M M ;  15T 3: P ;  25 f t . X ,  33-34 [x2]:[x2]:jtfc3EWW2: S^H X T : $^C G Y ; 
29bl2^1:^.:^CGY; 18,26 gc:®[
30al9®;:3i;22^:J®;26ig;:g;:[x2]W W l ; 2 7 j } ; j }  j j j W W l  4JHXT;
29-30 [x2] :[x2] ^H XT ;‘gf3pCGY;
30b 10®  M ; 1 8 flf:P  ;2 7 ^ :^ ;2 8 fC |A
31a 2 $ 5 :® ;6 $ |: ; f t  :t® TL:Jf WW3; 21-2 fcXj): P?fj:^3fr HXT1: $ } £  HXT2; 
23-7 [x5]: [x5]: ®  ffi| M  4 - YMG2, CGY: ?c A  H  ^  HXT;
28-31 [x4]: [x4]; f t  %  A T  CF: flj Z 10 &  A  HXT: $ [  }g £  gj- CGY
1 28b 8 Li Xueqin says the character here looks more like ’j'C da than 7 \  liu though most editors read as / \  liu
MawattgduiBashtt 'Jmgfa: Da F m nj i  Qita p. 277; at 35b 16 the copyist has definitely written ^  da.
2 28b 15 shang and jf3,/a are opposites (reward/punish) just as ^  sheng and sha are (give life/kill).
3 29a 15 Based on 30b 14-15 et al. ^  “f'
4 30b 18 Based on 31b 15-19
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i.4 A #
3 1 b :  1 5 10
n i u B M s n n n c m p i t n .
15 20  25
3 2 a : 1 5 10
32 & & ,
15 20  25
30  32b :  1 5  10  15
P P ^ P P P P P P D S P H X T P M a t
20  25  3 3 a :  1
33 P I t A M ,  A T $ H .
5 10 15 20
* u J f c W X * I B a ± i f f 9 i i 3 r i i .  I J S A ^ ® ^ .
2 5  3 0  3 3 b : 1 5
3 & p p » » p p p p
10 15
i A T ,  ®ATJt*n£J3rH.
20  25  34a:  1
34 £ A T # ,  M B W f i i ,  f t a s s # ^ ,
5 10  15
3 1 b i P : P : ^ H X T : ^ C G Y ; 6 S : a : P W W l ;
7-12[x6]:tx6]:^tt*5]CF:^nH, HXT • ^  o 3E? AW®, A
TCGY; 14 P :P  :W HXT:||CGY; 15^ :P ; 18flf ; 2 6 ^ : ^ ; 2 7 ^ :|^  
32a 4 3®: ® ; &M :J£ :Jg TL : g  WW3; 11 ^  ; 30fJ  WW1, YMG: P ;
30 P : P : O  WW1, YMG1: A  HXT :jg[ CGY
32bl P :P:T H X T :® C G Y ;3-9[X7]:[x7]:tX8]W W l,Y M G :A T # , ® B  
M ^ i H X T ^ ) ^ ,  f t f A W 3 t ^ C G Y ; l l  P iP ^ H X T i'RCF^CG Y; 
14 T  HXT, YMG: P  CGY; 15 P : P : A  HXT: j t  CGY; 21 as 31 b 26;
22 P  :j&HXT :Jf CF :]g  CGY 
33a 6 X : W ; 18 £ :  £ :  P  WW1; 20 : B  ;
29-30 [x2] :[x2]:l£ |gH X T, CGY:® j |C F  
33b 1 ® : ® : P  WW1; 3-6 [x4] :[x4] : X 3 I  .  HXT ®  P ®  £  CF :3E
® C W ;24|g:|g:^H X T  






8 1 #  Ifff jt W i t ,
2 9  3 4 b :  1 5
P O ^ T S ^ T i l i .
1 0  15
® I i ¥ ± S S E ^ I ,
20  25
3 5a :  1 5
10 15 20 25
3 0  3 5 b :  1 5  10
$
< * # • »
15
^  o
34a 29-30 [x2] :[x2] :■§• f t  HXT :®[ IW W 2 , YMG2
34b 3 ®  HXT, CF‘: P  ::#  CGY; 6 I!] :fllj : P  WW1 ; 8 ^  :$g ;
9 i : i : ± W W l , Y M G 2; 14 ffi :jE ; 1 6 ®  : $
35a 14 ; 28 as 34b 8 ; 31 P  : P  . 1  HXT CGY
35b 1-2 [x2] :[x2] rJ?C T  HXT: f£  ■& CGY; 3-4 P® £  :P® 3E :[x3] WW1 ; 
8 ® : « ; 1 5 ^ W W 1 : P ;
16 WW1, CF :~X <y\> TL, YMG1 WW3, HXT, YMG23
1 34b 3 Ifif er, and, is inserted in keeping with the grammar o f  these phrases. Probable.
2 34b 9 The MS is in poor condition here but 3E wwig, king, seems more probable, see 35a 28-29 3E-
3 35b 16 WW1 & CF believe the MS has ^  da, great; TL and YMG1 agree but read as ^/\ liu, six. The other three
editions believe the MS has / \  da, great.
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1.5
* S f S B i £
( 3 5b )
20 25 30a: 1 5
36 ■ PS
10  15
20  25  3 0  3 6 b :  1
m a * .  m m * * .  J e n i f e r .  m a a .
5 10 15
A *  IMP, A * f l 9 « .  A A S U t l ,  A  A i m .
2 0  25
M M # ,  A J I 2 P S .
3 0  3 7 a : 1 5
37 A H I f f i H S .
10 15 2 0
g g i r & s s ^ w .  * ^ P s i r # i i £ i E ,
25  30  3 7 b : I  5
» ! ? # M H M M 2 - X '
10 15
Will A ,  jES0f&, XJ8M.  M S P
20  25  3 0  3 8 a :  1
38 $ » # * .  M # A ,  M # A ,  m m .
5 10 15 20
# 3 * A i f c ,  A S S # * ,  ifrZ  H ± | s | .
25 30
# » h £ .  u t k s a t , » r a — h .
3 8 b : 1 5  10
I l & S f t ,  i g J B f l H h
15 20
M W t : .
25 3 0  3 9 a : 1 5  10
39 * 0 * g f e .  & M , S K t : .
15 2 0  25
#HAf. 3(1 J« iff * J#, «***.
3 6 a 3 2 | | : P
36b 7 P  : P  : t l  HXT CGY; IS ^  :/L  ; 21 M l®
37a 6 [x  BL jM. CGY
37b 1 p  : P  :f$H X T :|§W W 2,C F ,C G Y ; 11, 20 BO : O ; 15 ^  : P '
38a 8 - #  : p | ; 15 4 .  : Z  M  CGY
39a 5 &  : f t  -M  ™ CGY; 6 f |  : f f  ; 24 ^  ; 26
1 37b 15 Supplied from 37b 27-30 f$| ^lj
1.5 m
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( 3 9a )  28  39b:1 5 10 15
* S S P P # J B * .  M % m & o
20 25
40a:  1 10
20 25 3 0
M # J ,  M A g f t
15
40b:  1 5 10
# P P P P ,  # & * * .
15  2 0
#  ’$ t  #$■ H ,
2 5  41a:  1 5
41 a a e i f t .  a * e t £ .  m m h a # .
10 15  20
m m # ,  m p i m m .  b i s m ,
25  3 0  4 1 b : 1
AS!l®tr, /jNS!l#S»g*i.
5 10 15
P P P P P P P P l t A .  M ^ P ,
2 0  25  30
a r o a .  s m x . A t t A n i n .  A A a m .
3 5  4 2 a :  1 5  10
42 ^ i W M i t m & a ,  a h m .
15 20  25
K a r a ,  kj*tj*. Iria^ # .
3 0  4 2 b : 1
IMST7fH, P P ^ P .
39a 28i
39b l-2 [x2]:[x2]:|ig IE H X T :^^W W 2,Y M G 2,C G Y :#1 M t t o  ' I ’CF;
3 #  : # : P  WW1; 4 M  : P  WW1:Jff YMG2 :-jlCGY;
5-6-tfi,. Jli:tfilJ®:[x2]WWl 
40a 7,15 H  :f f ;  10 11 jg  :jg  :j§ or CGY1; 21 A ;  23 gg : J § « ;
32 P  : P  :^H X T :*tC F: iLCGY 
40bl-3[x3]:[x3]:A  A #  HXT, CF, CGY; 14 : * ;
41b3-10[x8] :[x8] :[x5] WW1: [x7] Y M G .'A ®  A , A  f f  J
H f e C G Y ;1 6 P :P :® H X T ;3 0 ® :^
42a 16fBJ :) jy  (rJ (m is an extraneous insertion by thecop^ist)
42b 1-2 [x2] :[x2] flijijl HX T, CGY; 3 A  ^ : P  WW1; 4 P : P : A  HXT: A  CGY
41a21 as 40a 21 
M ^ H X T :




S £ B B B I ,
15 2 0
I I 3 1  + B S C .  S i ^ T B I E .
25  30  35
* £ ± 8 ^ ,  R - * £ g B / b A M « ,
4 3a:  1 5 10 15
43 4 £ 2 : * B ' b £ ^ r * f c .
20
A l t ,
25  3 0  4 3 b : 1 5
H ^ f i l i l ,  H ® : £ K .  » » £ & ,  B  £  S i,
10
A  £ ? ! - & .
15 2 0  25
3 0  44a:  1 5 10
44 ± * A K E ,  £ t B # * J t 0 r - S .
15 20
A # . ® : ^ ,  A Z W - & o
25 3 0  35MM^ m, I f M * .
4 4 b :  1 5
£ £ - # l P E f t A T l E .
10 15 2 0  25
H A ® .
3 0  3 5  4 5 a : 1
45 l! ]® J & S & :£ o  f f l Z ! A - ^ # 3 E .
42b 9 H  :M ; JOffi ; 14 A  : □  ; 15-19 H t t B l  WW31: 0 : 0  CGY;
2 0 | g W W 3 : P 2; 2 7 ± : O 3 
4 3 a l 4 ^ > ; / J \ ; 1 7 ® [ : g t : i [ .  M t P ^ & B  ®  i t ® , ®  CGY 
43b 1 J£  : g  : P  WW1; 2-3 1ft ^  :[x2] :[x2] WW1 ; A  ®  HX T; 15 T  : P  ;
1 7 i t : t t  :*fcHXTl;21 3 g ®  ;2 5 1 # : |#
44a 25 as 43b 21 ; 32 as 43b 25
44b 1-3 A  'H; f t  :3E &  #1 :[x3] WW1; 4 P  : P  :$ ( HXT : j t  or 3  CF :2.CGY; 
1 9 A : A :jR? HXT; 23 : |#  26 &  :Jg
1 42b 15-19 The MS only lists seven du, measures, though it states that there are eight. Some authors refer the
eight to what follows in 43a-b but the most sensible suggestion is that one is missing. The missing one can be
suppKedfromA/oa ^ ^ 4 F a r / ^ ^ p . 3 : 2 - 3 : ^ ^ ^ ^ .  M  U  M s  I E & B .
2 42b 20 Supplied from text above, note 1.
3 42b 26 This is supplied in common with the prececding ttei, 4 1 zliong and "p xia 42b 5-24
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1.5
(45a) 5 10 15
20 25
S R H M P M ,
30
M ® M f » l g § §
35 45b:  1 5
Pffl lEMP# P P W * ^ .
10 15
20 25 30
« & « & .  M A i t ,
46 a:  1
46 ^ ^ * P # # 0
5 10
15 20
Z M M f t l g M .  n i Z M t e '
25 30
35 46b: 1
i f l A ,
< r a g ? »
4 S a 2 A : S ';  13 ffi : t f ;  15 fg  ; 19 g j  $  ; 26 &  :J\, ;
30 H 3: | l  M  WW2 : £ §  YMG1 : gc YMG2 ; 35 MS :PH : P  WW1 
45b 3 P  : P  M  HXT, CGY; 5-6 [x2] :[x2]; j t  &  HXT M  P  CGY; 
9 %  YMG1 : J g ; 13, 22 #  :}g ; 23 £  :.£  : P  WW1 ;
25-26 %  j g  ; | f  j|§  :[x2] WW1 ; 34 P  : P  :gg HXT ^  CGY 
46a 7 : A ; 17 ^  WW3 WW2 : |§  YMG1 ;
18 ®  WW2 & 3 M  :g f YMG1 
46b 2-3 ^  | |  1$ :[x2] WW1 ; 5 S  : P  WW1
1 45a 2 Copyist's error.
2 45a 13 Copyist's error.
3 45a 30 ^5 d i read as d i which is a variant form of j}$ ti orj ^ All mean "fear". See Chen Guying, ad loc.
■ a ± # .  K M z n m .  « ❖  s l m m m .
20
P P  A d r i f t .
25 3 0  4 7 a : 1
47 T t A A f l S l A S # ,
5 10
15 20  25
' K & f t V i Z . t i L ,  T F M W s W Z . f o ,
30  35
4 7 b : 1 5
A I E W A .  P P P P .
10  15 20
25  3 0
P P O I R ^ D ^ .
3 5  48 a :  1 5
48 M * » Z t o .
10 15
20  25
A i E ^ A ,  H H A M l i t l l .
46b 12 P :P :3 tH X T  :# C F  : f f  CGY; 20-21 [x2] :[x2] HXT :%, g  CGY
47a 7-10 | f  l;[x4] ;[x4J WW1 ; 28, 33 §? ^  ; 35 ^  :P"
47b 1 A  : P J; 5-8 [x4] :[x4] HXT : J |  A  ®  S t CGY;
9-14 A  A  S!1 #  JS  # ’ [x6] :[x4] WW1 : nf ft] .  A  ±  #  H X T;
15-6 J |  j&5:[x2] :[x2] WW1; 23-25 8$ A  i f  :[x3] ;[x3] WW1 ;
26-28 [x3] ;[x3] / f t  f t  HXT ;OCGY; 31 / f 6: / f  :P WW1 ft!J HXT;
32 P  : P  :#E HXT CGY; 34 : P
48a 1-10 f t  M W j W 2 . l t ,  I ! 1 ^ 8:[x10] ;[x9]^W W 1 ;
14 W  *  W
1 47a 7-10 The readings are supplied from within the section. HXTs reading of 47b 5-14,26-28 is speculative.
2 47a 35 Supplied in contrast to pfcj 47a 30
3 47b 1 Supplied from 48a 20 / \ ,  jH-
4 47b 9-14 Supplied in contrast to 47a 26-3 l^c5^. fill
5 47b 15-6 Supplied from 47a 33-34 5  itfe-
6 47b 31 Based on contrast with 47a 5-13
7 47b 34 Supplied from 47a 15-19 j& f t  f t  £
8 48a 1-10 Based on contrast with 47a 26-35 fll| ^  fljj gjk £f\
9 48a 14 redundant Copyist's error.
A m - ,  M H j g z : ,  j g A i E ,
10 15 20
t f P n Q D D P P ^ t i ^ Q P ^ .
25  3 0  4 9 * ; 1  5 10
49 jaatgft. u p p p p p p p p p p
15 2 0  25
A ^ - m .  A m - ^ W H .
30  3 5  4 9b :  1
H f a t f P a A ,  K £ f H &
5 10
m w # ,  m.ztg - t n .
15 20  25
3 0  35  50a:  I
so A W H t y j g A ,
5 10 15
P P P P P P P P ^ t r K f t A i E ,
2 0  25  3 0
S i J E B f W J f ,  S & M ® ,  I J I - f t t ® .
35  5 0 b :  1
A S A j E W W ' b ^ .
48a 33 H ’: P  :PW W 1
48b 1 P ; 2-3 “  , 3 t l | : [x3] WWI ; 11 -17 [x7]: [x7]: [x6] WW1: &
^ A ® E ® H X T ; [ x 5 ] H ® C F :« jK - E g @ ,  |® H @ C G Y ;
22-3[x2]:[x2].[x3]WWl :H J ® H X T :* |# C G Y ;2 5 j |i : iK ;3 0 j |: | | ; 3 1 ^ :  '£  
4 9 a l- lO [x lO ] :[x lO ] :S 0 ^ A ttH , H ^ S J W H .H X T l :  MUH A f f i S I ,
i& W °r
^ ^ 5 E M ;^ ^ : ^ C G Y 3; 3 5 - 7 ^ ^ : ^ 4:[x3]:[x3]WW1 
49b 1 ■&':P ;2-5 J3 H  Sfefg5:[x4]:[x4] WWI; 6 J E : P  WWI ;2 4 ff :{ =  :{&CGY 
S0a3-10[x8] :[x8] ffi K  H!|CF:
f f i K S #  CGY; 11 A 5: P ; 34-5 A  IE’ [x2]: [x2] WWI 
50b 1-4 \>A f f  -fc Sfe*: [x4]: [x3] WW1 -fc ?&HXT
1 48a 33 Supplied from 49b 27-30 Wf —-
2 48b 1 Supplied from 49b 32-33 .
3 49a 1-10 CGVs first proposal based onXittyu I Daoji 3^  ^  p. 1 :^  ^  4j' M  3&T 2&T &  *he second on
Huamanzi 1 YuanDao M j f l  f l ip . W Z . 1 £ $ E ,
4 49a 35-37 & 49b 1 Supplied from contrast with following USf £  | §  and fi=f £  | §  4fe»-
5 49b 2-5 Based on contrast with 0  rt\ sun, and si, death, in adjacent phrases.
6 50a 11 Supplied from 48a 29 where ^  tiart, heaven, is also the subject of the verb ^ J ia n ,  to affirm.
7 50a 34-35 Supplied from 48b 3-5 j|f| j \ .  jE.
8 50b 1-4 Supplied from 48b 6-8 ifx -fc jj£;.
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1.6 m
(5 0b)  5 10
MBtiE#, 3 i Z i tifco
20
25 30
M M .  M f t i & .
35  51a :  1
51 i f t # ,
p p .  p p p p p .
10 15 20
P P f ,  
jlfc £  W -fc  t f e .
3 0
35  5 1 b :  1 5
t j # p p p p t s £ a .
10
m z m & m z n .
15 20
25 30
a * ® .
35  52a:  1 5
52 a s j R # & # i f c ,  n f t t i L
50b 13 jj£ :i® : P  WWI ; 26 %.  : P  ; 30 f t
51a 3-11 [ x 9 ] : [ x 9 ] : a ^ . K l E l i ^ H f f i S i 2 'H X T : J l i i E ^ ,  ^ . Z  
lllo  W  %'  CGY; 37 P  :^ f  HXT’: -g- YMG, CF, CGY ;
38 P  : P  HXT, YMG 
51b 1-2 [x2] :[x2] f t  HXT 
12 P  - P  : j f  HXT, YMG
M  WW2, CF, CGY
i t  #  YMG, CGY ; Jt- j f  CF ;
Jig WW2, CF, CGY2
52a 8 : P  : P  WWI :-f=r HXT3
1 51a 37 HXTs text here reads as tfa YMG reads j f  # ; C F  reads
at-
2 51b 12 WW3 (p. 54 note 70) says that from the MS it seems the character written was Jl§f shun, follow, rather than
dao, the way. See also Guanzi 30 Junchen shang 5ff j§  JL p. 133a: Jl§f J§| |fij yfv ^  f|§ j^ T.









j » £ i E ,  I E £ »
25 30 35
m m .  m m w
5 15 20
25
» » ¥ .  ¥mm, mmm.
4 0  5 2 b :  1
10
M i H .  *  lii ^  ?c  ife ; £  ® ,
3 0  53a:  1
5 10 15 20
25  3 0  53b:  1
5 10 15
20  25
A®. —s « .  n s » ,  HH».
3 0  5 4 a : 1
E H # ,  5 . 0 ® .  A B f t .
5  10 15
2 0  2 5  30
K r U M M S l ;  f l l f l l A & M ^ P ,
5 4 b :  1 10
-Ev raj\ t=i o
15
A  ®  I S  SO I
52a 9-12 ®  ®  M  , J £ ' : [ x 4 ]  :[x4 ]  WWI i t  : f  B | HXT ; 14,15 *  M  ;
18 iE  ; 3 9 ® : ®  : P  WWI ; 40 j | ’ P  
52b 23 P  : P  :^ H X T :^ )C F :M C G Y ;2 4 j^ : :5i :P w W l :ii |H X T ; 
3 1 ® : ®
53a 9 P  : P  :j£  HXT : £  CF : f f  CGY; 15 %; 16 $  :$ j ; 34 ®  : P  : Z  TL
53b 4 fif :fgf ; 10 H  :)g  ; 17 as 52b 31; 26 ®J ; 29 $$ M  M  o r ^  CGY
54a 27 as 53b 29 ; 31 j g  :jj$  ; 34 P  :ig  HXT CF, CGY
54b 10 ®  :®  : P  WWI ; 12 g? ; 15 as 52b 31
1 52a 9-12 Supplied from Shangjunshu jpf l!? 4 Qu Qiang ^  p. 1104c: 4^ iffi, i$t 15 «








25 3 0  55b:  1 5
10 15
T ^ a » ± ,
20  25
3 0  5 6 a :  1 5
56 WZMm,  M f i i .
10 15 20  25
RtkZMM, MZBrte. M Z £ B ,  £ B # £ o
30
I M 1 ,  J U f i H a « £ .
3 5  56 b :  1 5
3 t # 7 K A d i ,  ^ £ f ^ A # S o
10 15
M M f i m M Z ,  W ? c T « l i
20  25
& ( » & ! * £ : £ ,  f l U A T f P .
30  5 7 k  1 5 10
57 g  f t  t t  JK JO £ .  g f t ^ t t J B B I f f .
15 20
f & g l E - t e .  I l S i l .
25  3 0  5 7b :  1
=  g  i ?  Mil *  &  1 f  A M  = F * & .
5 10
' f i r S ^ S ,  # I S 5 f e A .  ^  Bn ^
54b 25 £  —  S ' ;  26 : Z  -M. WWI ; $  I'fif
55a 1 f t  : f t  f f  as CGY; 3 Jg ; f t3; 27 ®  i f t  ; 32-3 ftj ^  :[x2] :[x2] WWI 
56a 5-6 H  : O 4; 14 Jig : 0  ; 31 ffif :f#  ; 37 ^  :fg  ; 38 A  
56b as 56a 35
57a 1 f t  :y f  U  P  : #  ; #  CGY; 12 M  \ 30 I f  :Rf ; 33 A  : □
1 54b 25 —■ 0  are extraneous. Copyist's error.
2 54b 28 and 'J® are both in rhyme group 26 7 c  fjft with initial j§£. (Chen Fuhua & He Jiuying, p. 300-1)
3 55a 3 Guanzi 38 Bai Xin ^  *&»: it f  4a Q  JSjf(Wang Niansun’s emmendation 3* ^  ^ )  (Zhao, Vol. 2 p. 24)
4 56a 5-6 On basis o f following 4£  @9 this phrase should be repeated here. Likewise for J$| as contrasted with
5 57a 1 yfv btt, not, is extraneous. Copyist’s error.
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1.7 t l S f
7 t r U
(57b) 15 20
— 0  flo M  A  M, M  w . ,
5 * » : 1 5  10
58 * $ • # ■ £ .
15 20  25
3 0  35  5 8 b : I
- S B t H E t i f ,  I S S l i .
5 10±.n%&, t m j h .
15 2 0
t t f t l S f g U * # # ,  J E .
25 3 0  59a:  1 5
5 9  mm, mn, a  a h .
10
j l f c H # .  i t s i x f i .
15 20  25  3 0
^  a  w  i f  j s  msi& #  ® i , f f l s i ® ® * ® #
5 9 b : 1 5
* £ * » .  ufft**-. 5 e » - » .
10 15
2 0  2 5  30
5 7 b 2 4 # : f l K
58a 1, 18, 29 as 57b 24; 15-16 2. S t  ■’Z. S :0 CGY; 20 g |  : ? g ;
28-29 flff i f : ®  i f  :Z M CGY; 35 g  : P ‘
5 8 b l ^ ; ^ : P  WWI, H . ; 4, 8 g |  :&  ; 12 ?$ : '$ ;  17 H  ; | f ; 25 8fc :Jfc 
27,(®2:M  :jfr CGY; 28 f#  : flf :f$  CGY 
59a 18, 27 I f  : #
1 58a 35 Supplied from 59a 11-14: Jjt §
2 58b 27 A form o f  passport or tally, considered unreliable and held in low esteem. See Honshu & i t r  64B Zhong
Jun Zhuan « . * « 2 p , 2 8 l 9 - 2 0 : » ! 5 6 ^ S # | .  S J W .  & « « ,  m
Hf "o' • The guardian o f the gate gave Jun a piece of silk. Jun asked, "What is this for?" The guardian
said, "For your return. When you come back you can match it as a tally."
i.7 t r U
(59b) 60*1 5
60 M 9 & 9 .
10 15
£ » A P .
20  25
£ M & $ .
30  6 0b :  1 5
Ai t BRK,  * » A .  ! ! * ¥ ,  M W H U M .
10 15 20
25  3 0
61  h: 1 5  10
61 T  B  W i i  l"F-&  f  A #  n .
15 20
i c A M ^ t g ^ ,  & * a » W .  f i t l M .
25  3 0  6 1 b :  1 5
* * * # .  ^ S t r ± .  MMA ± ? f t ,  i B f f l l
10 15
m m , 5 e # * s .
2 0  25
a S ;  -  B jg ?  £ .  I H * E ± .
3 0  6 2 *  1 5 10
62 H H * E E » j t £ .  m B m m f e z m m
15 2 0  25
s a s ^ i t i K i n .  * B £ 5 a * e t # .
3 0  35
M R M M .
6 2 b : 1 5 10 15
Z 1 B » I R R .  H E M
20
295
60a  16 P  : P  :j E  TL, HXT, YMG1 : A  WW3, CGY; 22 J |  : P  ; 30 i £  M
60b 2 $  : jg  ; 13 ®  WW3, YMG1 : $  YMG2, CF1
61a 10 P  : P  : t  HXT ■& CF CGY; 23-4 j& f l |  :3H | §  CGY
6 1 b  21 j ® : i g
62a  1 M  WW32: P  :£ .  HXT . #  CGY; 20 g  : f g  ; 28 $} 29 A  O ; 36 H  : P
62b  6 ^  : &  &
1 60b 13 Shuo Yuan 16 Tart'Congfjfc ;fj| #39 p.
2 62a 1 WW3 gives no justification for this reading.
3 62a 28 Kailgren,1923 p. 48, lists ^  and in the same section reading the former as p$u9t, the latter as p ' f t y
296
1.7 t | &
(62b) 22
23  30  6 3 * :  1
63 | * J f t 8 # ! ! £ : * ,  J h f t W J u a : # ,
5 10 15 20
wiifcWB.
25  3 0  35  6 3 b :  1
5 10 15
J U f t f t B .  l f t H - S .
2 0  25  64a:  1
64 - A « ± .  # B g c 3 f e .  « * # « .  i H S i l .
5 10
B t f J E .  Jl fcBHB.
15
H e 3 s
2 0  25  3 0
- H # e a » . - B f f i K B .  H B B * t l t .  jlfcBHefl.
6 4 b :  1 5  10
15 2 0
Bfc — B £ ? ! l # .  S  —  W ^ : ® .
3 0  65a :  1 5
65 f k t f ,  J S L « ® R ,  R t i f f l .
10  15
± » 3 £ J & .  T M ¥ » .
2 0  25
IS t f t l .
3 0  6 5 b : 1
WBJffFtrlT, P P M .  < triH>
62b 23 i f  :$£
63a 2 * » &  as 62a 28 ; 10 i jf  :jg  ; 24 as 62b 23 ; 29-30 fjg ;£  :[x2]
6 3 b 3 M Y M G l ' : P ; 6 ® : ^ 2; 7 # : ^ ; 1 5 a s 6 2 b 2 3 ; 1 7 A : A i ;
64a 2 H  :fg  ; 13 j |  $ ! •  ; 34-5 H  :[x2]
64b 1 ^;3:P  ; 3 T -P  i 4 :P  ; 11 ^  ; 2 8 | f  :? f  as 58b 27
65a 3 £ .  : g  M  CGY; 33-4 [x2] :[x2] :Jfc £  HXT : #  / | g  / 1 ;  CF4
1 63b 3 Shift ill fB 87 L i Si Zhuan 3j5 ^ p. 2550: « * u «t* is z. m, «■r  u ±. if z  m.
2 63b 6 WW3 p. 56 note 90 says that sui is often used for ^ z h u  in the recently discovered Silk Zhou Yi.
3 64b 1 ,3 ,4  Based on 64b 1 1 -1 5 ^  —  ® ^




(65b) 5 10 15
20
w b j w s . a
25 6 6 a :  1 5
66 0  J ! M J S W $ c , A i i £ M .
10  15 20
— © J M j f t ,  3 z 0 t l Z M . & .
25  3 0  6 6 b : 1
HBfM,  f t S ^ ,  POP.
5 10 15
- Z - M ,  - £ — * ,  r a B f t j E .
20  25
A * £ a i & .
3 0  67a:  1
67
5 10
i J l M X ,  i E W S S ^ i
15 2 0
3 f r ^ A ,  £ J 5 A $ . >  A f i l f t .
25  3 0  35 6 7 b :  1
J BHU3*.  a i g j f t ,  i t t M f c ,  A U S S ^ o
5 10  15
A 2 . i t ,  b a $ & ± .  i t m f f l ® : .
2 0  25
S L ^ B t r .
3 0  6 8 a : 1 5
68 & ; g # A ,  t » I t ,  ^ f S A # ,  * « i J K A ,
10 15 20
M M M * .  • t S r H & j f c .
t f ^ a m .  & w x m .
6Sb 23 M  ■■&; 28 M  M
6 6 » 2 2 © :^ f^ F ;2 8 ^ ;:^ ;3 3 -4 [x 2 ]:[x 2 ] :|g@ H X T : A  i t  £ .  CGY
66bl PW W3 :P  :[x2]WWl:MS;HXT:S&CGY; 14 ■§£: £-; 18 A': P ; 28 *
67a 2 M  LDH :® |; 34 glj HXT, CF, CGY2: P ; 35*E HXT, CF, CGY3: P
67b 2 f g  ^  HXT, CGY; 17|fj :®C; 20 H  : ^ : P  WWI; 28 #  CGY
68a25j§j{:(g
1 66b 18 Supplied from 67a 19-23 :_A* S  ill- Mansvett Beck reads as ^  tian, heaven,
2 67a 34 Based on structure of preceding plirases: MO S  M!) J$(I, MO 5E-
3 67a 35 Based on 67a 7-10 jj§ jfo
(68a) 30 35 68b:l 5
10 15
2 0  25  30
M & E M ,
6 9 a : 1 5  10
69 l i f t ,  # t r # S M H .
15 2 0
® % 0 Z M 3 z M Z m M ,
25  3 0  35  6 9 b : 1
# £ : »  m M Z B r t e *
5 10 15
20
t t ,  1  =  ^ ,
25  3 0  7 0 a : 1
70 £ f S W i i .
« § & $ ! »
68b 1 %  W W 3':P  HXT : | f  CGY; 2 fiE LDH^IE 3 jfe : f e  ;
6 Jg  YMG:g, :g j WWI :j£  TL, WW2, WW3, CGY3 
69a 16 |g  :J§
69b 16 H  :$g ; 19 j l  or $  CGY
1 68b 1 G u a iiz i^  ^ 4 2  Shi H  ^  ^  ^  (§E ) (Zhao V d ^  p. 76).
2  68b 2  As note one above where i s  to be read as 6E  See also Guoyu IB b&_21 Yueyu xia j ^ f ^ T  P-650:
w m £ *  x m m M ,  m & x m .
3 68b 6 E rY a  i t S 2 5 A i r o n f f i r i i j g a g ) ,  sa™  »% »»&;£ i2 A P. 251
■ M .  »  f t  : £  8  t f c .
15 2 0  25
3 0  7 0 b : 1 5
^ f i t .
10 15
M j & B t Z *  h # .  H W  *  nf Bt  tfe o
2 0  25
M t j f t f t S l f t # ,  f f W ^ W t H .
30  71a:  1 5 10
71 j& &  f t  : £ * ! • # ,  i i i w ^ n r - f c m .
15 2 0
t f W S B # .
# « # .  I # * * * .
3 0  7 t b : 1 5 10
Wfti&P, I S S I ,
15 20
25  30
72 a :  1 5  10
7 2  mu mm,
15  20
3 0  7 2 b : l
t t£HWPPP.
5 10
70a 31 F ^ ':P
7 1a 6 ff i : jJo # 2;110: ! [ f t l fQ i^ ;3 3  P : P : £ H X T ,C G Y  
71b5^f£ : i [ ;  1 4 $ £ : #
72a 3^L D H 4:T:fiaCGY; S^LD H 5:® ; 18,23 34P :P :#H X T :® [C G Y
72b 1-2 [x2] :[x2] f t  HXT t g  CGY; 3 ^  :Jj§
1 70a 31 Based on 70b 18-23 £  f t  | f
2 71 a 6  Erased character is a partly formed pf ke.
3 71a 11 i& M  Copyist's error.
4  72a 3 ~{7 jsa, below, makes no sense here. bit, not, fits in with the negative language o f the adjacent phrases.




2 0  25
3 0  73* :  1 5  10
73 m m # ,  m t m m z
15 20  25
3 0  73b:  1
i i K ' S P D P .
5 10
15 20
*  H  ffl #  u .m
25  3 0  74 a :  1
74 i £ # ,  W 2 . # t k .  E # ,  ■ # £ £ § - & .
5 10
15 20
E M f a ,  n m m m z t e & .
25  30
^ T t » ,
3 5  7 4 b : l  5
£ a n m % $ z m z m z ,
10  15
20
A # m & .  u m m z *
25  30
72b 14 ffiv /W 3  :-Y WW2; 15 ^  :JE3YMG2 ; 20 $  \%  :|§  WW2 : 
j i t  HXT ^  as ^  YMG1; 22 jp$ WW3 : f |  :K  WW2 :g$ HXT, YMG 
73a 1 #  ; 2 fife :$lfc CGY; 33 P  : P  : R  HXT : g  WW2, YMG, CGY
73b 1-2 [x2] :[x2] JJ- HXT :]$. •{£ WW2, YMG, CGV;
8 g  YMG alternative:^ : Jg WW2 & 35; 23 
74a 6, 15 as 73b 23 ; 10 §  ; 34-5 [x2] :[x2]: jE  I f  HXT M #  CGY
7 4 b 3 & : j R ; 1 5  .& :$■
1 73a 25 •&>«. CGY says this character should be omitted and replaced by a comma.
2 72b 14 cui, to put hot metal into water.
3 72b 15 YMG supposes 1|£ sfii to be a copyist’s error for si.
4 73b 1-2 Here and above (73a33) YMG’s suggestion is based on 72a 9-12 ffll M  ■




7 5  a: 1 5 10
75 £ M % a .
15 2 0
n t ^ M ,
2 5  3 0  7 5 b : 1
5 10  15 2 0
s i e j I m s ,  t e n ® * ,  w c m m m z m .
25  3 0  76a:  I
76
5 10 15i a m z m m .  t m w z m g ,  M m z ^ m s m m ^
20  25  3 0  7 6 b : 1 5
M i n t #  x M n a ,  j $ m % M Z M '
10  15
20  25 30
77a:  1 5
77
10 15 20
2 5  3 0
i .
7 7 b : 1 5 10
f i i t n n .  m « .
15 2 0
M & g t i ,  m ^ M Z o
< « £ >
7Sa 4 a :a ^ ; 5 ^ . :^ ; 9 ^ ; :®
75b 1 -til HXT, YMG1: P ; 8,12 | l  ; 13 as 75a 5; 19as 75a 9; 30 j g  :%f
76a3^:f:;5,10g|:PS;8#:|nl;16i?:Si;32P:P:^iHXT:®CF:jECGY  
76bl P  : P  :iJtH X T :l[C F:3iC G Y ; 18-^ ^ ^ H X T '^ O ^ W W S  :JPJ 
77a 2 ’$  : ? t ; 9-10 ^  H
77b 1-2[x2] :[x2] ^ H X T :& M CF,CGY; 141%:#}
1 75b 1 The flow o f the sentence makes -fyye  very plausible.
2 75b 30 ^  cai as an error for -?§./«, blessing. As also 74b 15
3 76b 18 WW1, TL & YMG punctuate after £ :  wang (67b 19); WW3, HXT & CGY after f a  fa.
4 77a 9-10 WW3 also reads J|r/M as a noun, plan, policy, in which case the order State plan, may be retained.
78 ^  ^f  W l / K
10 20
2 5  30
S & H f H .
f - * .  
£ # # # ,
78 b :  1 5
10 15 20
25 30





0  - MM - f t IM H ” 0  M Zfj,
20 25 30 35
3EL
P I A M I S ,  M A A W .  ■»351 S A g i & g i R .
7 9 b :  1 10 15
p m ® ,  f t  d i n .  z f c ^ ® ,
20 25 3 0
80
» .  S f K I R T ' t ,
8 0 a :  1 5  10  15
M S P P P P P P P P ? E .  » f i t * P ,
20  25 3 0
< Z U >
7 8 a 6 f f  rjf W 2 & 3 2; 9 #  :flj :ffl WW3; 13 ( |  WW2 & 3 :^, :;fg HXT;
16 -ft ;H  WW2; 33 ®  M  'M  CGY 
78b 25 P  : P  :$§ WW2, CGY : flff HXT ; 27 0g
79a 9 g  :JJ HXT, CF ; 19 ^  :0  ; 24 : O CGY; 2 5 M  -M $ %  HXT;
35 & : P 3; 36 P  :P  :j£HXT, CGY :Jg CF 
79b 1 M M W  CGY; 10 jfc :P i  21 g  :R; 28 i t  :ffc; 32 ® 5. R  WW2
80a 2 g  :<§; CGY; 4-11 [x8] :[x8];® j*  A  &  & ®  Si ^  HXT :]fi g
A  M. CGY; 16 p  ;P  ; t:  HXT : A  CGY;18 ^  M  \ 32 P  ; P  ;®  WW1S
1 79b 6-18 CGY believes this passage is a copyist’s error and should be excluded.
2 78a 5 Guqyu [§£{ 18 Chttyu xia fjf  "p ft 1 note 16 Wei Zhao ^  writes $ ( ,  (p. 561)
3 79a 35 jjj supplied from 79b 12.
4 79b 10 supplied from 79a 32.
5 79b 32 :Chen Fuhua & He Jiuying, Guyim Tongxiao: f|§ ^  pp. 279-80 for both and , which rhyme.
6 80a 32 This reading is based on 79b 13-15 jvt'fl* HXT docs not recognize 78a-80a as a separate chapter but
considers it part o f Guan. He joins this line to the opening o f Guan with If!? ^  yL  flff . . . .
A » f l B » .
30
35  81b:l 5 10
PPPPPH,Ai&BJ£WR£.
M M ,  & M I B .
2 0  25
3 0  82a: 1
82
5 10
PPPP,  PPPP  
IM SATIE.
20  25
S J f £ £ R # ,  S i l t ,  S ^ f a ?
80b 1-2[x3]:[x3]:» : ||'$ H X T ;6 ^  :Jt; 11 $ £ :@ ;24^  :#L;25 #W W 3 :^.
81a3-n [x9]:[x9]:^ 2 ,, M W Z ,  IS HXT; SB # 1 P  J i l t  flB
l t j lM C F : ; £ # f |§ S B # ,  A2.^Jflf!|CGY;12|!|W W 2& 3:P:gHXT; 
13 |g  :•£; 15-6 SB ^ : 10 ^  :j k  SB HXT; 17 § |  WW2 & 3 J l : U  WW1, YMGl; 
33-5 [x3] :[x3] A  HXT:® IE Z  CGY
81b l-2[x2] :[x2] ^ ^ S fe H X T :*  MCGY; 1 6 ^ : ^ ;
23-25 %. '& #S ■.% %. |®:[x3] W W I26 Zx : #  Z  
82a 3 ^ a3: P : P  WW1, TL; 4-7 [x4]: [x4] H jg ^ U f lJ  WW2, YMG, CGY: A  ®  1 ) 
® H X T;8-11 [x4]: [x4]: A  SB HXTM W Z W  WW2,YMG, CGY:A  
^  Z  Z,  CF, CGY4; 15 T - T ; 17-20 ®  f t  Z .  ® :®  f t  Z © : O CGY3
1 80b 17-18 CGY puts a comma here and reads ^  shun as a verb, hence "to decree rules for the people".
2 80b 20-21 WW3 punctuation adopted. All other editions read Hi! ® .
3 82a 3 Based on 81b 11-14
4 82a 4-20 CGY namfere Ihus, ®  £  Z  fflI,  W f r Z f f i  . t U ^ T E .
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II. 2  | |
( 82a)  3 0  35 8 2 b : 1 5
# 3 ? h . i f S D P P p p p s - s ,
10 15 20
2 5  3 0  83a:  1
5 10 15 20
P P P P P P P P P P P P P H K f t H r .
2 5  3 0  35  8 3 b :  1
5 10 15 2 0
f t t t M ,  S M f f i j f t .
2 5  3 0  84 a :  1
84 T # s m ,  f i F ^ r P P
5 10 15
P P O D P P P P I f t t l i t M ,
2 0  25
3 0  8 4 b :  1 5
10 15
& & ' £ * J t J R .
20
25  30
82a 32-33 P\VW1 :Vl’MCGY; 34-5 [x2]:[x2]: A  2.HXT:^ J%CGY
82b 1 -4 [x4]: [x4] : j f  I P S  fl| HXT :%g %g %  ^  CGY; 7 ® : B : g j YMG, CF;
27#IJ :^IJ:PWW1
83a2-3EB© :^H P:#Eg® H X T;4-16[xl3]:[xl3]:^l^^r^, B f H
W>, j t ^ .  @
M Z f f  CGY2; 35 P :P  :O TL,Y M G :2lHXT: J f  CGY 
83b 1-2[x2]:[x2]:J* O HXT Jk^CGY;8 jjc: :PWW1; 9 # : # :  ti|WW3:
33-4 Bf ^  :R$ B? CGY
8 4 a l - 1 0 [ x l 0 ] : [ x l 0 ] : A i t S W ^ ; ^ f f l^ H X T : # H # M ' S « t t B M
CGY; CGY; 1 8 , 2 0 $ } ; 2 2 , 2 4 ^ W W 3 :# ;23:#:=#;
8 4 b l $ 3: P
1 84b 10-12 HXT places comma after the second ^  gtti rather than after l& ye.
2 83a 15-16 The two last characters might be 0  ^  as in Guoyti § 3 ^ 2 1  Yueya xia | ) |  ^  "f* p. 653 - . B M W
3 84b 1 Based on 84a 30
305
( 84b)  8 5 . :  1





P P P P B t f ,  JJr
25  3 0  8 5 b :  1
S t t S # ' .  H C P S M # .  f f i M M Z f c .
5 10 15
* * * < # .  W I E A W f f l f l ® .
20
$ 1 % ^ :  4^ IftJ o
25  30
84 a :  1 5 10
86 T E S S A S .
15  2 0
3 0  3 5  8 6 b :  1
m & p & m .
5  10 15 20
M m m ,
87 a :  1 5
15
j f e & t t t t R S A # ,
B H R # ± S .
10
j l S S A t f  i
20
f M L R # .
25  30  87b:  1
m i i i s a x i ,  & x m m .
5 10 15
S E A T ,  A B W J & Z .
85a l-2[x2] :[x2] : $!t HXT: j!j£PCF:jjjjr CGY; 7-10 [x4]WW3 :[x4] :[x5] WW1, 
T L .Y M G ^tftlM B f HXT C F : J | | | . g ,  ^ ^ C lg C G Y ;
23 J f :1 |;2 5  -ft: ?  - g :®  - g HXT ; 3 0 ^ ; 3 2 0 f :P ;
85b6 j§| CGY:®; 8 j||C G Y :|g  ;31 f t  M : £  WW1, CGY
86a 5 :}S; 1 0 ^ : » ;  11 ^  :*; 1 4 & : f | ; 35 P ; P  :JPJ HXT :jgC F  M  CGY
86b lOj&LDH2:^ ' # H X T  : f l  CGY; 16$] LDH(phonetieloan):^J 25
87a 3 as 86b 10; 5 j |  M  WW2, Y M G 1; 7 :5£3;14^g rfe :g W W 3 , YMG:
JS  or ®  CGY; 29*g HXT : J t  CGY; 32 7 j  P ; 87b 2 M  M
1 85a23-24 All editions punctuate after -f|;. This disturbs the length ofthe phrases and forms a strange term: "night qi?
2 86b 10 & 87a 3 see p.275 note 1 o f this edition: Gtto Ci |§f ^  12b 27.
3 87a7R sad^as'(^asinG «oyw 21 WciZhao:*£t
4 87a 29 Guoytt 21 Yueyu xia ^  T v 3 l  f e  i t  Ifc (p- 646); Shuo Wen^  jfc 7A (p. 144).
5 87a 32 Based on 88a 28 J5
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n .2 m
(8 7b) 20 25
akj& a .
8 8 a : 1 5  10
as R H $ i f e £ « i { f c .
15 20  25
30  8 8 b :  1
i f c & P £ .
10 15 2 0
R R f t l l  1 9 ? $ X .
2 5  89a:  1 5
89 IE £  life ffil,
10 15
E M W X m ,  S R t f t t f t .
20
25  3 0  8 9 b :  1
A j t e s e ,  m o w m .
M M ,  i a ^ * .
10 15
2 0  25
« f g ,  R ^ r a ® .
3 0  9 0 a :  1 5
90 S A J E i i t ^ A ,  9 m m A .
10
S A f i ,  H £ W § r .
20  25
n m ^ m .  s s r » .  < m >
88a 2 M - M ' M  WW21; 5 &B :8B :|H  WW2 alt; 8 &  M  CGY; 11 M  : A  ;
1 3 ^ t : i f t ;1 8 ^ > : f l ;1 9 S :$ . ;2 5 ) f  ; 2 9 ^ : f | ; 3 1  A : # : P W W 1 ;
32 P :  Q M  HXT: J J  CGY 
88b 12 as 88a 5; 15 as 88a 2; 21 as 88a 11; 26 : j i ; 28 as 88a 18; 29 as 88a 19 
89a 1 0 X :W ; 89b 19g  WW3, YMG:A - M HXT:$fcCGY;30| f  : #
90a l l | f  LDHJ:* : i rC G Y ; 1 2 H f L D H :^ # :^ R C G Y
1 88a 2 & 88b 15 Both Joyin g  and Htf vmg have the sense o f being full or expanding. The reading ]§£ WW2 alt. is
also found in the preceding 85a 3, p. 305 o f this edition though not indicated in the apparatus.
2 90a 11 See 58b 27 note
3 90a 1 2 n . 8 ^ ^  117b 11-13 (p. 5 0 )reads This is used to amend the present text.
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n.3 5f£ IE
+  3 H I E
90 b ;  1 5
10 15
2 0  25  30
»B.  & & )8*-# .  *WiEK, A.
9 1 a i  I 5
91 J 5 I E j l & # : £ 0 f j £ .
10 15 20
s r ^ a .  ©geiEgE®, s b & a ^ j s .
25  30  9 1 b : 1
# s .  A + jrw^ ME.
5 10
S i t S ,  £ * * £ .  f a E A T ?
15 20
J l t f c A R ,  f a A » B 7  
SIEgE#, HA3EB'.
3 0  9 2 a :  1
92 S £ i t S ,
5 10
H # B :
15 20 25B :
B «
3 5  9 2b :  1 5
f t a a # ,  j s n n f t m i s M
10 15
30
90b 12 j&IE :®C WW2, YMG12; 15-16 g  ^  :«& ; 27 tg  :Jg 
91a 1 ®  : p  ;3 IE :IE : i t  CGY; 20 i t  : &  :$f HXT;
33-34 Inf □  :g; 75 WW1 ;[x2] TL : f t  f t  HXT
91b 1 :sf :‘j& HXT ; 8$g :#J ; 16 JgJ :1@ ; 22 IE M . WW2, YMG1 
92a 2 ; 30, 32 3 !  WW3 :ffij HXT; 36 □  : □  :75 HXT, CF, CGY
191b 27-8 CGY quotes a note of Lu Dian ^ -f{H (l040-1102A.D.) saying these are 3 £ 5~x, five officials.
See Heguattzi 8 Du Wan K  «  PI. n p. 5 : Sc E  iE U1 a  s  BJJ.
2 90b 12 The five IE are in the five directions, thus all-encompassing. See Li Xueqin 2$5i!!p jleguanziyu
Liang zhong Boshu
3 91a 34 Reading based on evidence in the text and on following questions ffij
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H.3 3 1  I E
(92b) 20 25 30
» b . A M # * * .
93a:  1 5  10
93
15 20
H ^ B ,
25  3 0
S I B .  A A J M & J U f e .
9 3 b:  1 5  10
15 2 0
25  3 0  9 4 a : 1 5
94 t M m n z u i ,
1 0  15 2 0
8* A  H  W a  3fc ifc .
15 2 0
W t M  ! M # A r ± ® ^ # B  =
25  3 0  9 4 b : 1 5
H H .  J E M & f c j S s f t .
10 15 2 0  2 5
9 5a :  1
95 s i t ^ i .
5
10  15
S B .  £ « £ # ,  S I S I i .
2 0  2 5
& * « » ? ,  n m n t i u m *
30
< 2 1 I E >
93a 30 71' : 7F :0  CGY; 93b 26
94a 7 M  ^  or jg  CGY2; 16 ^  ; 21 M  M  &  CGY
94b 1 # :  p  : p  WW1 ; 16 %  : ||f;  18 *  LDH5: ^  ; 25 $£ :f&6; 27 j§  : £  ;
28 M ■Z?
95a 3 ; 8, 9 J S  M > 18 MZ ; 22 : # ; 31 I E  :IE : | fc YMG1
1 93b 26 ^  is a known graphic variant of
2 94a 7 Yhis text quoted in Hanyu Da Zidian Jnf J!& Vol. 6 p. 3992 under the rubric 'tj§ ^  -
3 94b 1 Insertion based on 93a 28-29 ^  ^ . TL's contribution.
4  94b 16 The graph $$  is  here borrowed for the graph $f", a type o f  axe Shuo Wen ||fe jC  14A.p. 299.
5 94b 18 Emendation suggested by Graham, Peerenboom Notes II p. 4 based on IL5 104a 18-21 •
6 94b 25 This is a drumstick. Hanyu D a Cidian $ |  jjff ^  fS!J ^  Vol. 4 p. 931.
7 94b 28 ^  ^  Chi You is well known as an opponent of the Yellow Emperor, see my chapter 7 appendix for texts.
Pf&-A, f t ? c T .
IS 2 0  25
3 0  9 6 a :  1 5 10
96 « i s b . A a i f l ^ w j E o
15 20
i ^ K ± ,  $ w f , s i t f * .
25  30
3 4  96b:  1 5  10
f t p p # ,  m ^ m ,  w b w i k .
15 20  25
A f & i f  i h w s .  w i s w a ,  w  s t w i u
9 7 a : 1 5
97 W A l E ^ t y f t .
10 15
2 0
25  3 0
m m m ' w .  f c M n £ ,
9 7 b : 1 5
I T f t - P S .  f t W W « .
10 15 2 0
A * -# # .  M » ,  0 £ M .
9 5 a  3 4  ^ 5  : P  (Based on 90b 1-6 | f ii f f f l f iK J # 0 )
9 5 b  1 ggJ:P  :P  W W U T L i - b H X T
96a 1 &( :& M  CGY; 7 ®  CGY; 28 : O ; 29 :& ;
35 P : P  :jfc H X T :1ft CGY 
96b 1 P : P  :1$ HXT, CGY; 26 : i £ ; 28 f l f  CGYiffJ :f$fc YMG; 9 7 a l4 jg : |g  
97b 1 -3 f t  — P  ;[x3] H X T : f t  — ft| WW2, YMG, CGY : f t  — ®  CF3;
12 ^ : Cf WW1, TL, H X T  YMG3; 14 f t : X
1 97a 27 A mark on the MS after suggests to WW3 that the line should be punctuated here.
2 95b 1 The silk MS Er. San Zi Wen A — flf] says Tldf ff i P9 $ ]t  1% " The Y ellow Emperor had four
assistants; Yaoestablished three ministers". See Chen Guying,£)uo//a Wenhua Vol. 3, p. 428 line 35
3 97bl-3 CF copies directly from Huainatm , YMG1 amends the same passage in line with the following clause
above (97b 5-8). The text in question is Huainanzi $1  ^  -f '  9 Zhtishu 
^  ■—‘ ifil ’jfc. M- (p. 292 column 13) HXT reading is groundless.
4 97b 12 The copyist has omitted the lower stroke o f (t’) thus misleading the editors. See note 3 above.
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n.4
(97b)  25  3 0  98 a :  I
98 J f f l f S .  t i f f i t o
5 10
t k » a # .
15 20
BM  &J& ?
3 0  9 8 b :  1
I f S :  i S ^ l t l E ,
* ) « & & ,
10 15
« r t f t » ; t .  m m m m ,
20
25  9 9 « r 1 5
99 $ f t t t £ * t t i i f i $ j U K ] l i f * .
10 15
« * ? £ * .  i s s ® ® ,
20
< « >
97b 26 -fty : tj]; 30 ^  : f |  CGY
98a  23 j g  : g r ; 24 &  :p  ; 28 |$  :R8t:® CGY; 32 ftg YMG1 :fg  WW3, CF 
CGY; 33-4 (#  HXT, YMG1 :[x2]
98b 1 I E  HXT, YM G1:P ; 2 ^ ' : P  ; 5 as 98a 32; 8 =X
17 ftj WW3 :M ; U  YMG : f i  alternative WW3 :®  CGY; 18 |tl M  
99a  3 Kg : #  ; 5 | l  WW2, YMGr:®f WW3 HXT, CF CGY; 
6 ^ Y M G 1  : # : ^ W W 3 ; 8 - g : ^ ; ; 1 5 ^ : ^
1 98b 2  ^  gui, noble, supplied in contrast to §§j/jan, mean.
2 99a 5 Hou Han Shu &  g |  #  54 Yang Biao ZJtuan &  0  ^  p. 1789,
p p p p p p p p p p * » * ; £ g l i i r ?
30
100 ^ ^ c f r l E f l ,
10 15 20
B A ^ J g ,  * * & * £ ,
25 30
R £ # « .  H t s s ,  « # p $ c .
35 100b: 1 5
S M ^ D ,  P I S K ,
10 15
3 £ M « ,  i i ^ P i
20 25
* f t i f o * ; t .
101 a: 1 5
101
10 15
20 25 30 35 101b: 1
A M B , H f t f i A  +  i f i f R I # * * : . i P f P P B :
5 10 15
^ i f c — tfc.
99a25-31[x7]:[x7]:— # ,  j t A  +  'tH, H X T jftA lU  £ f | B  : SCGY;
99b 1 -4 [x4] :[x4] ®  &  ®  $S -g  ? HXT: A  [x3]CGY; 6 P : P  :?ft HXT:$& CGY;
H -2 0 [x lO ] :[x lO ] :^ ^ l ,iE ,} ® ^ a ,ifB ? C ^ . H X T ;2 3 f t :P :P W 3 :^ H X T  
100a 16M.-a :27 i=£WW3: g ;2 8 ,3 0 ^ : f t :P  WW1,TL:#§HXT ;29g g WW3: 
S  : f t  WW1; 31 P : P  :jfcHXT; 35 & 1: P  :36 P ; P  :$SH X T:® (shm) CGY 
100b 1 P : P H X T : ®  CGY; 16 P : P  :^B HXT: O YMG2:®  CGY; 18 f t  ;
2 0 | f : i ? ; 2 7 . ^ : i | |
101a2igM P;22l& ;||:||W W l,H X T ;31 A : A A W W 3 : || |  YMG: Aas'&CGY; 
3 2 S :S :S H X T :M Y M G 1  ;33 P : P  .j(ilasSWW3:}ff HXT:® YMG1;
34 #■:3 b  35 P : P : HXT, CF: f t  CGY; 36 P : P  :# f H X T : &  CGY 
lOlblB :B : X H X T ; 3 , 5 # t : ( j t : ( i H X T ; 9 ® : ^ ®
1 100a 35 Based on 100b 9-12 flo j ^ § |
2 100b 16 YMG thinks no character is missing here and punctuates after ^ y o u  (100b 17).
( 1 0 1 b )  2 0  25
A U l A l t H .
30  1 0 2 a ; l  5
102 s j m f h # * ,  a » j t .  p n t s ,
10 15
W S c ^ R ,
20  25 3 0
±AIE —, T A S 2 ,  MMMA*
35  1 0 2 b : l  5
P P I 4 ,  t M B t A f f .
10  15 20
i t J ® : # * ,  ^ t a « ,  M < S J 3 ^ o
25  3 0  1 03 « :1  5 10
2 0  25
30  1 0 3 b : t  5
10 15
20  25  2 9  1 0 4 a :  1
104 I K R K f £ l f f l g ® S t i l ,
! A U l ^ H H :  B T # |.
J 0 1 b l 7 A : C I ; 2 5 # f :f e  : g H X T ; 3 0 g : P : P w W l
102a 5 ^Y M G :%  WW3, CGY :^ H X T ; 6 ^ # ': '^ ;  12 f t  Y M G .^H X T;
20 — :A  CGY; 27 : # ;  37-38 fx2]: [x2]: A  ffll HXT: H  CGY 
102b 4 H : PS; 6,8 f t  :JflJ; 10 : | j |2:||W W 1 $$.  HXT :3 Y M G : {ft as CGY;
17 P :P :^ H X T :^ JC G Y ; 18 ^ C G Y :^ ;  23 ^ :f e :^ C G Y ; 2 7 ® :^ ;  31 i£ :  0  
103a 5 A : A : A  WW1, TL; 6 : i s; 15 ^ 4: # ; 16 ^ C G Y ;  28 f t  :^fe: A
WW1 HXT as f£  YMG5; 3 0 ^ : ^ ; 3 3 # : P ;
103b5 fR :f£6;8asl03a28; 10ffl:A  16-17t i l  1^ :[x2] :[x2] W W 1;P IK TL;
23 M : $  WW3: g |  CGY; 26 ^  : XWW3
1 0 4 a 3 a :a : ^ W W l ,Y M G ; 4 ^ : 7 t - ; 5 A A
1 102a 6 Huainanzi 13 Fan Ltnt ^  note by Gao You:^^, Tfr, (p. 459 cot. 4) to push aside or get hold of,
2 102b 10 This character is also found in the Yinqueshan T/n-ywig text lit {?if|$§fi£ (Yates p. 110#4099)
3 103a 6 Copyist’s error.
4 103a 15 Huainanzi 8 Benjing  ^  : frfc £JJ n ^ £ f , note by Gao Your^ff, •{{£. (p. 250 cot. 9)
5 103a 28 YMG misreads the MS. ^  duo, flower, and 5fc he, com, are not written the same way.
6 103b 5 Copyist's error.
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H.5 JE f t
(104a) 15 20
25 30




S l f t # r o a 2 : A ,
105a:l 5 10
l os  - f f i A J i A ,  i ; * # # : .
15 20
S t f l ,
25 30
± 0 K 3 & .  f H ,
30 105b: 1 5  10
i & S M .  M f S .  # « M .
15 20 25
i t » ,  s l r  * m m >  s i i i s ,
29 106a:l 5 10
loo
15 20 25
S f t >  & I .
30 106b: 1 5
a * w ,
10 15 20 25
00= GPS ft A. <iES
104a 16 Ji/rw w i, YMG :j$  25 ffi : $  ; 26 ^  : Z  ; 30 ; 32 $  ::
34 Jff YMGI : P  :]£  HXT, CGY 
104b 4 'f f  YMGI : ~f ; 14®) ;fij): %WW1 M  WW2, CGY : | |  WW3 : # H X T ;
16 H  M  : | | a s  M  HXT; 21 g  WW3 : P  :PJ HXT2; 23 g  ■.£.; 26 jffi; 
105a 3 $  ; 6 1® i f f ;  19 j®  YMG24:@| :gg WW1 & 3, YMGI ; 23 : # ;
28 *§ :*£ YMGI ; 32 i t  WW1, HXT, YMG f t  Z  as 3E WW3, CF 
105b 3, 16 jg  YMG2 : jg  M  WW3, CGY; 5, 17 as 105a 19; 14 as 105a 32 
1 0 6 a 2 f t C G Y : A ; 7 ^ : ^ | : P w W l  ; 1 6 :;5fc : P  WW1 :3fe YMGI5;
2 2 S  A ; 3 0 |^ ; - a -  ; - 0 - W W l;3 2 # :^ : 'iY M G l  
106b 5 g : l ; 8 g : f  : S  WW2 : | |  WW3 :tg  HXT2; 30 Tfj :$L
1 104a 30 But Sunbin Birtgfa ^  ^  296 Zhang Zhenzc reads as ^  tan. (p. 174 note 13)
2  104b 21 WW1 & HXT punctuate after this character.
3 105a 6 is in rhyme group 19 (j^ nfl); ? ! in rhyme group 20 (5^ r$), Chen Fuhua&Hc3iuying,p.253,255
4 105a 19 YMG2 revises all previous readings and translates the said liquid as what is now called ^  lao jiu.
5 106a 16 YMG believes the copyist to have made a mistake.
25
1=1 Ki. mis i<—r I
30
* * # B .
1 0 7 b :  1
in  a  in  n ,
10
2 c t t S 5 6 ,
2 0
f t M M .
2 9  10* » :  1




*  ^  2ft! S i  &. $  3*1.




107a 8 B ' : P  : P  WW1, T L ; 20 S  M  ', 21 ffi : R  
107b 13*£ M ; 1 4 ^  : ^ ; 16 #  : J f ; 24 W W 3 #
108a 12 ^  :*  ; 23 f t  WW1 ; 28 #  •  ; 32®  YMG, CGY :




II-6 f t  #
108b:l
A L S S2:
10




H J I M ,  W W %
20
3 0
Jfil»  fflf«  W , f f i l l t M
5 10
1 5  20
w w m m ,  m & u u m .
25  1 1 0 a : 1
A i i M A ,  R M Z g *
# & # £ . x m m z .
10 15
m
35  1 0 9 b :  1
m n ^ m
20
2 5  3 0
n T f t W ,  ^ » I M ,
1 1 0 b : 1 5
# # # » ,
10  15
108b 2 ®  YMG, CGY :jig 
109a 7,8 H ' : i f  ; 14 ®  : g  ; 18 #  :#
109b 1 ^  YMG : #  ; 18, 27 &  :jg  WW2 ; 21 | g  ;
24 M  WW1 & 3 M  - M Ml TL, YMG, CGY 
110a 2 #  ; 10 : j f  #  HXT1 :(£ HXT2; 33 ^
n o b i - 8 1 ? f £ # B f , , a j & h ^ q c g y
1 109a7-8 Hanvit DaCidicm  ^  In  :fc ‘p W ,  Vol. 9 p. 1012 mia is to be read as ^  urn, majestic, in Huainanzi^
$ f ^ 3  Tianwen ^ C3t«?lf-
2 110a 33 Supplied from 110a 1 above.
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m m m m ,
1 1 1 a : 1 5
10
15 2 0  25
J g J M S r ,  » f £ * £ .
3 0 111b:  1
i a a f t i .  m m .
10  15
M M ,  J i f f i l M .
20
W> 1*-* I
1 1 2 a : l
^  iy  sfe s  Jfil
< t t * >
110b 23 :® 2
111a 5 @ :®[HXT ; 18 f t  :*& ; 20 f t  : f t  :glj CGY
111b 4 f t  CGY: A  ;14 }g ^  ; 28 §$ :(g
1 111 b 25 YMG inserts ^  ^  J*j / f \  based on the proceeding 111a 23-27 and the testimony o f Gttanzi ^  - J*
5 /» 4 2 ^ p .l5 0 e :^ # :^ ^ ji: ,
Graham,Peerenboom NotesTL p. 6 is "not persuaded" by YMG’s suggestion.
2 110b 23 ^  is classed in rhyme group 17 (J f  IftS); in rhyme group 16 ^ ) .  Chen Fuhua & He Jiuying,
Gvyutt Tongxiao, p .242,236 respectively
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ii. 7 J$  H  ®
+  7 * 1®®
(1 1 2 a )  5 10
■ S J § S S ^ e g ; £ ' S \
15 20
f t  o
25  3 0
1 1 2 b : l  5
P P * i ,  l i i f .
10 15
20
t t t f # .  i t £ 6 6 - t n .
25  1 1 3 a : l
113 K T f u m ,
5 10
15 2 0  25
e a s s s ,  m M K . t : >
3 0  1 1 3 b : l  5 10
s u t m i c t : ,  s i a i ,  m m ,
15 20
25  3 0  114*:1  5
n 4
10 15
2 0  2 5  30
3 4  1 14 b :  1 5  10
11 2 a7 S :tfc ,; 8 M # : M C F ; 1 2 # : ‘t : # C G Y ; 1 4 | | : ^ ; 2 4 f t : ^ : ^ C F ; 2 5 # :  
g  W W 3:® Y M G ; 2 6 ® ; 2 8 - ( g : @ ; 3 3  P  : P  :# H X T :^ ,C F 3:a®CGY 
112b 1 P :P :g .H X T :M C F ^ C G Y 3;2 ^ :^ ;3 ^ : |^ ;1 2 a w W l,Y M G l: 'l  : 
Jl&WWl4; 1 9 ® WW1, YMGI ^ I f c W W l  
1 1 3 a 7 ® T L :® » :® # W W l;1 2 l | : « ;2 0 g £ :3 |  
U 3 b 7 ^ : fe 9 # :# :P W W l; l l® :® :S .C F ;1 5 |t .^ : |g C G Y  
1143 7 - 1 1 ® ^ : ^ # ,  ^ :[x 5 ]
1 112a7 Lun Heng f & ^ 3 9  Chao QiM^' -P-  137 ±  fi] T  lt#C E3 M M .
2  112a 25 The meaning must be something disastrous and the character looks close to ^  hah to harm.
3 112a 29; 112b 1 CF & CGY reading borrowed from Shun Dao J g  j g  138a H , $  $ [  Very probable.
4 1 1 2 b l2 & 1 9  Z houyiffiJ^ j 15 p. 11: .A. 3l£ W^ Fitt-J'S read as M y m g  by Wang Niansun ^  jfe;
3f$ in Guanzi ^  -J* : Zhou He '{If ^  (Zhao Vol. 1 p. 142 n. 1)
(114b) 15 20
2 5  3 0
A  A i m ,  / h A I S t i




s M t i ,
3 0  35  115b:  1
/ L A & M i l ,  & * ! $ # '
5 10
M r a a ,
15  2 0
11 6 a:  1 5
u s  m M m m ,  t ^ i o ® .
10 15
S t t P f f .  £ * 9 1 * * .
20
fttttt#a.
3 0  1 1 6 b : 1
SlJtFf*. J5 » *  fi :£ fa.
5
114b 21 §5f
1 1 5 3 4 -1 2 ^ :^ :, & t® T i:[x9];34-5 iig$f:[x2]
U 6 a 3 -1 0 l!j# , ,i|iA V W 2& 3,Y M G l:[x8]:A #,
H ,  MW HXT; 11 □ :  P  : A  WW2&3, YMGI :lXl HXT :<$ Thompson2; 
15 r#TL, Y M G :^:& fW W l :^WW2&3, CF:?§ CGY:g$ Wang TaoEE # ;  
2 2 ^ 4:P ;3 2 -3 ^ S ^ :[x 2 ]  
116b 2 |bJ :|8|i:|§fCF
1 115a24 Thompson suggests this might be an error for itjl:. (Thompson's and Wang's suggestions weremadein private.)
2 116a 11 If 115a24 is jj{|;w<>wg,cock, then this should b e ^ c i ,  hen; if  |X| xiong, unlucky, then this should be^pf//, lucky.
3 116a 1 STL's reading is based more truly on the MS. WW1 & 3 misidentify the graph, p^risincontrastto^in 115a28.
4 116a 22 Supplied from 113a 20
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IL8
+ a S « S §
( 1 1 6 b )  10
15 20
J M S S f e ^ A .
11 7 a:  1 5 10




3 0  1 1 7 b : 1 5




9 m * m .  i k s t x m .
2 9  1 1 8 a :  1
u s  ^cBI ,
5 10  15
n # p p p p p $ ^ ,  & M e m
116b8)pJ : f j  :^T L ,H X T ; 1 4 ^ ; 7 F : ^ ^ : H X T ; 2 0 i t  ^ ^ C G Y ;
21 M  :JfTj :0  CGY; 22-3 CGY
117a 1 # : # » ;  2-10 [ x 9 ] : [ x 9 ] : ^ . ^ t t ,  jEZV&tifc, M A HU HXT: 
[ x 7 ] A £  CGY; 29 J f  :J f  : P  WW1 ; 33 P  : P  :A  HXT CGY 
117b 1 , 1 WW2 & 3‘: f t  HXT : P  YMG CGY ; 12 j | f  :? f  :?$r CGY;
13 -K : #  CGY 
118a 7-11 [x5] :[x5]:&  t g  $ t  #  f t  HXT j £  A  M  CF :
3B £  #  til W  CGY ; 15 Bt : | f
1 117b 1 WW2 & 3 reading as ^  shi based on checking the original MS.
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II S ^  §
(118a) 20 25
30
=  » « « .  J l W J f c # .
1 1 8 b :l 5
10 15
0 S C M ,  # # £ * i
20
® g ? M ,  f l f t i .
25 29  I1 9 a j i
u s  f f e f f c U ® , I S 2 A ,
5 10
j S 3 ; £ ® ,  X M # ,
£ H s c h £ .  t t l H I ,
20 25
30
i K ^ a t u .
119b: 1
118a 19, 27 f t  C G Y :^ '; 28 M  WW1 & 3, HXT J g  TL, YMG, CF, CGY2;
33 # : P ;  34 P : P : M  HXT, CF; %  CGY 
118b 2 $  J P  ; 5 M  M  ; 25-26 t i l  $ £ :H  ^  ^  WW2' ;
119a 7 X - W  ; 27 ^  J ?
1 118a 19,27 Basedoni/H owo/jz/'^^f^lSSing/ife ^ S S >^ |p .514:J^:^ ^ . g ^ ^ f ~FW
^  fjjlr .A. 1W o "The so-called three conditions arc, above, to know the Way of Heaven, below to be 
acquainted with the shape ofEarth, in the centre, to inspect the situation ofMan."
2 118a 28 This character is not as clear as the proceeding H&jue (118a 20). TL amended the WW1 reading to ^  wit both
on the basis of the graph and on the meaning of the phrase, which seems to call for a verb opposite in meaning to the 
m  o f l 18a 20. TL thought the scribe had written wtt without the f ]  !i radical. This graph means "to apply one's 
force" and, though rarer than jfft, it docs share a common sound and similar sense (Karigren, 1923 p. 364). The 
character ;$§• is listed in theMawangduiHanrnti Boshu Zhujian ,i§ 3E ift SI; ^  -ft£'fj' fSf P- 34 under the radical 
f j .  There is no doubt that the context seems to suggest ^  as a probable reading but the graphological evidence is in 
favour of $§. CGY accepts TL's reading.
3 118a 33 Based on 118a 22-25
4 118b 25-28 Huainanzi $3 - J* 5 Shi Ze j||J j|fi( p. 189: ^ f y §  ^  Both ^  bo and$^ fa  are in rhyme group 18
%  ^  with initial ^  (Chen Fuhua & He Jiuying, p. 246). WW2 reading based on Shanhaijing ]Jj ^  2 Xishan
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n.9 $ f t
t / \ I  9 f t
( 1 1 9 b )  5 10 15
2 0  2 5
m j s « ,  * n f # a ,
2 9  120*:1 5
120 M i £ J i £ i y S L 7 c T .
10 15
i E R # ?
2 0  25
A S H .  & .  # x » b e j « ,
3 0  35  1 2 0 b : 1
J E & 1 1 & ,  D K ^ - « .
5 10
± . m Z 3 i ,
15 2 0  25
S W ^ T J f c f e .  t H T ^ .  - W W l t .
3 0  121a:1
121 —, R i i a L ^ B o
5 10
15 2 0  25
A 1 S :  & .  W g A X & M T M - m m j k o
3 0  3 5  1 2 1 b : l
s  it is £  urn a » ,  ms rats.
5 10
k i t e , miE—tt^:±o
15 20
^ i & t t K W i i ,  * A s a .
25  3 0
1 2 2 a : 1 5
122 M £ &  —  ,
119b 1 6 ? f  :Jfr ; 20 ^  ; ip  ; 23 §  ; 26 Jg  Y M G ;^ ; 2 7 ®  YMG: 5®
120a 36 □  : P  : 0  HXT CGY
120b 6 S  YMGI :jfc #  as ^  WW2 as g t  W W 3;^ as g |  CGY1 
121a 9 a  :gfc ; 12 ^  : &  ; 22 J& :)®2; 34 JlW W 3 :§{ : A  YMGI ; 37 U f :P  
121b 1 S  #  i 5 M  M  ; 17 &  : t ; 23 $  ; $  ; 29 - g  :<fp
1 120b 6 The problem with this graph is the number o f strokes in the right half. There seems to be one too many for ^ ,
one too few for^fe’. However, the Mawangdui Hanmu Bashu Zhujian p. 220 gives four examples of the character 
, the last of which is written ^  exactly as the right-hand part o f the character here. This is decisive in favouring the 
reading^ as $ | .  YM Gexplains^as the same graph a s ^ j i ' / i^ a n d ^ , tofasten, that is to hold on to.
2 121 a22 Explained by Li Xueqin "Guanzi: Xinshu " p. 13. See also ZhnoChsng,JiagtnvenJianmingCidian. p. 1 Tian
3 121a 37 Based on 121a 3 3 ,121b 4 ,8  ^
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n.9
( 1 2 2 a )  10 15 20
S l i t H :  —  f - I B f  ?
2 5  3 0  35
A I H :  —
1 2 2 b : l  5
P P W A .  £ « < * “ .
10 15 20
— z m , - z m , m & v s & .
25  30
m a s ?
1 2 3 a : 1 5
123 A P S  — T ^ A ,  — m i B f l i ,
10  15
f k M m m r n ,  e ® ± t ,
2 0  25
r a i f i j f f i j g ,  # m 3 s a t .
3 0  35  1 2 3 b : l
^ I s t T ,  T - W # ® ,  « f f l .
5 10» « - s .
A K A t b .  S f c l i t & j H ; ?
2 0  25  3 0
t t & J E A t b .  J 5 * * j E K j E $ ,
1 2 4 a : 1 5  10
124
2 0  25
W 3 1- ,  U X lifc |sl« ,
3 0  3 4
j j  nr  m  »  x  « s  a  i® i s .
1 2 4 b : 1 
« $ & »
122a 37-38 [x2] :[x2] :fg  Tf HXT ^  CF : J i  T f CGY
122b 24 i L i t  :M WW1 :#l[ WW3, CF : P  TL, YMG:—  CGY 
123a4 ^W W 3 : |g  :§§TL; (gWW2, YMG, 20 (nj :$ ! :^ |C F  ; 2 2 ffrifS; 37 @2: P  
1 2 3 b 2 ,^ ! : f  ;20 W . M ;  
124a 12 }$ : ^ ;  17 &  :%$: f t  as$£  o r ^  WW2 :Jg YMGI3; 
18 TL :TL :TL P  WW1, TL, YMGI :J1 j f  HXT
1 122b 24 £|£ yong  is to be understood as Iftiyong, to block up, thus it refers to the limits the water can reach; WW3
reads as a silken thread. The graph is unattested elsewhere.
2 123a 37 Based on 123a 28-9,32-3 W  W , ^  W
3 124a 17 Huainanzi 8 BettJitigZfc. j|j!j p. 257 JfjJf § | .  Gao You notes: $&, thj, all in common.
m o  -
+  A I  10
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(1 2 4 b )
It # ® # ,  X ^ A ,
10
M . & ,  l i ^ i
x i # ,  m m z .
20 25
= # r * .  ■  $ « & .
3 0  1 2 5 a : 1 5
125 i f c A S I ,  * K I T .
10 15 2 0
# i £ ± ' ,  MM&W.
25  3 0
I T S ,  A * * ,  ftjg&tt. MMX®,
1 2 5 b : 1 5  10
A J f i H 3 S ,  W ^ J S m .
15 2 0  25
M M M J x ,  B S M M # ® . ,
1 2 6 a : l  5 10 15
126 * i ! r # # r * * t # ? E .
2 0  25
5£3lS8St, S T T ± .
3 0  I 2 6 b : l
5 10  15
x # i t B ,  g i m z ,  mi i i a# ,  i tasRA,
20
X A . i t -til
25
Myj<< = m >
125a2 B 2: P  : i f  HXT ; 5 i f  :|gf ; 8 gfr |R  :J3R HXT3; 20 :i$  :§RHXT;
23 S  : g  : |g  WW2, CGY; 27 ®  ; 29 g |  YMG : 'g | ;i§| CGY4
125b 12 : ^ ; 19 £ :  : j£  : jg  CGY; 24 $ |  ®
126a 10 ^  : f$ :f& HXT; 15 ^  :jfc M  CGY
18-19 n  M  YMG5: *  M  M 1 &  WW2 & 3 : &  CGY; 20 j $  : #
126b 3 &  M ; i6  M  m
1 125a 10-12 WW1-3 reckon these characters to be redundant; YMG and CGY disagree.
2 125a 2 Contrast to 125a 5-6 ~f*
3 125a8 G H o y H S a o u y n jn a j^ ^ ^ p .lO l- .l^ f^ l-^ K # , lL|,
4 125a 29 Guanzi ^  ^  23 Ba Yatt f  g p .  126c: f i  M  ^  ^  ®
5 126a 1 8 -1 9 5 /iy 7 ^ .^ 3 1  W u t a i b o S h i j i a ^ X \ ^ ^  1453: Z  M ^  *& Z  M
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11.11
t A I  n
( 1 2 6 b )  26  1 2 7 a : 1 5
127
10 15 20
25  2 9  1 2 7 b : 1 5 10mma * i # ,  ^ p p p i ,  ■  ± t * # .
15 2 0  25
* « » ; £ .  mmjcm,
1 2 8 a : l  5 10 15
i2s f f R A i i f ,  { & « $ * .  ® K J S ^ g ,  mnm&.
20
« # .  ^ ^ 0 r ? E l i i o
2 5  30  1 2 8 b : l  5
1 0  15 2 0
» « » £ ,  # * £ + ! - & ,  mm&&.
25  3 0  1 29 a :  1 5
129 J S f W f f s B ; # .  A I E & .
1 0  15 20
J & ® f f i i t t y ^ 1 i i ,
2 5  3 0  35
E h # : # B .  * ^ # E ,  R & J g .
4 0  129b:  1 5  10
i & m # ,  j b # ® ,  * # ,
< * f t >
126b26#jfWW3 :§ # ® o rg fC G Y  
1 2 7 a l$ t:Jg  
127b 1-3 [X31 :[x3]:g & B  HXT: #  A  & CF : ±  g # C G Y ; 4 & $ 1 ; Sflg: g ; 
16 |$WW3:fJi :|fcWWl : ^ a s  ®WW2, YMG /fj^HXT; 18 g§ :Hf (also 128b27) 
1 2 8 a l * : f t H ; l l  g  : W ; 1 6 ^ ': P ; 2 8 $ t : 4 ; 3 3  A . :P  
128b 1-2 [x2]:[x2]:ff $ H X T :# ^ C G Y ; 3 # ; # : # H X T ;  1 0 ^ : # ;  19 j g : £ ;  
129a 26,30 ®  : 0 ; 38 ®  : ffl :^ H X T  :|S| WW3: P  Y M G :#  as ^  CGY2;
o
4 0 f f i : f e ;4 2 - tb :P  
129b 8 #  YMGI M  WW1: j j  a s ®  CGY3; 11 YMG2: ®
1 128a 16,33 ,42  Suppositions based on contexts.
2 129a 38 The character is clear but unidentified. Li Xueqin suggests (in private) that if might be related to §  yi, a town.
Could the graph be a combination o fjij encircle a town, an expression known from Guliatigzhuan.Yin [$§5.9?
3 129b 8 & 11 YMG See Huainanzi 9 Zhu Shu p. 310 ^  flowing outward to the four directions.
WW1 on note in Gtwyu 6 Qiyti p. 232: f j  ^  “J^  note by Wei Zhao j|£ U§ : $ § $ |  -ffe,.
( 1 29 b )  15 2 0  2 5
J H R B ,  # j & * - j & # ,
130a:  1 5  10
130 M & m z ,
15
20  25  3 0
35  1 3 0 b : l




S a W J H # ,  |13±-t!i.
2 5  3 0  1 3 I a : l  5
« i  a w u ^ i .
10  15
2 0  25  30
b a a & ,  & ■ & .
35  1 3 1 b : 1 5 10  15
P £ * » * .  P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
2 0  25
PPPff i^OPPPOPP$&.
30  1 3 2 a : l  5 10
132 ^ b h ^ m .
15 2 0
AftlABf. T&ifefiJ, f»&A*.
129b 15 A :P ; 1 9 - ^ - ; 2 6 #  
1 3 0 a 2 6 lf t:lM ::A W W 2 ;3 1 ® :^ ;3 5 fF :ff :± H X T ; 37 P :P :®HXT,CGY 
130b 31 §  :$} :$}HXT; 32 (K : (K : £  HXT (also 13 la 9) 
1 3 1 a 7 ^ : # : # H X T ;1 3 # : * ; 1 5 ^ .^ ;1 6 2 . : 2 : : O C G Y ;
2 0 - 2 1 ^ ^ : ^  ^ J ; 3 5 P : P : ^ C G Y ‘
131b 1-18[x l8 ]:fx l8 ]:/H fyf\|jjjjlj# , & £ £
t i t .  H X T : ± A ^ i l ^ : ,  l a T P j p J I B ^ t t S x  H A W t t .  SE^C G Y ;
21-27[x7]:[x7]:y i^ jt#^ , ^ tZ H X T :^ ^ , A r B I S ^ C G Y  
1 3 2 a 4 ^ : ^ ^ H X T ; 1 2 j t : 3 l : # Y M G
1 131a32-5HXTreadsas^|^:j^^0
326
n.12 p  p
( 1 3 2 a )  25  3 0  35
i H P P P D D P P P n p
1 32 b :  I 5 10
P P P P P P P P P P P
3 0  1 3 3 m: 1
133 n r ^ n T ^ .
5 10
n n m m *
15 20
/ h A # : t u P & ,
25  30
' b m n z .  K ^ j s s f .
3 5  1 3 3 b : l
j c m n z ,
5 10 15
m j i w m ,  m % n .
2 0  25
# ; £ l f f S J & 3 S ,  # 2 : ® # #  .
29  1 3 4 m:1 5
134 ■ g r ^ . R # ,  M M i Z f t *
10  15
M U .  i f e .S .A ,  A A A .
2 0  2 5
K J g A P ,  U P g ® J f ® § .
3 0
a z m m ,  m & z n *  
< p p >
132a 28-37 [xl0]:[xl0]:^. S f f l  , / \  HXT
132b 1-11 [xll]:[xll]:lft &  g§ ZM . MM # ? 8  Z iti TH X T  ; 12 £ : P ;
1 6 :g  :;g  ; 0  WW1 : P  TL ; 17, 23, 24 : f t  WW3 ; 31 .Xx•H
133a 35-37 # £  , K  :[x3] 
133b 17 ^  CGY : | f  : f i  WW3 : fg YMG2':f§ (as f | ) HX T; 21 g  :gg2 
134a 11, 14 3 .  : J .  :J£  CGY; 19 P  : H  .®((as H )  HXT, CF3:®  CGY; 22 ®  :B ; 
34-5 [x2]:[x2]:gff jHWW2 & 3, HXT, YMG, CF4
1 133bl7 H u a m a n zi^ $ j f ^  1 Yuan£ a o  M  fjftl p. jH ^ n oteofG aoY ou ] ^ ^ : ^ .
2 133b 21 Meaning -ffc, transformation, change. See Fang Yan ^  pf 3 : , -ffc i i i  (p. 102).
3 134a 19 This suggestion does not seem to match the remains on the MS.
4 134a 34-35 The title is supplied from 132a 11-12 above.
32 7
11.13
+  A S  13
1 3 4 b : 1 5 10 15
t t W f i # . , H # H P ,
2 0  25  2 9  1 3 5 a : l
135 i S S f ,  P I ? # ! * # ,  M M ® .
5 10
15 20
f f i f t P # ® ,  M l ? ® .
25 30
o £ M ® ,  « # 1 ! r £ .
1 3 5 b : l  5
S S I ,  i&SIJSc, A H ^ N  
10
15 2 0
m * b ,  m m m z ,
A 3 t F § k Z .
1 3 6 a : l  5
136 t A » ^ ,  i f S M B t .
10  15
m Z M ,  t i Z S ; ,
2 0  25
I t A S ,
3 0  35
M: $ k  J=f #  i l l ,
1 3 6 b : 1 5 10
m  %  ®  ®  n  * .
15 20
# - w ,  i s - f i 1, s ® ® M .
2 5  2 9  1 3 7a :  I
137 S ! A t t .  i A S f c .
5 10 15mmm%,  5fcA»®, « 1 t ^ »
134b 4 #  ; 16 P  ; □  i f  HXT : f t  CGY; 18|&  :Jft; 24 #  : #  :*• WW1 (error) 
135a 11 *  : *  :i& HXT2 ; 24 | f  : ^ ; 28 # ‘: #  ; 32 H  :<£
135b 1, 4 :S p  5 ^  . ( t ; 11 :Q 2 ; 13 £ .  : ± 3
136a 18 a '  :P; 23 {$ -m  M  WW2 :,f; CGY; 35 &  : P  
136b 24 $ |  :^H X T  ; 27 WW3 CGY
1 135a 28 'jlf ken to be read as JtL ke, to overcome (WW3).
2 135b 11 7^  added on basis o f  following lines:





N *  m a .
30
*: J£ R £  *  T ■&,
137 b;l 5




i f S B  :
30 138a:l
5 10
3 c f f t I E » .  J g f U & j f e .
15 20
% X $ * .  4 H & ± f B ,  f f I T ' 5 f c
25 30
H I E l s m t : ,  I K S I u a i A ,
34 138b: 1 5
« j E * .
10
f i — # s f £
137a2 4 0  :b ;2 6 $ g :jl 
137b 8 fj& WW3 :ife ;29 as 137a26 
138a 11 %  J | : f t  TL, YMG: g . HXT :!jft as WW3*; 12 jfg :g | :jft HXT ;^C G Y ; 
1 3 ® : # ; 1 4 ^ ; :  ^ ;2 3  5 fe :^ 2;2 4 ® :^ I ;  
25-8 IE  ©  IM H  :1E f t  M  H  ■ &. I E  f t  CGY; 2 9 ^  M  : 0  CGY3 
138b 1 # .  YMG14: g } : #  CGY; 81# : | f  :g?CGY; 10gc :$ij :as ^  HXT: g  CGY
1 138a 11 The graph written is unattested elsewhere, WW3 supposes it to be a variant of ^  wan the setting sun used
here for wan, compliant. YMG2 explains ^  as fj| j |- , to hold back, stop.
2 138a 23 This is thought to be an error for .tian, before. However WW3 reads as
3 138a25-29 CGY notes that occur nowhere else in the manuscriptand supposes thisto be a later interpolation.
4 138b 1 G nanzi'fs?^ 42 S tu ffy  p. 150c A  * ^
■fe J9f j E #  J?= % $C & >  M ,  CGY explains 0 ,  xiang, symbol, as ^









a ? * * ,  0 J S T :
15 20 25
^ § § f n f o M : t , z m m m z
30 35 1 3 9 b :  1
iff i t # .
10 15 20
^ f t l f ,  7 A & J E
25
30 140a:l 5
140 A £ » ,
10 15
20 25
U ' & M W B r M .
30 35
m # # ,
40 1 4 0 b :  1
0 ® t & £ ,  m ^ Z o
5 10 15
20 25
i * S ^ ,  £
1 4 1 a : l
S S ^ M * .  < M »
30
HJ
138b 20 £  C G Y :^  23-25 jjfc ^  I P  CGY:[x3] g@ A  HXT1
139a 8 / K : H ;  12 «£ WW3 :#L - 3  HXT :#L CGY; 36 (g  CGY: P  : j g  HXT
139b 1 i& : / l ; 3 .f t ; 6, 21 :% ; 8 ||g  :Jg ; 13 g  HXT1 ;
14 ± : ®  :-g |cH X T ;2 2 j® :^
140a 6 A  A ; 10 ;£  Y M G :^  :gc CGY; 14 ; 18 WW3 ;
2 4 f J : ^ F ; 2 9 ^ , : ^ I :Jg CGY ; 37 0  :H ;39 |& :fift 
140b 2 M  M  M  HXT2 ; 29 1
1 138b 20,23-25 See note to 138b 1 on proceeding page. CGY's reconstruction is based on Guanzi.
2 \39a3GXUn z i 6 F e i S h i ' e r Z i ^ r . ^  17/6/50 - $ M = ?  a $ C ifC T f& .
33 0
11.15




3  U S S ,
2 5  3 0
141b; 1 5
W-tk^ Sfir, * I M,  i g f t o
10
15 20
H M a ,  5t g g # i f o # S ¥ ?
2 5  3 0
. M ,  i f e - f e i  3 t * n J I # .
1 4 2  a: 1 5
l i t r e s ,
10  15 20
25
M M .
3 0  35  1 4 2 b :  1
+ t n m >  j i i z g ^ p w p *
141a 9 f |: ti : 'f iW W 3 ,;21 : #  ; 23 #  : •  #  ; 26 j® : £  ;
32 (fc WW2, YMG :§ | : § |  WW3: i j ;  CGY 
141b 19 f$  CF, CGY:gS %  CF, CGY; 21 ^  : J |;
24 £-J- : jjf2#  WW1, HXT : #  CGY; 26 t £  CGY 
142a 5 f i  M  : 0  HXT2 ; 9 1£ :J$ ; 11 ^  7 f  HXT2 ; 13 :g [
14 |B j :^  :§? W W l,C F ;2 5 |f  : f  :®?HXT; 
31 A ' ±  :^C WW1 & 2, XL4:®  Gao Zheng SJ IE 5;
36-142b l P f P A  WW3:[x3] A + H  T L : I  f  A  LXQ6
CGY;
1 141a 9 The phrase gj| >j& qmgbi is known from other sources. There is no need to emend to qing. See Lushi
Q [ £ ^ ^ 2 5 .1 S x S / i f w ^ ^ p .  1636f|rii& $fe, "There cannot but
be war, warwill bring defeat, defeat death." ffj| jy/ng simply reinforces the inevitability ofd£ bi, "cannot but be".
2 141b24 The character has not been identified. WW3 proposes $ £ //, inside, or zi, increase; HXT glosses fif-shuas
$£/ie, to tree from; WW2 proposes bao, and YMG proposes bao, both meaning "swaddling clothes".
3 14lb 26 Dubious. May be a copyist’s error here. WW3 proposes ^  biao, outside, or ^  hao, decrease, decline.
4 142a31 There is disagreement as to how to read the title ofthis section and ofthe whole book. See the technical preface.
Li Xueqin reads the title ofIL 15 as ^  Shi Da; Chen Guying as ^  JftlMingXing, HXT as jp] Suo Zhou.
5 142a 31 Gao Zheng TT in Boshu "Shist Jmg" zhengming ^  n"f* PJ jS&i" iE  45 PP- 283-4.
6 142a 36 WW3 thinks that the MS writes 7 \  //«, six. The photographs are too poor to confirm this. It may be correct.
TangLan's suggestion is found in his "HuangdiSijing" chtitan, p.48. LiXueqin's is that 3 l  wh, five, and ~f* shi, ten, 




1 4 3 a : 1 5
143 ©  M M f J i u
10  15
s e * ,  i u Z o
2 0  25
3 0  35
J £ W i H 5 f .
1 4 3 b :  1 5  10
©  • « « .  m m m M .
15 20
» # # # ,  - f s r a s i ^ ?
25  3 0  3 4  1 4 4 a : l
144 ©  I E # 3 E , ^ I I I E ,  S ^ i l .
5 10 15
@  # « # ,  N i t w i t .  t * t a
2 0  25
3 0
3 5  1 4 4 b : l
5 10
©  • W A T h M m ,
15  20
* M ,  H ^ M O .
30
35  l 4 5 a : I
145 W ± f f «
143a 29 %  :JB ; 38®  :®  :®  as g  CGY
143blfAWW3:P:JfljTL,YMG,CGY;45(fe: ffi;9® YM Gl :$ t:l|fW W 3';
20-fe:'^ ;25  •  ^  : P  29-30^ J E  :« iE ;3 8 ®  :® :® H X T 1 
144a 1 IU |b) ;20,2 2 #  :(§ ;2 6 f§  : f |  WW3, CGY
144b 10 U : I t  19 f#  : | | ;  35 jgsLDH : g  :^W W 2 :®[WW3 ® H X T  :$CYMG1: 
JI, YMG2:f^CGY2
1 143b95^«oH^ntft^:p.56gJ5^ 9 ^ ^ .
2 144b35 0 i srea d a s i n ^ % ^ ^ # ,  H £ ±  & & £ & £ .  ^ A ^ F f g J i l i i .
(Huainanzi 13 FanluttJ 2  fjjj| gjt| p. 451) "The similarities between things result in a worldly lord being led 







1 4 5 b : 1 5 10 15* 2 , am, # fg 4^ $ # w
20
® i t t E ,  ^ g ,  * # w m .
25 30
=e # b , « e , » * £ • & .
146a:  1
I E ,  &  E t ,  *
15
25








1 4 6 b : l
P D A T O t ,
10 15
X4Sa 14 £ : • £ ,& .  ±  
14Sb 4 □  : □  :IfX YMG :# C F ; 11 ^  :4" M  CGY
146a 1 f t  : $ j ; 9-10 g  :[x2] :-g|-til HXT; 11-12 j& g  :[x2] :g f ^  HXT1
32 $g : j f t . %  YMG, CF ; 37-38 [x2] :[x2] :fg  ;£. HXT : | |  CGY2
146b 8 ^ : ^ ,  WW1 ; 9 •& WW3 : g | : g f  as J f  HXT1 ;
1 6 g h # : # C G Y
1 146a9-12SA«o Yuan i f t  J g  1 ®  i l l#  20, p. 5/16-8
aseSEH 3?#:tE, 3S«E1&. Jt® ® *, £ * ; tE , Jt^Elil, *»£•& , «  
iSTiE, « £ E i!i. * # W ,  ®6H:£E, * « e ife , *»»•& .
Guo Wei said, "An emperor’s minister is called "minister”, in fact he is a teacher, a King's minister is called "minister", 
in fact he is a friend; a Hegemon's minister is called "minister", in fact he is a guest; the minister o f a State in peril is 
called "minister", infactheisaprisonerofwar."
2 146a 37-8 CGVs proposal based on Xunzi 3 Btigou / f \  6/3/9
The petty man, when he has ability, is proud, tends to evil and is overbearing towards others.
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2 0  25  30
©  • t o x z B i t e .  m $ L z m ,  l A i a A i t s ,
3 4  1 48 a :  1 5 10
148 * * * j i p p » p p p p p p p » * .
15 20 25  3 0
©  » A 7 2 * A f l ,  W f t W f i ,
3 5  1 4 8 b : l  5
10  15
20  25
30  149 a :  I
149 S H I f f l # .
146b 28
147a 7-14 [x8]: [x8]:|0[ 8 1 l& Z  A  HXT :t!l, A  £  S  ®  ti i  CGY;
16 f t  : ± ;  32 -34 [x3 ] :[x3] : ^ a @ H X T : ^ ^ 1 i C G Y ;  37  A : P 3;
38* P  : P  P : •  |gHXT,CGY 
147b 1 P ; P : A  HXT, CGY; 3,7 WW1 & 3 : |g  WW2, YMG1 :§§>HXT:
f t  CF, CGY; 20 f f i . B f XJ  CGY; 28 3B :$ !; 29 : | t  :jf | CGY
148a 1 ,5 ,13®:H;3-12[x2]$}[x7]:[x2]® [ x 7 ] : f i | & J ! B . l i l f - H X T  
: P ^ 3 S ^ l P ^ » P P ^ C F 4; 2 8 | K : J K : ) i | W W l ; 3 6 ^ 5: P ; 3 7 ^ : P  
148b4,1 4 ,2 4 ,2 6 ^  M  YMG1; 8 |g  :®C; 10 Tfi : •  ^ ; 22 | g  : j$
1 147a 15 WW3 opens a new paragraph here, inserting a •  in front o f  ^ fv.
2 147b 2-11 WW1 punctuates:
3 147a37 G u m zi® 3 8 Baixm S 'C i'p .
4 148a 3-12 CGY is unsure o f this passage but largely follows CF thus: ^  $9 , D  p^- $5} (ZJ , Q  p^-






t t j m ,  i f X S .
25  3 0
®  • a s h * # ,  « i a * T .  A # ® f .
35  I 4 9 b : l  5 MZZEt:
2 0  25
®  i & i s m s .
3 0  35
J S f ^ n r ,  £ K £ * t .
1 5 0 a :  1 5
iso ®  , A T ^ i M t r i f c , .
10 15
20 2 5 3 0
PiSv c m 15* o
3 5  1 5 0 b : l 10
K * .  R j f t K 3 b .  S f t g t t .  A H » f t .
15 20 25
10
©  * < M t .  m u m & o
3 0  151»:1  5
151 T S f i i S t .
15 20
^ 1 * 1 ,
2 5  3 0  35
i © » w » ,  * » i r * h .  ^ # w a
1 5 1 b :  1 5 10
15 20
© © • f t l E ^ K f S .  # J 9 f » W J t
149a 8-10J g n  M Z O ' f f  :[x3] WW1 : □  %} W  TL ; 11 B f': □  
149b 1 P : P  HXT: M  CGY; 13 M  M - M  CGY; 23 g  : | f  
150a 35 H  LDH, CGY: •  g |  :?g HXT :jg| CF; 36 Jfc CGY2; P  : |g  HXT
150b 7 ) i  M ; 10 # :  #  M  HXT2 :gg CGY; 14 -ft :%$ CGY; 17 ; p  :* ;
21 ^  :$ ! WW3; 22®: M ; 24 P : P  :@HXT : j |  CGY; 32 ftfCGY :;
1 5 1 a l 3 ^ : ^ ^ ; 3 4 ^ : ^ ; 3 5 ^ : : ^ ; 3 8 A 3: P ;
1 149a 11 Based on 149a 3-6 jfj ^  dT-fT
2 150a36 Supplied from Gitanzi 42 Shi^  p. 150c: , I M g J H S i
3 15la  38 da, great, opposite o f j§0.o, small, just as 151a23 ^  ira/, outside, is o f 151a 30 nei, inside
Ill
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15 2 0  25
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& § a g # ¥ ,  f t f t l t f t t t .
1 5 2 b : l  5
H f  ^  ^  ,  H [  H H  \ } k  Js§T H I  o
10 15 20
f t ® f t .  a m .  S K i y ^ w
153 ffi
3 0  1 5 3 a :  1 5  10
• g s i s ,  ± m i u  a # # ® ,  M ' & r .
15 20
© © • 5 t # 5 f e ,  « « * § £ .  S S - &,  S S l T o  1
25  3 0
M ,  » * T o
35  1 5 3 b : 1
a # ,  * □ » ! .
5 10
S R i l T ,  * - & .  A * M ® n r i H .
152a 4 H  HXT; 6/7 CGY inserts jft ^  J J . J t  f f 2; 9, 10 $  :Jg; 14 M  M ;
27-28 Bg 6g WW3 : |g  gg ; 34 :%■; 36 flf : f ; 37 U YMG1 : P  M  HXT
152b 3-4 W g |  ®  WW3 M  CGY; 18 #  : #  :«F WW3, YMG;
U A
27 i)x  Hi WW3 : | t  CGY ($§[ hapax legomenon, meaning unclear)
153a 5 M  :3S ; 10 i t  :Pf ; 12 $  : #  :]$. HXT2; 17 $ )  ; 23 ^  YMG;
24, 31 nf iK  CGY; 30 ^  :?g :jg  CGY; 32 |g  :gg :g | WW3;
37 P  : P  HXT, CGY 
153b 1 I f  CF ; P  :ij[ HXT, CGY; 2 g  :|if :gg YMG2
1 153a 14—153b 13 Punctuation adopted is that suggested by CF. All other editions punctuate thus:
f t  I t # ,  £$■&.
I P P ,  f f l f t i t T ,  i t .
* * s w>? r i f e . .
2 152a 6/7 CGY makes this insertion and YMG2 supposes it in his translation.
3 152b3-4 ChuCi: LiSaoWiE&.p. 2 3 :^ 4 ^  i l l  I S ^  b "Sol made Feng Long ride away on acloud."
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s i s s w ,  A t i i s * .
10 15 20
r a f f l e # . * « * « . MMZW.
25  3 0  1 5 6 a : 1
is6 p ' p a a ,  i $ A A f f i § i : w $ a i i ,  
a % z & .
154a 15 f t  CGY :$z ; 16 A  :S ; 18 f t  :Jg ; 33 ;- f  - :gp CGY; 35 i f
154b 7 ;  22 P  ; P  :g* HXT j l j  CGY
155a 8 m  :I f  ; 9 M ■ K  ; 11 jg  ; 15 ${ :jg ; 16 #  :±$ ; 25 $  : $  ;
28 A  : A  : P  WW1, TL ; 35 & : f t  CGY; 36 M M 
155b 1 A® M  :as JlR hence ® |; 19 ®  WW3, CGY; 22-23 [x2] :[x2] :
#  I!J HXT : #  CGY; 24 A  HXT, YMG, CGY: P  ; 31 Jig :j® :gl| CGY 
156a 1 ^ : ^  WW1, YMG, CGY : M  TL ; 9 ^
1 155b 22 WW1, Tl, YMG1 & 2 all begin a new paragraph here, adding •  before 155b 22.
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# C T ’; 3 ,9 8 : ; l ; 4 a s l 5 6 a 3 1 ; l l # : : # ; 2 4 f l | j :  £
157a 1 6 0  : 0 :0 n w W l; 2 4 S g : j g ;3 2 ,
157b 12,1 5 J^WW3 :$&:l®WWl :$JlTL, YMG, CF, CGY
158a 3 -£  ;-£ :£ :  S  CGY; 7 A : A  :±H X T  CGY; 8 P : □ :  0  HXT : #  CGY
1 156b 1,1 The meaning o f the character is collect and give. WW1 ^ ^identification is a misreading. The proverb is 
found in Shiji *£* pS 79 Fan Sni Cha Ze Liezhuan ip& fffl: ppi ^ !) f t  p. 2409 :
Jttw w  #<& .
andinZ(KI» O H O & 5 e » . C e ^ * 3 p . J 7 1 : l l t 0 f | f  : # & .
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158b 1 P 1; 13 XlJ WW32:SlJ :3tWWl&2, HXT :i!l TL YMG1; 1 4 ^ :f f
159a375E’:P;
159b 14ffi : g ;  15 jgW W 2& 3 :^ .; 16 P :P :J]^H X T  :ACGY
160a 3,32 Jg  : A  HXT :H[ CGY; 17 f t  TL, YMG1 M  M  WW3; 35-6 A S  :[x2j
160b 1 iK ':P ; 9as 160a 17; 2 4 l f  : # ;  3 0 f t : ® ;
161a2«g M  ; 6 , 8 #  g  :j£\VW3; 1 0 , :,f; W W 3:^CGY
1 158blS/,enD00«aFtagm entl,p.228:X®B8, T p g A ^ W lfe i
2 158b 13 Though unattested elsewhere the WW3 reading makes good sense and corresponds well to the graph.
3 159a 37 Supplied by contrast with 159a 33 ^ .
4  160b 10 The use o f  J=j^  dai for te is attested in Hatiyti Da Zidian ^  Jt}L Vol. 6  p. 3634.
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161b 1 P; 7 ,17 A: A; 13 X :W; 16 P: p:O H X T : A CGY; 21 P : P:® HXT;
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164a 1 ,22 , as 1 6 3 b 2 6 ; 31 ; 35-7  [ x 3 ] : [ x 3 ] g  A I H  H X T : ®  ^  CGY;
164b 3 P : P  :Z HXT :)§[C G Y
1 162afF. TheMSisbadlydamagedatthispoint. IIXTs reconstruction is too speculative to warrant attention.
CGY believes that the damaged part is all one unit and is about the disasters o f a State.
2 164a 21 YMG punctuates here; WW3 after following .
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1 164b 6 Clearly a new section begins here. I have not numbered it since it is not clear how many sections there were
after no. 50 on line 162a. This one here could be 50+. It is easier to call it the last section.
2 164b 12 Probable
3 165a 3 6 ,165b 2 Probable given following Jri xiong di, older and younger brothers.
4 165b 11,13 Supplied by repetitive context.
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168b 1-2 :[x2] WW1 ; 4  as 168a 5 ; 10 S g
169a 10fc£ M ; 11 M ; 15 M -M; 19 :$E ; 33 £ :Z :P WW1
1 168a 5 Huainanzi 14 Shuan Y an $£ f$  p.463:
Huainanzi 1 Yuan Dao
Gao You i^ |g | notes )fn}, *|t -{t£0 {dong, to penetrate, means da, to reach to)
2 12 168a 19 Shuo Wen hS£ JC 7A p. 142 vf> IJfJ -tf£ „ (meng, dream, means "not bright")
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1 171 b 21 Huainanzi 3 Tian Wen Note ofGao You M M :  U s  uM lle
x/is/ic, to unite.
2 171a6//Hmna«xil r im ;i£ » o o |g 3 |;p .3 2 :M ^ M ^ fi& *  NoteofGao Y o u :|^ , $? -& ,, meanszlie, to bend.
Wenzi 1 D ao Yuan j @ j ^ p .8 3 1 b : ^ ^ { j f ^ g „  Finn and not bending
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2 173a 28-39 The punctuation adopted is that of YMG; WW3 reads jS f^ , jfy ffltlko





B. Editions of the Huangdi Sijing
C. Bibliography of Primary Sources
D. Bibliography of Secondary Sources in Chinese
E. Bibliography ofWorks in non-Chinese languages
List A gives all abbreviations used in the bibliography in alphabetical order. List B gives 
all previous editions and all known translationsof the Huangdi Sijing in chronological 
order. List C gives the editions of primary sources cited. List D gives a full bibliography of 
works in Chinese cited or used as reference. Articles in small circulation reviews are also 
given in the Renmin copying review. Please note that page numbers in Chinese reviews 
are not necessarily in the expected order. List E is devoted to non-Chinese works. Works 
earlier than 1911 are given by title; those later than that date, by author or title when there 








Eastern Studies jfC ^  Toho Gaku 
Harvard Journal o f Asiatic Studies 
Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological Index Series










Journal o f Asian Studies 
Journal o f Chinese Philosophy 
Jiang-Han Luntan ’/X '§§ fjnf 
Qi~Lu Xuekan
Shanghai Guji Chuban-she h jrlf i~H jjjj
T o u n g P a o ^ ^
Wen-Shi-Zhe t~f




B. EDITIONS OF THE HUANGDISIJJNG
"Mawangdui Hanmu Boshu^ZhengliXiaozu ^  l l f ^  38 3 1 4 s J®.
(ed.),MawangduiHamnuBoshu Vol. (5£)Beijing:
Wenwu, 1974
Contains photofacsimiles and editions of both LaoziA and B codices. 
MawangduiHanmuBoshuZhengliXiaozu 3E ^  SI3S i!f 38SB/JN ffiL (ed.)
ChangshaMawangdui hanmu Chutu "Laozi" YibenJuanqian Guyishu Shiwen
J t ,
in Wemvu 1974.10,30-42 
TangLanUfHJ, nLaozi"Yibenjuanqianguyishushiwen 
f t  fP  JC, KGXB 1975.1,28-36 
In simplified characters; based on Wenwu 1974.10 edition 
XuRentu f t  ]0[,BoshuLaozi ^  - f t  Taibei: Heluo Tu-shu, 1975 
Guojia Wen wu-ju Guwenxian Yanjiushi (e<f),
Mawangdui Hanmu Boshu Vo 1.1,1§ f t  31 3if SS llF t® ) Beijing: Wenwu, 
1980
Contains photofacsimiles and editions ofboth£aozM andi? codices 
Wang Hansheng f t  ?J| f t ,  Huangdi Jing Taibei: Long-hua, 1981
Hu Xintian ®-fif tH, Huangdi Jing Tongshi Taibei: Tian Gong Shu-ju,
1984
Decaux, J.,£e Canon de I'EmpereurJaune, no place, no date (Preface of 25 Dec. 1985) 
Decaux, J., Les quatre livres de Vempereurjaune: le canon taoique retrouve, Taibei: 
European Language Edition, no date 
(Bibliography includes works published in 1986)
Yu Mingguang ^  Huangdi Sijingyu Huang-Lao Sixiang Jit qg
®  Harbin: Heilongjiang Renmin, 1989
Contains a long introductory essay onHuang-Lao thought 
Hu Xintian, Huangdi Da D a o J in g ^ %  Taibei: Dingyuan Wenhua Shiye,
1992. A reedition of the 1984 text with longer commentaries.




Contains a revised introduction based on the 1989 edition and new essays in an 
appendix. Includes first published translations of the entire work into modern 
Chinese and into English 
Chang, L.S 38 ^  & Feng Y u®  The Mawangdui Huang Lao Manuscripts,
unpublished, US A, 1993
A revision of the English translation published in Yu 1993 with a handwritten 
edition ofthe Chinese text. Used with permission of the authors (1994)
MansveltBeck, BJ.,Richtsnoer Wet, ZestienRichtsnoeren, Naamgeving, De Wegde 
Bron, unpublished, n.d. (Supplied by C. Defoort, KUL Belgium)
A complete translation of all four texts into Dutch.
Chen Guying ®  Huangdi Sijing Yizhu Taibei: Shangwu
Yinshu Guan, 1995. Consulted in manuscript prior to publication.
C. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRIMARY SOURCES
ChuBaShtt Changsha Zidanku Zhanguo Chuboshu Yanjin M # ? w m
Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1985 
Chit Ci 1^, Dong Chuping IS; (ed)Chu Ci Yizhu |iS p® 81 &  Shanghai:
SHGJ, 1986
Chtmqiu Fanlu inEr-shi-erZi  __^ , Shanghai: SHGJ, 1986
Chtmqiu J in g ^  ^  M , Chtmqiu Jingzhuan Yinde, 8  *7 [ HYISIS,
Shanghai: SHGJ, 1983 
Da-Dai Liji ^  ®  f0 , Wang Pinzhen ,EEIj^3^r& Wang Wenmian 3E JC
Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1983 
DaXue J |l, DaXue ZhangjuJizhu 'fc  ^  -fo] ^ j| in Si Shu WuJing 0  ^
Tl M  Vol. 1, Beijing: Zhongguo Shudian, 1985 
Dao De Jing j | |  H* in Er-shi~er Zi (see Chunqiu Fanlu)
  see List E. Henricks, for Mawangdui versions
E r Y a ^ % ,E r Y a Y in d e ^ ^ m \ # ,  HYISIS, Shanghai: SHGJ, 1986 
Fang Yan j j  | f , Fang YanJianshu ^  j§f §§ j®, Qian Yi |§  Li Fashun ^  ^  &
Huang Jianzhong jSf ff*, Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1991
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